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Under PhaGe I, beveled circular crystal plates and triangular crystal plates 'Were 
examine d by Dr. Koga and Dr. Fukuyo. The spectra, polariz 11c.r. - tterns, and 
othe r considerations indicated that the behavior of thcGe : ry tal. could not be 
fully explained until the dmpler rectangular crystals hav t :rn rur~her analyzed. 
Dr. F'ukuyo returned to Japan during this period.. His equi nt va . shipped to 
the 'l'okyo Institute of Technology. Mr. Tsuzuki arrived. fr OC J.pIISI 1.lith ",quip-
me nL fron. the: YokahEUna Naticnal University. All of Mr. Ts u:!uki' s t' gui ~ ~ is 
now i.n uperation. 
Th f' spectra studies of rectangular crystals have progressed rapidly. Mr. Tsuzuki 
has b<'en abl e to trace all of the strong and many of the weak crystal respons<'s 
thrOu.gh dimensional reductions averaging 8 microns per step. The spec t ral. response 
resolut io n of his equipment is appreciably better than that oj' e quipment previously 
us pd . 
Polarizat j o n studies of the rectangular crystal have only r ecently be gun and are 
no t desc ribed in this report. 
Under Phasf' II, addi t ional improvements ha.ve been made in the c ompon ent mount for 
th e s ubs t. i tution measurement system. The resistance and fre quency of 22 overtone 
r f'S pons t:'8 of 9 crystals were measured with maximum e rro rs of l ess than 4 percent 
Hond 0.0002 percent respectively. 
A s t abilization system for the Marc o ni Signal Generator t.>or .. ,. br jUlarded 
ann tes!.ed. The sho:lt-term stabili t y of the generator wU ~ roy, "J. factor 
gre 3.tcr than ;:D. The longer- term improveme nt was by a f ..: ~o;- or 10. 'J1Mo complete 
s yst e m, with schematic diagrams , is described in this r eport. 
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Un<ier Pha,;" I, beveled circular crystal plates and triangular crystal plates were 
exarrdned by Dr. Kogs and Dr. Fukuyo. The spectra, polH.rizatlon patterns, and 
other considerations indicated that the behaVior of these crystals could not be 
IUlly explained until the simpler rectangular crystals have been further analyzed. 
Dr. F'ukuyo returlled to Japan during this period. H1 s equipment was shipped to 
the T,,'y-, Institute of Technology. Mr. Tsuzuki arrived from Japan with "quip-
ment rr"" the Yokahama National University. All of Mr. Tsuz.uki ts equipment is 
now 10 r peration. 
The r '.ra studics of rectan"w.ar crystals have progressed rapidly. Mr. Tsuzuki 
has n ablp to trace all of the s t rong a n d many of the weak crystal responses 
thrC<Uf1l imE'"sional reductions ave raging 8 microns per step. The spectral response 
resCllutlon of his equipme nt is apprec iably better than that of eqUipment preVi ously 
use" . 
pol",nz.ati on studi e s o f the r ectangular c rystal have only recently beg>m and are 
not ~ "r i bed in this r eport. 
Und r-r Sf' TI, additional improvements have been made in the compo nent mount for 
t.hf' II'U t 1 Lutton measurement s ystem. The resistanc e l:ind frequency o f 22 overtone 
rf'!:ipons E' s of 9 crystals were measW"' e d with max:fmum errors of less than 4 percent 
and. 0.0002 percent r e spec t i vely. 
A stabili zation s ys tem f or the Marc oni Signal Generator has been breadboarded 
and tes Led. The sho rt-term stability of the generator was improved by " fac tor 
greater than 50. The lonser-term improvement was by a factor of 10 . The complete 
system, with s chematic diagrams , is de scribed in this report. 
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Under Phase I, beveled Circular crystal plates and triangular crystal plates were 
examined by Dr. Koga and Dr. Fukuyo. The spectra, polarization patternG, and 
other conside rations indicated that the behavior of these crystals could not be 
fully explaine d until the Simpler rectangular crystals have been further analyzed. 
Dr. F'ukuy u r"t;urned Lo Japan during this period.. His equipment was shipped to 
the Tokyo Institute o f 'rechnology. Mr. Tsuzuki arrived from Japan with equip-
mf" nt f r om the YokH.hama Natio nal Unjversjty. All of Mr. 'Psuzuki 's ~'quipmp.nt i s 
no"" in op e rl:it 1 on . 
Thf' spec t.r li s tudie s of' rectangular crystals have progre ...... i rapidly. Mr. Tsuzuki 
has been a bl e t o trac e all of the strong and many of the weak crystal respons es 
through. di ,. l O<1Al T'PC Ho!' "..-r- I r<& fl -Ir:-roo. po'r .~ "il . TbP ~-tr&l response 
resolution of his equipment is appreciably better than that of equipment prev i ously 
u s e d . 
Pola rizat10n s tu dies of the rectangular crystal have only recently begun and are 
not de s c ribed i n thi s report. . 
Unde r Phas E' II, ,,1 i l' lo, 'I .. !'it.. hA,'", ~:. Q_ in th caaro~ent mount for 
the s u t.·\tu'j "n r lit .Y.~ . Th .. r . :.tarr; • • d frequenc y of 22 ove rtone 
r~spon5€'s of 9 c rys tal s were me asured 'With maximum errors of less than 4 perc ent 
a nd 0. 000 2 percent. res pectively. 
A sta bilization gystem f o r the Marconi Signal Generator has bef"n breadboarded 
and t e s t e d. The short-te rm stability of the generator was improved by a f actor 
greate r than;:D. The longer-term improvement was by a factor of 10 . The complete 
s ynte m, with c,ch cmatic diagrwns, is dencribed in thiG report. 
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Undcr Phase I, beveled circular crystal plates and triangular crystal plates were 
examined by Dr. Koga and Dr. Fukuyo. Th e spectra, polarization patterns, and 
other considerations indicated that the behavior of thes e crystal. could. not be 
fully explained until the simpler rectangular crystals have been further analyzed. 
Dr. FUkuyo returned. to Japan during this period. His equipment was shipped. to 
the Tokyo Institute of Technology. Mr. Tsuzuki arrive d from Japan with pquip-
ment from the Yokahama National University. All of Mr. Tsuzuki's equipment is 
nO\l in operation. 
The- spectra Gtudies of rectangular crystals have progresse d rapidly. Mr. Tsuzuki 
has been able to trace all of the strong and many of the weak crystal responses 
throu.gb dimensional reductions averaging 8 microns per step. The spectral re!';ponse 
resolution of his equipment is appreciably bette r than that of equipment previously 
used . 
Polari zati on studies of the rectangular crystal have only recently begun and are 
not described in this report. 
Under PhasE" II, additional imp rovements have been made i n the component muunt for 
t he subst itution meas urement s.ystem. The res i s ttl.nc e and frequency c f 22 over t one 
rpsponsf's of 9 crystals \lere measured with ma.xlmwn errors of less than 4 percent 
and 0.00 0 2 percent rp.spect i vely. 
A s t a b ilization system for the Marconi Signal Ge nerator has been breadboarded 
and tcs ted. The sho rt-term s tability of the generat or was i "'Pl"oved by a fac t o r 
greater than ;:D . The longer-te rm improvement was by a factor of 10 . The complete 
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Under Phase III, t h e construction of the frequency measuring system for 100 mc /sec 
re s. )'" to:" s has been completed . The system consists of an oscillator, Cl meter 
'£S- l) rc~ driving the crystal, a VHF bridge !ind !issoc1!ited instruments for a<!just-
in ~h- crystal to r.sonance by metins of !i null detector, an amplifier and a fre-
i~r ::;~"~n~~r be ~~~:~~:~~i; ~,:~!~ie~a~;o:~~e~c~~a~;e~~e~~~h!~a~:r~a~;~n i~hich 
meusureme nt;:; are based 1s of the necessary long- tp.rm stability . 
Resonator aging ovens for operation of 100 mc units at 55°C and for cycling them 
~~~~u~ ~g~ ~::g~e~~C a:u~5~~ ~:;~e~~e~o~~~~~:~~d; the oven for storage of resona-
Leak Lests of approximately 400 additional, making a total of 569, industrially 
r"bri~"ted resonators of 1 6 . 25 mc/sec frequE: ncy h aVE: been completed by the use 
of Lh~ V!iCuum 011 leak test. T"ne number of l cakcr s indicated by t hi s test was 
85 ;,ercent of the total. The percentage of leakers found for uni ts stored at 
8;,oc !ind 1 250C was greater than f or those stored at room temperature. This was 
in accordance to the greater frequency drifting observed previously for units 
stored at the higher temperatures. 
Fourty-three "dditional resonators have been fabricated in glass containers and 
studied for aging characterist i cs . These units cons i sted of resonators coat ed 
with aluminwn base pl"tes, either .... i thout an overcoat or with gold or silver added 
for freq uency adjustment . The numbers by cate~ory were 1 5 \{ithuut a n overcoat , 
18 with gold added and 10 with silver a dded. Some specimens of each group exhib-
ited excellent stability. Meticulous processing associated with a proper vacuum 
bakeout before seal i ng appeared to be the primary reqUirement for stable aluminwn 
plated resonators . Frequency changes !ittr i butable to the alloying of bimetal films 
were not identified in these measurements. The lack of alloying exhibited is 
ascri bed currently to the oxide b ... rri er formed on the surface of the alwninum 
before evaporation of the overooat. Since the behavior of the oxide coat ing is 
somewhat unpr edi ctable, firm conclusions concerning alloying probabilities must 
aVliit the collection of additional data. 
Under Phase III, the construction of the frequency measuring system for 100 mc / sec 
re~on~tors has been completed . The system consists of an oscillator, Cl meter 
TS- 1 5 f or driving the crystal, a VHF bridge and associated instruments for adJust-
:ing the crystal to resonance by menns of a null detec tor, an amplifier and a fre-
i~en~~ co~n~~r be ~~~:~~:~~i; ~:~!~iel:la~;o~~~e:c~~a~;e~~e~!~h~~!i~:r~a~;~n i~hiCh 
measlJ.t ~l ·. are based 1s of the necessary l o ng-term stl:i"t;ri.ljty . 
Re so '.0:' aging ovens for operation of 100 mc units at 55°C and for cycling t h em 
~~~~u~ ~g~ ~::g~e~~C a~~u~ 5~~ ~:;~e~~e~OI~~~~~:~~d; the oven for stonge of resona-
Leak tests of approximately 400 addit ional, maki ng" total of 569, industrially 
~.lIr \r.t ~ r .lOnators of 16.25 mc/sec frequency ha ve been completed by the use 
CI · h" ..... ~ o il leak test . The nwnber of leakers i ndica Led by this test was 
_ r rc . ~ of t.he total . The percentage of leakers found for unj ts stored at 
8 50C and 1250 C was greate r than for those stored at rOOm temperature . This was 
in accordance to t h e greater frequency drift ing observed pre v i ous l y for units 
stored at the highe r temperatures , 
Fourty-three additional r esona tors have been fabricated in glass containers and 
studied for aging chtirticteristics. These units conSisted of rete' tors coated 
with alwninum base plates, either wHhout an overcoat or with gold or silver added 
for freque ncy adJustment. The numbers by category were 1 5 without an overcoat, 
18 with gold adde -.r ' 10 with silver .. dded. Some specimens of each group exhib-
it"d excellent stability . Meticulous processing "ssocj"tea with II. proper vacuum 
bakeout before seal ing appeured to be the primary requirement for _ bol e a luminum 
. 'lated resonators . Frequency changes attribut"ble to the alloyin or b tmetal films 
were not identified in these measurements. The lack of alloyj ng .. ;th! I t ed is 
aseri bed currently to the oxide barr ier formed on the s urface of to ILl urninum 
before eVCLporatlou of the overcoat . Since the behavior o f the ox! ~ ting is 
somewhat unpredictable, firm conclusions concer ning alloying probabili ties must 
awai t the collection of additional data . 
Under Phase III, t.he c onstruction of the freq uency measuring system for 100 mc/sec 
resonators has been completed . The system consists of an oscillator J Cl meter 
TS-15 for driving the crystal , a VHF bridge and assoc iat ed instrwnents for adJust-
ing Lhe crys tal t o l" ItO e by means of a null d~tector, an amplifier and a fre-
i~en~~p~~~n~~r be ~OII:~l nt~; ~:~!~ie ~a~;o~~~e:c~~ai;e~~e~!~h!~a~:r~a~~~n i~hiCh 
mea \U".:.ents are based is of the necessary long-term stability . 
ReSlOl: lo~r aging ovens for operation of 100 mc units at 550 C and for cycling them 
~~~~u~ ~g~ ~:~g~e~~C a~~u~ 5~; ~:;~e~~e~o~~~~~:~~d; the oven for storage of resona-
Leak tests of approximately 400 addit ional , making" total of 569, industrially 
fabricated re or t cr. o f 16.c5 -.:/1 f requency have been CCJIIIIleted by the use 
of the vacuum a ll 1<: t. . 'It r. boll' of leakers indic.~ J by this test was 
8) percent of t toa..! . . ·r.: .. t&/Se of leakers found for units stored at 
8 50 C and 1 250C was greater than f or those stored at room temperature . This was 
in accordance to the greater frequency drifting observed p reviously for units 
s tored at the h igher temperatures. 
Fourty-three additional resonators have been fabricat ed in glass container s and 
s tud j ed for aging c ac teristics. These units consisted of r I lOta coated 
wi th aluminum base p!.~"s, either without an overcoat or with gold or silver added 
t'or fr e quency adJus l r: to The nwnbers by category were 1 5 without an overcoat, 
18 wi.th gold added and 10 with silver added . Some specimens of each group exhib-
ited excellent stability . Meticulous processing as soc iated with !i proper vacuwn 
bakeout before se!iling appeared to be the primary requirement for stable alwninum 
plated resonators. Frequency changes attributable to the alloying of bimetal films 
were not i dentified in these measurements . The lack of alloyi r "hibited is 
ascribed currently to the oxide barrier formed on the surface or ~he aluminwn 
before evaporation of the overcoat. Since the behavior of the oxI de coating is 
somewhat unpredictable, firm conclusions concerning alloying p robtbilities must 
await the ~ollection of "dditional data. 
Under Phase III, the construction of the frequency melisuring SYlt..." for 100 mc / sec 
reso naL ors hl:is been completed. 'I'he system consist s at" A.n oscl1':'ato r, Cl meter 
TS - 15 for drh·ir. thO' c r ystal, Ii VHF bridge and associated instruments for adjust-
ing the c ry taJ. ~o r ~ l\': Cy .1 of a null detector , an amplifier and a fre -
i~en~~p~~~n;:r . ()r~: en~~~ ~e~!~ie 7a~;0~~~e:c~~a;;e~~e~!~h!~a~:r~a~;~n i:hiCh 
measurements are based is of the necessary l o ng-term stability . 
R"aor '~or aging ovens for OP4' ~.u.:n-. o f 100 mc units at 550 C and for cycling them 
t!l..-c ~h. rar:;::C y>~ t t.' ~~ vcr bn-n ampleted; the oven for storage of resona-
t r l • ~,OC r-_ ;, tou '. 7S >,,""c.r •• c .. Leted. 
L r .. ~ Or an>Nnl:1&at ely 400 additional, making a total of 569, industrially 
~.~Tl"'.-" r or. Gre of 16. 2 5 mc /sec frequency have been completed by the use 
•. r . ~ ,"' "U 1\ lI; ' est . The number of leakers indicated by this test ~as 
} r _ . .,t of:1\ ~o ~a! • The percentage of leakers found for uni ts stored a t 
. ..,. j ,--,oc.. ' er th!in for t hose stored at room t r ·\U"e . This was 
11. 'co:-dance to the greater frequency drifting observed previously for units 
stor e d at the higher t empera t ures . 
Fourty- three additional resonators have been fabri cated in glass containers H.nd 
studied for aging character i stics . These units consisted of resonators coated 
with aluminum base plates , eithe r without an overcoat or with gold or silver added 
for frequency adjustme nt . The numbers by category were 1 5 without Illl overcoat, 
18 with gold added and 10 with s ilver added . Some specimens of each group exhib-
ite d excellent stability . Meticulous processing associated with a prvper vacuum 
b"keout. ,b0fore sealing appeared to be t he primary requirement for stuble aluminum 
pl ated reson!itors . Fre'luency changes attributable to the alloying of bimetal films 
"ere not j denti ned In these measurements. The lack o f alloying exhibited is 
as c r i bed currently to the oxide barrier f ormed on the surface of the alwninum 
before evaportition ot' the overcoat . Since the behavior of the oxide coating is 
somewhat unpredictable, firm concluSions concerning alloying probabilities must 
await the coll"ct i o n of additional data. 
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Under Pilati e I, bevel ed circular crystal plates and triangular crystal plates were 
eXl:iI1lined by Dr. Koga !ind Dr. Fukuyo. The spectra, polarization pat t e rns, and 
other considerations indicated that the behavior of these crystals could not be 
fully explained until the simpler rectangular crystal s have b 2en further analyzed. 
Dr. Fuk'"yO returned to Japan during this period . His equi pment "as shipped to 
the Tokyo Tnsti tute o f Technology. Mr. Tsuzuki arrived from Japan with ~quip-
I.' rr'- ·.tI "(l>kahama Nrlt. ional Unlverstty. All of Mr . T"uzuki's eqUipment is 
In .... ~!O;\ . 
Th~ !O • r . :u4ies of rectangular crystals have progrE'ssed rapidly. Mr. Tsuzuki 
~ ~;. ftb.) r to trace all of the strong and many of the weak crystal responses 
throush dimensional reductions averaging 8 microns per step. The spec t ral response 
resolutLon of' his equipment is appreciably better than that of eqUipment previously 
usp.d. 
PolarizatIon studies of the rectangular crystal h"ve only recently begun and are 
not descri bed in this report. 
UndE:'r PhasE' TI, additional improvements have been ma.de in the component mount for 
t. .. .... s ti tution measur€"'3ll'c t system. The reSistance and frequency of 22 over tone 
r~.por. f. ~ o f 9 ~rystal6 lJere measured with maximum errors of less tha.n 4 percent 
and 0. 0002 percent respectively. 
A stabiliz'.l.tion system for the Marconi Signal Generator has hepn breadboarded 
a"d te' '"d . ~ .no,"t·term stability of t he generator was i mproved by a factor 
gre" ter than YJ. The longer-term improvement was by a factor of 10. The complete 
system, with "chematic diagrams, is described in this report. 
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UncleI' Phase I, beveled circular crystal plates and triangular crystal plates were 
examined by Dr . Koga and Dr. Fukuyo. The spectra, polarization patterns, and 
other con s iderations indic.ated that the behavior of thes e crystals could not be 
fully explai ned until the simpler rectangular crystals have been further analyze d. 
Dr. Fukuyo ret;ur lled to Japan during thi s period. Hi s equipment was shipped to 
the Tokyo Institute of Technology. Mr. Tsuzuki arrived from Japan with ~quip­
ment fron: the Yokahama National University. All of Mr. Tsuzuki's equipment is 
now in operation. 
Thr' spec tra sLudie s of rectangular crystals have progressed rapidly. Mr. TSUZuki 
has been able to trace all o f the strong and many of the weak crystal respanJles 
through dime ns 1.onal r eductions avera.ging 8 microns per step. The spectral response 
resolution 01' his equipment is appreciably better than that o f eqUipment previously 
usr=-rl. 
Polarizat ion studies of the rectangular crystal have only recently begun and are 
not descr ibed in t his report. 
Under Phas~ TI, additional improvements have been made in the component mount for 
tht: subRt,i tution measurement system. The resistance and frequency of 22 overtone 
r pSpOnS f"R of 9 crystals were measured with maximum errors of less than 4 percent 
and 0 . 0002 percent respectively. 
A stabilization system for t he Marconi Signal Generator has bE'en breadboarded 
and tested . 'I'he s hort-term stability of the generator was improved by a factor 
greater than JJ. The longer-term improvement was by a fact or of 10. The complete 
system, with schematic diagrams, is described in this report. 
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Under Phase III, the construct i on of the frequen~y measuring system for 100 mc/sec 
resonators has been compl e ted. The s ystem consists of an oscillator', Cl meter 
'IS-1 S for driving t h e cr ystal, a VHF bridp;e and associated instrwnents for adjust-
i ng the crysto..l to r esonanCe by means of a nul l detector, an amplif i e r and a f re-
quency counter. Measurements rapi dly made and acc W"tlte to ",1 thin tw-o part s in 
10 8 appear to be consisLently feasible, prov d,.~ "h e f r equenc y standard upon "hich 
measurements are based. 1s of the necessary lC~j1, .. t.rm stability. 
Resonator a g ing ovens for operat i on o f 100 me .. ~t s at 55°C and for cycling them 
thr uu gh tge r ange oDe to 5SoC have been comp.l .~ d; the oven for storage of resona-
t ors a· .. 0 e h"s been about 7 5 perc e n t comple ~ :1 . 
Leak tes~s of approximately 1,00 additional, ~!"li a total o f 569 , industrially 
fobri ~ated res on.tors of 16. 25 mc/sec frequency have been ~ <: t.j, by the use 
of Lh .. va c uum o il leak test. Tne number of leakers indic ·e~ y t is test was 
83 percent of the total. The percentage of leakers foun d for units stored at 
8)oe and l?sOe wa s greater than for those store;:! . t r temp e rature. This was 
in accordance to t h e greater frequency drift i ng observed previous ly for units 
stored at the higher temperatures . 
Fourt y -three additional resonators have been fabricated in glass containers and 
studied for ag i ng character ist ics. These unit . c ! t d of r .eG! tors coated 
"ith a l uminwn bas e plates, either without an O\'rrcoat or wah ro.hl ~- s il ver added 
for fr equency adjustment. The numbers by cate y \lOOT 1-, "' l, ~ r. overcoat , 
18 with gol d adied and 10 with sHver "ade a. · .... :1 n or ·-n group exhib-
ited excellent stability. Met i culou s processing ~-j.t ;I .., : t h a proper vacuum 
,mkeout before sealing appeared to be the primary ~ "lr r- · for stable aluminum 
plate d resonators . Frequency changes attrjbutable to Il !L.l:oying of bimetal films 
were not i dentified in these measureme nt s. The lack of alloyi ng e xh i bi ted is 
" scribed currentl y to the oxid" barrier f ormed on the surface of the aluminum 
before evaporation of t h e over~oat . Since t he beh"vior of the oxide coating is 
somewhat unpredi c table, firm conclusions concerning alloying probabilities must 
awai t the coll ection of additional data. 
Under Phase III, the cons truction of t he frequency measuring system f or 100 mc / sec 
resonl:l.tors has been completed . The system consists o f an osc illator, Cl me ter 
'IS-1 S for driving the cryst al , a VHF br idge and assoc i ated instrullJent s for adjust-
ing the c r ystal. to resonance by means of a null detector , an ampl i fier and a fre -
i~5n~~p~~~~~r be ~~~:~~:~~~; ~:~;~ie 7a~;o~~~e~c~~a~~e~~e~~~h!~a~~~r~a:;~n i:hich 
measurements a r e based is of the necessary long-term stability . 
Resonator aging ovens for operation of 100 mc units at 5soe and for cycling them 
~~~~u~ ~g~ ~:~g~e~~e a~u~S~~ ~:;~e~~e~o~~~~~:~~d; the oven for storage of resona-
Leak tests o f approximately 400 additional, making a eotal of 569, indust riall y 
f " bric.ated resonators of 1 6.25 mc/ sec fr equency have been complete:! by the use 
of thp- vacuwn oil leak t est . The number of l eaker s i ndicat ed by th i s test was 
8 3 percent of the total. The per centage of leakers f ound for units s tored at 
8soe an d 1 2:,oC was greater t han for t hose stored at room temperature . This was 
i n accor danc e to the greater fr equency drifting obser ved pr eviousl y for units 
store d at the highe r t emperatures . 
Fourty-three additjonal r esonators ha ve been fabri cated i n glass containers and 
studied f or aging characterj st ies. These units conSisted of resonators coated 
with al umi nwn base plates, either without !:in overcoat or \.l ith gol d or silver added 
for frequency adJustment. The numbers by category were 1 :' without an overcoat, 
18 with gol d a dded and 10 with silver added. Some specimens of each group eXhib-
i ted excel lent stability. Meticulous processing assoc iat e d with a propp.r vacuum 
bakeout b~fore sealing appeared to be the primary requirement f or stable a lu.mi num 
"lated r esonators . Frequency changes a ttributable t o the alloying of bimetal f ilms 
were not identified i n these measur ements. The lac k of alloying exhi bi te d is 
a scribed currently to the oxide barrie r forme d on the surfac e of t he aluminum 
before evaporation of t he overcoat. Since t he behavior of the oxIde coating is 
somewh at unpredictable, firm conclusions concerning alloying probabilities must 
awai t the collection of a dditional data. 
Unde r Phase III, t h e construction o f t he frequency measuring system for 100 mc/sec 
re s:...:w'".ator s has been completed . The system consists of an oscillator , Cl meter 
1'S-1 5 for driving the c r ystal, a VHF bri dge and associated instruments for adjus t-
ing the crystal to resona nc e by means of a null d~tector, an amplifier and a fre-
i~Bn~~p~~~n~~r be ~~~:~~:~~~; ~:~!~ie 7a:;0~~~e~c~:a~;e~~e~~~h!~a~:r~a~~~n i~hiCh 
measurements are based 1s of the neces sary long-te r m stability . 
Resonat or aging ovens for operation of 100 mc units at 550e and for cycling t hem 
through the range oOe to SSOC have been completed; t he oven for storage of resona -
tors a t oOe has been about 7 5 percent completed. 
Leak tests of approximately 400 additional , making a total of 569, industrially 
fabr icated r esonators of 16.25 mc/sec frequency have been completed by the us e 
of' the vacuum oil leak test. The number o f leakers indicated by this test was 
85 p ercent o f the total. The perce ntage o f leakcrs found for units stored at 
8~oe and 12SoC was greater than for those stored at room temperature . This was 
i n "ccorctance to the greater frequency dr i ft i ng observed previously for units 
stor ed a t the higher temperatures. 
Fo urty-three addit ional r esonators have been fabri cated in glass contai ners and 
studied for aging character i stics . These uni ts consisted o f resonators coated 
with aluminum base plates, e ither without a n overcoat or with gold or silver added 
for frequency adj ustment . The numbers by category were 15 without an overcoat, 
18 with gold added and 10 "i th silver added. Some specimens of each group exhib-
ited excellent stability . Meticulous processing assoc i ated with a proper vaeuum 
bakeo ut befor e sealing appeared to be t he primary requirement for stable aluminum 
plated r esonators. Frequency changes attr i butable to the alloying o f bimetal films 
"ere not identifi e d in these measurements. The lack of alloying exhibit ed i s 
ascri bed curr e ntly to the oxi de barrier f ormed on the surface o f the aluminum 
before evaporat i on of the overcoat. Since the behavior of the ox i de coating is 
somewhat unpredictable, firm conclusions concerning alloyin g probabilities must 
awai t the ~ollection of additional data . 
Under Phase III, the construc tion of t he frequency measuring system for 100 me/ sec 
resonat ors has been completed. The sys tem consist s o f an oscillator, Cl meter 
TS-1 5 f or driving the crystal, a VHF bridge Iln d associated instruments f or adJust-
i ng t h e c r ystal to resonance by means of a null detector, a n amplifier and a fre-
i~8n~~p~~~~~r be ~~~:~~:~~~~ ~:~!~re 7a;~o~~~e:c~~a;:e~~e~!;h!~a~:r~a~~~n i:hiCh 
m""surements are based is of the necessary long-term stability. 
Resonator aging ovens fo r operation ot" 100 mc units at ~)oe and for cycl ing them 
through the range o oe t.o 'SoC have been completed.; t h e oven for stor age of resona-
l ars al aOc has ueen a bout 7 5 pp.rcent completed . 
Leak tesLs of approximately 400 additi onal , mak ing a total ot" :,69, i ndustri ally 
f abricated resonator s o f 1 6.25 me/sec frequency have been completed hy the use 
o f the va c.;uum o il leak test . The numuer of leakers i nd icated by this test was 
8) percent of the total . The percentage of leakers found for units stored at 
8Soc and 12soe ",as greater t han for those stored at r oom t emperature. This was 
in accor dance to the greater frequency dr ifting obser ved prevIously f or u ni l s 
. ~ored at the higher temperatures . 
Four ty - three addi tional reso nators have been fabrica ted in glasn containers and 
studied f o.r tr11\f char t eristics. These units cons isted o f resonators coated 
with al~. ~".~ t ,either without an overcoat Or with gol d or silver added 
rOT rr u _y 11: t :-::. The numbers by category were 1 5 wi t hout an overcoat, 
lA '.11 gf.),d &<l<1('<l U.d 0 Wl th sl1 ver U ed . Some specimens of :h group exhib-
!. J rXt' e lL .. " .labll!ly. Meticulous rrocessing assoc i ated with a pruper vacuum 
bft.< ~ b"ror ..... ..: I -r- r .. ::l 0 be t. r primary reqUirement for s t able alumi num 
j.J. t r e t \ On . fr 'j_ r -J c - ges .: · r ibutabl e to the alloying o f bimet al films 
. <r not identifie:i i n th ..... _Jreme n · . . The l ac k of alloying exhi b i ted i s 
:lbcc. currently to the O.(l~ l>ar'rier fo rmed on the surface of the a luminum 
befor e ev per ~1 ....... of the 0 rtOOO·. . Since the behavior of the ox; de coating i s 
somewhat • r lelable, U n. c .elusions concerning alloying probabilities must 
await the coll'Oction of additional data. 
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I.. PURPOSE 
The research being pursued under Contract No. DA-36-039 SC-78905 is a 
broad study of the behavior of quartz crystals as frequency control and filter 
elements. Three areas of specialization are being pursued: 
Phase 19 Motional Parameters 
Phase II. Equivalent Electrical Parameters 
Phase III. Aging of Quartz Resonators 
Phase I is concerned with the study of the motional parameters of thickness 
shear modes of AT-cut quartz crystals. The purpose of Phase I is fourfold: 
1. To measure as a function of the plate and electrode size the motional 
capacitance and shunt capacitance on quartz crystal disks of the AT-type in 
the frequency range 1 to 10 mc/sec; 
2. To measure the motional capacitance of the inharmonic overtones as a 
function of the plate and electrode Size, and to compare the functional depend-
ence of the motional capacitance on the electrode size with the solution fol-
lowing from the strain distribution of the mode; 
3. To measure the capacitance ratio and the shunt capacitance in its 
variation with the variation of the inharmonic overtones; 
4. To investigate any other problems pertinent to motional parameters 
which may arise during the course of the studies as mutually agreed upon 
between the Contractor and the Contracting Officer's Technical Representative. 
In Phase II, methods for measuring the equivalent electrical parameters 
of quartz crystal units will be investigated. The purpose of Phase II is 
fourfold: 
1. To continue the study and investigation of methods and techniques 
for measuring the equivalent electrical parameters of VHF and UHF overtone 
quartz crystal units in the frequency range above 250 mc/sec, including 
-1-
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(a) determination of measurement errors, 
(b) development of a means for directly measuring the power 
dissipation of the crystal units, and 
(c) development of a procedure for specifying and measuring 
the significant parameters of the crystal unit at the 
overtone frequency of interest; 
2. To utilize the information from Part 1, above, in the establishment 
of a standard crystal measurement system in the frequency range 100 to 500 
mc/sec which will accomplish the following: 
(a) measure the effective resistance of the crystal unit at the 
apparent series resonant frequency of the crystal unit with 
a target accuracy within one percent for resistance and 
0.0001 percent for frequency, 
(b) include a means of measuring directly the power dissipation 
of the crystal unit with an accuracy sufficient for 2(a), 
above, but not worse than 10 percent; 
3. To utilize the information from Parts 1 and 2, above, in investiga-
tions of circuitry for the design and construction of an experimental model 
of a practical crystal test set for the frequency range 175 to 300 mc/seco 
The desired characteristics of the test set follow: 
(a) measurement of the effective resistance of the crystal unit 
in the range from 20 to 200 ohms, at the apparent series 
resonant frequency, within 5 percent. 
(b) adjustment of the crystal power drive within 0.2 to 4 mw and 
direct determination of the driving power within 20 percent, 
(c) frequency control within an absolute accuracy of 0.0002 per-
cent at the apparent series resonant frequency of the crystal 
unit; 
-2-
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4. To investigate any other problems pertinent to crystal measurements 
in the VHF and UHF ranges which are mutually upon by the Contractor and 
the Contracting Officer 1 s Technical Representative~ 
Phase III will continue investigations into the causes of aging of quartz 
units 0 The purpose of Phase III is fivefold: 
1. To fabricate experimental crystal units of the CR-19/U type with 
highly polished crystal blanks in metal and glass holdersj 
2. To conduct investigations of frequency drifts induced by normal dif-
fusion in multilayer electrodes produced in plating-to-frequency; 
3. To conduct investigations on the diffusion of bonding materials and 
solder into monolayer gold and aluminum electrodes; 
4. To investigate the feasibility of replacing the currently used solder 
sealing of metal containers with cold welding of metal parts; 
5. To investigate any other problems pertinent to 
which may arise during the course of the studies as mutually 
of crystal units 
upon 
between the Contractor and the Contracting Officer's Technical Representative. 
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II. ABSTRACT 
Under Phase I, beveled circular crystal plates and triangular crystal plates 
were examined by Dr. Koga and Dr. Fukuyo. The spectra, polarization patterns, 
and other considerations indicated that the behavior of these crystals could 
not be fully explained until the simpler rectangular crystals have been further 
analyzed .. 
Dr. Fukuyo returned to Japan during this period. His equipment was shipped 
to the Tokyo Institute of Technology. Mr. Tsuzuki arrived from Japan with 
equipment from the Yokahama National University. All of Mr. Tsuzukits equipment 
is now in operation. 
The spectra studies of rectangular crystals have progressed rapidly. Mr. 
Tsuzuki has been able to trace all of the and many of the weak crystal 
responses through dimensional reductions averaging 8 microns per step. The 
spectral response resolution of his equipment is appreciably better than that 
of equipment previously used e 
Polarization studies of the rectangular crystal have only recently begun 
and are not described in this report. 
Under Phase II, additional improvements have been made in the component 
mount for the substitution measurement system. The resistance and frequency 
of 22 overtone responses of 9 crystals were measured with maximum errors of 
less than 4 percent and 0.0002 percent respectively. 
A stabilization system for the Marconi Signal Generator has been bread-
boarded and testedo The short-term stability of the generator was improved 
by a factor greater than 30. The longer-term improvement was by a factor of 
10. The complete system, with schematic diagrams, is described in this report. 
Under Phase III, the construction of the frequency measuring system for 
100 mc/sec resonators has been completed. The system consists of an oscillator, 
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Cl meter TS-15 for driving the crystal, a VHF bridge and associated instruments 
for adjusting the crystal to resonance by means of a null detector, an amplifier 
and a frequency countero Measurements rapidly made and accurate to within two 
parts in 10
8 
appear to be consistently feasible, provided the frequency standard 
upon which measurements are based is of the necessary long-term stability. 
Resonator aging ovens for operation of 100 mc units at 550 C and for cycling 
o 0 
them through the range 0 to 55 C have been completed; the oven for storage of 
o resonators at 0 C has been about 75 percent completed. 
Leak tests of approximately 400 additional, making a total of 569, indus-
trially fabricated resonators of 16.25 mc/sec frequency have been completed by 
the use of the vacuum oil leak test o The number of leakers indicated by this 
test was 83 percent of the total o The percentage of leakers found for units 
8 0. 0 stored at 5 C and 125 C was greater than for those stored at room temperatureo 
This was in accordance to the greater frequency drifting observed previously for 
units stored at the higher temperatures. 
Fourty-three additional resonators have been fabricated in glass containers 
and studied for ~n~uncharacteristics. These units consisted of resonators coated 
with aluminum base plates, either without an overcoat or with gold or silver 
added for frequency adjustment. The numbers by category were 15 without an over-
coat, 18 with gold added and 10 with silver added. Some specimens of each group 
exhibited excellent stabilityo Meticulous processing associated with a proper 
vacuum bakeout before sealing appeared to be the primary requirement for stable 
aluminum plated resonators o Frequency changes attributable to the alloying of 
bimetal films were not identified in these measurements. The lack of alloying 
exhibited is' ascribed currently to the oxide barrier formed on the surface of 
the aluminum before evaporation of the overcoat. Since the behavior of the oxide 
coating is somewhat unpredictable, firm conclusions concerning alloying probabil-
ities must await the collection of additional data. 
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III. PUBLICATIONS J LECTURES, REPORTS, AND CONFERENCES 
No publications, lectures, or reports have resulted from work under this 
contract during this report period. 
A general conference to define the technical program of all three phases 
of the project was held at USASRDL on September 3, 1959. The following Georgia 
Tech persons attended: Dr. A. L. Bennett, Dr. Jo E~ Rhodes, Jr., Dro Issac Koga, 
Mr. Yasuo Tsuzuki, Mro Samuel N. Witt, Jr., and Mro R. B. Belser. 
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IV OJ FACTUAL DATA 
A. Phase I. Motional Parameters 
1. Introduction 
This phase of the work, assigned the Project Number A-402-11 by the 
Engineering Experiment Station of the Georgia Institute of Technology, was 
initiated on 1 March 1959 and is a continuation of the work prior to that date 
on Contract NOQ DA-56-059 SC-78910, Project Number A-402-1. This report, for 
the period from 1 July 1959 to 30 September 1959, represents a continuation of 
the work described in the Interim Report for the preceding period of the current 
contract" 
During August of this period, Dr. Fukuyo returned to Japano His 
equipment was shipped to the Tokyo Institute of Technology. Prior to his 
departure, Dro Koga and Mr~ Tsuzuki arrived from Japan. 
Some investigations of beveled circular crystals and of triangular 
crystals were conducted by Dro and Dr~ Fukuyo during this period Q Brief 
descriptions of these investigations are reported in Sections A.2. and A.5. of 
this chapter .. 
Mr. Tsuzukits equipment from the Yokahruaa National University has 
been placed in operation. The spectral response studies were begun during the 
month of AugustQ The polarization studies were started late in September~ 
2. The Beveled Circular Crystal Plates 
Five beveled circular AT-cut crystal plates were supplied by the 
USASRDL for study of polarization patterns and spectra Q Four of the plates 
were chipped at the to different extents 0 For the initial studies, the 
plate without chips (A) and the plate with the largest chip (B) were chosen. 
Dimensions of the two plates are shown in Figure I.. The orientation of the 
x- and z-axis were determined by means of polarized light. 
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Figure 1. The Beveled Circular Test Crystal Plates. 
Figure 2 shows the amplitude-versus-frequency spectra for the two 
plates. The frequencies of several of the stronger responses are marked on the 
oscillograms. The distinctive features of these beveled circular plates are 
that significant responses do not exist below the frequency of the principal 
thickness-shear vibration and that strong responses do not exist close to this 
frequency on the upper side. 
For the polarization studies, the crystal plates were placed between 
two plane electrodes of diameter larger than the plates. Thus, the effects 
of polarization at the beveled surfaces could not be observed clearly. Figure 
3 shows the polarization patterns for plate A along the x- and z-axis diameters 
for each of the 7 major responses shown in Figure 2. 
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A. BEVELED PLATE A 
B. BEVELED PLATE B 
Figure 2. Amplitude-Versus-Freguency Spectra of Two Beveled Circular Plate3. 
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Figure 3. Polarization Patterns of Crystal A of Figure 2. 
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Figure 3 (Continued). Polarization Patterns of Crystal A of Figure 2. 
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The preliminary measurements indicate that available techniques can be 
used to clarify the behavior of the beveled circular crystalj however, this work 
will be deferred until the rectangular crystals are more fully understood. 
3. The Triangular Crystal Plates 
Brief investigations of the polarization and spectra of a typical 
3 mc/sec triangular crystal plate were performed. The amplitude-frequency 
spectrum is shown in Figure 4. The polarization patterns corresponding to the 
stronger responses of Figure 4 are shown in Figure 5. The polarization patterns 
were obtained along both the x-axis and z-axis, through the center of the plate 
as indicated in Figure 5. 
Figure 4. Amplitude-Versus Frequency Spectrum of a 
Triangular Crystal Plate. 
The original five triangular crystal plates supplied by the USASRDL 
could not be examined since they were ground to a frequency of 10 mc/sec, whereas, 
the measurement equipment is designed to operate at 3 mc/sec. Accordingly, five 
crystal plates with the following specifications were procured: 
Cut: AT at an angle of 350 15' ~ 2'. Orientation of the 
five plates to be within 2 minutes of each other. 
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Figure 5. Polarization Patterns of the Crystal of Figure 4. 
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Figure 5 (Continued). Polarization Patterns of the Crystal of Figure 4. 
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3 mc/sec : 10 kc/sec for the fundamental thickness-
shear mode. 
Triangular, Equilateral. 
1 .. 000" ± 0 .. 010" each side; one side along the 
• +_ 10. x-axls, 
As required by frequency. 
Milky white polish or, if necessary to obtain the 
required thickness, optical polish. 
Four of the five crystals were chipped at one or more places on the 
edges when received. The plate without chips was chosen for the investigations. 
The complexity of the vibrational patterns for the triangular plate is 
greater than that of the rectangular plate. The optimum design parameters for a 
specific crystal type can be determined only by changing the dimensions of the 
crystal and analyzing the various spectral responses and polarization patterns. 
For crystals in the shape of an equilateral triangle, the spectrum will be a 
function of the side-length and the specific orientation, where the specific 
orientation, W, is defined in Figure 6. Whether or not optimum selections of 
these quantities exist can be determined only by extensive stUdies. 
/ 
~------~------~----~ x 
Figure 60 Definition of Specific Orientation, Wo 
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4. Third Overtone Spectra of Rectangular Crystal Plates 
a. Equipment for Mode Chart Preparation. During this report period, 
the equipment which was used by Dr. Fukuyo was returned to Japan. Mr. Tsuzuki 
brought similar equipment to this country from the Yokahama National University. 
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7. Block Diagram of the Equipment for Recording Spectra. 
A schematic representation of the precision capacitors, coupling coils, 
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Figure 8. Elements of the System for Measurement of Spectra. 
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the Yokogawa Electric works in Japan, have an approximately linear frequency 
variation with mechanical rotation. The coils A and B are constructed as nearly 
identical as possible so that proper tracking of the two resonant circuits can 
be obtained with the mechanically-coupled capacitorse The magnetic coupling 
between the coils is made as small as the sensitivity of the vacuum-tube volt-
meter permits~ A tap on coil A is provided for oscillator feedback and taps on 
coil B are provided for matching the impedance of the circuit to the response 
impedances of the test crystalQ 
Lack of perfect tracking of the two tuned circuits and lack of constant 
oscillator output cause the base-line of the resulting recordings to vary some-
what with frequencyo These variations are of little concern however, since only 
the frequency and relative magnitudes of the responses are of importance in the 
present study~ 
The complete oscillator-detector circuit assembly is shown in Figure 
90 Japanese vacuum tubes are presently used; however, American tubes with the 
same or corresponding numbers may be substituted Q 
The improved resolution of this equipment over previous recordings 
is made possible by the improved oscillator stability, the improved mechanical 
drive arrangement, and the direct injection of frequency markers 9 The minimum 
full-scale frequency deviation is ~ 40 kc/sec o The deviation can be increased 
to approximately ~ 400 kc/sec. 
The photographic recorder is also manufactured by the Yokogawa Electric 
Works. Three vibrators are provided for three separate recording channels. The 
center vibrator, kno"l<!n as a type H vibrator in Japan, is used for the spectrum 
recordings and has a sensitivity of 10 rum/rna and a frequency response of 500 cps. 
The other vibrators are type A with a sensitivity of 0.5 mm/ma and a frequency 























Figure 9. The Oscillator-Detector Circuit Diagram. 
:z: 
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The ~equency markers are provided by three crystal-controlled oscil-
lators and a s~ 3tem of mixers~ The oscillators operate at 10, 100, and 3000 
kc/sec to provj Ie strong frequency components witQ 10 kc/sec spacing in the region 
of 3000 kc/sec. These frequency components are mixed with the output of the 
crystal drive c ;cillator and the low-frequency heterodyne component is recorded 
by one of the ~ ~e A vibrators. The other type A vibrator is not used. 
The f lotographic recorder and the test crystal drive-oscillator are 
driven by separ ~te synchronous motors. Thus, the frequency variation on the 
recorded chart s approximately linear and interpolation may be used between 
the 10 kc/sec m .rkers. 
b. P eparation and Selection of Crystal Plates. For the initial 
spectral respon e studies, four parent quartz crystals, A, C, D, and E, were 








crystals was cut into four crystals with the 
AT at an angle of 
Third overtone frequency approximately 3022 kc/sec~ 
Rectangular, x = 24.560 mm ~ 0.002 mm 
o 
Yo 1.650 mm ~ 0.001 mm 
z = 27.004 mm + 0.002 mm 
o 
Milky white polish or better. 
Each c ~ the crystals was numbered A-I, A-2, etc., the letter indicating 
the parent cryst~. 
The fr ;quency spectra for all of the crystals were examined with the 
equipment which .as been described. The two crystals showing the greatest 
Similarity were )-1 and D-2. The high-resolution spectra of these crystals are 
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shown in 10 and 11. The spectra of the other crystals were similar to 
those of D-l and D-2. For example) the spectral responses of a crystal from a 
different crystal is shown in Figure 12. 
Crystals D-l and D-2 were chosen for the spectra studies) D-l for 
immediate use and D-2 for later use. 
c. Mode Chart Preparation. In previous studies) only the relatively 
strong responses near the frequency of the thickness-shear vibration have been 
analyzed for AT-cut crystals. The improved resoltuion of the current equipment 
has made possible the studies of many of the weak responses also. The frequencies 
of these weak responses can be readily determined from spectra such as shown in 
Figure 10. Lower-resolution spectra such as shown in Figure 13 for crystal D-l 
are usefUl in following the stronger responses. 
As has been reported previously) the crystal mode charts are prepared 
by reducing an appropriate dimension of the crystal plate in steps sufficiently 
small to permit tracing of the individual responsesa At first) the x dimension 
o 
of crystal D-l was reduced in steps of 20 microns. This reduction was more than 
adequate for tracing all of the strong responses; however) it was much too large 
to permit reliable tracing of the smaller responses. The dimensional reduction 
was thus changed to less than 10 microns per step. To date) approximately 45 
dimensional reductions have been made with an average step of about 8 microns. 
14 shows the mode chart plotted for the weaker responses of crystal D-l. 
Some of the minor responses cannot be traced through the dimensional reductions. 
In this figure) the minor divisions in the x direction represent 10 microns. 
o 
Figure 15 shows the stronger crystal responses as plotted from low-
resolution spectra oscillograms such as Figure This mode chart is plotted 
for dimensional reductions of approximately 50 microns per step. Such reductions 
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Figure 10. High-Resolution Spectrum of Crystal D-l. 





























Figure 12. High-Resolution Spectrum of Crystal A-4. 
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Figure 14. Mode Chart of Weaker Responses of Crystal D-l. 
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Figure 15 . Mode Char t of Stronger Re sponses of Cr ysta l D-l. 
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The completion of Figures 14 and 15 for crystal D-l will require about 
six more months. Equipment for making polarization studies is now in operation 
and will aid greatly in identifying and tracing the various modes. 
5. Polarization Studies 
Equipment for making polarization studies has recently been assembled 
and is now in operation. This equipment consists of the necessary mechanical 
drive equipment, the source generator, and the detector-recorder equipment shown 
in Figure 16. The equipment presently in use is similar to that used by Dr. Fukuyo. 
SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 
BUFFER MECHANICALLY GENERAL .... ... DRIVEN - AMPLIFIER -RADIO PROBE 
TYPE 100l-A 
RECORDER AMPLIFIER 
VARIAN .; AND -" " MODEL G-l0 DETECTOR 
Figure 16. Block Diagram of Equipment· for Polarization Studies. 
In the previous equipment, however, a photographic oscillograph was used as the 
recorder. With this instrument immediate observation of the polarization patterns 
could not be made. In the current equipment a Varian Model G-IO pen recorder 
has been substituted~ 
Because of the much lower frequency response of the Varian recorder 
(one second for full-scale travel), the dimensional sweep speed across the crystal 
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had to be reduced to approximately 10 rom/min. The lower speed required improved 
frequency stability of the signal source generator. Further improvements in 
stability were necessitated by the contemplated measurement of weak responses. 
The General Radio Type 1001-A Signal Generator, presently in use, has only 
marginal stability for this purpose. In addition, correlation of the polariza-
tion patterns with the frequency spectrum is very difficult since provision is 
not made for determining the frequency accurately. The polarization measurement 
equipment must be further refined before maximum usefulness can be realized. 
B. Phase II. Equivalent Electrical Parameters 
1. Introduction 
This phase of the work, assigned the Project Number A-402-12 by the 
Engineering Experiment Station of the Georgia Institute of Technology, was 
initiated on 1 March 1959 and is a continuation of the work prior to that date 
on Contract No. DA-36-039 SC-78910, Project Number A-402-2. This report, for 
the period from 1 July 1959 to 30 September 1959, represents a continuation of 
the work described in the Interim Report for the preceding period of the current 
contract. 
A substitution measurement system for determining the parameters of 
high-frequency quartz crystals was described in the Interim Report. The system 
consists of a component mount into which the crystal or substitution resistor 
is plugged, a signal source, and a suitable voltmeter. Two models of the com-
ponent mount were previously described. Data were presented to compare the 
measurements from the substitution system with those from the Crystal Measure-
ments Standard System. 
2. The Substitution Measurement System 
Further work to improve the accuracy of the substitution measurement 
system has continued o A study of the possible causes of error has indicated 
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that the major source of conductance measurement error was the placement of the 
crystal with respect to the center conductor of the component mount. The refer-
ence plane of the Crystal Measurements Standard System is perpendicular to the 
pins and tangent to the base of the crystal unit. For best data agreement, an 
identical mount should be used for the substitution system; however, the nature 
of the substitution system prohibits this arrangement. 
With either the Measurements Standard System or the substitution 
measurement system, the physical spacing between the crystal base and the 
measurement plane greatly affects the resulting data. The mount of the Measure-
ments Standard System has been standardized so that the measurement plane is in 
contact with the crystal base. With the first and second prototype mounts for 
the substitution system the spacings between the measurement plane and crystal 
base were approximately 0.2 cm and O¢l cm, respectively. 
The spacing between the crystal base and the measurement ~lane for the 
second mount could not be a~preciably reduced without shorting the center con-
ductor of the mount to the crystal can. However, because of the compound 
curvature of the center conductor of the first mount, the spacing between the 
point of contact with the crystal pin and the base of the crystal could be made 
negligible. Also, the physical construction of the first mount more closely 
resembled that of the Measurements Standard System mount. 
The first prototype mount was rebuilt by recessing the grounded pin 
connector so that the crystal base would be in contact with the measurement 
plane. The second connection to the center conductor was provided by drilling 
two intersecting holes as shown in Figure 17. A metal plunger and spring were 
inserted into the hole along the conductor axis as shown. The other hole was 
made smaller than the hole along the axis and only slightly larger than the 
crystal pin so that the s~ring pressure could provide good electrical and 
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mechanical connections. The holes, because of their small diameters, should not 
appreciably affect the impedance of the transmission line. 
--r---- HOLE FOR CRYSTAL PIN 
PLUNGER --...,;e-~ 
SPRING --~-7fC~~ 
Figure 17. Cross-Section View of the Center Conductor 
of the Substitution Mount. 
The position of the crystal in the mounts causes only relatively 
small errors in the measurement of the crystal resonant frequency and thus 
cannot account for the frequency errors of Table II of the Interim Report. 
Remeasurements of both the substitution data and the Measurements Standard data 
indicated that the major portions of the errors were due to crystal parameter 
changes. The Measurements Standard data had been obtained several months pre-
viously. During the intervening time, the crystals had aged and some had even 
developed small vacuum leaks. The room temperature during the Standard runs 
was 700 F or less compared to about 95°F during the substitution measurements. 
These factors resulted in appreciable changes in the resonant frequencies of 
the crystals. In some cases, the changes were compensating and resulted in 
accuracies better than the normal capabilities of the equipment. To obtain 
a valid comparison, the crystals must be measured by both systems at approximately 
the same time and under as nearly identical conditions~s possible. 
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The Measurements Standard data was rerun by up the Admittance 
Meter for half-wavelength line measurements at each crystal overtone response 
to eliminate the digital computer calculations. The maximum conductances were 
determined by varying the signal generator frequency, obtaining a null, observing 
the conductance, and then changing the frequency by a small increment. This 
process was repeated until the maximum conductance was found. The conductance 
and frequency were then recorded. Corresponding measurements were then obtained 
with the substitution system. The approximate time required for the Measurements 
Standard data was 20 to 30 minutes per response compared to about 3 minutes per 
response for the substitution system. 
Table I shows a comparative summary of the measurements by the two 
methods. The maximum error in the substitution resistance measurements is less 
than 4 percent and the maximum error in the substitution frequency measurements 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Substitution Measurement Crystal Measurements 
Crystal S;zstem Standard Res. Frequency 
No. Frequency Resistance Frequency Resistance Error Error 
(Mc/Sec) 
, 
(Ohms) (Mc/Sec) (Ohms) ---r:r:J (%) 
MA-23 178.1870 154 178a1872 149 3.4 0.00011 
MA- 21005827 187 210 .. 5827 182 2.8 0 .. 00000 
MA-23 242.9769 170 242.9766 167 1.8 0.00012 
MA-24 178.1822 149 178.1825 145 2 .. 8 -0.00017 
MA-24 210 Q 5771 177 210 .. 5772 172 2 .. 9 -0.00005 
MA-24 .. 9690 164 242.9690 162 1.2 0.00000 
MA-25 178.1970 150 178 .. 1970 153 -1.9 0.00000 
MA-25 210.5948 153 210.5948 155 -1.3 0.00000 
MA-25 242.9902 143 242 .. 9905 143 0.0 -0.00012 
MA-26 178.1886 122 178.1887 119 2 .. 5 -0.00006 
MA-26 210,,5846 139 210.5843 141 -1.4 0.00015 
MA-35 178,,1818 155 178.1818 157 -1.3 0.00000 
MA- 210.5752 182 210.57 185 -1.6 -0.00010 
MA-37 178.1868 140. 178.1867 139 0 .. 7 0.00006 
MA-37 210 .. 5807 172 210" 5807 175 -1.7 0.00000 
FA-67 269.9675 72 269,.9670 72 0.0 0.00018 
Further tests of the substitution measurement system were not con-
ducted at this time because of the poor stability of the Marconi Signal Generator. 
3. Stabilization of the Marconi Signal Generator 
Tests conducted with the Crystal Measurements Standard System during 
previous contracts indicated that the frequency stability of the Marconi Signal 
Generator Type 1066/1 was only marginally adequate for the purpose when the 
instrument was first received from the factory. The stability of the instrument 
became poorer with age. Also, higher Q crystals became available for laboratory 
tests.. Since the Signal Generator stability was no longer adequate, the 
instrument was returned to the factory for repair. Some, although not sufficient, 
improvement in the frequency stability resulted. 
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A method has been devised to improve the frequency stability of the 
Marconi Signal Generator or other similar instruments. The method is block-
diagrammed in Figure 18 0 The output of the Signal Generator is injected into 
CRYSTAL· LOW·PASS CONTROLLED PRE .. ... MIXER -- FIL TER ... HETERODYNE " .. AMPLIFIER 
OSCILLATOR (50 KC/SEC) 
.01 
, 
REFERENCE FREQUENCY WANG 
GENERATOR METER DETECTOR CONFLUXER 
BERKELEY .. BERKELEY AND ~ ... ., MODEL 





GENERATOR CATHODE· DIF· D-C 
MARCONI ..- .JI FERENTIAL 
~ REFERENCE "' FOLLOWER 
., .". 
TYPE AMPLIFIER STANDARD 
1066/1 
Figure 18 I) mock Diagram of the Marconi Signal Generator 
Frequency-Stabilization System. 
the Berkeley Reference Generator (with the proper plug-in unit) where it is 
converted to a frequency between 2 and 32 mc/sec. This latter frequency is 
injected into the Frequency Meter for conversion to a frequency between 100 and 
1100 kc/sec. This lower frequency is displayed directly on the decimal counter 
units of the Frequency Meter and is also supplied to an external mixer. The 
other input to the mixer is from a crystal-controlled heterodyne oscillator unit, 
the output of which may be switched in frequency from 25 to 1100 kc/sec in steps 
of 25 kc/sec. The frequency of the heterodyne oscillator is adjusted below that 
from the Frequency Meter so that the mixer output is between 25 and 50 kc/sec. 
A low-pass filter is used to attenuate the mixer input frequencies and unwanted 
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.modulation products. The output from the filter is amplified and shaped for 
i.njection into a Wang Laboratories Confluxer Model CF021. The output of the 
Confluxer is a constant area pulse for each input cycle. Since this output is 
magnetically coupled, a detector is necessary to produce a d-c voltage which is 
proportional to the input frequency~ An R-C filter is also used to attenuate 
the pulsations of the d-c voltage. This filtered d-c voltage is compared with 
an adjustable standard d-c voltage supplied by a battery and a Helipot. A 
differential-amplifier is used as the comparator to provide additional d-c gain Q 
The output from the differential-amplifier is shifted in d-c voltage level and 
supplied to a cathode-follower the output of which is coupled to the frequency-
modulation input of the Marconi Signal Generator~ The frequency-modulation input 
of the Signal Generator has the necessary direct-coupled feature o 
A schematic diagram of the Crystal-Controlled Heterodyne Oscillator is 
shown in Figure 19. The outputs of two electron-coupled Pierce oscillators are 
mIxed to produce difference output frequencies between and 1100 kc/sec.. A 
total of 44 crystals with 25 kc/sec frequency spacing from 6000 to 7075 kc/sec 
are switched, one at a in one of the oscillators. Two switches are used, 
one to provide frequency steps of 100 kc/sec and the other to provide the 
kc/sec The second oscillator is presently crystal controlled at 5975 
kc/sec but will eventually be made switchable from 5975 to 5995 kc/sec in 
of .5 kc/sec., The heterodyne oscillator could thus be used with the Frequency 
Meter system and a 5 or 10 kc/sec analog converter to record the frequency 
variations of oscillators over the entire frequency spectrum up to 500 mc/sec. 
A crystal diode mixer, amplifier, filter, and various cathode-followers provide 
th.e necessary output voltage from the heterodyne oscillator 0 
The Mixer portion of the block diagram of Figure 18 is diagrammed in 
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substantial caEcellation of the input frequencies& The mixer is followed by the 
low pass filter shown in Figure 210 The filter is m-derived and provides the 
attenuation characteristic shown in Figure 22. The characteristic impedance of 
the filter is approximately 500 ohms o The Capacitor, Cl , and Switch, Sl' were 
included to provide optional attenuation of 60 cycles per second ~and'low-fre~ 
quency noise voltages o 
The output from the filter is amplified by the circuit shown in Figure 
230 Shown also in this figure are the base connections of the Confluxer. The 
Confluxer is a commercially constructed constant-magnetic-charge device resembling 
a magnetically-coupled one-shot multivibratoro The time integral of the output 
pulses is reasonably independent of the input voltage waveform and repetition 
rateo The output integral varies only about 1 percent for extreme changes in 
tube characteristics and supply voltages o The Confluxer uses a 12AT7 vacuum 
tube and requires a plate supply voltage of between 200 and 300 volts. 
The output of the Confluxer is magnetically coupled and thus must be 
detected to obtain a d-c voltage proportional to input frequency. The detector 
diagram is included in Figure 230 The R-C elements following the detector 
provide some filtering to smooth the d-c output of the detector. A greater 
degree of filtering cannot be used at this point since the resulting phase 
characteristics would produce an unstable condition in the overall control loop. 
The filtered d-c output from the Confluxer detector is compared with 
an adjustable voltage from a battery biased Helipot by the circuit shown in 
Figure 24. The circuit is a conventional differential amplifier and provides 
an amplification of the error voltage by a factor of approximately 35. The 
output of the differential amplifier drives a cathode follower, also shown in 
Figure 24, which provides the low impedance source for the frequency-modulation 
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coupling between the differential amplifier and the cathode follower to correct 
the d-c level of the output without signal attenuation. 
0 
10 




z 40 Q 
I-« 
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Figure 22. Attenuation-Versus-Frequency Characteristics of L6w~Pass Filter. 
The eqUipment which has been described has been breadboarded and tested 
to determine the system characteristics. The overall open-loop gain is between 
30 and 40. An improvement in the stability of the Marconi Signal Generator by 
this factor' would be expected when the loop is closed. Such an improvement in 
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in longer-term stability, over a period of several minutes, was by a factor of 
approximately 100 The reduction in improvement over the longer period of time 
appeared to be the result of drift in the Confluxer and differential amplifier 0 
With the servo system in operation, the frequency of the Signal Gen-
erator could be adjusted to within 10 cycles per second of any desired frequency 
by using the Helipot as a fine-tuning controlo 
Some components of the system have been constructed in their final 
form while others are still in breadboard formo The construction of the final 
units is being continued o 
4~ Determination of Crystal Q from Substitution Measurements 
One of the more important parameters of high-frequency crystals is 
the quality factor, Qo The other important parameters can be measured directly 
with the substitution system; however, the Q can be determined only through 
fairly complicated calculationso 
A principal difficulty in measuring Q is first encountered in defining 
the quantity for a circuit which cannot be represented by a simple series resonant 
circuit 0 The Q can be defined in terms of stored and dissipated energies; however, 
a more appropriate definition of Q for a crystal appears in terms of the phase 
angle as a function of frequencYQ The quantity, de/df, at a point of zero sus-
ceptance, is indicative of expected oscillator stability and will be accepted 
as the basis for the definition of Q., Thus, for a high-frequency quartz crystal, 
Q will be defined as: 
j3 :: 0 
where e is the phase angle of the crystal admittance 0 
For measurement purposes, de/df must be approximated by !::.e/M~ If 
M is kept small, little error is introduced a To determine the error magnitude 
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for a typical crystal, a theoretical typical crystal characteristic was plotted 
on a rectangular coordinate as shown in Figure 25. The actual Q was calculated 
from the slope of a curve of phase angle versus frequency (not shown). The 
values of Q for various combinations of data points are indicated by the con-
necting lines in the figure. 
For the determination of the Q of a crystal, G and G. are first 
max mln 
determined as described in the Interim Reporto If a substitution resistor with 
a conductance G
k
, less than G and greater than G . , is placed in the com-max mln 
ponent mount and the shorted stub is adjusted as for conductance determinations, 
curve C of Figure 26 is obtained for the sweep mode of operation. This curve 
is observed to be a straight line. If the position of the line is marked on the 
display and if the resistor is replaced by the crystal, curve D is obtained after 
proper adjustment of the shorted stub. Points A and B represent the intersections 
of the two curves. The frequencies at points A and B may be determined by 
reducing the sweep to zero deviation at these points. 
Figure 27 shows the admittance function of the antiresonated crystal 
plotted on rectangular coordinates. Points A and B correspond to the curve 
intersections of Figure 26. The approximate Q of the crystal can be determined 
by calculating B of Figure 27 since the frequencies at points A and B are already 
known, The angle, B, however, is a function of three quantities, G ,G., max mln 
For any given value of Gk , a family of curves can be constructed from 
which 8, as a function of G and G . , can be determined. Since approximately max mln 
25 values of substitution resistors are presently available, 25 families of 
curves would be required to determine Q for a random selection of Gko 
An alternate procedure for determining B would be to select G
k 
as 
some specified function of G and G. so that only one family of curves would 
max mln 


















































Figure 25. Q Approximations for a Theoretical Crystal at 300 Me/Sec. 
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2 
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For good accuracy in determining 8, the angle $ of Figure 27 should be between 
30 and 90 degrees. Theoretical studies have shown that, for typical crystals, 
$ will be restricted to angles between 45 and 55 degrees if Gk = 0.85 G + max 
0.15 G i. Also, the equation for 8 may now be expressed in terms of two vari-mn 
ables, G and G i ' and and only one family of curves is required. This family max m n 
of curves is shown in Figure 28. A quality factor, QI , may now be defined as: 
where 68 is two times the value of 8 as determined from the curves of Figure 28 
and 6f is (fB - fA). The quantity Qt will differ from the defined Q by a 
relatively constant percentage since the angle ~ remains nearly constant under 
the chosen condition for Gke 
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If the overtone response of a crystal is not a circle with 
symmetrical frequency distribution, additional errors in Q determination will 
be introduced., Spurious responses close to the main response can readily 
produce such errors" 
Laboratory testing of this Q determination procedure has been delayed 
until the Marconi Signal Generator stabilization system can be completed. 
50 Computer Programs 
In the performance of this and previous contract work, extensive use 
has been made of digital computers for the more complicated mathematical computa-
tionso Transmission line subtraction, crystal parameter calculation, and other 
programs were written and have been regularly used.. Floating point numerical 
representations were necessary because of the range of values of some of the 
quantities., The required mathematical calculations included sums, differences, 
quotients, products, square roots, sines, cosines, tangents, arc-sines, arc-
cosines, arc-tangents and other special functions.. The available computers were 
capable of none of these operations in floating point arithmetic. 
Basic machine language could have been used in writing the programs in 
which case the necessary floating point operations would have been written into 
the programs o The writing of each program would, however, have required several 
man-days. Instead, the programs were written in the language of the Bell General 
Purpose Interpretive System for the IEM-650 computer. The required orders were 
relatively few and simple since all of the necessary floating point operations 
were already written into the Bell Systemc The personnel time required for 
writing the programs was generally only a few minutes per program; however, the 
machine running time was often several times as great as would be required for 
optimum machine-language programs o 
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During this report period, a new IBM-650 system known as 
Unified New Compiler with IT-Basic Language Extended" (RUNCIBLE) was received 
by the computer centero In the RUNCIBLE system the computer is used to convert 
normal mathematical equations into optimum machine language programs. The 
machine-language program is then available for use at any time~ Although the 
conversion is relatively slow, the operation of the machine-language program 
is very fastQ Furthermore, the time required in writing the programs for 
RUNCIBEL (simply copying the mathematical equations in a special format) was 
negligible Q 
Since the anticipated need for computer time for analyzing the Crystal 
Measurements Standard System and the substitution crystal measurement system 
had increased substantially, several of the most used programs were rewritten 
into RUNCIBLEo The instruction book stated that the trigonometriC tangent 
operation was included in the RUNCIBLE packagesj however, each test of the new 
programs failed in the calculation of this function. Four man-weeks of stUdies 
and tests finally indicated that the tangent operation had been omitted by the 
writers of the RUNCIBLE system o With some of the programs, the sine and cosine 
operations were substituted for the tangent operations; however, the 'resulting 
programs did not prove to be appreciably faster than the corresponding Bell 
System programso 
The RUNCIBLE system is currently being used for some of the computer 
calculations 0 For example, the curves of Figure 28 were calculated by a 
RUNCIBLE programo 
C~ Phase III. Aging of Quartz Resonators 
1. Introduction 
This phase of the work, assigned the Project Number A-402-13 by the 
Engineering Experiment Station of Georgia Institute of Technology, was initiated 
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on 1 March 19 and is a continuation of the work prior to that date under 
Contract No. DA-36-039 SC-78910, Georgia Tech Project Noo A-402-3. The work 
undertaken on 1 March under Contract NOa DA-36-039 SC-78905, was subsequently 
expanded under modification NOG 1 to the Contract and renewed for an additional 
period of 12 months starting 1 July 1959, under Modification No. 4Q 
Investigation of the aging of 16. mc AT-cut quartz resonators pro-
000 cured from industrial sources and stored at 25 , 85 , and 125 C were completed; 
studies of similar units fabricated here in glass containers were continued .. 
The task of setting up a frequency measuring system for quartz reso-
nators of 100 mc/sec frequency has been completed o The associated ovens for 
storage of units at 00 and 550 C for cycling between those temperatures are near 
completiono Resonator blanks for 100 mc/sec operation have been obtained, but 
no resonators have yet been fabricated. These studies are to within the 
next 15 dayso 
2 0 Apparatus 
a o Frequency Measuring System for 100 Me/Sec Resonators Q The 
measurement of the frequencies of a number of 100 mc/sec resonators daily, with 
a precision of ± 2 parts in 108 , required the design and construction of a 
frequency measuring system of the specified accuracy and a reasonable speed 
in making measurementso Likewise, ovens for accurate temperature control of 
resonators stored at specific temperatures of 00 and 550 C and cycling between 
these temperatures were necessaryo The construction of the frequency measuring 
system and associated ovens are described below. 
The frequency measuring system consisted of an oscillator, the C1 
Meter TS-15 (or equivalent), for driving the crystal, a VHF bridge and associated 
instruments for adjusting the crystal to resonance by means of a null detector, 
an amplifier and a frequency countero A block diagram of the system is shown 
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in Figure and the laboratory in Figure 30. The VHF and the 
rectifier (Item 8 of Figure 29) were constructed here" For connection to 
resonators in ovens a tuned coaxial line to the resonators also was requiredo 
(1) The VHF Bridge. The frequency control section (consisting 
of the VHF bridge, the resonant twin-coaxial transmission line and the crystal) 
is the heart of the frequency measuring system. The other sections utilize or 
display information derived from this sectiono 
The final circuit of the VHF bridge is illustrated in Figure 31. 
The physical appearance of the bridge is shown in Figure 32. Although the 
circuit is not unique, the construction represents a radical departure from that 
used for radio frequency bridges previously designed and built at Georgia Tech. 
Each of the four bridge impedances and the output transformer were placed in 
compartments of the chassis. It was found that coupling between the 
various bridge components could thereby be materially reduced with a corresponding 
increase in the bridge sensitlvityo For maximum repeatability, the tuning shafts 
of the VFO and variable condenser Cl (Figure 31) were driven by 40-to-l anti-
backlash reduction gears o The coaxial line from the bridge to the null amplifier 
was further shielded by placing the line inside a copper tube. The bridge and 
other components of the frequency measuring equipment have been assembled on a 
standard 19-inch rack as illustrated in Figure 30. All equipment in the rack 
obtains power through a constant voltage transformer. The equipment rack and 
the frequency counter were mounted on wheels to facilitate moving to the various 
test positions in the laboratoryo 
Although a detailed study of the performance of the VHF bridge 
has not been made, the performance was assessed by repetition and by comparison 
of frequency measurements made with the VHF bridge with measurements made on the 
same 100 mc/sec crystals by other means. 
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Figure 29. Block Diagram of the Frequency Measuring Equiprrent for 100 Mc/Sec. 
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Figure 30. Frequency J'vIeasur ing Eq"G.ipnent for 100 Mc /Sec. 
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The relations at balance for the circuit of Figure 31 follow: 
x X X c
l c 2 R 
c2 oluns 




Since the phase angles of the impedances are 
and 
-1 tan ¢> 
s 
-1 tan ¢> 
c 
for the shunt branch 
for the crystal branch, 
(1) 
(2) 
the branch currents must be in phase. Thus, provided the conditions established 
by (1) can be realized, a balance should be obtained with respect to both the 
magnitude of the bridge impedances and 'the phase of the branch currents. 
The balance range of C
l 
was then determined. An air dielectric 
trimmer having a range of 2a7 to 19&6 ~~f was selected for Clo Therefore 
Cl = 590 oluns (max), 800luns (min) at 100 mc/sec. 
When C2 = 10 ~~f (X = 160 oluns) the range of R values which c 2 s 
satisfy (1) are then 240 ohms (max) and ohms (min). Although it appeared 
that such a range of R values would be adequate, it was found by experiment 
s 
that stray reactances modified the calculated range to the extent that it was 
necessary to pad in order to cover the lower resistance end of the anticipated 
R range 0 Silvered mica capacitors of 15 and 40 ~~f were each mounted in HC-6/u 
s 
crystal holders and used as a plug-in to increase condenser C
2
" With effective 
values of 10, 25, or 50 ~~f for C
2
, this arrangement satisfied the balance 
equations for values from about 10 oluns to over 250 ohms. 
At the time of construction only a few 100 mc crystals (5th over-
tone units) were available for measurements~ Table I gives the information 
obtained during measurement of the frequencies and resistances of four of these 
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crystals by tbree methods" It should be noted that the crystals vlere plugged 
directly into the VHF bridge, since the full wave transmission line li/as not used 
for this comparison studyo The excellent sensitivity and repeatability of the 
VHF bridge was apparent during the The bridge was adjusted to within 
± 2 cycles of the indicated frequency on repeated trials. 
TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENTS OF FREQUENCY AND RESISTANCE 
* VHF Bridge 
** 
Crystal Cl 
Dial A-15l Bridge CI Meter Substitution 
R R No o Frequency Setting s s 
(Cycles) 
Frequency 







100 001 700 
100 000 455 
99 998 556 
100 000 582 
100 001 866 
100 000 528 
99 998 595 




100 001 929 
100 001 470 
99 999 096 
100 001 239 
NOTE: C was not compensated o A compensated VHF rheostat was used for the o 
measurements made with the A-15l bridge and for the CI meter substitution 
measurements 0 
* C = 25 lltJ.f 2 
** Bridge developed llnder Contract NO$ DA-36-039 SC-7ll9lo 
A complete calibration curve of the Cl dial versus Rs will be 
made when more 100 mc crystal units are available. 
(2) The Coaxial Connector Linea The full wave twin coaxial line 
with BNC terminations at each end was then adjusted to length.. The previously 
measured crystals were connected to the ends of lines known to be too long and 
the frequencies and resistances (C
l 
dial setting) were again measured.. All 
measurements were made with the bridge at balance.. The lines were then shortened 
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by known amounts until the crystal frequencies and resistances as closely 
as possible with the original measurements in the bridge. Wi.th a little practice 
the frequencies can be made to agree within 5 parts in 107 , and the resistances 
can be made to agree to within 5%. Impedance matching units inserted into the 
lines to accomplish the electrical adjustment of the line length did not afford 
the desired precision of adjustment and were discarded. 
(3) The Rectifiero The rectifier (No.8, Figure 29) consists 
of a simple diode circuit for rectification of the 5 mc/sec I-F output of the 
receiver to a form suitable for driving the null detector, a Minneapolis-
Honeywell Model 104 WIG, 
(4) Comments 0 The measurement and control of the amplitude of 
vibration of the crystal units being measured presented a problem. The differ-
ential VTVM Model ME-56/TSM used to measure the voltage across crystals at 16.5 
mc/sec was not suitable for use at 100 mc/sec.. Automatic gain control for the 
VFO was applied to the control grid of one of the amplifier tubes. This action 
did not provide sufficient control~ It was then found that a small change in 
screen voltage had far 
grid vol tage a 
effect than a relatively large change in control 
The application of AGe to the screen grid presented an attractive 
possibility; another solution to the problem of the control of the amplitude of 
oscillation was tried with excellent success for the few 100 mc/sec crystals 
available for testing o Consider the arrangement shown in Figure The voltages 
at points A and B can be measured with good accuracy using a Millivac Model 
MV-18BRF VTVM. The voltages cannot of course be subtracted directly to obtain 
the voltage across the bridge due to the phase relations existing at A and B. 
It was found that it was not necessary to measure both voltages to obtain a 
constant amplitude of crystal vibration o When the voltage at A is held constant 
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at some predetermined value by controlling the screen voltage, the crystal 
frequency may be adjusted to within 2 parts in 10
8 
on repeated measurements. 
The optimum value of the voltage at A was found to be mv. This value is 
obtained at a screen voltage of about 10 volts. 
--..- FIRST ... SECOND - PHASE AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER - SHIFTER 
, ? VHF BRIDGE 
> ~ ~ > ~ 4:. ..c; oo:::!:::-
Figure 33. Functional Schematic Diagram of Oscillator 
and VHF Bridge. 
-
Accurate measurement of crystal aging requires that the amplitude 
of crystal vibration have a low and constant value. The technique described 
apparently gives a constant value. It is conjectured that the crystal power is 
also very low for two reasons. First, the oscillator is operated at very low 
gain, i.e., a reduction of the screen voltage from 10 volts to about 8 volts 
causes oscillation to stop. Secondly, when a crystal unit is tuned to null no 
stabilization period is required before the measurements of frequency can be 
made. When somewhat higher drive levels are used (i.e., higher voltage at 
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Point A) some t,ime is required for the crystal frequency to reach It 
is anticipated that the value of mv at Point A will hold for all values of R ~ 
s 
* The required screen voltage will increase, however, as R increases~ 
s 
b o Resonator Aging Ovens o The temperature cycling oven and the control 
circuit have been completedo Final testing is being conducted to determine the 
proper setting of the variable speed control and the oven heater control rheostat. 
The control circuit schematic is shown in Figure 340 Figure 35 illustrates the 
oven control panel. The operation of the control circuit was. covered in the 
last (Interim) Report 0 
The cycling oven consists of two nested boxes formed of 1/8" aluminum 
sheet 0 The inner box was provided with a heater on the outer vertical walls. 
The heater consisted of 10 turns of No 28 gauge Chromel "Art wire bonded to the 
aluminum with a refractory cement" The crystal.s to be temperature cycled are 
stored in a small compartment inside of the inner box" The outer box, shown 
in Figure 36, has 1/41! wool felt on all surfaces. The bimetallic thermostat J 
the two mercury thermostats, a temperature sensitive fuse, a thermocouple and 
the variable-speed reduction gear are mounted on the lid of the outer box. The 
temperature sensing elements extend through each lid into the crystal storage 
compartment" 
The two fixed temperature ovens (0 and 550 C) are presently under con-
struction and the 550 C oven is nearly complete as shown in Figure 370 Each of 
these ovens has 36 test positions o Twin coaxial lines will be used to connect 
the test positions to BNe sockets mounted on the bottom of the outer box. Other-
wise, the general design of the oven and control circuits will be the same as 
* No implication is intended that all crystals would operate at the same drive 
level. Rather, the R-F voltage across the crystals should increase with R 
provided the voltage at Point A (Figure D) is held constant. This action s 
need not reduce the quality of the information obtained from high resistance 
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Figure 37. Interior of 55°C Constant-Temperature Oven. 
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that for the 200 position oven described in the Final Report of Contract 
DA-36-039 SC-78910. 
3. Experimental Work 
The primary effort during the quarter was applied to the development 
of the apparatus for storing the 100 mc/sec resonators at known temperatures 
and measuring resonator frequencies. This work has been described in Section 
111-2 preceeding. 
Concurrently with the apparatus development some measurements were con-
tinued on the industrially fabricated resonators obtained under Contract No. 
DA-36-039 SC-78910. After all resonators had operated 120 to 180 days, they 
were removed and tested for leaks. In addition 43 resonators were fabricated 
o here and examined for aging when stored at 85 C. 
aD Leak Testa Leak Tests on approximately 200 resonators have been 
previously reported. The balance of the resonators were removed from the storage 
ovens and examined for leaks by the vacuum oil leak testG A summary of the tests 
on 569 resonators is shown in Table IIIo 
It will be noted that the total of resonators indicated as leaking 
by the vacuum oil leak test was 472 resonators, i.e., 83 percent; approximately 
14 percent had large leaks in them, and 17 percent were non leakers. 
The resonators stored at 1250 exhibited a higher percentage of leakers 
than the average, especially a higher ratio of units with large leaks to those 
with small leakso 
The correlation between the frequency behavior of the resonators and 
the leak size indicated was not especially goodq However, those with large 
leaks or several small leaks usually had relatively rapid drift rates, whereas 
those with very small or no leaks indicated usually give lower drift rates. 
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TABLE III 
NUMBER OF LEAKERS FOUND IN INDUSTRIALLY FABRICATED 
RESONATORS BY THE VACUUM OIL LEAK TEST 
Resonators Stored at Room Temperature, 
Number Number Leakers 
Tested Small Large Total 
42 39 2 41 
42 24 3 27 
41 27 5 
39 20 6 26 
42 27 7 34 
24 21 0 21 
230 158 181 
of Total 100% 68 0 5% 10% 78,,5% 
0 Resonators Stored at 85 C 
Number Number Leakers 
Tested Small Large Total 
33 29 0 29 
33 29 2 31 
33 26 2 28 
33 19 5 24 
32 20 6 26 
27 4 
196 150 19 169 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
Resonators Stored at 125°C 
Group Number Number Leakers Without 
No. Tested Small Large Total Leaks 
5 24 13 9 22 2 
6 24 2l 2 23 1 
Totals 143 87 35 122 2l 




230 158 23 181 49 
85
0 
196 150 19 169 27 
125
0 
87 --22 122 2l 
Totals 569 395 77 472 97 
Percentages of Totals 100% 6905% 13.6% 83% 17% 
temperature may be due to accelerated corrosion of a bimetallic electrode of 
nickel and silver in the presence of water vaporo It is apparent that the 
vacuum oil leak test did indicate some small leaks which did not exist prior 
to the test and that certain other aging parameters existed that could partially 
mask aging effects due to leaking& These evidences of small leaks, however, are 
conjectured to give evidence of probable susceptibility to leaking. Leak deter-
mination by helium leak-detector methods gave even poorer correlation with 
resonator aging, and many units were indicated as non leakers that were shown 
to be obvious leakers by the vacuum oil leak test. Hence the vacuum oil leak 
test is a more sensitive test than the helium leak test or any other leak test 
currently being used in the industry; its major fault is that it may indicate 
very small leaks which do not exist at atmospheric pressure. 
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Occasional intermittent leaks have been observed and some can-
coating agents may temporary seals until exposed to a pressure reduction 
on the exterior of the can.. This leads to the possibility that vacuum impreg-
nation of micro-pores in the can may be accomplished with a suitable plastic 
or liquid sealant.. The completed resonator would be immersed in the material 
in liquid condition, pumped to a pressure of a fraction of a millimeter of 
mercury and gas readmitted to the chamber; the resonator would then be removed 
from the liquid and allowed to dryo This treatment should seal many of the 
fine pores now causing trouble. A better base design, as previously pointed 
out, would also diminish the number of probable leakers~ 
b o Resonators Fabricated and Measured o Forty-three 16.25 mc/sec 
o resonators were fabricated, placed in storage at 85 C and measured for frequency 
periodically.. These were as follows: 
Number Fabricated 
Identification Plating and Measured Comments 
X-l - x-6 A1 only 6 Same as Group 
T, Bakeout 1 hr .. 
Y-l - Y-9 A1 only 9 Bakeout 2 hrs~ 
No Overcoat 
Z-l - z-8 Al + Au 8 Au Overcoat 
7-1 - 7-10 Al T Ag 10 Ag Overcoat 
8-1 - 8-10 A1 + Au 10 Au Overcoat 
In periods of 45 or more days units of Groups X and Y have shown 
excellent stability; units of Group Z have behaved non uniformly, some good 
and some erratic.. In a period a little over 30 days, units of Group 7 have 
shown fairly good stability; units of Group 8 have been measured only over a 
few days .. 
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Typical behavior patterns of better units of Groups X, Y, Z, and 7 
are shown in Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13 respectively. Measurements of Groups 
X and Y have supported the trend previously measured for aluminum plated units 
of Groups N, and T, except that R values of Group X were high. The reason for 
s 
the high R has not been determined but appears to be associated with loading 
s 
of the unit during sealing the glass base to the envelope. Bakeout removes much 
of the loading and reduces The processing of Y has indicated that the bake-
out time of 3 hours may be reduced at least to 2 hours without perceptibly 
damaging the frequency stabilities or R values of the aluminum plated resonators. 
s 
The measurements on the bimetal plating of Al + Ag have indicated that 
this combination may not be as poor as had been indicated originally by work 
here, ioeo, the processes of diffusion and moment of inertia change may not 
occur readily through the oxide barrier between the aluminum and silver o On 
the other hand, in the presence of small leaks, corrosion of aluminum may 
certainly be enhanced by contact with the silver. 
The gold plated units behaved erratically, i.e., some exhibited good 
stability and others poorQ The trends will be clearer after the units of Group 
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v. CONCLUSIONS 
Under Phase studies of the spectra and polarization patterns of beveled 
circular crystals and of triangular crystals have indicated that the analysis 
of either of these crystals would be considerably more complicated than that of 
the rectangular crystals. 
The mode chart preparation for both the strong and weak responses of the 
rectangular crystals is progressing rapidly. Dimensional reductions of about 
10 microns per step have been found sufficiently small for tracing many of the 
weaker responses. 
The mode chart preparation has not progressed sufficiently to permit a 
correlation with the theories of vibration of rectangular crystals. 
Under Phase II, the accuracy of the substitution measurement system is 
within the limits specified for a practical crystal test set in the PURPOSE 
of this reporto Several of the commercial instruments which are presently 
employed in the system must be replaced by specially designed units. For 
example, the signal cource and the display (voltmeter or oscilloscope) should 
be included as integral parts of the test set. 
Initial tests of the Marconi Signal Generator stabilization system indicate 
that the unit can be stabilized sufficiently to satisfy the present reqUirements 
for crystal measurements. 
Under Phase III, equipment for storage and measurement of 100 mc resonators 
at 550 C and for cycling through the temperature range 00 to 550 C periodically 
has been completed. An oven for storage of units at OOC has been largely com-
pleted. 
Resonator blanks are on hand for fabrication of 100 mc units operated at 
the 5th, 7th, and 9th overtones. 
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Studies of resonators of 160 mc plated with aluminum have continued to 
exhibit high stabilities with drifts less than two ppm per year o Bakeout times 
at 18aoc before final sealing may feasibly be reduced from three to two hourso 
Aluminum plated resonators coated with bimetal films of Al + Ag or Al + Au 
have exhibited stabilities better than anticipated o This behavior indicates 
that some drifts previously observed and ascribed to diffusion of one metal into 
the other may be caused by enhanced corrosion rate of the aluminum film, in 
contact with a more noble metal and in the presence of a very small leak in the 
container Q Further tests, however, will be required to prove either hypothesise 
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VI.. PROGRAM FOR THE NEXT INTERVAL 
Mr" Tsuzuki will conti.nue the preparation of the mode charts for the 
rectangular crystals.. Approximately six months will be required to complete 
this work" 
The polarization studies which were started at the end of this report 
period will also be continued as an aid in tracing and identifying the modes of 
vibration as observed on the mode charts. 
Tests of the crystal substitution measurement system will continue under 
Phase II. The practicability of adapting this system as a unitized crystal 
test set will be studied" 
The construction of the final units of the Marconi frequency stabilization 
system will be completed .. 
During the next quarter studies of the aging of 16. mc resonators plated 
with aluminum, or with aluminum and a second metal, will be continued in an 
effort to establish a preferred method of overcoating these resonators to 
frequency. 
Limited studies of 100 me resonators stored at 550 C will be undertaken~ 
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VIIo IDENTIFICATION OF KEY TECHNICAL PERSONNEL 
The major portion of the experimental program under Phase I, during this 
period, was conducted by Mr. Yasuo Tsuzuki. Mr. Tsuzuki received his B.S. in 
Electrical Engineering from the Yokahama National University in 1955 and his 
M.S. in Electrical Engineering from the Tokyo Institute of Technology in 1957. 
He studied under DrQ Koga during his stay at the Tokyo Institute of Technology. 
He served as Teaching Assistant and Instructor in Electrical Engineering at the 
Yokahama National University from 1957 until his employment at Georgia Tech. 
During this time, he was active in quartz crystal research including field tests 
of single sideband applications of crystals~ Mr .. Tsuzuki was employed by this 
project for a period of one year beginning in August 1959. 
During this period, Mr. Witt has assumed the duties of Assistant Project 
Director of Phase I in charge of local research activities and report preparation 
in the absence of Dr. Koga. Dr. Koga has retained the responsibilities of over-
all guidance .. 
The personnel time on Phase I for the contract period 1 July 1959 through 
30 September 1959 is as follows: 
NAME TITLE HOURS 
H. Fukuyo Research Engineer 322 
1" Koga Project Director 202 
Special Research Scientist 
J. E. Rhodes, Jr. Senior Research Engineer 120 
Y. Tsuzuki Assistant Research Engineer 367 
S. No Witt, Jr. Assistant Project Director 20 
Research Engineer 
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No personnel changes have occurred under Phase II dur:i.ng this period. 
The personnel time for the period 1 July 1959 through 30 September 1959 is as 
follows: 
NAME 
S. N. Witt, Jr. 








No personnel changes have occurred under Phase III during this period. 
The personnel time for the period 1 July 1959 through 30 September 1959 is as 
follows: 
NAME 
R .. B. Belser 
M,. D. Carithers 
W. Do Dawson 
J. J .. Erasmus 
We H .. Hicklin 
J .. C" Meaders 
Approved: 
Arthur L .. Bennett, Chief 
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me!l.Sured. These consisted of units plated with the metals Al + Au, Al + Al and 
Al + Cu. The resonstors plated with Al + Au proved to be unstable in a measurement 
period of 90 da;ys, but the other two groups gave a majority of unit. vi th dr1fts 
01" < 1 PPII during a 60..da;y period. 
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I. PURPOSE 
The purpose of this contract is to advance the state of the art of appli-
cations of quartz crystals as frequency control and filter elements. Investi-
gations and studies are conducted simultaneously in three areas of specializa-
tion: 
Phase I. Motional Parameters 
Phase II. Equivalent Electrical Parameters 
Phase III. Aging of Quartz Resonators 
Phase I is concerned with the study of motional parameters of thickness-
shear and contour-shear modes of vibration of crystal plates. The purpose of 
Phase I is fourfold: 
1. To continue the measurements of frequency and strain distributions of 
thin circular discs; 
2. To measure frequency and strain distributions of plates having a smaller 
diameter-thickness ratio and adequately bevelled to eliminate couplings with 
other modes; 
3. To measure frequency and strain distributions of some triangular 
plates of the AT-cut; and 
4. To conduct investigations ~hich are concerned with the measurement of 
parameters of the equivalent electric circuit of circular plates, particularly 
to determine the influence of the electrode diameter and the motional capaci-
tance constant, r, on the motional parameters. 
Phase II is concerned with methods and techniques for determining the 
equivalent electrical parameters of quartz crystal units. The purpose of 
Phase II is threefold: 
-1-
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1. To continue the investigation of applications of crystal units in VHF 
and UHF oscillators for fre~uencies above 175 mc/sec to determine the following: 
(a) crystal parameters useful in oscillator circuit design, 
(b) methods and techni~ues for determining crystal parameters, and 
(c) test re~uirements for crystal units; 
2. To design and construct experimental models of 175- to 300-mc/sec 
~uartz crystal test sets capable of: 
(a) testing crystal units employing HC-6/U and HC-18/U holders, 
(b) determining the series resonant condition with a fre~uency 
accuracy of ±l ppm, 
(c) indicating direct~ the crystal power dissipation with an 
accuracy such that the resultant fre~uency accuracy is ±l ppm, 
and 
(d) operation with crystal power dissipation in the range 0.2 to 
4.0 mWj 
3. To perform studies and investigations leading to the development of 
methods and techni~ues for determining the e~uivalent parameters of crystal 
units in the fre~uency range of 300 to 500 mc/sec with emphasis on information 
pertinent to the eventual development of crystal specifications and crystal 
test sets. 
Phase III is concerned with the effects of processing techni~ues and 
m&terials on aging of ~uartz crystal units. The purpose is threefold: 
1. To f'abricate experimental crystal units as follows: 
(a) AT-cut, fundamental mode, 16.0 mc/sec, gold and silver base 
plate, adjusted to fre~uency by evaporation or electro~sis of' 
-2-
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a second compatible metallic film, evacuated glass holders, 
(b) AT-cut, third and fifth overtone modes, 48.0 and 80·~0 mc/sec, 
evaporated aluminum base plate only, evacuated glass holders, 
and 
(c) AT-cut, third and 'fifth overtone modes, 48.0 and 80.0 me/sec, 
evaporated aluminum base plate, adjusted to frequency with 
evaporated aluminum, evacuated glass holders; 
2. To measure for 6 months the frequency and resistance of crystal units 
stored at approximately 25°,85°, and 125°C; 
3. To determine, from an analysis of the data, the degree of compati-
bility of the frequency adjustment metal with the base plate metal. 
In addition to the above requirements any other problems pertinent to the 
three phases which may arise during the course of the studies and which are 
mutually agreed upon between the contracting officer's technical representative 
and the contractor will be investigated. 
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II • ABSTRACT 
Under Phase I, the spectra studies of crystal D-l have continued. Polari-
zation studies, which were initiated at the beginning of this period, were made 
for all dimensional reductions. These combined studies have made possible the 
identification of most of the stronger modes of crystal vibration. Identifica-
tion of additional modes is anticipated as the x dimension of the crystal is 
o 
further reduced. 
Under Phase II, the capabilities of the substitution measurement system 
for determining the effective crystal Q have been studied. Q determination to 
within 10 percent for moderately good crystals appears to be possible within 
the frequency range from 200 to 300 mc/sece The accuracies with which other 
crystal parameters can be measured are adequate for most routine crystal eval-
uations, especially for the design of crystal-controlled oscillators. 
A frequency stabilization system for the Marconi Signal Generator has been 
completed and tested. Improvement in stability by a factor of greater than 
50 has been obtained. 
Under Phase III, equipment for measurement of resonators operated at a 
frequency of 100 mc and stored at 0° or 55°C or cycled over the range 0° to 55°C 
has been completed" Minor modifications of the Crystal Impedance Meter TSM-15 
to compensate for backlash and to improve crystal drive level control have been 
made. 
During this quarter, 38 additional 16.25-mc resonators were fabricated 
and measured. These consisted of units plated with the metals Al + Au, Al + Al 
and Al + Cu. The resonators plated with Al + Au proved to be unstable in a 
measurement period of 90 days, but the other two groups gave a majority of units 
with drifts of < 1 ppm during a 60-day period. 
-4-
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Measurements were continued on 76 units fabricated during the previous 
year. Drifts of < 1 ppm/yr were common f'or the better units • Units plated 
with aluminum only on the hot substrate (250°C), mounted in glass and baked 
out 2 to 3 hours at pressures < 2 x 10-5 rom of Hg and a temperature of' 1800 e 
gave superior stabilities. Employment of' Al base-plated units plated to 
frequency with Al degraded frequencies to only a limited degree and good 
units exhibited drifts of' < 2 ppm/yr. 
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III. PUBLICATIONS, LECTURES, REPORTS J AND CONFERENCES 
No publications, lectures, or reports other than as required by the 
contract have resulted framwork under this contract during this report period. 
On 24 November, Dr. G. K. Guttwein and Dr 0 R. Bechmann visited Georgia 
Tech. Progress on Phases I and III was reviewed. A deCision to make spectra 
and polarization measurements on special 3~c/sec crystals up to 28 rom in 
size was reached. The purpose of this addition to the program of Phase I is 
to investigate the behavior of circular electrodes of diameters from 3 to 21 
nun .. 
-6-
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D1. FACTUAL DATA 
A. Phase I. Motional Parameters 
1. Introduction 
This phase of the work, assigned the Project No. A-402-11 by the 
Engineering Experiment Station of the Georgia Institute of Technology, was ini-
tiated on 1 March 1959 and is a continuation of the work prior to that date on 
Contract No. DA-36-039 SC-78910, Project No. A-402-1. This report, for the 
period .from 1 October 1959 to 31 December 1959, represents a continuation of 
the work described in the Interim Report and Report No. 2 (Quarter~) for the 
preceding periods of the current contract. 
As previously reported, some elementary measurements were made on beveled 
circular and triangular crystal plates. These measurements were discontinued 
because of the complexity of the vibrational modes. 
A set of 16 rectangular crystal plates were prepared for detailed studyo 
Two of these plates (D-l and D-2) were selected for initial studies because 
of their similarity. Both high and low resolution spectra were obtained for 
crystal D-l for x dimensions from the initial 24. 
o 
to 24.20 rom in 45 steps 
during the previous report period. No polarization studies were made; however, 
several vibrational modes were tentativly identified but were not reported, 
pending veri.fication. 
During the current report period, the x dimension of crystal D-l was fur-
o 
ther reduced to 23.754 rom for a total of 112 steps to date. A total of 16 
vibrational modes have been identified. Polarization patterns were obtained 
at all x dimensions during this period. 
o 
2. Third Overtone Spectra of Rectangular Crystal Plates 
Spectra measurements for crystal D-l as a function of the x dimen-
o 
sion have continued. During this report period, the x dimension of this 
o 
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crystal was reduced from 24.2 to 23.754 mm in 67 steps averaging 6 microns 
per step. 
Figure 1 is the mode chart of weaker responses of crystal D-l. Figure 2 
is the mode chart of the stronger responses. The equipment used to obtain 
these data wa.s described in Report No 0 2 (Quarterly).. No changes were made 
in the equipment except for a slight readjustment in the bias level of the 
12AU7 detector tube of Figure 9 of Report No.2 (Quarterly). 
A calibration of the spectra measurement equipment was obtained by 
substituting various resistors for the test crystal and noting the amplitude 
of the response of the photographic recorder. The calibration curve is shown 
in Figure 3 for the crystal connected across the entire coil, B, (see Figure 9 
of Report No. 2 (Quarterly)). This connection is nonnally used when making 
spectra measurements. The calibration curve was obtained after the slight 
readjustment of the detector bias referred to above. Such calibration is 
capable of giving only an approximate indication of the motional resistance 
of the test crystal. 
3. Polarization Studies 
Equipment for making polarization studies was placed in operation 
at the beginning of this report period. A block diagram of this equipment 
was shown as Figure 16 of Report No. 2 (Quarterly). The gain of the amplifier-
detector is broad band but not adjustable; thus, amplitude scaling of the 
polarization pattern is accomplished by varying the output of the signal gen-
erator. Neither the crystal drive voltage nor the crystal power is held con-
stant as the equipment is adjusted for different responses; however, the 
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The rrequency response and output impedance of the burfer amplifier are 
shown in Figure 4" Since the approximate motional resistance of the crystal 
can be determined rrom the spectrum and Figure 3, the crystal drive during a 
polarization run can be estimated from t~e signal generator attenuator dial 
setting and the curves or Fi~~re 40 The maximum available drive power with the 
present equipment is less than 65 ~Wo 
The amplitude characteristics of the amplifier-detector-recorder system 
are shown in Figure 50 From these curves, in combination with the estimated 
crystal drive, the relative degree of crystal polarization can be estimated at 
the various responses" 
Polarization patterns for crystal D-l were measured fo reach 0 f the 
stronger responses (until each response was definitely identified) for each 
dimensional reduction or the crystal.. Each response was detected by the polar-
ization measurement equipment rather than setting the frequency from the spec-
trum data" Many relatively strong polarization responses which appeared weak 
on the spectra were thus located" Correlation between the polarization response 
and the spectrum response was obtained by measuring the frequency of the polar-
ization response with a BC-22l Frequency Metero For closely spaced responses, 
the accuracy of this Frequency Meter was insufricient Q A Berkeley Model 5570 
Frequency Meter will be used for future measurements .. 
40 Interpretation of Data 
Careful interpretation of the spectra and polarization records has 
permitted the identification of many of the crystal vibrational modes.. Figure 6 
is a copy of Figure 2 with t.he mode identifications shown., The spectra are most 
useful in tracing the frequency variations of the modes and thus often indicate 
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the type of vibration as defined in Quarterly Report Noo 1, Contract No. 
DA-36~039 SC=789l0. Modes of three of the four types described in this refer-
ence have been identifie10 
The exact nature of the vibrational mode can sometimes be tentatively 
identified by observing ~he frequency spacing between evenly spaced modes 
having identical slopes on the mode chart. Further ve,rification results from 
comparing this information with the physical dimensions of the crystal. How-
ever, conclusive identification can be made only by studying the polarization 
patterns. The number of loops and nodes can be counted in both the x and. o 
z directions (polarization patterns were obtained in both directions for each 
o 
response)" Typical polarization patterns indicating this procedure are shown 
in Figure 70 Descriptions of these patterns together with a listing of the 
identified modes within each type follow~ 
(1) Type ~ vibrations identified were (1,3,0), (3,3,0), (5,3,0), (9,3,0), 
(11)3,0), (13,3,0), (15,3,0), and(1,3,2). A typical polarization 
pattern for the type ~ mode in the Xo direction of order (11,3,0) is 
shown in 7(a). 
(2) Type ~ vibrations identified were (25,0,0) and(3l,O,0). Figure 7(b) 
is an example of the (25,0,0) order in the x direction. o 
( 3) Type ~ mod.es of two types, even and odd, were identified. The odd 
modes were (0,0,29), (0,0,31)3 (0,0,33), and (0,0,35). The even 
modes were (0,0,32) and (0,0,36). Fligures 7(c) and 7(d) are examples 
respectively, of the odd and even modes of orders (0,0,33) and (0,0,32) 
in the z directior~Q o 
Most of the modes described above were easily located on the spectra 
recordings, as may be seen from Figure 6. In some regions, certain modes were 
-16-
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(0) TYPE 0 VIBRATION OF 
ORDER (11, 3, 0) 
(c) TYPE d VIBRATION OF 
ORDER (0, 0, 33) 
c-
_~.--L._' N 
(b) TYPE c VIBRATION OF 
ORDER (25, 0, 0) 
(d) TYPE d VIBRATION OF 
ORDER (0, 0, 32) 
Figure 7. Typical Polarization Patterns for Crystal D-l. 
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more difficult to trace because of mutual coupling between modes. Examples are 
the type ~ modes of orders (13,3,0) and (9,3,0). The two even order type d 
modes could generally not be located, even as very weak responses, on the spec-
tra recordings; however, because of their relatively large charge distributions, 
they were readily located by the polarization measurements. Other even order 
type d modes can probably be located as the x dimension of the crystal is 
- 0 
reduced to where mutual coupling is absent in the appropriate regions of the 
frequency spectrumo 
As the various modes were definitely identified, the polarization studies 
were discontinued at the respective frequencies except for occasional verifi-
cation checks, and the amount of time required to obtain the polarization data 
was thus reduced. 
B. Phase II . Equivalent Electrical Parameters 
10 Introduction 
This phase of the work, assigned the Project No. A-402-12 by the En-
gineering Experiment Station of the Georgia Institute of Technology, was 
initiated on 1 March 1959 and is a continuation of the work prior to that 
date on Contract No. DA-36~039 SC-78910, Project Noo A-402~2. This report, 
for the period from 1 October 1959 to 31 December 1959, represents a continu~ 
tion of the work described in the Interim Report and in Report No~ 2 (Quarter~) 
for the preceding periods of the current contract. 
A substitution system for measuring the parameters of quartz crystals at 
high frequencies was described in the previous reports under this contract. A 
comparison between substitution measurements and Crystal Measurements Standard 
measurements showed a maximum disagreement of less than 4 percent for resistance 
and less than 0.0002 percent for frequencyo The procedure for determining 
-18-
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crystal Q was discussed in Report No 0 2 (Quarterly) 0 This procedure was applied 
during the current period to 12 crystal overtone responses. 
A frequency stabilization system for the Marconi Signal Generator WaS also 
described in Report No" 2 (Quarterly)" At that time, a complete breadboard 
model of the system had been constructed and tested6 Both long- and short-term 
frequency variations of the Signal Generator were greatly reduced by the system. 
During the current period, a more refined model of the system was constructed 
and tested. 
2& The Substitution Measurement 
a. Crystal Mount Modifications. The substitution measurement system 
was described in the Interim Report and in Report No e 2 (Quarterly) c During 
the current period, the crystal diode (visible in Figure 22A of the Interim 
Report) of the crystal mount was found to be defective because of stress re-
sulting from repeated insertion of crystals and resistors. The body of this 
diode was in contact with the crystal at one point when the crystal was properly 
positioned in the mount. When the defective diode was replaced, a different 
mounting procedure was employed~ The diode was recessed further into the mount, 
as may be seen in Figure 8, so that no contact could be made with the crystal 
unit. 
The characteristics of the new diode were essentially the same as those 
of the original unitD Much of the original data were rerun to verify thise 
b <I Measurement Procedures. The procedure for making a substitution 
crystal measurement was originally described on pp. 40 and 42 of the, Interim 
Report. The step-by-step procedure has since been modified in some respects 
-19-
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Figure 8. Crystal Mount for the Substitution Measurement System. 
and is,therefore, revised as follows: 
Step 1. Set the equipment for sweep operation and locate the overtone 
response by tuning the Signal Generator frequency. 
Step 2. Adjust the susceptance stub for a maximum value of point A 
of Figure 9 (point A is the minimum point on the curve regard-
less of the shape of the curve). 
Step 3. Gradually reduce the sweep deviation while readjusting the 
frequency to maintain point A at the center of the sweep. 
Step 4. When zero deviation is reached, observe the d-c microvoltmeter 
(which may be continuously connected across the mount diode 
along with the oscilloscope) and alternately adjust the fre-
quency for a minimum voltage and the susceptance stub for a 
maximum voltage. 
Step 5. Record the resulting voltage, frequency (fr ), and stub setting. 
-20-
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step 6. Replace the crystal with a substitution resistor and adjust the 
stub for a maximum voltage" 
Step 7. Repeat step 6 with other substitution resistors (employing linear 
interpolation, if necessary) until a maximum voltage equal to 
that observed in step 4 is obtained and record the calibrated 
resistance (or conductance) value as R. (or G ). mln max 
Step 8. Repeat the above seven steps using section B of Figure 9 and 
adjusting frequency in step 4 for a maximum rather than a 
minimum. (The only required permanent data point is given in 
step 7 as the resistance which is recorded as R ,or the max 
conductance, which is recorded as G .. ) mln 
'--- A 
Figure 9. Ideal Sweep Characteristic with the Substitution Measurement System. 
Information about the qUality of a crystal response can be obtained while 
steps l.and 2 are being performed by observing the oscillographic patterns of the 
-21-
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crystal responses. Typical responses are shown in Figure 10. Figure 10( a) 
shows a relative~-spurious-free, low-resistance, high-Q response. Figure 10(b) 
is a response which is equally spurious-free but which has higher resistance 
and thus lower Q. Poorer accuracy may be expected in determining the value of 
Q for this response due to the gradual slope of the sides of the response. 
Figure 10(c) shows a law resistance but high~ distorted response. The distor-
tion is produced by the lossy crystal holder as was described for a theoretical 
crystal in the Final Report of Contract No. DA-36-039 SC-78910. At higher fre-
quency responses, the distortion would become more severe. At frequencies near 
the holder resonant frequency, the response would be essentially the inverse 
of Figure 1Q(a) or 10(b). Figure 10(d) shows a crystal response with a spur-
ious response occurring very near the main response.. Calculation of Q by the 
substitution method is very difficult for a response of this type. Figure 
10(e) shows a crystal with spurious response of lower resistance than the main 
response. The separation between the two responses is adequate; however, the 
usefulness of such a crystal would be questionable. Figure lO(f) shows two 
phenomena. First, the response is inverted as mentioned above. Second, a 
discontinuity occurs because of excessive drive level. 
Of the responses of Figure 10, on~ Figure lO(a) represents a completely 
satisfactory crystal. The substitution measurement system, however, is 
capable of determining Gmax and G. for any crystal response. Figure 9 shows m~n 
the region where each resistance is measured for the ideal response of Figure 
10(a). Where discontinuities occur, such as in Figure 10(f), the maximum and 
minimum resistance values are complete~ meaningless. 
-22-
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10. Typical Sweep Displays with the Substitution Measurement System. 
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The cr.ystal Q may be measured, by use of the procedure to be described 
below, for most of the responses of Figure 10, but will be meaningful only for 
responses similar to that of Figure lO( a) "and possibly lOeb) and 10( c). This 
restriction is not considered to be severe since on~y the response of Figure 
lQ( a) cmbe used to satisfactorily control the frequency of current oscillator 
types. 
The eight-step procedure for determining the parameters of a cr.ystal with 
the substitution measurement system yields: (1) the conductance at antireso-
nance, G ; (2) the frequency at antiresonance or at G ; (3) the minimum 
max max 
conductance away from antiresonance, G i ; and (4) the antiresonating element mn 
value in terms of stub length. The only remaining important parameter is the 
cr.ystal Q. A method for determining a quantity, Q', was described in Report 
No. 2"(Quarterly). Ql is the incremental form of the differential quotient 
which defined Q and is thus less than Q by a relatively constant and small 
percentage for the conditions specified. The necessar.y data for calculating 
Q' are obtained by continuing the measurement procedure as follows: 
Step 9. Place a substitution resistor with conductance of Gk = 
0.85 G + 0.15 G. in the mount, adjust the stub for minimum. max. mln 
voltage, and record the voltage (if the exact substitution 
resistor is not available, linear interpolation may be used 
to determine this voltage) . 
Step 10. Reinsert the crystal and adjust the stub as outlined in 
step 4. 
step 11. Adjust the frequency to either side of the frequency of point A 
of Figure 9 until the voltage is the same as the voltage in 
step 9, repeat for the other side, and record the frequencies 
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as fl (low side) and f2 (high side). 
Step 12, From Figure 28 of Report No. 2 (Quarterly), determine e and 
then calculate 
c. Measurement Data and Analyses. Complete substitution measurement 
data were obtained for 12 crystal overtone responses between 200 and 300 mc/sec. 
The data are shown in Table I. 
For comparison purposes, the Crystal Measurements Standard System was used 
to obtain data comparable to the substitution data. The Standard System is 
capable of providing data for the calculation of actual crystal Q; however, 
the calculations are very involved. Also, the comparison of Q' with Q would 
not separate the measurement error of the substitution system from the inherent 
error due to the way in which Qt is defined. Thus, the Standard System was 
used to determine only the values of admittance at fr' f l , and f2' A half-
wavelength line was used between the Admittance Meter and the crystal mount so 
that direct admittance readings would be obtained. without the use of a digital 
computer. The half -wavelength line reduced the accuracy of the data slightly. 
The crystal drive level, as indicated by an r-f voltmeter, was kept small a.nd 
approximately the same in both measurement systems. 
Previous data had indica.ted that the substitution system could determine 
the resonant frequency, fr' with approximately the same accuracy as the Stan-
dard System; however, this indication was again verified by changing the 
frequency slightly during the Standard System measurements to determine if 
a greater G could be found.. For the 12 responses measured, the values 
max 
remained the same. Both conductance (G or G ) and susceptance (B ) were r max r 
recorded at the frequency f . 
r 
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Conductances and susceptances at frequencies fl and f2 were then measured 
The minimum conductance, G . , was not mln 
measured with the Standard System because of the time involved. 
All of the data were corrected on the Admittance Meter correction charts. 
The resonant susceptance, B , was subtracted from the susceptance at each 
r 
of the three frequencies to simulate antiresonating the crystal. If 
and 
B t -B t 
i3.e 1 Arc 2 = ArcTan G + Tan--
1 G2 
then Qt fr 068 ) = ~ f2 - fl • 
The Standard System measured and calculated data are also shown in 
Table I. 
At some of the responses, the current data were compared with circle 
diagram data, which had been obtained previously, to determine the angle ~ 
as defined in Report No.2 (Quarterly). In each case the angle was found to 
be between 40 and 50 degrees, as predicted by theory. 
In all cases, the error in the determination of R. by substitution mln 
measurements was less than ± 4 percent with respect to the Standard System 
data. The disagreement in Qt was less than ± 10 percent in all except three 
cases. In these three cases, poorer accuracy was expected due to the poor 
crystal overtone responses. 
d. Drive Level Effectse As was stated in the previous section, 
the crystal drive level was kept small and approximately the same for both 
measurement systems. The sensitivity of both systems permitted measurements 
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TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF RESISTANCE AND Q t MEASUREMENTS 
Crystal 
!=d , Measurement ro 
Substitution Measurement System Standard I'd 0 
Frequenc~:~McZSeC) Ii Crystal c+ 
fr f~ f2 G G R R ~ No. max. min min Q1 min Ql Error Error 0 
(MIiIim11os) ~Obms) (Ohms) (o/OR) (%Qi) 
\..N 
FA-67 209.9767 209·9807 9,600 
........... 
209·9731 9·1 1.0 110 10,100 109 +0.9 +5.0 ~ 
p:l 
MA-23 210.5832 210.5817 210.5845 5.6 1.0 179 25,300 183 23,700 -2.2 +6.6 ~ ro 
Ii 
No. 5 217.0985 217.0974 217.0994 8.3 1.0 123 33 J l00 123 33,200 0.0 -0·3 ~ ........ ... 
No. 6 217·1022 217.1007 217·1039 8 .. 6 1.0 117 24,800 116 27,400 +0 .. 9 -8·9 ro 
I ~ 
f\) 
No. 12 219·9821 219,,9810 219·9833 7. 4 1.1 134 34,900 28,000 
l!..J. 
--::J 129 +3.9 +22.0 ro 
I n 
c+ 

















No.5 283.8949 283.8918 283.8971 9.6 2.5 104 16,100 104 13,000 0.0 +23.7 
I 
tD ... 
No.6 283.9009 283,.8983 283.9032 12.1 2.8 82.7 18,400 82.0 14,800 +0·9 +24.4 a 
FA-l05 296.8921 296.8893 296.8946 23.1 6.0 43.2 18J ooo 4l.8 17,600 +3·3 +3.0 I (--I 
\..N 
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to be made with drive levels as small as 0 01 mw. Typical measurements were made 
at a level of about 001 row. The drive level for the substitution measurement 
system was estimated from predetermined r-f voltage versus d-c voltage calibra-
tions of the crystal mount diode 0 The drive level for the Crystal Measurements 
Standard System was estimated from r-f voltage measurements at the component 
mount at high drive levelso The attenuator on the Marconi Signal Generator was 
then used to reduce the drive level by the desired amounto 
Typical measurements indicated that the drive level did not appreciably af-
fect the values obtained for G or G , Q To determine the frequency effects, max mln 
one crystal response (FA-9l at 279 mc/sec) was examined in the Crystal Measure-
ments Standard System at three drive levels, 0001, 001 and 100 mwo The con-
ductance and susceptance curves at each drive level are shown in Figure 11. A 
Smith Chart diagram of the same data is shown as Figure 12. The departure of 
points from the circle of Figure 12 is within the accuracy of the Standard System 
since a half-wavelength rather than a short line was used between the Admittance 
Meter and the component mounto As may be observed from the figures, the values 
of G ,G., and Q' of the crystal are affected very little by the drive level max mln 
variations; however, the variations in frequency are relatively much more notice-
able. (Here, the relative importance of each variation is based upon the desired 
and obtainable measurement accuracy of each parametero If absolute measurements 
could be made, the effects of drive level on frequency might well be much less, 
by percentage, than the effects on other quantities 0) 
Similar variations were observed with the substitution measurement system 
as a function of drive level. The frequencies at maximum conductance, f , are 
r 
marked on Figure 11 for two drive levelso 
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Figure 11. Effects of Drive Level on Crystal Frequency Characteristics. 
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Figure 12. Effects of Drive Level on Crystal Admittance Characteristics. 
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To minimize the drive level effects, the measurements described in the 
previous section were made at drive levels of less than 0.1 row. Drive levels 
were also kept approximately the same for the two measurement systems. 
3. Stabilization of the Marconi Signal Generator 
During this period, the construction of the final frequency control 
system for the Marconi Signal Generator was completed. Several circuit changes 
were made in various of the subassemblies to improve the performance of the 
system. The units were constructed to be mounted in a standard relay rack. 
The unit was tested to determine the degree of frequency stabilization 
of the Marconi Signal Generator. The Berkeley Frequency Meter was adjusted 
to count the frequency with a sample time of 0.2 second at a rate of about one 
count per second. Typical frequency variations for frequencies between 150 
and 300 mc/sec were ± 10 cps for periods of approximately 30 seconds (the time 
required for typical final adjustments in both measurement systems). Over 
long periods of time, the frequency difference between any two adjacent counts 
was less than 10 cps (the resolution of the Frequency Meter for a 0.2-second 
sample time). The short-term gain of the system was approximately 70 compared 
to the long-term gain of about 30. The reduction in long-term gain was due to 
drifts within the stabilization system. 
The bandwidth of the stabilization system was originally several hundred 
cycles per second. The system was thus effective in reducing 60- and 120-cps 
frequency modulation as well as frequency variations caused by microphonics 
and random noise. 
Early tests of the stabilization system indicated that the system did 
not introduce any internally generated periodic or random frequency variations. 
Later tests, however, disclosed an internally generated 60-cps modulation which 
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was traced to the filament voltage of the Wang Confluxer vacuum. tube. Conver-
sion to d-c filament excitation on this tube eliminated this modulation. 
Apparently, internal Confluxer circuitry rather than the tube was responsible 
for the modulation as tubes with bifilar wound filaments showed equal modula-
tion. 
Another source of modulation introduced by the stabilization system was 
found to be heterodyne Signals generated within the Berkeley Frequency Meter. 
Most of these signal components were at frequencies of several hundred cycles 
per second. An ideal cure for this difficulty would be to replace the Fre-
quency Meter with a spurious-free heterodyne unit; however, this would be a 
major construction project and is not considered practical at this time. A 
temporary solution was to reduce the bandwidth of the stabilization system to 
a few cycles per second. This eliminated the unwanted frequency modulation 
but also reduced the effectiveness of the stabilization system at hum. and micro-
phonic frequencies. 
During the latter part of this report period, the operation of the 
stabilization system became very poor. The difficulty was again traced to the 
Wang Confluxer. As the Confluxer cannot be repaired, a new unit is being 
procured. 
Final circuit diagrams and descriptions of the stabilization system will 
not be reported until the system is again operating properly. 
4. Equipment Failures 
Several equipment failures, in addition to the difficulties reported 
above, have delayed work during this period. The major failures are described 
in the following paragraphs. 
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The operation of the Berkeley Frequency Meter was marginal and finally 
became intermittent. Several tubes were replaced and the instrument was COlll:-. 
pletely realigned. 
The Hewlett-Packard D-C Microvoltmeter showed excessive drift on the 
range which was used most with substitution measurement system. This trouble 
was traced to a cold-solder connection in one of the resistive networks used 
on this scale. 
The output of the Marconi Signal Generator became excessively unstable at 
times both in frequency and amplitude. The cause of this instability has not 
been determined. The instrument is presently used only at the random times when 
the instability is not excessive, 
C. Phase III. Aging of Quartz Resonators 
1. Introduction 
This phase of the work, assigned the Project No. A-402-13 by the 
Engineering Experiment Station of the Georgia Institute of Technology, was 
initiated on 1 March 1959 and is a continuation of the work prior to that date 
under Contract No. DA-36-039 SC-78910, Georgia Tech Project No. A-402-3. The 
work undertaken on 1 March under Contract No. DA-36~039 SC-78905 was subse-
quently expanded under Modification No.1 to the Contract and renewed for 
an additional period of 12 months starting 1 July 1959, under Modification 
No.4. This report, for the period from 1 October 1959 to 31 December 1959, 
represents a continuation of the work described in the Interim Report and in 
Report No.2 (Quarterly) for the preceding periods of the current contract. 
The fabrication and measurement of ~25~mc resonators} operated in the 
fundamental mode, have been continued. Because of the lack of renewal of 
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support of work on the lOO~c resonators the effort rate on the lOO-mc program 
has been reduced and only one constant temperature, 55°C, has been maintained 
in operation. Instrumentation for measurements of resonators at 100 mc has 
been completed and one group for operation at the fifth overtone has been 
fabricated. 
2 . Apparatus 
a. Modification of Crystal Impedance Meter TSM-15. The VHF fre-
quency bridge as developed here for measuring the frequency of lOO-mc resonators 
was driven initially by a Developmental Crystal Impedance Meter built here under 
Contract No. DA-36-039 SC-56730. This was recently replaced with a standard 
Crystal Impedance Meter TSM-15. 
The operation of the bridge with the TSM-15 Crystal Impedance Meter was 
unsatisfactory because of excessive backlash in the tuning mechanism and be-
cause of difficulty encountered in setting the crystal drive level. Modifica-
tions were undertaken to remedy these faults. 
Since changes on the internal frequency drive mechanism were not desir-
able, the fine frequency adjustment for the tuning was made by adding a small 
air trimmer condenser across LlA (see Figure 17 of Handbook of Instructions 
for Test Set, Crystal Unit, Quartz AN/TSM-15). The trimmer is driven by a 48-1 
antibacklash reduction gear. 
The adjustment of the crystal drive level was improved by the addition 
of a 110K-ohm resistor in series with the ungrounded end of R-22. This 
action allows a maximum screen voltage variation of 0 to 25 volts over the full 
range of R-22. 
b. other Measuring Apparatus. All sections of the frequency measuring 
equipment, exhibited in Figure 29 of the preceding report (No.2), now appear 
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to be operating properly except item No. 5 (the full wave, 100-mc, twin-coaxial 
line). During the course of several measurements the line must be moved and 
flexed. The results of this action appear to be frequency deviations of as 
much as ± 1 part/l07 . A study is now being conducted to determine the exact 
magnitude of the error and a aatisfactory method of eliminating it. 
A 100-mc crystal in the °c oven was connected to the VHF bridge by means 
of semipermanent resonant twin-coaxial lines. This line was not moved during 
the period of the study. Frequency measurements, made several times daily, 
-8 showed a maximum departure of 5 x 10 parts from the original frequency in 
a 5-day period. The measurements are believed to eliminate the coaxial line 
as the source of error. It is planned to install a semipermanent fixed line to 
eliminate movement of the line as a source of error in the measurement of fre-
quency or series. resistance .< 
3. Resonator Fabrication and Measurement 
a. Resonators Fabricated During This Quarter. During the period. of 
this report 38 resonators have been fabricated and inserted in the constant-
temperature ovens for frequency measuremento These have consisted of the 
following units: 
No. Units Coating. and 
Unit Designation Operated Overcoat ing 
8-1 to 8-10 10 Al + Au 
9-1 to 9-18 14 Al + Al 
10-1 to 10-16 14 Al + eu 
These units were fabricated in order to establish a desirable overcoating 
metal for aluminum-base-plated units and to check the repeatability of pro-
cessing stable units. 
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Representative plots of data obtained are shown in Figures 13, 14, and 15. 
It is apparent that stable units can be obtained with any of these plating 
combinations provided careful and definite processing steps are rigidly main,.;. 
tained. The 3-hour vacuum bakeout appears to be a necessary requirement. The 
utilization of bimetal film electrodes appears to lead to a larger percentage 
of the completed resonator group exhibiting erratic behaviour than is noted 
when a single metal such as gold, silver or aluminum is the plating. 
Copper was adopted as a possible coating and overcoating metal because 
of its high electrical conductivity and a density, 8.9 gm/cm3, lower than that 
of gold and silver; it has not previously been thoroughly examined as a resona-
tor coating by anyone so far as is known. It appears to hold promise as a 
plating material for units operated at overtone modes. 
b., Resonators Fabricated Previously and Continued on Measurement. The 
following resonators previously fabricated have been continued on measurement 
during this quarter: 
Group Units 
Designation Measured Coating 
T 17 Al only 
U 16 Al + Al 
V 10 Ag + Ni 
X 6 Al only (I-hour bakeout) 
y 9 Al only (2-hour bakeout) 
Z 8 Al + Au 
7-1 10 Al + Ag 
These units have continued to give the general stabilities reported pre-
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c. AnaJ.ysis of Frequency Data. The units of group T have continued 
with exceptional stabilities as exhibited for the specimen T-15 in the data 
of' Figure 16. Reduction in bakeout times to 1 or 2 hours in lieu of three did 
not appear to be a proper step. Although some units of groups X and Y showed 
good stability, others did not. Hence the yield of good units was diminished. 
The bimetal-plated resonators of' groups Z and 7 gave some very stable 
units but those of group V did not. The yield of good units was affected as 
there were a number of erratic specimens in each group. 
The yield of units for groups V, Z and 7 exhibiting a stability better 
than 0.5 ppm in the approximately 125 days of test is shown below. 
No. Units 
with Drift Percent of 
Identification < 0·5 p:pm Total Units 
Group No. No. Units in 120 days 
I 
of Group 
V (Ag + Ni) 10 0 0 
Z (Al + AU) 8 4 50 
7 (Al + Ag) 10 5 50 
Additional data for units fabricated and measured during the quarter are 
shown in Table II. The standard for each group (ppm drift during period of 
test) has been established to include a reasonable portion of the units of the 
group. The standard has been noted in the sixth column and the days measured 
are listed in the third column. It was maintained at < 1 ppm except for groups 
U and V. Large initial drifts follo~ed by stabilization were noted for these 
units but the initial drift had to be allowed for in order to include any units 
as stable. The yield of stable units with bimetal platings was relatively 
small except for units of Groups 7 (Al + Ag) and 10 (Al + eu). The yield of 
Group 8 was especially bad, possibly due to alloying effects initiated by plating 
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Figure 16. Plot of Frequency Data for Resonator 
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Unit: T.15 
Base Plate: Ev. AI 
Container: Glass 
Atm: Vacuum 
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Fi: 16693520 rv 
Ti: 2/27/59 
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STABILITY ANALYSlS OF 16.2 5-MC QUARTZ RESONATORS 
FABRICATED DURING LAST YEAR AND CONTINUED 
ON MEASUREMENT DURING THIS QUARTER 
!:U 
CD 
No. of Id 
0 
Identification Days No. Units Good No .. Erratic Percent ~ 
Grou;2 . Plating Measured Measured Stability Standard for Group Units Erratic Connnents z 





T Al only 324 17 13 <1 2 11·7 3-hour ~ 
(3 hr.) bake out ~ 
16 
CD 
u Al + Al 305 11 <2 0 0 Ii ct 
"-'" 
V Ag + Ni 275 10 4 <4 5 50.0 ,... 
I X Al only 150 6 1 <1 3 50.0 I-hour ~ +="" c..... 
I'\) (high R ) bake out CD 
I () S c+ 
00 
Y Al only 143 9 7 <1 2 22.2 2-hour !2l 
(2 hr.) bake out 0 
8 4 4 
» 




7 Al + Ag 10 <1 2 20.0 I 
~ 
'" 8 Al + Au 90 10 1 <1 1 10.0 Definite I 
neg. slope 1\5 
(Au on hot '" 
substrate) a 250°C 
I 
9 Al + Al 70 14 8 < 0·5 4 27·5 10,< 1 ppm 
I-' 
\.)J 
10 Al + Cu 60 16 10 < 0.5 2 12·5 13J < 1 ppm 
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the overcoating gold onto the hot aluminum film (250°C). 
4. Summary 
Measuring equipment for studies of 100-mc resonators was completed 
but on~ the 55°C constant. temperature oven was placed in operation . 
Further studies of . 25-mc resonators operated in the fundamental mode 
have shown that resonators plated with aluminum but not overplated~be 
fabricated that will maintain stab.ili ties in the range of ± 1 ppm/yr, wi til a 
fair percentage showing drifts of < 0.5 ppm in the same period. A yield 
of 76.5 percent of 17 units gave drifts < ± 1 ppm/yr. On the other hand, 
units plated with Al + Al remained within the range ± 2 ppm/yr approximate~ 
and the better units exhibited drifts of < 1 ppm. 
The factors required to achieve high stability for aluminum-plated units 
are: (1) rigid cleanliness; (2) deposition on a hot substrate (250°C); (3) 
mounting in glass; (4) vacuum bakeout at a temperature of approximately 
180°C and at a pressure of < 2 x 10-5 rom of Hg for a period of 2 to 3 hours 
before seal-off. 
Utilization of bimetal layers of Al + Au, Al + Ag, Al + Cu or Ag + Ni as 
plating materials resulted in units with less dependable stability ch~racter­
istics, i.e., some were good and some were bad. Ag + Ni plating (Ni elec-
troplated) gave units with a positive drift during the first 60 days of 
several ppm. This is associated with stress in the electroplated Ni film. 
Al + Au plating under same conditions gave downward drifts that implied trig-
gering of alloying affects. Al + Ag and Al + Cu platings gave some units of 
excellent stability and a reasonable yield of good units. However J the latter 
two series have not been operated long enough to evaluate their actual yield 
over an extended period.. The inference still remains that bimetal layers may 
be unsatisfactory for a maximum yield of units of long-term stability. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
Under Phase I, the preparation of the mode charts for crystal. D-l has 
progressed rapidlyo MO$t of the stronger modes of vibration have been identi-
fied as to the type of polarization in the three·. dimensional directions" Iden-
tification of several additional. modes is anticipated as the x dimension is o 
further reducedll 
Under Phase II, the substitution measurement system has been evaluated 
as an instrument for determining the effective Q of a crystal. The accuracy 
of the system cannot yet be specified sinoe it is greatly dependent upon the 
quality of . the crystal to be measured. The errors appear to be less than 
10 percent, however, for moderately good crystals in the frequency range fram 
200 to 300 mc/sec9 The accuracies of resistance and frequency measu~ements 
are within the desired limits for a practical crystal test set. The system 
is also capable of determining the minimum crystal conductance,which reflects 
holder loss) and of determining the required antiresonating element valueo 
The Marconi Signal Generator frequency stabilization system, although 
not operating at the present time because of a component failure, has been 
evaluated and found exceptionally useful for both substitution measurements 
and Standard System measurements~ 
Under Phase III, equipment for the rapid measurement of 100-mc resonators 
operated in the 5th, 7th and 11th overtones at 0° and 55°C and in the tempera-
ture cycling range 0 0 to 55°C is now ready for use 1> 
Resonators of l6b25~mc frequency, base plated with aluminum only, may 
be made which give a high yield of units able to maintain a drift of < ± 1 
ppm/yr; an appreciable yield of units drifting < 0 .. 5 ppm per year m8\Y be 
anticipated 0 
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Units base coated with aluminum and overcoated to frequency with aluminum 
will maintain drifts < 2 ppm/yr. 
Employment of overcoatings of other metals for adjusting aluminum-base-
plated units to frequency remains a doubtful procedure although a reasonable 
yield of stable units was obtained over a 60-day test period with resonators 
coated with the pairs ~ + Ag and Al + Cu. 
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VI. PROGRAM FOR THE NEXT INTERVAL 
Under Phase I, the preparation of mode charts for crystal D-l as described 
in this report will be continued. Special fixtures will be prepared for ob-
taining similar data for 3-mc/sec crystals but as a function of upper electrode 
size rather than crystal size. Circular and square electrodes ranging in size 
from 3 to 28 rom will be used, respectively, with circular and square crystals. 
Under Phase II, work will be directed primarily toward the study of 
high-frequency crystal-controlled oscillators. Some additional minor investi-
gations of the substitution measurement system may be made after the Marconi 
Signal Generator frequency stabilization system is again in operation. 
Under Phase III, fabrication of 16.25~mc quartz crystals, base plated 
with Al and overcoated with Cr or Cu, will be continued. Resonators plated with 
eu only will be made. Fabrication and measurement of 100 mc resonators, base 
plated with Al only, wIll be initiated. Measurements of units already in 
storage in the constant temperature ovens will be continued. 
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VII. IDENTIFICATION OF KEY TECHNICAL PERSONNEL. 
Under Phase I, no changes in project personnel have occured during this 
report period. The personnel time is as follows: 
NAME 
Yasuo Tsuzuki 
S. N. Witt, Jr. 
TTILE 
Assistant Research Engineer 





Under Phase II, no changes in project personnel have occurred during 
this report period. The personnel time is as follows: 
NAME 
S. N. Witt, Jr. 








Under Phase III, the primary personnel have remained unchanged during the 
period of thisreport. Mr .. W. D. Dawson, a student assistant, was transferred 
to the project to assist in making frequency measurements. The personnel 
time for the period is as follows: 
NAME TITLE HOURS 
R. B .. Belser Project Director 24 
Research Associate Professor 
W. Ho Hicklin Assistant Research Engineer 480 
J. C~ Meaders Research Assistant 440 
W. D .. Dawson Student Assistant 32 
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Approved: 
~tfJ~~ 
Arthur L. Bennett, Chief 




Assistant Project Director 
for Issac Koga, Project 
Director, Phase I 
~~1t 1t:tu. ~ 
Samuel N. Witt, Jr. ) 
Project Director, Phase II 
~~.~ 
Richard B. Belser 
Project Director, Phase III 
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VIII. APPENDIX 
All Addendum 
The purpose of this project has been modified by Oontract Modification 
No.4 which became effective 1 July 1959. Accordingly, the PURPOSE section 
(pp. 1-3) of Report No.2 (Quarterly) has been superseded by the PURPOSE 
of this report (No.3). 
B. An Improved Frequency Standard System 
All three phases of this project depend upon frequency measurements 
as a vital part of the work" The present reference standard for frequency 
measurements is a Western Electric Type D175730 (O-76/u) Frequency Standard. 
This unit has been in operation at Georgia Tech for over nine years and records 
of its aging characteristics have been kept during this time. Occasionally, 
this standard has failed in operation but has been successfully repaired each 
time. Each failure, however,- has resulted in poor frequency stability for 
several hours or days following the failure. During such times, measurements, 
particularly those of Phase III, were jeopardized. 
The present standard is in need of repairs which include the replacement 
of vacuum tubes and also the replacement of the coarse oven thermo-switch. 
Such repairs will require the deactivation of this unit for such a period of 
time as to make the frequency stability poor for possibly several weeks. 
Because of the constant use of the unit, these repairs have not been made. 
Also, to improve the absolute accuracy of the frequency standard system, 
additional Type 0-76/u Standards are needed~ One is required for offset 
frequency comparison with the 60-kc/sec standard broadcast of the National 
Bureau of Standards from Boulder, Colorado. A second additional unit will 
permit long-term time comparisons with Radio Station WWV to be made. 
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Two additional Type 0-76ju S~andardB were requested. These units were 
received during the latter part of this report period. Plans have been fonnu-
lated for the application of these units as mentioned above. The presence of 
three Standards will also permit the temporary deactivation of any one unit 
for repairs, as required. 
Because of general interest of' the Engineering Experiment Station in 
improving frequency control and. reference teChniques, a Station-sponsored pro-
ject has been assigned the responsibility for dea1gning and constructing the 
equipment necessary for improving the frequency standard system. A distribution 
system will also be constructed to provide each of the A-402-ll, -12, and -13 
laboratories with its required standard signals. 
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Under Phase I, measurements of the respons es of the rectangular crystal in t he vicinity o f 
the third overtone 'Were interrupted for a special study of circular crys tals. Measurements 
of the spurious mode, in the vicinity of the fundamental (3 mc / sec) indicated that t he 
responses at frequencies lower than t he fundamental i ncreased rapidly in impedance as the 
diameter of the central electrode "'as decreased . At higher frequenc ies the changes appear 
to be relatively small but the results 3.re Wlcer t!:iin because the i nterference of weak 
modes leaves the identification at' specific response s i n uoubt. Experimental proce <.ore S 
\Jere devised for the measurement of the charge distribution over the surface of the crys-
tal at the fundamental frequency . Measurements 01' t he change in the charge distr i bution 
as the size o f the central elec trode \Jas reduced we re begun . 
Under Phase II, st~~" of the substitution crystal measurement sys tem were discontinued 
at the beginning of thi s r C'"p.1rt. period. 'Ihe per iod wa s devote d to studies of high-fre-
quency crystal-controlled oscillator cireui ts. Se veral oscillators were constructed, pre-
vious reports of this a nd other organizati ~~ w rw-l •• a gu1de. Several other osc il-
lator circuit confi gurations wer€' deve lope1 .·1 rr ... • .. .... '";Ie unit.8 eous t.r uc teu . 
Typical instabil i ties of l e ss than ±10 cycles per s econd for short periods of time ... ere 
obtainable over the frequency range from 150 to 300 mc / sec. Some other oscillator 
characteri s tics .... e re measured; ho ..... ever , the facilities f or the full evalUation of the 
osc illator W1its have not yet been completed. 
Under Phase III, 49 resonators of 16.5 ~c frequenc y ""ere fabricated and measw.'ed during 
the period. These consi s ted of 16 unit. plated with Al + Ag, 8 with Al + Cr, 6 with 
evaporated Cu, 4 ""ith sputtered Au, "r with sputtered Ag and 13 ..... ith evaporated Au. All 
were sealed in glass envelopes but in the latter group (evaporated Au) the ba se -to-
envelope seal -was made with an epoxy res in, Band.mB. s ter No. 640 . Approximately 100 
units previously fabrica t ed ""ere continued on ~ • ...rement . 
Of t hose fabricate d during the curre nt quarter a il -wer~ stable except the units plated 
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Under Phas e I, measurements of t he r ~~se s ot" the rectaIlHu..lar crys t al in the vicinity of 
the third overtone ... ere interrupted r :r _ speCial st.ud,y of c ircular crystals. Measurements 
of the spurious ~es in t he vi cinit,:. 0.:"" the fundamental (3 me / sec ) indicated that the 
re s ponses at frequencie s lo-we r than t. ( undBmental incrl:!ased rapidly i n impedance as the 
diameter of the central electrode ""a reased . At higher frequencies the changes appear 
to be relatively small but ~he r esults aTe Wlccrtain because the inte rference ot' weak 
mode~ leaves the identification of specific res ponses in doubt. Experimental procedures 
were devised for the mea surement of the charge distribution over the s urface of the crys-
tal at t a f !.;;r.;ia&ental frequency. Measureme nts of the change in t he charge distribution 
as the s 1 r of:J": e central elect~ was reduced ""ere begun. 
Under Phll" r:, . tudic s of the substitution crystal measure.::1t r.:y.\8:l ~ere discontinued 
at the b l :m.1r of thi s repoI't period. '!he period ... as devtJv.-4 t o . ".Ld.le s of high-fre-
quency cr). ta! <l..1troile d osci l lator circuits . Several OSCillators -wer e constructed, pre-
vious repa:rt. or t his and other orga nizations servi ng as a guide. Several uther oscil -
letor circuit configuratiolls -were developed and prototype units constructed. 
Typical ins tabilities of less t han %10 cycles per s econd for short periods of t ime ..... ere 
obtainable over the frequency range from 1)0 to 300 mC / dec. Some o ther oscillator 
characteristics ""ere measuredi ho""ever, the f acilities for t he t'ull evaluation of the 
oscilla tor units have not ye t been completed. 
Under Phase III, 49 resonators of 16.5 -mc freque ncy \Jere fabricated and mea sur e d duri ng 
the period. These consisted Of 16 units plated with Al + A~, 8 with Al + Cr, 6 with 
evaporated Cu , !~ -with s puttered Au, 7 .... i th sputtered Ag and 8 with evaporated Au. All 
were seal ed in gla ss envelopes but in the latter group (evaporated Au ) the base·to-
envelope seal wa s made .... ith a n epoxy resin, Bandmaster No .. 640. Appr i mately 100 
unit s previously fabricated were c.:.r.{inued on measurement. 
Of those fabricated during the current qu~rter all were stable except the units plated 
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Under Phase I, measuremr.nt .... 11~ tbe ff ... r- .... H~~ or tho.;;: l' t:ctangular ,r"ta l 1n the vi c inity of 
t he thiru overtone were interrupte d for a special study of circular crystals. Measurements 
of the spurious modes in the vicinity of t he fundamental (3 mc / sec) indh :ated that the 
re sponseG at frequencies lu""er than the r~damental increas ed rapidly i n impe danc e a s the 
diameter of the central electr ode was decrease u. At higher freque nc ies t he changes appear 
to be r elatively small but the results are Wlcer tain because the interfere nce o f \Jeak 
modes leaves the i dentificat10n of specific re5pC"HlSeS i n doubt. Experimental procedures 
\Jere devised for tt a'" 'to t r the charge distribution over the surface of the crys -
ttl.l at the fW1Uam ( .... 1 rl"1:q~Y. Mea surements of t he change in the charge distribution 
as the s ize uf t ha t,..l .l~~r~ \Jtl::i reduced ..... ere begun. 
Under J :1 . s tudi es of t he s ubsti t utior: c r ys tal measurement system .... ere discontinued 
at t he l"...!.m: g of this report pe riod. The period. was devot etl to studies of high- f re-
quency crystal -t" .... roU .. :! ::1.... r circui t~. Several osc illators ""ere constructed, pre-
vj OU5 reports n f • ... t~ i..! "oJ.. :':-b ... : l L:a t ioli.~ .s(" J" v .iJ..I.~ a s 1:1. guid~ . Several other oscil-
lator circu it confi~urattons .... e re deve loped anu prototype unit.s constr ucted . 
Typical instabili tias of less than ±10 cycles pel' second for s hort periods of time were 
obta inable over the t'requency range from 150 t o 300 mc/ sec. SOme o the r OSCill ator 
characteri s tics ..... ere mea sured; ho-wever , the fl:l. c ilities for the full evaluation of t he 
oscillator units have not yet been completed. 
Under Phase III, 49 r e sonators of l G.5-mc frequenc y \Jere fabricated Bnd measured duri ng 
the period. These consisted of 16 unit s plated with Al + Ag, 8 with Al + Cr, 6 with 
t:vw.~rated Cu, 4 with sputtered Au, 7 with sputtered A~ and 8 -with evtlporated Au. All 
""ere sealed in gl ass envelopes but 1.r"~ "';Qf- l li11t t .... :r ( po.r. t ed AU) the bas~ -to-
envelope s eal was made "" ith an ep~ ~c.~ a t flr : ' • • Approximately 100 
unit s previously fabr ica ted .... e re ~.xrt. ~~ __ ! l.."!I! ~!! ...... !"~r:. t.. 
Of those fabricated during the current qun rter all -were stl;l. ble except the units plateu 
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Under Phase I, mea Slll'cments of the r e of r --..: tangular crystAl in t he vicinity of 
the third overtone ""ere i nterr upted fOT . ~ : ! .. . . !".1 of circ ular crystals. Measur~"";.. 6 
of the !;puriou s modes in the vicinity of t.,. ~.. ... rr:..l (3 mc/ sec) indicated that t he 
r f'l I . ... rr""l_ -I s lo .... er t han t h e fun damental i ncreased rl:l.p i dly in impe dance a s the 
dl ~ ('11' cf'".,L;al elec t rode -wa s dec reas~d . At h ighe r r requencies t '" c: -e s appear 
to be rela ti vel,Y smFlll but u... ,.. jl .r. ce rt.ain be cause the interf"er • 0 weak 
modes l eaves thp. identifica : 1 ., 0-:" III ! r~ C' r e:.pons es in doubt . ExperimE""n~l ~edures 
were devised for t he measUl ':. u: u... dMlrg:G di ~tr1bution ove r t he sur r a_ 01 he crys -
t a l at the fundl;l.mentAl frequency. Mea sul'ements o t' t he cha nge in the char ... 1!~.tr L bution 
as t he size of the central ele ctrode ""a s reduced ..... e re begun . 
Under Phas e II, s tudies o f the s ubstitution c rY::ita l measurement sys t em .... er_ H.i:'OIl t i nued 
at the beginning o f this report period . 'l'he period was devoted t o studies of high -fre-
quency crystal-controlled os c i l ltl.tor circuits. sevf>r/:!.l oscillators .... er e constructed, pre .. 
vious r eports of thi s and other organiztlt. ions servi ' ••• .J.~ • Several othe r oscil-
lator circui t configurat i ons ..... ere developed and pro t. ... .)"PIt l constructed . 
'l'yp ical i nstabi11 ties of less t han ±10 cycles per s eeond f or shor t. per i ods of time -we re 
obtainable over the f requency n l "1ge f rom 150 t o 300 me/ sec. Some other o~c illator 
characteristics -were measured; ho ..... e ver, the fac 11ities fo r t he full e vsluatton of the 
oscillator uni ts have no t yet been completed. 
Under Phase III, 49 resonators of 16.5 .. mc f requency ""ere i'abT .. C"lted and mea sured during 
the period. These cOO:;1.· .. ed of 16 tulits plated ..... ith Al + Ag, lIfit.h Al + Cr, 6 with 
evapors ted Cu, 4 ""i th sputtered Au, 'r ... i th !3puttered Ag a nd e Vlt h e vaporated All. All 
""ere sealed i n glass envelopes but in t he la t r LT.;)UP ( evaporated Au) t he base ·to -
envelope 6eal was mFl.de ..... i t h an epoxy r eSin, _ t er No. 640 . Approximately 100 
units previously fabri ca ted \Jere cont inued on mea surement. 
Of t hos e f abricated during the current quarter oil were stable except the units plated 
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base-sealed with the epoxy resin. '!he with Al + Cr, Al + Ag and 
Al + Cr coati",! proved 
+ Ag was erratic and not 
evapors ted A u and 
instability of the group coated with Al 
'!he stability of the group coated with 
vestigatlon of the 
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feature for lOO-mc operation. 
'Lhe measurements of' these resonators and the ones 
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Was sufficient to warrant 
method 
fabricated have indicated that 
metals metal combinations 
of fabrication and 
Al + Ag and 50 percent of the group base-sealed with the epoxy resin. The 
proved definitely unstable but the instability Of the group coated with Al 
and not clearly definable. '!he of the coated with 
Au and partially sealed with the further in-
of the feasibility of this 
This mountiog system 
for lOO-mc operation. 
'lhe measurements of these 
stable resonators can be made 
as the plating, provided that 
provided that the seal does not leak. 
that 
with Al + 
Al + Cr 
base-scaled with the epoxy resin. '!he 
instaolli ty of the group coated with Al 
of the group coated with 
with the epoxy was to warrant further in-
of using this low temperature sealing method for lOO-mc 
also entailed shortened lead-in wires, a desirable 
The measurements of these resonators and the ones previously fabricated have indicated that 
stable resonators can be made use of any of number of metals or metal combinations 
a5 the plating, provided that is in every detail of fabrication and 
provided that the seal does not leak. 
with Al + Cr, Al + Aft, and 
Al + Cr COB ting proved 
+ Ag was erratic and not 
evaporated Au and 
vestigetion of the 
resonators. mounting 
fea ture tor operation. 
base -sealed with the epoxy '!he 
instability of the group with Al 
The stability of the group coated with 
epoxy was sufficient to warrant further in-
of usiog low temperature methOd for lOO .... c 
also entailed shortened lead-in a desirable 
mea.Bur'ements of' resonators and the oneS fabricated indicated that 
resonators can made by use of' any of a number metals or combinations 
as the platiog, provided that cleanliness is observed in every detail of fabrication lind 
provided that the seal does not leak. 
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Under Phase I , measurements of the responses of the rp.ctangular crystal in the vicinity of 
the third overtone .... ere interrupted for a !] !.J . tudy of c ircular crystals. Mesaureffi€nts 
of the spurious modes in the vicinity of t l"A ru:-._ntal (3 mc / sec) indi cated that the 
re sponses at frequencies lower than the fundamf:! n tal increaseu rapidly in impe dance as the 
diameter of the central electrode 'Ja6 decrea6ed. A t higher frequencies the changes appear 
to be r e la t i vely smnU but the results 3re l.ll1certain because the interference of ... eak 
modes leaves the identification of speci fic re~ponses in doubt. Experimenttl.l proce ':i:.me s 
were devised for the measurement of the charge distribution over the- slU"face of the crys ~ 
tal at the ftUldamental frequency. Measurement s of the change in t he charge distributi on 
as the size of the centrAl electrode .... as reduced were begun. 
Under Phase II, s tudie s of the substitution crystal measurement system .... ere discontinued 
at the beginning of this report period. The period \las devoted to studies 0.1' high-fre-
quency crystal-controlled oscillator circuits. Several oscillators 'Were. constructed, pre-
vious reports of this and other organizations sery l- • ••• ..1 . vera 1 other oscil-
lator c ircuit configurations " e re deve loped an ('l p r - - ,. I J It .:_--...: t ructeJ. 
Typical instabilities of less than ±10 cycles per s econd for short periods of time were 
obtainable over the frequency range from 1 50 to 300 mc/ sec. Some other oscillator 
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I. PURPOSE 
The purpose of this contract is to advance the state of the art of appli-
cations of quartz 'crystals as frequency control and filter elements. Investi-
gations and studies are conducted simultaneously in three areas of specializa-
tion: 
Phase I. Motional Parameters 
Phase II. Equivalent Electrical Parameters 
Phase III. Aging of Quartz Resonators 
Phase I is concerned with the study 01 motional parameters of thickness-
shear and contour-shear modes of vibration of crystal plates. The purpose of 
Phase I is fourfold: 
1. To continue the measurements of frequency and strain distributions 
of thin circular discs; 
2. To measure frequency and strain distributions of plates having a 
smaller diameter-thickness ratio and adequately beveled to eliminate couplings 
with other modes; 
3. To measure frequency and strain distributions of some triangular 
plates of the AT-cut; and 
4. To conduct investigations which are concerned with the measurement of 
parameters of the equivalent electric circuit of circular plates, particularly 
to determine the influence of the electrode diameter and the motional capaci-
tance constant, r, on the motional parameters. 
Phase II is concerned with methods and techniques for determining the 
equivalent electrical parameters of quartz crystal units. The purpose of 
Phase II is threefold: 
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1. To continue the investigation of applications of crystal units in VHF 
and UHF oscillators for frequencies above 175 mc/sec to determine the following: 
(a) crystal parameters useful in oscillator circuit design, 
(b) methods and techniques for determining crystal parameters, and 
(c) test requirements for crystal units; 
2. To design and construct experimental models of 175- to 'OO-mc/sec 
quartz qrystal test sets capable of: 
(a) testing crystal units employing HC-6/u and HC-18/U holders, 
(b) determining the series resonant condition with a frequency 
accuracy of ±l ppm, 
(c) indicating directly the crystal power dissipation with an 
accuracy such that the resultant frequency accuracy is ±l ppm, 
and 
(d) operation with crystal power dissipation in the range 002 to 
400 mw; 
3. To perform studies and investigations leading to the development of 
methods and techniques for determining the equivalent parameters of crystal 
units in the frequency range of 300 to 500 mc/sec with emphasis on information 
pertinent to the eventual development of crystal specifications and crystal 
test sets. 
Phase III is concerned with the effects of processing techniques and 
materials on aging of quartz crystal units. The purpose is threefold: 
1. To fabricate experimental crystal units as follows: 
(a) AT-cut, fundamental mode, 16.0 mc/sec, gold and silver base 
plate, adjusted to frequency by evaporation or electrolysis of 
-2-
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a s~cond compatible metallic film, evacuated glass holders, 
(b) AT-cut, third and fifth overtone modes, 48.0 and 80.0 mc/sec, 
evsporated aluminum base plate only, evacuated glass holders, 
and 
(c) AT-cut, third and fifth overtone modes, 48.0 and 80.0 mc/sec, 
evaporated aluminum base plate, adjusted to frequency with 
evaporated aluminum, evacuated glass holders; 
2. To measure for 6 months the frequency and resistance of crystal units 
stored at approximately 25°, 85°, and 125°C; 
3. To determine, from an analysis of the data, the degree of compati-
bility of the frequency adjustment metal with the base plate metal. 
In addition to the above requirements any other problems pertinent to 
the three phases which may arise during the course of the studies and which 
are mutually agreed upon between the contracting officer's technical repre-
sentative and the contractor will be investigated. 
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II. ABSTRACT 
Under Phase I, measurements of the responses of the rectangular crystal 
in the vicinity of the third overtone were interrupted for a special study of 
circular crystals. Measurements of the spurious modes in the vicinity of the 
fundamental (3 mc/sec) indicated that the responses at frequencies lower than 
the fundamental increased :rapidly in impedance as the diameter of the central 
electrode was decreased. At higher frequencies the changes appear to be rel-
atively small but the results are unce~tain because the interference of weak 
modes leaves the identification of specific responses in doubt. Experimental 
procedures were devised for the measurement of the charge distribution over 
the surface of the crystal at the fundamental frequency_ Measurements of the 
change in the charge distribution as the size of the central electrode was re-
duced. were begun. 
Under Phase II, studies of the substitution crystal measurement system 
were discontinued at the beginning of this report period. The period was 
devoted to studies of high-frequency crystal-controlled oscillator circuits. 
Several oscillators were constructed, previous reports of this and other 
organizations serving as a guide~ Several other oscillator circuit config-
urations were developed and prototype units constructed 0 
Typical instabilities of less than ±10 cycles per second for short 
periods of time were obtainable over the frequency range from 150 to 300 
mc/sec. Some other oscillator characteristics were measuredj however, the 
facilities for the full evaluation of the oscillator units have not yet been 
completed. 
Under Phase III, 49 resonators of 16.5-mc frequency were fabricated and 
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measured during the period. These consisted of 16 units plated with Al + Ag, 
8 with Al + Cr, 6 with evaporated Cu, 4 with sputtered Au, 7 with sputtered 
Ag and 8 with evaporated Au.. All were sealed in glass envelopes but in the 
latter group (evaporated AU) the base-to-envelope seal was made with an epoxy 
resin, Bondmaster No. 640. Approximately 100 units previously fabricated were 
continued on measurement. 
Of those fabricated during the current quarter all were stable except 
the units plated with Al + Cr, Al + Ag and 50 percent of the group base-sealed 
with the epoxy resin. The Al + Cr coating proved definitely unstable but the 
instability of the group coated with Al + Ag was erratic and not clearly de-
finablee The stability of the group coated with evaporated Au and partially 
sealed with the epoxy was sufficient to warrant further investigation of the 
feasibility of using this low temperature sealing method for 100-mc resonators~ 
This mounting system also entailed shortened lead-in wires, a desirable feature 
for 100-mc operationG 
The measurements of these resonators and the ones previously fabricated 
have indicated that stable resonators can be made by use of any of a number 
of metals or metal combinations as the plating, provided that cleanliness 
is observed in every detail of fabrication and provided that the seal does 
not leak. 
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III. PUBLICATIONS, LECTURES, REPORTS, AND CONFERENCES 
One publication, liThe Alloying Behavior of Thin Bimetal Films, Successively 
or Simultaneously Deposited" was published by Mr. Ro B. Belser in the Journal 
of Applied Physics, Vol~ 31, po 562, March 1960. A large part of the work re-
ported was done under Contract No. DA-36-039 SC-42453 of the Signal Corps 
during the years 1953 and 1954. 
No lectures or reports, related to this contract, have been presented 
other than as required by the contract. 
On 21 January 1960, Mro Dennis Pochmerski visited Georgia Tech to discuss 
progress and future plans on Phase IIo A program for the construction and 
intercomparison of VHF and UHF crystal-controlled oscillators was agreed upono 
Further work with the substitution measurement system was to be discontinued. 
On 4 February 1960, Mr. R. B. Belser attended a conference with Dro Go Ko 
Guttwein, Mr. P. E~ Mulvihill, Mr. J~ Mo Stanley, and Mr. M. Bernstein of 
USASRDLo Discussions concerning a revised satellite resonator program were 
heldo The need for an Atomichron frequency standard was outlined and its pos-
sible availability for the program was established. A proposal on the research 
discussed was submitted to USASRDL on or about 24 February 1960. 
On 24 March 1960, Mr. S8 No Witt, Jr., visited USASRDL for conferences 
with Dr. G. Ko Guttwein and Dr. R. Bechmann concerning Phase Io Measurements 
on special crystals, as currently reported, were discussed. An immediate 
program to measure the fundamental polarization responses and spectra of 3-
mc/sec beveled circular crystal plates as a function of electrode diameter 
was agreed upon. It was further agreed that the measurements of the special 
circular and rectangular unbeveled plates would be discontinued because of 
the high number of spurious responses. 
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On 25 March 1960, Mr. S. N. Witt, Jr., and Mr. V. K~ Woodcox visited 
USASRDL for conferences with Mr. O. P. Layden and Mr. D~ Pochmerski concerning 
Phase II. The previously and currently reported crystal oscillator studies 
were discussed. It was agreed that the studies of vacuum-tube oscillator cir-
cuits should be continued and that initial studies of transistor and tunnel 
diode applications should be initiated. It was also agreed that lower-fre-
quency (below 200 mc/sec) oscillator circuits should be constructed for compar-
ison of frequency stability, harmonic content, output amplitude, and other 
characteristics, with the higher frequency oscillators. In particular, the 
lower frequency oscillators should include harmonic multipliers to provide 
output energy at the higher frequencieso 
-7-
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IV • FA CTUAL DATA 
A. Phase I. Motional Parameters 
1. Introduction 
This phase of the work, assigned the Project No. A-402-11 by the 
Engineering Experiment Station of the Georgia Institute of Technology, was 
initiated on 1 March 1959 and is a continuation of the work prior to that 
date on Contract No. DA-36-039 SC-78910, Project No. A-402-1. This report 
is a continuation of the work described in the Interim Report, Report No.2 
(Quarterly), and Report Noo 3 (Quarterly) for the preceding periods of the 
current contract. 
The measurements of circular crystal plates in the vicinity of the fun-
damental frequency initiated under the previous contract were continued into 
the early part of the current contract period and were described in the Interim 
Report. Some preliminary measurements were made on beveled circular and 
triangular crystal plates. These measurements were described in Report Noo 
2 (Quarterly) .. 
From September 1959 to January 1960 work was concentrated on the inves-
tigation of the behavior of a rectangular crystal in the vicinity of the third 
overtone. From a set of 16 rectangular crystal plates, two sensibly identical 
plates, D-l and D-2, were selected for detailed study. Spectra of high dis-
persion over a frequency range of 70 kc/sec centered on the third overtone and 
of low dispersion over the interval of 800 kc/sec were recorded for crystal D-l 
for x dimensions from the initial 24.56 to 23.75 rom in 112 steps during the o 
previous two report periods. The polarization studies of the rectangular 
plates were described, together with the measurement equipment, in Report No~ 
-8-
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3 (QuarterlY)e Many of the expected vibrational modes were identified. 
The principal effort during the current report period has been the inves-
tigations of spectra and polarization patterns of special circular crystals. 
The size of the upper crystal electrode, rather than the size of the crystal 
plate, was varied in this study. 
29 Studies of Rectangular Crystal Plates in the Vicinity of the Third 
Overtone Frequency 
Spectrum and polarization measurements for crystal D-l as a function 
of the x dimension have continued. During this report period, the x dimen-
o 0 
sion of this crystal was reduced from 23~75 to 23.55 mm in 35 steps averaging 
less than 6 microns per step, for a total of 147 steps measured. The' ·additional 
data will be presented in a later reporto These studies were discontinued 
early in this report period to perform requested studies of special circular 
crystal plates~ Further reduction is desirable to reach areas of interest. 
3. Studies of Special Circular Plates Near the Fundamental Fresuency 
The purpose of the special studies of circular crystals in the vicin-
ity of the fundamental frequency is to investigate the effect of changing the 
size of the electrodes 0 The charge distribution of the fundamental response 
over the surface and of some inharmonic responses will be investigated. 
A total of nine unbeveled circular crystal plates with fundamental fre-
quencies of 3 mc/sec and diameters of 28 mm were obtained~ Since the x and o 
z axes of the plates were not marked when received, they were located by 
o 
polarized light to within an accuracy of 5 degrees. Later, X-ray measurements 
identified the axes to within one degree or less. Two of the plates with sim-
ilar spectra were chosen. The one designated 8C-l was used for measurement~ 
-9-
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Special electrodes of diameters from 3 to 24 m.rn (in of 3) and 28 nun 
were constructed. A spectrum of crystal SO,-l was obtained for each upper elec-
trode diamete!' from 9 to 28 nun.. Th.e spectra for the 15- and 28-mm electrodes 
are shown in Figure 1. e 
The impedance of each response was determined from the spectrum for the 
stronger responses in the vicinity of the fur:damental, as indicated in Figure 
2 by the code for the electrode of ftl.Il crystal diameter, 28 II11l" The spectra 
corresponding to the smaller electrodes were then measured and the correspond-
ing impeiances derived" It is noted that. the imped.a:2ce for the 24-rnm elec.., 
trade is substantially (often too high for measurement) for the responses 
at fre~uencies below the fundamentalo Above the fundamental, however, t~e 
char...ge is small and irregular 0 For the smaller electrodes, 21 nun and 18 mrn, 
this trend continues. 
Details of interpretation are obscured by the interactions of minor re-
spo:c,Ses with the relatively strong response:::, tt.L8t are being analyzed. The 
shift of frequer.cy resultiag from this interference leads to uncertainty in t:he 
identifica tior:.. of the responses m.easured wi tho t~.e smaller electrodes 0 Because 
of th:is uncertainty, it was decided to tak.e advactage of the Simpler respon.se 
spectrLJm known to be available with beveled 
Four beveled circular wi th specification.s otb.erwise similar to the 
original nine plates were obtained. One of t:::'ese was assigned the HlL'1lber SCB-l 
and was used to obtain the spectra for electro1e sizes from :2 to 28 mm, as 
shown in 3" The absence of respo::":Lses below the fre~ue:~lcy of the fu~da-
mental thickness-shear response is evide:J.t c The recordiEg of polarizat.ion 
patterns at the ~l:;''ldame:.ltal fre~ue!'lCy is and will be reported later. 
-.1.0-
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(a) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 28 mm DIAMETER. 
(b) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 15 mm DIAMETER. 
Figure 1. Spectra of a Cylindrical Quartz Crystal 28 Mm in 
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Figure 2. Measured Impedances of the Stronger Responses of a 
Cylindrical Crystal Near the Fundamental Frequency. 
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(0) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 28 mm DIAMETER. 
(b) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 24 mm DIAMETER. 
Figure 3. Spectra of a Beveled Circular Quartz Crystal 28 Mm in 
Diameter Near the Fundamental Frequency (3 Mc/Sec). 
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(c) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 21 mm DIAMETER. 
(d) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 18 mm DIAMETER. 
Figure 3 (Continued). Spectra of a Beveled Circular Quartz Crystal 28 Mm in 
Diameter Near the Fundamental Frequency (3 Me/Sec). 
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(e) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 15 mm DIAMETER. 
(f) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 12 mm DIAMETER. 
Figure 3 (Continued). Spectra of a Beveled Circular Quartz Crystal 28 Mm in 
Diameter Near the Fundamental Frequency (3 Mc/Sec). 
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4. Modifications of Measurement Procedures 
The measurement of crystals at the 3-mc/sec fundamental rather than 
at the third overtone resulted in some tracking difficulties with the spectrum-
recording equipment. The difficulties were resolved by connecting the crystal 
to a mid-tap on coil B of Figures 8 and 9 of Report No.2 (Quarterly) rather 
than across the entire coil. The use of the tap required the recalibration 
of the equipment so that crystal resistance could be estimated. The required 
calibration curves are shown in Figure 4. 
A series of spectra was recorded to determine the accuracy required in 
centering the small upper electrode o Figure 5 shows spectra for the electrode 
carefully centered, for the electrode displaced one millimeter in the x di-
o 
rectio~ and for the electrode displaced one millimeter in the z direction~ a 
Although the fundamental thickness-shear vibration is affected very little by 
the displacement, the differences are appreciable for some responses. Since 
the upper electrode can be conveniently centered to within about 0 0 3 mm, the 
error due to imperfect centering is negligible& 
A more serious problem was that of measuring the polarization patterns 
with small upper electrodes. Measurements indicated that the true charge 
distribution is obtained only when a conducting area appears above the measure-
ment probe. Without the conducting area, only the small voltage produced by 
the gradient component along the crystal surface is obtained~ 
At first, strips of silver were deposited on the surface of the crystal 
and aligned so that the strip remained over the probe as the crystal and 
upper electrode were moved togetherc The main electrode was then centered on 
the crystal, over the strip. Measurements indicate that a strip one milli-
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Figure 4. Motional Resistance Calibration of the Spectrum-Measuring Equipment. 
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(0) CENTERED UPPER ELECTRODE. 
(b) UPPER ELECTRODE DISPLACED 1 mm IN Xo DIRECTION. 
Figure 5. Spectra of Beveled Quartz Crystal with Electrode 15 Mm in Diameter. 
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(c) UPPER ELECTRODE DISPLACED 1 mm IN Zo DIRECTION. 
Figure 5 (Continued) 0 Spectra of Beveled Quartz 
Crystal with Electrode 15 Mm in Diameter 
measurement of polarization over the whole surface would re~uire many strips, 
an alternate procedure was devised. An electrode 3 mm in diameter, resting 
on the crystal, was restrained so that it remained in a fixed position above 
the probe. Since the solid electrodes in use would interfere mechanically 
with the small fixed electrode, a centered electrode of silver was evaporated 
on the surface of the crystal. The crystal and the evaporated electrode can 
now be moved to any position relative to the probe and the fixed back-up 
electrode. 
Initial polarization studies with the fixed electrode and plated centered 
electrode resulted in a distortion of the fundamental thickness-shear charge 
distribution 0 This distortion was traced to a fre~uency shift of the crystal 
-19-
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response caused by the position of tlJ.e fixed electrode. Curre!lt 
to reduce this distortion include the rep,:;'.acement of the signal generator aEd 
buffer amplifier of 4 of Report I\£c. 3 (Quarterly) by an oscillator COD.-
trolled by the crystal under testu 
B. Phase lIu Equiva::l..er:t Electrical Parameters 
1. Introduction 
This phas.e of the work, assignBd. the FToject No. A-402-12 by the 
Experiment Statior.. of t:!J.e C:.eorgia I:':'J.stitute of lJ:e8I:;.:GDlogy, was irJ.itiated 
on. 1 March 1959 and is a cor;.tiEuatio:1 of the work prior to tb.at date on Con-
tract No 0 DA-.36-039 SC-'78910, P~oject No" A. T:·.:::s report, for tb.e period 
1. Jan-J.ary 1960 to M.arch 1960, a eOL.tinuatio:::1 of the wcrk des= 
cribed in the Interim Report, Repo:rt No.2 (Quarterly), and Report Ne" 3 
(Quarterly) for the preceding per'iods of the c·u.rrent cO:'I,tract;" 
Ii substitution system for measuri:i1g tl','.e of q .. uartz crysta,l.s at 
high fre.::a.uencies was described in previo1ls reports ur.,der this contract. C:om~ 
pari.sons between substitution measurements a~:d (;rystal Measurement Star.l.dard 
measurements have shown maxinrum disagreements of :~ss tha!:. 4 perce:c.t fCJI' re-
sistar..ce and less than 000002 perce::::'.t for frequency.. TtJ,e Q f measuY'ements have 
disagreed by less than 10 percent f~:r having reasonably 
good Q f s.. The current step-by-step p.rocedu,re for makij1,g the substitution 
measure.me~ts was des.cribed in Report No u 3 (Quart.er,~.y) n Further work with the 
substi tution measurement system was d.tEconti-'.lUed at tbe of tt:.e 
current report periodv 
Some investigations of osc:'l.lator ci!'cui ts :J.8.ve beer:. !'e-
ported on the curre::J.t contract as weil as O:CJ. contracts" The pr.imary 
~20-
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efforts of the current report period have been the further investigations of 
oscillator circuitso 
2. The Substitution Measurement System 
Further development effort on the substitution measurement system 
was discontinued at the beginning of this report period. Crystal data obtained 
from the system during previous periods has, however, been found to be most 
useful in the design of oscillator circuits. The system has been left assembled 
and in operating condition to provide necessary data on new crystals or on pre-
viously unmeasured crystals. 
A new substitution measurement crystal mount, duplicating the one described 
in Report No.3 (Quarterly), was constructed and sent to USASRDL for evaluation. 
3. High-Frequency Crystal-Controlled Oscillators 
a. Introduction 0 The initial effort of the investigation of high-
frequency oscillator circuits consisted of reviewing available literature, in-
cluding previous reports on this and prior contracts. Existing oscillator 
units, constructed on this and prior contracts, were again placed in operation~ 
Previously, beat-frequency techniques had been used to confirm the presence 
of crystal-controlled oscillationsG A recognizable audio tone from a hetero-
dyne frequency meter indicated crystal control whereas the absence of such a 
tone and, particularly, the presence of a high noise level indicated a non-
crystal-controlled oscillation having random frequency variations of several 
hundreds or thousands of cycles per secondv A re-evaluation of this method 
indicated that the presence of squegging could not generally be detected. When 
the frequency is counted on a Berkeley frequency meter system, any squegging 
becomes evident because of nonlinearitites in the system 0 
-21-
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When again placed in operation, many of the previously constructed oscil-
lators were found to squegg. The squegging rate was typically between 50 and 
400 kc/sec. Similar difficulties were encountered with many of the recently 
constructed oscillators described in this report. 
Many attempts were made to eliminate the squegging of the various oscil-
lators by conventional means. These attempts included changing the values of 
grid coupling capacitors and grid return resistors, changing the plate and 
cathode by-pass and decoupling components, shifting the ground points and 
grounding methods, and changing components in the r-f circuits. Methods were 
not found to eliminate the squegging of some of the oscillators. 
Changes in r-f circuitry were found to be more effective in reducing the 
squegging than changes in by-pass components. For example, with all of the 
oscillators except the capacitance-bridge oscillator, inductors were used in 
parallel with the crystals to provide antiresonance. This action is illus-
trated in Figure 6 where an uncompensated crystal response and a properly 
compensated response are shown. Any choice of compensating inductor which 
placed the crystal response at positions other than approximately centered on 
the conductance axis generally produced squegging. 
No other general difficulties were encountered in the construction of 
oscillators; however, each oscillator showed various individualiti.es which 
will be discussed later. 
Each oscillator was tested with a sufficient number of crystals to deter-
mine roughly the frequency range of operation and the required crystal quality. 
Figure 6 serves to define the terms Rand R. as used in the descriptions max mln 
of the oscillators~ The frequency of operation was generally near the fre-
-22-
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Figure 6. Inductive Crystal Compensation. 
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quency at which R . occurred, as indicated by the substitution measurement mln 
system. 
Some of the references which were found useful in the oscillator design 
work are listed in the BIBLIOGRAPHY TO PHASE II (Section VIII) $ 
b. The Cathode-Coupled Oscillator~ The cathode-coupled oscillator 
circuit is a lower-frequency crystal-controlled oscillator circuit investigated 
1 and described by Armour. A model of this oscillator was constructed to oper-
ate at 150 mc/sec by following the detailed steps outlined by Armour. Specif-
ications of wire size, spacing, number of turns, and other details were closely 
followed 0 When the coils were checked on a Boonton Model 160A or Model 170A 
Q-Meter, the values agreed very closely with those specified. However, in the 
circuit, the required inductances differed widelyo Because of differences in 
stray capacitances, the values of inductances had to be changed by as much as 
50 percent to obtain proper operation. After following Armour's tune-up pro-
cedure, the oscillator was satisfactorily crystal controlled at 150 mc/sec~ 
Output was obtained by loosely coupling a pick-up coil to the plate inductance 
of one of the tubes. After amplification by two IFI Model 530 wide-band amp-
lifiers, the output frequency was counted directly by the Berkeley frequency 
meter and converter. Because of nonlinearities (possibly in the wide-band 
amplifiers) some output was available at 300 mc/sec~ A photograph of this os-
cillator is shown in 7. 
Armour does not give design procedures for the construction of oscillators 
for frequencies above 150 mc/secb However, from the same basic circuit con-
ISee Section VIII, Reference 10 
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. ! 
Figure 7~ The 150-Mc/Sec Cathode-Coupled Oscillator 
figuration with reduced lead lengths and inductanC8sscaled from the 150 mc/sec 
unit, an oscillator which operated satisfactorily with crystal FA-89 at 217 
mc/sec was constructed. A photograph of this oscillator is shown in Figure 8. 
The crystal was moved to the underneath side of the chassis to reduce the lead 
lengths and to reduce the heating from the vacuum tube. Instabilities due to 
heating of the crystal had been observed for the 150-mc/sec oscillator. 
Figure 8. The 217-Mc/Sec Cathode-Coupled Oscillator 
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Both the 150- and 217-mc/sec oscillators maintained typical frequency 
instabilities of less than ±10 cycles per second for periods of several secondsv 
Continuous recordings of frequency variations could not be made because of the 
lack of the necessary equipment. Likewise, facilities were not available for 
determining the effects of temperature changes. 
c. The Capacitance-Bridge Oscillator. A capicitance-bridge oscil-
lator unit,2,3 originally described under Contract No. DA-36-039 SC-71191, was 
again placed in operation. A photograph of this unit with minor component mod-
ifications made to improve the tuning characteristics is shown in Figure 10. 
The basic circuit diagram of the unit is shown in Figure 11. The oscillator 
is tuneable from 200 to 250 mc/sec and was operated with crystal FA-89 at 217 
mc/sec. 
Figure Oscillator 
Another variation of this oscillator was constructed to operate from 
230 to above 300 mc/sec with a Mallory Inductuner as the chassis. One sec-
tion of the Inductuner was used as the plate coil. The cathode coil was 
etched from a double-clad copper-laminated phenolic board with the cathode 
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Figure 11. The Capacitance-Bridge Oscillator Circuit Diagram. 
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loop on one side and a Faraday shield on the other side. No provisions were 
made for tuning : the cathode coil. Oscillations were never obtained with this 
unit, possibly because of insufficient coupling between the plate and cathode 
coils. 
Still another model of the capacitance-bridge oscillator was constructed 
entirely on a tube socket. This method of construction which provided a min-
imum length of lead, is shown in Figure 12. Oscillations were obtained, but 
crystal control was not, probably because of the absence of a Faraday shield. 
Figure 12. The Unitized Capacitance-Bridge Oscillator Circuit Diagram 
Squegging was again observed with some forms of the capacitance-bridge 
oscillator. 
d. The Plate-Degenerative Oscillator. Three plate-degenerative 
oscillator units2,3 have been previously described under Contract No. DA-36-
039 SC-71191. The total frequency range covered by the units is 140 to 330 mc/ 
sec (140 to 220 mc/sec for the first, 200 to 300 mc/sec for the second, and 
260 to 330 mc/sec for the third). The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 13 
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second unit is shown in Figure 14. 
Figure 
" 
30J'-ilic/Sec plk~~ -Degenerati v~1 ' Oscillator 
Crystal . FA-89 was used in both the first and second units to obtain 
crystal-controlled oscillations at 217 mc/sec. The tune-up procedure for 
obtaining crystal control with the plate-degenerative oscil~ator was less 
critical than for any of the other oscillators but at the same time the 
stability was poorer. Squegging was also observed with the highest frequency 
unit. 
e. The Grid-Degenerative Oscillator. The grid-degenerative oscil-
lator is basically a grounded-grid oscillator with the grounding of the grid 
accomplished through a compensated crystal. The circuit diagram is shown in 
Figure 15. Over a moderate frequency range, the parallel resonant c,ircui t 
consisting of the compensating inductance and the crystal capacitance pro-
duces a high-impedance antiresonance in the grid circuit to prevent oscilla-
tions. At the crystal overtone response, the grid is grounded by the resonant 
resistance of the crystal to provide the necessary condition for oscillations. 
A fixed-tuned model of this oscillator was designed to operate at 250 
mc/sec. Typical crystal resistances at this frequency were, however, too 
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ALL CAPACITANCE VALUES IN MICROMICROFARADS. 
ALL RESISTANCE VALUES IN OHMS. 
K 1000 
RFC 
1..--. ______ _ 
1000 220 
Figure 15. The Grid-Degenerative Oscillator Circuit Diagram. 
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high to permit oscillations to occur. Oscillations were readily obtained by 
replacing the crystal with a resistance or other low-impedance device. A 
photograph of a grid-degenerative oscillator is shown in Figure 16. 
Figure 1 . or 
f. The Modified Grounded-Grid Oscillator. The modified grounded-
grid oscillator is essentially a grounded grid oscillator with the crystal 
in series with the cathode feed-back path. The circuit diagram is shown in 
Figure 17. A model of this oscillator, tuneable over the fre~uency range from 
200 to 250 mc/sec, was constructed. When the oscillator was tested, s~uegging 
occurred over the entire tuning range. The s~uegging was eliminated between 
the fre~uencies of 210 and 220 mc/sec by carefully positioning the cathode 
coil with respect to the plate coil. Crystals FA-89 and 6 both provided 
crystal control at 217 mc/sec. Crystal 12 provided control at 219 mc/sec. 
The stability of this oscillator was comparable to that of the cathode-coupled 
oscillator at 217 mc/sec. A photograph of this oscillator unit is shown in 
Figure 18. 
g. The Cathode-Degenerative Oscillator. The cathode-degenerative 
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ALL CAPACITANCE VALUES IN MICROMICROFARADS. 
ALL RESISTANCE VALUES IN OHMS. 
K = 1000 
RFC 1000 
T 
~tJ\.f'\A.I---,---- - - --
1000 1000 
Figure 17. The Modified Grounded-Grid Oscillator Circuit Diagram. 
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Figure 18. The 200- to 300-Mc/Sec Modified Grounded-Grid Oscillator 
oscillator is a tuned-plate tuned-grid oscillator with the cathode returned 
through a compensated crystal. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 19. 
Except at crystal overtone frequencies, the cathode impedance is sufficiently 
high to prevent oscillations from occurring. With the triode vacuum tube, the 
plate-to-grid capacitance is sufficient to maintain oscillations, even with 
relatively high impedances in the cathode circuit. No coupling between the 
plate and grid inductances is required. 
A model of this oscillator was constructed on the frame of a Mallory 
Inductuner with two of the Inductuner sections serving as plate and grid 
circuit elements. A photograph of the oscillator is shown in Figure 20. The 
crystal was compensated in the usual manner by placing an inductance across 
the crystal so~ket. 
The first model of this oscillator to be constructed oscillated at 250 
mc/sec with crystal 6 and with a stability which appeared to be better than 
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Figure 20. The 200- to 250-Mc/Sec Cathode-Degenerative Oscillator 
200 mc/sec. Oscillation over a wide range of fre~uencies was possible when 
the crystal socket was replaced by a Y-yoke crystal socket so that both the 
crystal and the compensating inductor could be chosen. With this arrangement, 
crystal-controlled oscillations were obtained from 200 to 250 mc/sec. Crystal 
control at higher fre~uencies was not obtained because of the excessive lengths 
of leads to the Y-yoke socket. 
S~uegging was observed with this oscillator on several occasions. A 
suitable choice of crystal compensating inductor eliminated the s~uegging in 
every case. By trial and error, the correct inductors were chosen for several 
individual crystals. Table I shows the minimum and maximum resistance values 
of several crystals which provided crystal control. 
The typical oscillator instability with the crystals of Table I was ±10 
cycles per second for a period of 30 seconds. Supply voltage variations of 
10 percent produced fre~uency variations from 500 to 2000 cycles per second. 
A second model of the cathode-degenerative oscillator was constructed to 
obtain crystal control at higher fre~uencies. Particular care was given to 
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TA.BLE I 
CRYSTALS FOR USE WITH TEE FIRST CATE:ODE-DEGE~'K1=(ATlv'E OSCILLATOR 
Crystal R R min max 10·--;:- '?, ~ Ob.rns) .. OnlrJ.s) 
6 250 110 500 
5 250 130 600 
FA·,,117 245 50 600 
MA-23 :.:.80 650 
FA-I05 231 500 
FA 59 10:)0 
the cathode circuitry to maintain minimum lead Provisions were 
made for soldering the cryst.al compensation irLductor i~CltO tt.e cireui to A 
conventional crystal socket was llsed, 1:owev er, for mountir ... g the crystal. 
Wi th this oscil:ator, crystal control was obtai~led at freq.uencies as r!igh as 
290 mc/sec with stabilities comparable to those previo·u.sly obtai~J.ed. Table 
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The oBcillator fre!luency, with crysta:';" 2W., less tha::l ±lO 
per second for one period of 8 mi.nutes. A StJ.pp.ly voltage 
with crystal 2W, produced ae freqlJ.en.cy::!ha::-lge " The 
approximate te~perature coefficient cf tJ:.ri.s oscillateI' and crysta:i combinatior: 
was 250 cycles per second per degree 
The second cathode-dege~erati ve osc:"l.iator was also operated at lower fre-· 
quencieE. One crystal compen.eation inductor provided erystal cor.trol wi t:r~, all 










































t ('I t 1 . t dat h t ,-,rys a reSlS ance ,a ,ave IJ.O bee~ cbtai~ed with these crystals. 
# These crystals had been disregarded daring prev:lo"u,S cr~ystal measu~ement 
because of their very poor quality" S":n.e minimu~n resistance was so 
ably much greater than 500 oh:.rns) t.hat :'1.ei ther the Crystal Measureme:c.ts 
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again ±10 cycles per second, even with the poorer crystals such as MA-38 and 
MA-39o A particular advantage of this oscillator unit was its ability to 
maintain crystal control with almost any crystal having a response between 
200 and 290 mc/sec. 
ho Limitations On Present Measurements~ The types of measurements 
which could be made on the previously described oscillators were severely lim-
ited by the available facilitieso All frequency measurements were made by 
visual observation of a Berkeley frequency meter. A more desirable frequency 
measurement procedure would have required an analog frequency-voltage converter 
and a recording voltmeter. Such equipment would hav~ provided a more accurate 
record of frequency variations with imposed conditions o 
Data on frequency variations with temperature could be obtained only on 
rare occasions when the laboratory temperature was high and the outside ambient 
temperature was lowo On one such occasion (with crystal 2W) a temperature 
change of 100e was possible by forced ventilationo At the present time of the 
year, the laboratory and outside temperatures are approximately the same n 
The frequency-temperature characteristics of the test crystals bave not 
yet been determined; thus, the cause of oscillator frequency variations with 
temperature cannot presently be predicted. 
Provisions for measuring crystal power dissipation have not been completed" 
A probe has been constructed, but a special connector for adapting it to an 
indicating instrument has not been procured. 
When the facilities for measurements have been completed, the oscillators 
which have been described can be further tested to provide comparison data. 
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C. Phase III. Aging of Quartz Resonators 
1. Introduction 
This phase of the work, assigned the Project No. A-402-l3 by the 
Engineering Experiment Station of the Georgia Institute of Technology, was 
initiated on 1 March 1959 and is a continuation of the work to that 
date under Contract Noo DA-36-039 SC-789l0, Georgia Tech Project No. A-402-3. 
The work undertaken on 1 March 1959 under the current rontract, was sub-
sequently expanded under Modification No.1 to the Contract and renewed for 
an additional period of 12 months starting 1 July under Modification No. 
4. This report, for the period 1 January 1960 to 31 March 1960, represents 
a continuation of the work described in the Interim Report and the preceding 
Quarterly Reports of the current contract. 
The fabrication and measurement of 16 5-mc resonators operated in the 
fundamental mode, have been continued. The rate of effort on the 100-mc 
program has been reduced to a stand-by basis pending further financial pro-
visions by the sponsor. 
2.. Apparatus and Procedures 
No new apparatus was constructed during the quartero Only minor 
apparatus changes and necessary maintenance work were carried out. 
A new technique of sealing resonators in containers was investigated. 
A mounted unit is displayed in Figure 210 Spring clips were mounted on 
2 and 7 of the small seven-pin radio-tube base and the plated resonator was 
mounted in the normal manner. The base was then sealed to a T-5,-1/2 tubulated 
envelope with an epoxy reSin, Bondmaster No. 640. 
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Figure 21. Resonator Mounted on Seven-Pin Base Sealed to Glass Envelope 
by Epoxy Resin Bondmaster No. 640. 
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The Bondmaster No. 640 epoxy resin is furnished in powder form. Appli-
cation is made by melting it a~d flowing it on to surfaces to be joined. The 
T-5-1/2 bulbs were first sawed to and then 1/4 inch of the lip of the 
bulb was etched with ammonium bifluoride solution to afford good mechanical 
bonding 0 The bulb and base were joined by melting and flowing on the epoxy 
with a small Ungar soldering iron operated at 75 volts. 
Since the epoxy softens during curing, a jig was constructed to clamp 
the parts together. Units so joined were cured in two groups. The first 
group was cured for 17 hours at 130°C. The second group was cured 4 hours 
at 150 No differe~ce in appearance of the bond was observed as a result 
of the two curing methods 0 
The first group was vacuum baked 3 hours at lSO°C before sealing off. 
The second group was vacuum baked 4 hours at 150°C before the final seal" 
The epoxy bonds of the group vacuum baked at the higher temperature changed 
color and became brittleo Tne bonds of the group baked at the lower tempera-
ture did not suffer this damage in appearance and the resin remained hard and 
tough. 'The sealing procedure should incorporate only the lower temperature 
suggested for bakeout. 
3.. Resonator Fabrication and Measurement 
ae Resonators Fabricated During the Quarter. During the period 
of this report, the 49 resonators listed in Table IV have been fabricated and 
inserted in the constant temperature ovens at 85 for frequency measurement 0 
These units were fabricated (a) to complete the study of aluminum base~ 
plated units overcoated with a second selected metal and (b) to verify the 
behavior of other single metal films, with the use of the techniques of the 
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TABLE IV 
RESONA TORS FABRICA TED AND MEASURED DURING QUARTER 
Unit Number of Coating and Number of Units of 
Designation Units 0Eerated Overcoating Superior Stabilit~ 
11-1 to 11-18 16 Al + Ag 5 
12-1 to 12-9 8 Al + Cr 0 (-6ppm 
60 days) 
Evaporated 
13-1 to 13-6 6 Cu only 5 
Sputtered 
14-1 to 14 4 Au only 4 
Sputtered 
-1 to 15-7 7 Ag only 6 
Evaporated Au 
16-1 to 16-10 8 (Bandmaster seal) 4 
more refined fabricating and processing steps now available. Representative 
plots of data obtained are shown in Figures 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27Q 
In Tabie IV the numbers of units of superior stability are shown in the 
fourth column~ In general a superior unit is considered one which shows a 
drift not greater than 005 ppm during the test period(less than 90 days in all 
cases) and no erratic or sharp drift rate. It will be noted that: 
(1) The resonators plated with Al + Cr had a sharp negative slope 
indicative of oxidation or gas-gettering action on the part of 
the chromium overlayer. 
(2) About two-thirds of the resonators plated with Al + Ag were un-
stable~ A part of this instability is believed due to the employ-
ment of Hanovia Noo silver cement for the first five reson-
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Figure 27. Plot of Frequency Versus Time for Resonator 16-6, 
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R and some erraticity. A second reason suggested for the poor 
s 
behavior of this group was that the silver wire evaporated over 
the aluminum was of poor appearance and may have been contamin-
ated in some mannera Although Hanovia NO$ 2 cement was used for 
the remainder, a considerable degree of instability was exhibited 
by all units of the group_ 
(3) The r~sonators plated with copper only were surprisingly stable. 
(4} The resonators plated with sputtered gold were very stable. 
(5)c The resonators plated with sputtered silver were fairly stable 
except for a slight positive shift. 
(6)0 Four of the resonators with which Bondmaster No. 640 was used 
for sealing the base to the envelope were stable whereas four 
exhibited downward drifts, tentatively attributed to minute leaks. 
The stability of the four good ones was sufficient to indicate 
a need for further exploration of this sealing technique, which 
eliminates the drastic heating required for sealing glass to 
glass and allows shortened lead lengths to the resonator crystal. 
Short lead lengths will be a requirement for 100-mc operation. 
b. Resonators Fabricated Previously and Continued on Measuremento 
Approximately 100 resonators previously fabricated have been continued on 
measurement during this quarter. Since these were discussed in detail during 
the last report, a further treatment of them, with the exception of one group, 
will be withheld until the F~nal Report. 
Group 9, 14 units plated with Al + Al, is of particular interest. Ten 
of these units exhibited excellent stability whereas four behaved erraticallyo 
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These four were subsequently examined: two exhibited definite envelope cracks, 
hence leaks; one a cracked blank; and one appeared to have a very small leak 
as indicated by an examination with a discharge from a Tesla coil •. Character-
istic of the high stability obtainable with Al, even after overplating to 
frequency, is the plot of unit 9-9 displayed in Figure 28. 
The fabrication and measurement of 49 additional resonators with the 
bimetal layers Al + Ag, and Al + Cr, and the single metals evaporated copper, 
sputtered gold, and sputtered silver as electrodes, have supported previous 
data to the effect that highly stable resonators can be produced with a wide 
choice of plating materials as long as cleanliness is observed in every detail 
of fabrication and the resonators are properly sealed. On the other hand, the 
coating Al + Cr gave resonators with a definite downward drift ascribed to the 
oxidation or gas adsorption of the chromium film. High R values were also 
s 
exhibited by the resonators; hence this metal pair is obviously unsuitable for 
coating resonators~ 
The employment of a new fabrication technique for sealing the glass envel-
ope to a seven-pin base gave a resonator of short lead lengths and did not 
expose the resonator to high temperatures during the sealing phase. Four of 
eight units exhibited excellent stability but four appeared to be leaking. 
If 90 to 100 percent certainty in sealing can be attained, this new technique 
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v. CONCLUSIONS 
Under Phase I, the dimensional reduction of crystal D-.l was discontinued 
after a total of 147 steps averaging about 7 rrm: per step 0 No new modes of 
vibration were identified" 
A series of fundamental freq.ue~:2cy measurements en special circular and 
rectangular ti..'1.beveled crystals was initiated 0 The large ~C"rumber of spurious 
responses interfered with the spe:!trum ar~d polarization measurements, even at 
the fundamental response" The unbeveled crystal.s were replaced by circular 
beveled plates of the same frequency (3 mc/sec) <> Prel.iminary measu:!':'eme:nts 
on these plates indIcate t.hat the desired data 0:::1 the fundame:::'ltal response 
can be obtained by suitable modification of the equJ.pment" 
Under Phase II, this period was devoted to the cor..struction and testing 
of high-frequency crystal oscillators 0 Oscillators ~lave been constructed 
which provide short term instabilities of less thaL ±10 cycles per second with 
supply voltage (but not temperature) regulatioY..to Sat:isfa(;tory crystal control 
wi tb. very poor crystals rJ.8s been found possib~e at frequencies as b.igh as 
300 mc/sec .. 
Addi tional equipment must be procured and some existi:ag equipment mod-
ified before oscillator eva:"ua.tions Ca.!l be completed 0 I~. particular, methods 
of temperature con.trol and methods of co:r..t'inuously recording freq-uency var~ 
iat·ions are needed. 
Under Phase III, the bimetal layer Al ' Cr forms an u:'J.satisfactory plat~ 
iug for quartz resonatorso 
Evaporated copper, sputtered gold and sputtered silver form satisfactory 
platings for quartz resonators when proper plating and mounting procedurl3s are 
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f:Ollowed. 
The feasibility of sealing a seven-pin base to a tUbulated glas$ envelope 
with an epoxy resin such as Bondmaster No. 640, mounting therein a ~uartz reson-
ator in the usual manner, and subse~uently baking the unit in vacuo at about 
150°C, before the normal flame tip off, warrants further study. This sealing 
techni~ue offers a possible method of eliminating high temperature during 
mounting and sealing 100-mc resonators in glass envelopes or in miniaturized 
containers"" 
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VI • PROGRAM FOR THE NEXT INTERVAL 
Under Phase I, the measurement of charge distribution for the funda-
mental mode of the beveled 3-mc/sec circular crystal will be completed and 
a paper prepared for the Frequency Control Symposi1IDl.. The stUdies of the 
rectangular crystal at the third overtone frequency will then be resumed. A 
new mode chart will be prepared in which the amplitude of each response will 
be indicated by the size of the dot on the chart .. 
Under Phase II, the construction and testing of oscillator circuits will 
be continued. Plans for the necessary measurement equipment modifications 
and additions will be made and construction and/or procurement will proceed 
a s funds permit. 
Under Phase III, stUdies of fabrication materials and techniques for 
mounting of 1605-mc/sec resonators will be continued. Included will be 
stability studies of aluminum-plated resonators mounted both in the HC-6/U 
can and in glass containers enclosing a getter material, and also resonators 
mounted in glass containers, the bases of which are sealed to the envelope 
with epoxies or related resins. 
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VII.. IDENTIFICATION OF KEY TECHNICAL PERSONNEL 
Under Phase I, no changes in project personnel have occurred during this 
report period. The personnel time is as follows: 
NAME 
Yasuo Tsuzuki 
S .. N .. Witt, Jr. 
TITLE 
Assistant Research Engineer 





Under Phase II, no changes in project personnel have occurred during this 
report period. The personnel time is as follows~ 
NAME 
So Ne Witt, Jro 








Under Phase III, one change in project personnel occurred during this 
report period$ Mr. Ja C~ Meaders, Research Assistant,was assigned to another 
project. Personnel time is as follows: 
NAME TITLE HOURS 
Ro B .. Belser Project Director 120 
Research Associate Professor 
W .. H. Hicklin Assistant Research Engineer 480 
J. C .. Meaders Research Assistant l20 
W~ D .. Dawson Student Assistant 200 
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Approved: 
~TI~ t (JJVlIA~ 
Arthur L. Bennett, Chief 
Physical Sciences Division 
Respectfully submitted: 
d~~c;-
Samuel N .. Witt, Jr. 
Assistant Project Director 
for Issac KOga, Project 
Director, Phase I 
/ rl/M'-'/. A~ ~J:tA£ fj ;: .. j ~ ?la~' . 1 
Samuel No vi'itt, Jr. / 
Project Director, Phase II 
Richard B. Belser 
Project Director, Phase III 
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VIII" BIBLIOGRAPHY TO PHASE II 
References to particular oscillator circuits described in Chapter IV 
are as follows: 
l~ Gruen, Ho E~ and Plait, A. 0., A Study of Crystal Oscillator Circuits. 
Final Report, Contract No~ DA-36-039 SC-64609, Armour Research Foundation 
of Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, 14 August 1957$ 
2. Robertson, D~ W~ and Witt, So No, Jr .. , Investigation of Methods for 
Measurin the E ui valent Electrical Parameters of Quartz Cr stals. Pro,-
gress Report No~ 1, Contract No .. DA-3 -039 SC-71191, Engineering Exper-
iment Station of the Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, 15 July 
1956" 
30 Robertson, D$ Wo, Witt, S .. N., Jr., and Free, W~ R~, Investigation of 
Methods for Measurin the uivalent Electrical Farameters of Quartz Cr s-
~o Progress Report No~ 2, Contract No~ DA-3 -039 SC-71191, Engin-
eering Experiment Station of the Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, 
15 October 1956~ , 
Another reference which was found to be particularly useful in the 
general design of oscillator circuits was: 
Edson, W6 A~, Vacuum-Tube Oscillators" John Wiley and Sons, Inc~, New 
York, 1953" 
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lind 1'or t hc 1'u.cr: -aJle o.r modeE:. R.rf'! i n I!.ood ~reement .. ith values ca lcula t ed from t he recent York by Kogs, ~!!. 
, I 6 are descrihed for the measurement of' t he o~ d1str1but10n on the surfa ce of a crystal vi t h elec t rodes 
covering on.q a portion of the s urface. Thl.' charge d i s t ribut i on with a f u ll e l ectr ode Rnd v ith R 9.5 ...mm e lectrode 
is shO\rl n to be symmet ricRl for a beveled circular crys tal only when the surfaces a re polished plane_paralle l . 
Unde r PhR.6e II , a substitution mCaJ3u.rement system for determining the more importunt ptlrameters 01' hi gh _frequency 
qWiTtz crysta ls wus dcveloped . With the except. i on of crystal Q, ,a:rwneter s may be dete rmined very rapidJ..y 
!lnd vith a prec i s i on sufficient f o r most appl1cationll . The de t e 1 " of crysta.l Q requires Borne mat.hemRt. icRl 
calculat ions . The sYBtem has given useful informat ion a t f requenC" . .... high as 4(]0 mc/ sec. 
'T'he substituti on meusurement system "RS used in the studies of cl7.~l .rive level effects 6.nd Rlso f or the 
det.e~t l of cryst6.1 temperature coefficient s . Detalled info rmation on t he effects of temperature, f or use 
i n the o scIllator design program, .. as ob t ained. t 'o r l.ieveral crystRls, 
Six mo nths of the c ontruct period. were devoted to the design a ad t e sting of h i gh ...t'requency osc illator circu1ts, 
Both vacuum-tube and transis tor circuits 'Were studied. Typica l i ustabilities of less than 110 rcyclea per seco nd 
for sbort periods of t ime \lere o btainable .... i t h vo.cuum -buOe oscillators CNer the frequency r ange from 150 t o '00 
mc / sec . Several traru;is to r1:t,ed crys tR.l..contro:lled oscilla tors were cOllBtructed t o r trequenc ieB up to '00 me / sec, 
Typical short _term instabilities were an order of magnitude l ess t ho n tor similar vacuum-tube oscillR.tou . Longer-
term stabilities of the traI18i.s tori?,ed oscillato rs .. ere superio r because of the reduced crystal he:ntin.g; the paver 
dil8ipation of typical t ransistorized. c1rcuits .. as 6 m.v ccmpared to Rbout 4 .. a tts for the vacuum_tuOe units. Some 
other oscil.l.ator characteristicl vere measuredj havever, the faci lities f o r t.he full evaluation of oscillator units 
have not. ye t been ccmpleted . 
Under Pb&se III , br1d@;e !!I.C!o.surement system t or l OO ..mc AT-cut quartz. resonat o rs .. a.s devised. Ovens tor storage ot 
units at O· n nd 6 0·C nnd for cycling betveen these temperatures vere pa rtially constructed, One ~roup of six aluminum_ 
c08ted lOOo.mc resonators was fabrica ted and mea.sured . OVe r 1 )0 a luminum-pl.s.ted AT-cut quartz resonators ot l 6 . 5 ..mc 
fundamental frequency .. ere mounted aDd. sealed in gl ass or metal cont a iners. The better units J stored at 85· C I ma in-
tained d r1.1't rates of < 1 ppm per yea r. Althoueh hi gh stabilities were more trequentJ..y displayed by units vhic h were onJ..y 
base plat ed, units overc oated to freque ncy \lith B. second coat peri'ormed onJ..y s l1gh tJ..y leBs well. Alumi num, silver, 
gOld, and coppP.r \lere utilbed as t b.~ overcoat1np; materia ls and all .... ere found t o be satisfactory provided a n alumi-
num oxide i nterface existed bet .. een tIlt;:' aluminum and IHl..Y differe nt metRl usen as the CNercoat . Uni ts mounted in glass 
containers \rere usually superior in performance to those in metal conta ine rs but stabilities as good as thosp. in glass 
we re obtained by scme unit.s in metal ' .. 1 n . 
t with E:.putte red gold. .. & ~ .~ ...... . ilve r, or .. ith ev; po) t.I «i'Pper proved of excellent. stability 6.S 
.... C . !4; ...('. d resonators , i n u g , i n 'Which ... e e tb r wu -(lAAl'.ed subs~quent t o sealing, disp l ayed 
~ttl" r'fu f 3 t o ::; ppm in 60 dt • l_\ promise of reach! e.· ... :.A l ' requency plateau vithin 120 days 
01 :..w:' rt \l n date. Vucuum 011 1 -... ( 569 industrial ~ 'T .l:1 16 .25...mc resonators indicated 83 
P'C'~ t, ,.. a Dd pointed again to general ly poo r he rmetic seuling .. ith t he current HC-6/ U contai ner . A part of 
• It 1 "le t.o lack o f pr oper procedures i n seo.ling, but a majo r contributing fuelor is l he currentJ..y used 
s 1ntered glass bflSe .hich has intrinsic mechunica l v eakness Rnd Appears to be a source of undesirable outgass ing. 
a.nd. f or the fRCe-<lhp.ar modes B,re 1:1 ~ood to.t:";J'I:."em.e nt. .. tth vnl ues c :'l 1culAte-d fl"om t he recent vo rk by Koga , !!:.~ . 
Techn i qut' ti urc 
cove ring only \) 
h s howil t o be aJ 
J.rPmP rlt of t.ne c .. v .... d ts t ribution on t he surface of a crystal vith electr ode!.> 
~: &J1w. . The charge d istributton .. ith u f ull clectrode und with u 9.5 ...... eIectrod~ 
r' I r - " l eft circ ular crystal only .. he n the s urfaces (lr~ polished pl.s.ne-parallel. 
Under PhRse II, a Bubstitution measuremen t sys \..em for de t ermining the more important parameters of high-frequency 
quartz crystah .. u~ deve loped. Wi th t he P.xcp.pt.:l on of crystal Q, t he parameters may be determined very rapidJ..y 
a nd vith a preCision sufficient for most arj! l~,... ... ~ i'''' '''.Ji, . The de t el'mini'l.tion of cry sta.l Q requtres some ma t hematical 
.: '. ~ .ns . 'T'be system. has ~iven useful .L': ..... , ! freq,uencies as high 8S 400 mc/ sec. 
~ t~tuticn measurement system .... us used in thc ::;t.udies of crysb'tl drive leve l effects and R]SO for the 
" J ''': t C'~1 Df crystal temperuture c oefficients. Detailed inf'ormation on the effects of t emperature, fOr use 
in the oscil lutor design p r ogr',I.!J1., " 80(; obt~ 1ned fo r r. everl'l. l crystals. 
_ ... + • ;- he cont. r~ct per tod were devoted t o t he design and testing of h igh..t'!"equency o scillator circuits. 
~ and trunsis tor circuits .. e re s t ud1 ed , TypicRl instabilities of le s 8 than tlO cycles per second 
f r .. \ JWl Lds of time .. ere 0"'" in6~le ~~ ~e oscillat ors (flier t he freq ue ncy raTl8e f r om 1 50 to 300 
'.. ,,1 transistori zed r, stCJ 1 -< • U'" .. I U a t ors .. ere construct.~d fo r f requenc i e l> up t o 30U mc / se c. 
'I)';..ae l ." n . ·,erm instubi lit ie::; we r e r It I.de less than for similar vacuum _tube oscillo.tonl. Long~r-
h .ta 1 ... !t;1n of t he t ran.61stor17.ed oscillators vere Buperior because of t he reduced. clj'st .o:tl hea ting; the pover 
d.1 .. .:. t1 ....... - typ:lcA..l trRru>1storized circuits \las 6 IIl\or' compared to about 4 vatts for the vacuum _tube units. Sane 
other oscillator eharact.eris t. icB .... ere me t\6ured; hO'o7evp.r, the facilities for the full evaluation of oscillat or units 
have not yet been completed . 
Re • " . 1. • ~. red gold , ::;put. t.l.' r ed .. liver, or '\lit ~ ""f ed copper p r oved of exc~llent s tability as 
.. e ll . ,. ... :.t .-ted r eso:la t or s , !~ ~ glass envel ope in which a ~ Ur .... flushed. subse4,ue nt to s eaUng, d isplayed 
po.: \.... .U . J c.. of , t o ., ppm I I. days hut I!-A.ve promtse of reM L"" •• t able trequency pl.s.t eau with i n 120 days 
of f fa. ··.H on d at.e . Va cu a l eak t esta of 569 indw; t rial.l.Y fab ric6 t ed 16 . 25..mc reso nators indica t ed 8 3 
percent l eakers a nd p n1nt ed ~ .. , t o p;e ne ralJ..y poor h~nnetic sealing \lith the current HC ..6/ U ~lner, A part of 
t.h i s 1~ UBcrib u bll.' Lo luck. of ,. r. r 1-(: .lu r eD 1n r:eA.]tnp;, bu t a major co ntribu1.1ng factor is t he currentJ..y Wied. 
sintered glass base .. h ic h has i ntrinBic mec hanical weaknc~c and appe r:t rs t.o be a source of undesirable outgassing . 
and for the fe.c e ooEhear .. ' 1 from t he recen t. York. by Kogs ~ !! ~, 
Techniques a re dl.! t>c ribed f or t he mea.surement of tne charee distribution on t he surface of a crystal .. ith electrodes 
coverinp; only a portion of t he surface. The c harge dis t ribution v1th a fu ll e lectrode Rnd vlth a 9 , 5 -G1111. electrode 
1& s ho .. n t o bl.' t>ymmet r ical f or a beveled cjrcular crysta l only vhen the s urfRcP.;S Rre polished. pl.A.ne-parall.el. 
Undr: r Phl).6e II, {'.. substj~ution 1t.JIIJII C 
,-.:.a r tz. cryetals \lae deve loped . ~' •• ~ et ... "atal 'Iot., l 
\lith II.. preCision sufficient ~:-l' ''~ a llQau e 'OiIt ~~J'L: , . ot en ' 1 Q requires some mathemat ical 
culcu1.at iDru; . The ~yctem has e; iven usefuJ info rmat j on Rt. frequencies as high as 4()O mc / sec. 
'l'he substitu tion meR.Surement system .. as wed i n the studies of crystal d rive leve l effects and also for the 
de t.ennination of crys ta l t.empernt ure coefficients. Detai led information on the effects of temperRture, f or use 
in t he oscillator deSig n program, lias obtai ned for several crystals. 
S1x mo nths of the cont r act period. .. ere devo ted to t he deBign aad t esting of high ...t'requeacy osc illator circuits. 
Both vRcuum-tube and transis t or c ircuits vere studied. Typi cal instabilities of less tha.n t:10 cycles per second 
f o r short periods of t1lr.c .. ere ob tuia.a.b1e with vacUUlD-tmbe oscillators aver the frequency range fran 150 to 300 
mc / sec. Seve ral tral1J3lstorlzed crystul-controlled oscl11 • ...w"a vere constrocted f or frequencles up to 300 me / sec , 
Typical s hort-term io.stabilities were an order of map;nitude 1~88 than t or similB.r vacuum-tube oscillataru. Longer-
term stabilities of the transiB to rized osCillo.t or s were superior because of the reduced crystal heating I the pcN'er 
diSSipation of typi cal trall5is t oriz.ed circui tB vas 6 mw canpared to about 4 vatts for the vacuum _t ube units. Some 
ot her osc 1l.1.ator charac t eristics vere ~aaured; however, t he facilities for t he full evaluation of oscillator units 
have no t yet been ccmpleted. 
Under PhaGe Ill, bridge measurement system f o r l OO..mc AT-cut quartz. resonators Va 8 devised. Ove ns for ato rage of 
Wlite at O· and. 60"C and for rcycling between these temperuture6 we re partially COQ8t ruc t ed, One group of six aluminum-
COflted l OO ..mc resonators was fabricated and measured. Over 1 50 a lumim.ill'l-pl.s.t ed AT-cut quartz resonato rs of l 6 . 5..mc 
f undame ntal frequency .. ere mounted a nd aea led in glRss o r metal containers. The better units, stored at 85"C, main-
tained drift rates of < 1 ppm per year. AlthoUSh high stabilities .. ere mon f r equentJ..y displo.yed by un..1ta vhich vere only 
base 'Plated, units overcoated to frequency .. ith a second coat performed onJ..y slightly less Yell. Alumi num, silver, 
p;oM, a nd copJX.:r were utilized o.s the overcoo.t1ng materials and all vere fourd to be satisfactory provided an alumi-
num ax:ide interface existed betveen the aluminum and any diffe rent metal used as ~ "~'l . Units moWlted. in glass ... . ,-J .... ... "." ~1..t ~ Tl-lr S ':JI'rf _ e to t hose in lrIetal containers but . t..:;.lU~ ! • as good as those in gl8.8s 
\lere obtained by some units in metal containe rs. 
Res onato rs coated \lith sputtcred gold, ::;pu t. te-red oilver, or vi th evaporRt,ed COpPf'!T ; excellent stability as 
ve Il. Gold-c oated res ona t ors, in a gl£.ss envelope in v hich a getter vas flashed . l ' .. 0 sealing, displayed 
~~I~ .11'1.,.,.& • .,. ... I ("", ~ illCril .,...,.. t se of res.chinp; s sta.ble frequency plat~su vithin 120 days 
vt ate ta~rlea-t lGf\ .!at.e . 'taemllfl el:' leoa.t :'\!6te q { ~ industrially i"abr i cnted 16 .25-mc resonRto r s indica.ted 8 3 
percent lp.uerF; Rnd pointed ap;a in t o genera lly poor hermetic sealing vith t he current HC..6/U container. A par t of 
this i s uscr1bable t o lack 01' proper procedures i n !>eu.l i ng, 'but A ma j or contributing factor is the currently used 
sintered glass base vhich has i ntrins 1c mecha nical .. eakness and appears to be 0 source ot undesirahle outgasslng . 
ROO f o r the face -shear m.od.e-s (t l · e- i tl good. agreemen t 'W1 th values c R.lculated from the recent v ork by Koga, !l!!. 
Te chniques are de scri bed for t he measuremen t of tne charp;e distribution on the s urfa ce of a c rystal vi th elec t rodes 
cove ring o~ a portion of t he surface. The c harp;e distribution with u i 'ull elec trode und vith a 9. 5..mm. electrode 
1s s hovn to be symmetrical f or a beveled. circular crysta l onJ..y when the surfo..ces are poliShed pl.s.ne-parallel. 
Under Phase I I , a substitution mea.eurement sys t em f or determining the more important parameters of high-frequency 
quartz crystals .. as developed . With t he exception of crystal Q, the parameters may be determined ~ry rupidJ..y 
and. vith 1'1. precision sufficient fo r mos t upplicatil.ln::>. 'rhe detel'lJlinati!'!'!l of crysta.l Q requires some mathematical 
calcu.ls.tiDns. The system has g iven useful informat10n at frequenCies as high as 4<10 mc / sec. 
The substitution mea.eurement system vus Wi ed in the l:It.udies of crystal drive level effects and Rlso for the 
det.enrlnation of crystal t emperature coefficie nts . Detailed inf'ormation on the effects of temperature I for use 
in the oscil.J...Ator des ie;n program, WRS obtRi nerl f o r Reveral crystals. 
S tx months of the contract period were devo ted t o the deSign and testing o t high-fI"l!queacy oscillator circuits . 
Both vacuum_tube a.nd tr6nBietor c 1rcuits vere Btud1 ed. Typical instab ilities of less than flO cycles per second 
for short periods of t ime were obtRinable with vacuum. .bube osc ill.s.tor s ave r the fre quency range from 1 50 t o 300 
me / sec. Several transisto rized cry stal~ontroll.ed oSc1llators were coastructed f or f r equencieti up to 300 mc / sec. 
Typical short _t erm instabili ties were An oruer of mR.gnitude less t han f o r similar vacuum _tube oscillaton. Longer_ 
term etabilities of the transistoriz.ed oecillators vere superior because of t he reduced c ry s t a l heatingl t he power 
d issipR.tion of typical transistorhed. circuits V&S 6 IIl\or' ccmpared. to about 4 vatts for t he vacuum- tube unite . Some 
other os Ci1..l.ator characteristics vere aJessured; hovever, the facilities f or the full evaluation of oscillator units 
have no t yet been ccmpleted . 
Under POOse III, bridge meusurement. system f o r lOO~c AT..cut quartz resonato rs .. as devised .. Ovens tor storag~ of 
units at O· and 60°C and for cycling betveen theee temperutu.re s were partially constroct,ed, One group of six aluminum_ 
coated lOO~c resonators vas fab r ieated and measured.. Ove r 1 50 a luminUm-plated AT-cut quartz. r e sonators of 16 . 5~c 
fuad.ameutal. frequency .. ere mouc.ted a Dd se<'l l ed. in t. " .r ..-tA l \A 1 era. The better units , stored at 8 5·C, main-
tained drift rat es of < 1:;- per year . Although I • i Ut~ .... " more freque nt ly displayed by units vhich vere onJ..y 
base plated, units overc · to freque ncy with a !, rf"v"" only slightJ..y less v eIl. Aluminum, silver, 
goM, and copper .. ere utilized OJ; tb~ overcoo t ing ma.te r i a.ls and 1'1.11 vere f ound to be satisfactory prOVided an alumi-
num OXide int erface exis t ed 'between t he a l umi num and. any different metul ust!d as t he overcoat. Units mounted in glass 
.. \.alA'" ~t r'~ 1 .. rr.. .. t o those i n metal conta iners 'bu t stabilit ie s as good as those i n glass 
.... ere obtained by same units in metal conta iners. 
Res orw t o r::; coated. .. ith ::;pulte rt:d gold, ::;pu t.Ler e-d oilve r, or vith evapora...... - prT" t;.'V.d of excellent stability as 
we ll. Gold.-coated resonators, i n a g l.s.S8 enve l ope i n v hi ch a getter wat> f:I.br\l J e nt t.o s ealing, displayed 
posittve drtfts of 3 t o 5 ptVTl in nO days but gA.ve p.".'tse of reaching a. stable frequency pl.s.teau vi th i n 120 days 
of the fabrication date. Vacuum oil I t.ak t es ts of ~ industrialJ..y fA.briCRted l 6.25 ..mc resonators Indicated 8 3 
percent 1eak.ers and po inted egain to gen.er8.lly poo r hermetic seRling with t.he curren t }JC J':J / U co nt a iner, A part of 
this is a.sc rlbahle to lec k of proper pr ocelluree in M R.l1ng, but a major contr i buting facto r is the currentJ..y used 
sintered g1B..ss base which has intrinsic mechanical veukneos urn I'I.ppeRrs to be a source of undesiruble outgaSSing. 
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and. for the face-ehear modes are in ~nod a greeme nt vith vulues calculated from the recent \lork by Koga , ..:::!~. 
Te ..:r" l I;) ure d e scribed f<:r ..,~ »ea surement of the · ~e distribut ion on the surface of A. crycto l with electrodes 
cove ri ng onl.y a portion . ... ..rfa ce. The charge d istribution v i t h R. full electrode a nd 'Witb R 9 . 5 -mm electrode 
if; shm.rn to br: symmetr1ca\ ~ r • 'beveled circular c rys tal unly .. ben the surfaces are polished plRne-paralle l. 
tJnder Phase II, 0. t.>ubsti" '. .-aurement sys t em for determ.inil"l8 the more important paramet ers of higb-f requency 
quartz crystals 'Was deve .L. • lth the exception 01' crystal Q, t he parameters may be det.ermined v<ery r apidly 
iWd v!-o. a ~recis ion suffic ient for most applicat i ons .. '!'he determination of clj'6tal Q req,uires some ma t hematical ... : .t~ . The system has given useful information at. freq,uenc!r.- 6 us high as 4dO mc/sec. 
':lIII "" lU lt i on meD.6w'em,ent sys t em vas used i n the studies of crystA.l drive level effec t s and also for t he 
~1.Cta1 \..L m of crys t al temperature coefficie nts. Dets,11ed i nformation on t he effec t s of temperAture, for use 
i n the oscillator desi gn program, wa s obtained for several crysta ls. 
Six months of the c ontract Ileried vere devoted to t he det> ign a nd testing of high....trequency oscillator circuits. 
Both vacuum_tube and. transis tur circuits 'Were studied. Typical instabll1tie6 of less than tlO cycles per second 
for ebort pericds of time vere obta inable 'With VAcutUn-"tmbe oscillator!; over the frequency r a nge from 150 to 300 
mc/ sec.. Several t ransisturized crystal-contro lled oscillutors were constructed f or frequenCies up to 300 mc / sec. 
Typical short-term iOBtobil..1ties .. ere an order of magnitude less t hAn for s1milttr vacuum_tube oscilla torll. I..onger-
term stab i li ties of the t ransistorized os cillators vere ::;uperior be cause of the reduced clj'stal heat i ng; t he paver 
dissipation of typical t ranBistoriz.ed circuits 'Wa6 6 mw ccmpared to about 4 watts for the vacuum_tube un1ts.. Some 
other oscillAto r c ho./Wlt· .... rl.':.!. N measured; hovever, t he fAcilitiea f or t he full eval\lB.tion of oscillator units 
have not yet been c ut'C5t. 
Under Pbs.£e III} b r ' ~ .. . I ystem for lOO...mc A'J' ..cu t 'I 7! {. r e s onut.ors .. as devised. Ovens for storage of 
unit s at 0° a nd 60"c ... .d 1 __ 1' iCIy",l1,. between these temperutures 'Were partially COIl8tructed. One group of six aluminum-
coated loo..mc resonators va.s fabricuted and lDeaaured. Ove r 150 aluminum-plated A'r-cut. quartz resonators of 16.5-mc 
fundamental fre quency .. e re mount ed and sealed in p;lass or me ta l con t ainers. The better units, stored at B5°C, main_ 
ta ined drift rates of < 1 ppm per yell.r. Al t huugh high stabilities .... ere more freque ntly displayed by units wh ich .. ere only 
ba.se pla t ed, unit!'; ove rcoated t.o frequency vith a se co nd coat perfo rmed o nly ::;ligh t ly less veIl. Aluminum, silver, 
gold~ aud. Copper 'Were u t ilized as the overcoating rnA.t e r i a l s a nd. all 'We re f ound to be 6st isfa ctory provided an alumi-
num oxide interface exis t ed between the o:.-.t -.-n a nd any different me t ed used as the overcoat. Units mount ed in glass 
cont ainers vere u s uully supe r ior in performance tn tho!';e j n me t ol contoiners but stabilitie s a s goed as those in glass 
\lere ubtained by 6cme uni t s in me ts.l conta,inel.'l> ~ 
All fI l.: w-ith s puttered go ld, sputtered silve l· , ur \lith eva porated copper proved of excellent stability as 
:J . :.t~ resonatorB, i n a. s l.N<.. (" -lA9t!~ v 1" " eetter vas flB.8 hed subflequent to sealing, dis Il layed 
~ ... ; .... 'Y'lr" •• f .5 t.o 5 ppm in 60 d~, Jl f.' i"·~ t'e :'l.ching a s table f'requency plateau ..... ithin 120 days 
c r :.a ~ r~ _~. date. Vacuum oil }, • tA. d "Jb.J L ... b1I\.rially fabrica t ed 16 .?; ..rnc resonRtors indicated 83 
percent l ea.k.ers R.nd pointed ~t1in to generR.lly poor hermetic sealing vith the current HC-6/U container. A part of 
this i6 M cribable to lack of proper procedures i n sea l1ne , but u majo r contribut ing fac t or is the curr e ntlJl used 
sintered glas6 bt:Lse 'Which hAS intrinsic • ~ .1 'It'll ... ... and appears to be a source of undesira.ble ou t gassing. 
and for t he 1:"ace-..;hear mcrl e s A.1' f' :l:: ;.\() OU l.l~rl'ement .. ith values calcCllated from tile rcccnt vork by Koga , !!~. 
Techniques are de s c r ibed for t he meaa r ..... [lt o f l.ne chLtrge dis t ribution on the s u rfll.ce uf It crystal vith elec t rodes 
covering only s. pr.rtlon of t lle :>ur1'a ce. The c har ge d istri '! wj th n full e lectrode and vith a 9 .5~ electrede 
1s showu t.u tJ(.> symmetr1c a l f or a bevele \ :ircu lA- '· c ry::;t tll ","?" • .l,y "'he n t he sW'faces are pol i shed plttne_pe.rs.llel. 
Under Phase' 11, u <;ub~titution me a surem ~ ,]a+ f'- f -,r d t'! t ermi!ling t.he more important pa rame t ers of high_f r e quency 
qUllrtz crys t als 'Was developed . Wi th th_ .... f'" 'L f r.:rystal Q , the parame t ers may be uetennined v<ery rapidly 
aud .... ith 0. precision suff:lcie rlt f ur mos -!, .. 1:. .'~.rt6 .. The determi -tIlT! of crys t c..l Q require s 6ame mathematical 
calcu lAt. i ons .. 'i'he ~y stcm has ~iven use( _ _ !~...t&nra : !on at frequencie~ us high as 4()0 mc / sec. 
The substitution m.eIlSllrf!ment system " U S ~ed i n the studies of crysta l drive l eve l e1'fects and also for t he 
det.ennj t il. l of crystal t emperature cu'!"Ir i c i e nts . DetR.i l t "ota:J, tion on t he effects of temperature, f o r use 
i n the oscillato r design program, va6 obta.ined. for <;evera (I"T.Ula , 
• Ci jx mont h::. uf the c ontract period. \Jere dev oted to t hf!: d e s \ ' .... sting of high....t!'eque ncy osc illato r circui t s. 
Both vacuum - t ube and transis tor c ir~uits vere st.udied . TypicR.l instabilities of less t.han tlU cycles per sec m:!. 
f o r short period!> of time \J t.'re obtainable v i t h vacuum-ilube osc i llators ove r the frequency range frOm 150 to 300 
mc/sec. Severnl \..l'l.Lnsistorized c ry6tal-controlled oscillato r s vere conatructed fo r frequenCie s up to 300 mc / sec . 
Typical short_term instabilities ve r e Fill ul'der 01' ma.gn itude less t ha n for similar vll.cutUn_tuhe osclllatorB. Locger-
term s tabilities of t he t r onsist.ori zed oscillatwa ..,." r1.Qr becA.use of the reduced crysta l hea.t ingj the paver 
il: .. i p R!..iun 01' typical transistorized circuits ~d to about 4 va tte for the va cuum_tube units. Some 
,-,", r osc l ::'''« ' ::ti.:: t.er i s t ics 'Were mea.sured; r, \."'. racili t ies f o r t he full eva luati u n u1' Oscillator units 
ft not ,.... oI"o:1,pleteu. 
r P b.s..a. 1::, tr!..1ge measurement sys tem fur l OO -mc AT-cut qu artz res l LS 'Was devised. Ove ns for storage of 
.U s a.t , . ~ • .: a nd fo l.' cycling between these t.emperat ures 'Were pR.rt i a li.y CODJI t ruc t ed. One group of six aluminum-
l.ed l OO ...mc res o nators v as fabricated 8.nrl rr..easu reu. Over 150 aluminum-plated AT-cut quart z resonators of 16.5-mc 
r~nte.l f requency \Jere mounted Fl.nd Gel.lled i n glass or meta l containers. The Of!t.ter unit t>, sl.orcd a t 85"C, ma in-
tained drift r FLtes of < 1 Vpm per yeAr.. Although high stabH1t:l e s .. e l'e more freque ntly displayed by un! ts \lh ich \lere only 
ba.s e p l a t ed, un i ts overcoated to f r e!1u. '·-1 ___ 1" "" • ~-';. pilrf ..--d only sli ght ly less veIl. Aluminum, Silver , 
!";old, a nd copper · .. ere u t ili7.ed I'I S t he I.. ~tl~_o .... ~r1al . .:.. crl. 8_1 tnrre f ou nd t o be s atisf uctory provided an alumi-
num oxide i nt,erfa.ce exis l.cd betveell the sluminum and any d i f f ere nt lnet.ul used as the ove rcoat. Uni t s mounted in gl&>6 
contuincrs vere usu~lly superior i n perfol'munee t o thOf;e i n meta l cuntainers but stabilit.ies 6S gooi us t hose in glass 
vere ubtai ned by sornt" uni ts in me tal cQl; ..... 1 ,. . 
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Final 
.i. 0 P"0?PCSE 
:'he pU.::::pcse of th.is cC'Lt;ract was t() advan\~e the state of the art of appli~ 
catIons e,f q";.;Lartz as ccr ... tr(··l and. f:'.lter elements" Investi ... 
gations aLd st';~~dies werE: cCIr::~d',;;.C!~,€'i sim;.:;.ltar.e(Y:.;;.sly :in three areas of specializa-
tion~ 
Phase TT ,J.....J.-.o Electrical Parameters 
Phase Aging of Qaartz Resonators 
Phase I was c:>Lcerr.ed w1th the study of motional parameters of thickness-
shear and ecn+;o'c:i.r~shear mod.es of v:il1ratton of crystal plates 0 The purpose of 
Phase I was 
10 To cor.:.tinue the meas·;.,2rements cf frequency and strait:'. distributions 
of thin circular dlscs 
2 {) To meaStAre frequency arl.d strain distributions of plates having a 
smaller diameter<->t~1.ick.ness rat:ic aLd acleq:lately beveled to eliminate couplings 
with other modes~ 
3 To measure frequency aLd strain dist!"icutions of some triangular 
plates of the Ar:'-c1J.t and. 
1.0 To cOL.tact i.nvestigations which are concerned. with the measurement of 
parameters of the eqli.ivaleL+ electri.c cireui t of circular ) particularly 
to determin.e the :inf'l~.leu('e of the electrode diameter ani the mot:ior..al capaci= 
tan.ce eOrl.stact c~ or.:. the mott~;nal paY':iJ."TI.etprs 0 
Phase I:: was (;OE:::e:(,I:ed. w:i+:h m:o:tho,is arid t,echeiq;les for determining the 
equivaler:t electric!)': of crj'stal units 0 !.rhe purpose of 
Phase I:L was thre:~fol.r:.~ 
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10 To continue the investigation of applications of crystal units in VHF 
and UHF oscillators for frequencies above 175 mc/sec to determine the following: 
(a) crystal parameters useful in oscillator circuit design, 
(b) methods and techniques for determining crystal parameters, and 
(c) test requirements for crystal units; 
2c To design and construct experimental models of 175- to 300~c/sec 
quartz crystal test sets capable of% 
(a) testing crystal units employing HC-6/U and HC-18/u holders, 
(b) determining the series resonant condition with a frequency 
accuracy of ±l ppm, 
(c) indicating directly the crystal power dissipation with an 
accuracy such that the resultant frequency accuracy is ±l ppm, 
and 
(d) operation with crystal power dissipation in the range 0.2 to 
400 mw; 
30 To perform studies and investigations leading to the development of 
methods and techniques for determining the equivalent parameters of crystal 
units in the frequency range of 300 to 500 mc/sec with emphasis on information 
pertinent to the eventual development of crystal specifications and crystal 
test setsb 
Phase III was concerned with the effects of processing techniques and 
materials on aging of quartz crystal units. The purpose was threefold, 
10 To fabricate experimental crystal units as follows: 
(a) At-cut, fundamental mode, 16.0 mc/sec, gold and silver base 
plate, adjusted to frequency by evaporation or electrolysis of 
a second compatible metallic film, evacuated glass holders, 
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(b) A7=cut, third ar.d fifth overtone modes 48,,0 and 80,,0 mc/sec, 
evaporated ar..rrr:.irrllll base plate only, evacuated glass holders, 
and 
(c) At-c\:t) third and fifth overtone modes, 4800 and 8000 mc/sec, 
evaporated aluminum base plate, adjusted to frequency with 
evaporated aluminum, evacuated glass holders; 
2" To measure for 6 months the frequency and resistance of crystal units 
stored at approximately 25°,85°, and 125°C; 
3Q To determine, from an analysis of the data, the degree of compati-
bility of the frequency adjustment metal with the base plate metal" 
In addition to the above requirements any other problems pertinent to 
the three phases which arose during the course of the studies and which were 
mutually agreed upon between the contracting officeris technical representa-
tive and the contractor were ::!.nvestigated" 
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r: 0 ABSTRACT 
Unde~ Phase I., the investigation of the modes of vibration of quartz 
crystals was continued" ~hree circular quartz blanks with sensibly identical 
spectral responses were studied over the diameter range from 23 mm to 18 mm 
in the vici.r:i.ty of 3 me/sec the fundamental frequency 0 Mode charts and charge 
distri.bu.tiou mod.els of specific:: IT.odes were co r:..s t ru.c ted <) With the theoretical 
and exper:imentaJ work on rec+':'ang:~lar crystals previously completed in ,Japan 
as a guj.d.e, substan.t:i.al progress was made in the interpretation of the much more 
compl:i.cated vibratIon patterns of the circular crystal" 
The reodes of the r>.i.rcular crystal corresponding to the inharmonic thick-
ness=shear moues (1,1}0)} (3,,1,,0), to (7,1,0) of the rectangu,lar crystal at 
frequencies above the f.'.Indamental shear-mode frequency were traced as the 
d:iameter was red·u.ced.o The equivalent dimensions of a rectangular crystal were 
fO-,lnd to be 0,,89 in ~ and 0092 :ir; . .! for the predictlon of the frequency of the 
inha:r:rncrd.c overtones 0 Bel.\.Jw the frequency of the fundamental thickness-shear 
mcde two groups of vibrations were identified" The first is prcbably a group 
of face ~sheaJ: vibratior;,s with frequency nearly inversely proportional to 
diameter" Ihe second mere numerous group shows a frequency decrease with 
diameter suggestive of the flexu.ral modes of the rectangular crystal. 
Beveled circular crystal plates and triangJlar crystal plates were examined" 
The spectra, polarization patterns., and other considerations indicated that the 
behavior of these crystals carm.ot be f:l1ly explained until the simpler rec-
tangular crystA-1s have been further analyzed" 
Analysis of the mcdes of vibration of a rectangular crystal in the vicinity 
ef the th:ird overt(me" 3 me/sec" was initiated., Expanded spectra covering the 
frequency range ± 35 k:.! permit a deta.i.l,ed study of this region as well as the 
Fina: 
range ± 400 kc also recorded. 0 M-:;:as'L2:"emer:~s were ccmpleted ac.d separate mod.e 
charts for strong and weak respo!.:'.ses were pl.c,tted. f::r the change in x dimen~ o 
sion from 24056 mm to 23055 IIIffio Mooes Gf fa:.:.r t;ypes., thic:kr .. ess..,.,.shear, flexure, 
and face shear in two directions ~ have t'een id.eEtified fr~m the mode charts and 
confirmed by polarizaticn meas"l..L."""'en;.en:ts.o The n;.easured freq;len·;;ies fer the third 
harmonic overtone and for the face ~hear IL.cdes are iL gcoi agree::nent with 
values calculated f!"om the recent wcrk by Kc,ga, et al o 
Techniques are described for the measurement of the charge distribution on 
face.o 7he I!harge distril:·uticn with a f':;ll elect!"od.e and w::' th a 90 5..nnn ele~-
trade is shewn to be symmetrical for a beveled circ·u.lar crystal only when the 
surfacep are polished plane-parallel o 
Under Phase II, a su:tstit-u.t.:.:::::,L. meas')~rement syste!C. fer iete:rm.:iTl~>ng the 
more impcrtant parameters c:f high.".freqtlency quart.~. crys~als was develt:·pedo 
With the exception of crystal Q, the parameters may "be deter:m.ined very rapidly 
and with a precision su.ff'icient for mest appli~at.icns.o The dete:rm.ination of 
crystal Q requires some mathematical calc·:;.latic"D.s () The system has given ''].8e <=> 
suI i!l..i'ormatio"2 at freq"o;.er..:':ies as high as 400 mel sec tI 
The substitution measuremec.t system was 'J,sed in the s-4:,'c.d.ies ::f c:':"ystal 
drive level effects ar.s.d also fGr the determiration of crysta~. te:m.:t=-erature 
coefficients 0 Detailed informaticn or:. the effects cf temperatl:re., :!'e:r ·lJ.6e ir: 
the osoillator design program, was obtained for several. ~~stalsa 
Six months of the contract period were devoted to the design are. testing 
of high-frequ.ency oscillat(>r cir:::uits I) ::Soth vacu::xm .... t~be and traIlSistcr eir"" 
cui ts were studied <1 Typical iL.i3ta;:;ili ties cf less thatn ±lO cy~les per second 
for short periods of time were cbtai!lable with yaC'.lll.m""t~:te osci12,ators ever 
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the frequency range from 150 to .300 me/sec fj 
Several trans:istorized crystal=controlled oscillators were constructed for 
frequencies up to .300 me/sec () Typi.cal short-term instabilities were an order 
of magnitude less than for similar VaC11':.;un=tuoe cscill.ators {) Longer-term 
stabilities of the transistorized oscillators were superior because of the 
reduced crystal heating; the power d.issipation of typical transistorized 
circui ts was 6 mw compared to about 4 watts for the vacuum-tube units <> 
Some other oscillator characteristics were measured, however, the facili= 
ties for the full evaluation of oscillator units have not yet been completed" 
Under Phase III, bridge measurement system for lOO~c AT-cut quartz resona-
tors was devisedo Ovens for storage of units at 0° and 60°C and for cycling 
between these temperatures were partially constructed" One group of six 
aluminum-coated 100 =mc resonators was fabricated and measured" 
Over 150 alumin:.lIn-plated AT-cut resonators of 160 fundamental 
frequency were mounted and sealed in glass or metal containers., The better units, 
stored at 8 , maintained drift rates of < 1 ppm per year.,. Although high 
stabi.lities were more frequently displayed by units which were only base plated, 
units overcoated to frequency wtth a second coat performed only slightly less 
well" Al.uminurn, slIver., , and copper were uti.lized as the overcoating 
materials and all were found to be satisfactory provided an aluminum oxide 
interface existed between the al:wirr:,nn and any differer.::I: metal used as the over-
coat " Units mounted in glass contaipers were usually s·u.perior in performance 
to those in metal contair:ers bl;.t stabilities as good as those in glass were 
obtained "by some un.i ts in metal containers 0 
Resonators coated with sputtered gold} sputtered silver, or with evaporated 
copper proved of excellent stabi.lity as wel.lo Gold=coated resonators J in a 
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glass envelope in which a getter was flashed subsequent to sealing, displayed 
positive drifts of 3 to 5 ppm in 60 days but gave promise of reaching a stable 
frequency plateau within 120 days of the fabrication date. 
Vacuum oil leak tests of 569 industrially fabricated 16.25~c resonators 
indicated 83 percent leakers and pointed again to generally poor hermetic 
sealing with the current HC-6/U container. A part of this is ascribable to 
lack of proper procedures in sealing, but a major contributing factor is the 
c'urrently used sintered glass base which has intrinsic mechanical weakness and 
appears to be a source of undesirable outgassing. 
~-
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III>!1 prrBLICATIONS, LECT.JRES J REPORTS, Al\ID CONFERENCES 
One publication, ~rThe Alloying Behavior of Thin Bimetal Films, Successively 
or Simultaneously Deposited~~ was published by Mr~ Ro Bo Belser in the Journal 
of Applied Physi c s, Vol <) 31., po 562., March 1960 <> A large part of the work re-
ported was done under Contract No Q DA-36-039 se ",,42453 of the Signal Corps 
during the years 1953 and 19540 
No lectures or reports, related to this contract, have been presented 
other than as required by the contracto 
On 19 March 1959) Mro Rt> Be Belser, representing Phase III, visited 
Bliley Electric Company at Erie, Pennsylvania, to discuss the fabrication of 
resonator units .. 
The Thirteenth Annual Symposium on FreQuency Control was attended on 
12, 13 9 and 14 May 1959 by Dr~ Hitohirc Fukuyo, Drc Jo Eo Rhodes, Mro So No 
Witt" Jro, Mro Vo Ko Woodcox, Mrco Ro Bo Belser, MrQ Wo H., Hicklin and Dr .. 
Ao Lb Bennett" The following papers were presented~ ~lModes of Vibration of 
Quartz Crystal Resonators Investigated by Means of the Probe Method" by 
I" Koga, H" Fuk:uyo J and J" Eo Rhodes; !fMethods for Measuring Quartz Crystal 
Units at VHF~~ by So No Witt, Jr.; and ¥tAging Studies on Crystal Units" by 
Ro Bo Belser and Wo Ho Hicklin" 
A ge;::,eral conference to define the technical program of all three phases 
of the project was held at eSASR.DL or: 3 September 1959" The following Georgia 
Tech persons attended~ Dr 0' E <> Hhodes., Jr", Dr" ::::ssac Koga, Mr" Yasuo 
Tsu.zuki, Mr" So No Witt; ,,-Tro, Mr" Ro Bo Belser and Dr" Ao Lo Bennett. 
On 24 November 1959, Dr" Go Ko Gutt.wein and Dr" F .Bechmann visited Georgia 
~ech ~ Progress on Phases I and III was rev.iewed 0 A (i,ecisicn to make spectra 
an.d polarizati'()l1 meaJn~:rements on specIal 3,-mc/sec crystals t:.p to 28 mm in size 
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was reachedo The purpose of this addition to the program of Phase I was to 
investigate the behavior of circular electrodes of diameters from 3 to 21 mm. 
On 21 January 1960, Mro Dennis Pochmerski visited Georgia Tech to discuss 
progress and f~ture plans on Phase II. A program for the construction and 
intercomparison of VHF and UHF crystal-controlled oscillators was agreed upon. 
It was decided that further work with the substitution measurement system would 
be discontinuedo 
On 4 February 196o, Mr. R. B 0 Belser attended a conference with Dr. G. K. 
Gutt,.;rein, Mr" Po E" Mulvihill, Mr. J. M. Stanley, and Mr. M. Bernstein of 
USASRDLo Discussions concerning a revised satellite resonator program were 
held" The need for an Atomichron frequency standard was outlined and its pos-
sible availability for the program was established. A proposal on the research 
discussed was submitted to USASRDL on or about 24 February 1960. 
On 24 March 1960, Mr" S. N. Witt, Jr., visited USASRDL for conferences 
with Dr" Go Ko Guttwein and Dr" R. Bechmann concerning Phase I. Measurements 
on special crystals, as currently reported, were discussed. An immediate 
progra~ to measure the fundamental polarization responses and spectra of 3-
me/sec beveled circular crystal plates as a function of electrode diameter 
was agreed upon" It was further agreed that the measurements of the special 
circular and rectangular unbeveled plates would be discontinued because of 
the high number of spurious responses. 
On 25 March 1960, Mr" S .. N. Witt, Jr., and Mr .. Vo K. Woodcox visited 
GSASFnL for conferences with Mr. 00 Po Layden and Mr. Do Pochmerski concerning 
Phase II" The previously and currently reported crystal oscillator studies 
were discussed.. It was agreed that the studies of vacuum-tube oscillator cir-
cuits should be continued and that initial studies of transistor and tunnel 
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diode applications should be initiated 0 It was also agreed that lower-frequency 
(below 200 mc/sec) oscillator circuits should be constructed for comparison of 
frequency stability, harmoni.c content, output amplitude, and other characteris-
tics, with the higher frequency oscillators. In particular, the lower fre-
quency oscillators should include harmonic multipliers to provide output 
energy at the higher frequencieso 
The Fourteenth Annual Symposimn on Frequency Control was attended on 
31 May and 1 and 2 June 1960 by Dr <> Issac Koga, Mr" Yasuo Tsuzuki, Mr.. R,. B" 
Belser, Mro S" No Witt, Jr", Mr" Vo Ke Woodcox and Dr. AI> Lo Bennett. The 
following papers were presented! 9~Polarization Measurements of the Vibrations 
of Quartz Plates tf by IoKoga, Y. Tsuzuki, S. N .. Witt, Jr., and A. L .. Bennett 
and ~'Aging Characteristics of Quartz Crystal Units Ii by R. B" Belser and W" H" 
Hicklin" Conferences were also held between varIous Georgia Tech personnel 
and USASRDL personnel concerning future activities of the respective phases 
of the contract" 
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rv Q FACTUAL DATA 
A a PhaSE: I <:> Motional Parameters 
I-his phase of the work} assigned the Project Noo A~402~11 by the 
Station o:f the Georgia Institute of Technology, was 
in.1.tiated. ,::r~. 1. March 1959 and was a continuation of the work prior to that 
date CE (:;::n:-:.t,ract .No a DA 
'Jr:,de::::" Contract Nco DA-36.,.,o,39 8°",,78910, Dr(1 Fukuyo had begun an invest:i-
of the spectra of circular AT=cut quartz crystal plates G This investi-
gation was c::}ntim.:~ed. into the current contract and is described in section A.,2 a 
The eq-uipment '.lsei In this investigation is not described here since it is very 
similar to that 'used by Mr .. Tsuzuki as described later 0-
Dr <)' F'ukuyo als:::, briefly iLvestigated the responses of beveled circular 
crystal plates and of tri.angular crystal plates as will be described in sec ~ 
tions Ao)" and A,,4o These studies were to determine the feasibility of de-
tailed .. analyses of these tyes of plates" 
Au.g-J.st 1959 J Dr" Fukuyo returned with his equipment to the Tokyo 
Institute (f r:'e:;hr .. ology" Before the departure of Dr .. Fukuyo, Mr 0' TS'uzuki arrived 
with his equ.l:pmen:':; from the Yokahama National University" Mr" Tsuzukits pro-
gram cor:sJ.sted of measu.ring the spectra and charge distributions for rectangular 
crystal plates at a third overtone frequency of 3 mc/sec as described in section 
Ag50 Cc,nt:1rl.uation (if Dr" Fukuyo?s iDvestigations of the circular and triangular 
p1ates WB.S considered. undesirar;le at that time because of the lack of detailed 
k:nowledge of the modes of vi1::rat ien of even the simpler rectangu.lar plates .. 
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The third overtone investigations of the rectangular plates were not fully 
completed because a special investigation of responses of circular plates as 
a function of electrode diameters, described in section Ao6o, was requested 
by USASRDLo 
20 Spectra and Modes of Vibration of Circular AT ..cut Quartz Crystals 
a.. Mode Chart Preparation" For these studies, a number of sensibly 
identical circular AT -cut quartz crystal blanks were obtained" All of the 
blanks were held to the dimensions and freql1ency tolerance here specified: 
Diameter: 25 mm ± 0 .. 1 mm 
Fundamental frequency~ 3 mc ± 5 kc 
Thickness determined by frequency~ as delivered, y := 0.557 mm ± 00001 mm o 
Similarity between blanks: diameter within ± 0001 mID orientation with-
in 2 minutes 
Principal planes of each blank~ parallel to within 00001 mm 
Polish~ at least to a milky white surface or, if necessary, to an 
optical surface to obtain the required dimensions and toler-
ances 
Temperature of operatiori.: 25°C., ± 5°C 0 
The spectral response of each of these blanks was taken in the frequency 
range from 204 to 400 me/sec 0 The spectral response of each of the crystals 
selected for this study was sensibly the sameo The close similarity of spectral 
response along with the close dimensional tolerances served to classify all of 
these crystal blanks as identical. 
One of the crystals was selected for the preparation of a mode chart" The 
diameter of this crystal was reduced a small amount and then its spectrum was 
again takeno This process was repeated as the diameter of the crystal was 
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reduced in steps of 1/16 mm <> In each spectrum all 
responses stronger than a selected minilYD.:Jn were plotted or_ the mode chart with 
the crystal di81Ileter as abscissa and the freqaency of respor~se as ordinate <> 
These selected responses of the crystal in the ranges of frequency and diameter 
covered by this study are shclWu in the mode chart, Figure 10 
A similar procedure with the rectangular crystal had dropped out weak 
modes of vibration and left much stronger ones in which specific modes could 
readi.ly be followed a Here., however, the mu.ltiplici ty of responses and the lack 
of sharp distinction. between pr:inctpal modes ard obscure ones gave few cl1A.es to 
be followed., 
A new presentation was therefore devised, as shown in Fig~re 20 The 
strength of each response was estimated and this was indicated on tbemode chart 
by the size of the mark. 0 Now the strong responses stand out from the numerous 
weak ones and the trend of frequency with changing diameter has been traced" 
Within the complexity of the mode chart of a circular crystal" several 
general features can be distinguished which are similar to the less complicated 
+ 
mode chart of a rectar..g.:; .. lar crystal, shown in Figu.re 3 Q ' l.'he mode charts both 
for the c:ircular and for the re(!tangular crystal. are clearly divided near the 
fundamental thi.ckness =Bhear frequ.ency into upper and lower parts 0 In the upper 
region of Doth the rectangu.lar and circular mode charts there is a series of 
prominent responses that are not strongly dependent upon the abscissa but that 
are strongly cO'ap1ed to a second series of responses Q Responses of the second 
series are strongly deper..dent upon the abscissao This second series of responses 
t In the mGde chart of the rectangl..:tlar crystal the abscissa is the x...dimension 
of the rectangular A1>=cut qu.artz crystal rather than the diameter of the 
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1'1 
Figure 1 .. 
18 1'1 20 21 
DIAMETER Pi:f&.C) tEft (mnt) 
Mode Chart for a Circular Crystal Showing Only Responses 
Stronger Than a Selected Minimum. 
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Figure 2. Mode Chart for a Circular Crystal Showing Relative 
of All by the Relative Sizes of the Dots. 
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Figure 3. Mode Chart for a Rectangular Crystal Showing Stronger Responses. 
With the Rectangular Crystal There is a Clear Distinction Between 
"Strong" and "Weak" Responses. 
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is Iloted in the lower region of the mode charts; there, however, this series 
is o;J,ly weakly coupled to other responses.. In the lower region of the mode 
charts:; addi.tional responses are noted of which the frequency dependence on the 
abscissa dimensicn approaches inverse proportionality to this dimension .. 
Comparisou of Figures 2 and 3 immediately indicates the greater complexity 
of the respcnses of the circular crystal., This complexity should be expected, 
however, because of the effects of the circular boundary .. 
~he interpretation of the mode chart of the circular crystal has been 
guided by a detailed comparison of the mode chart of the circular crystal 
with that of the rectangular one o 
b.. Modes of Vibration~ Particular crystal diameters were chosen 
at which some of the responses were expected to correspond to relatively 
simple crystal motions.. These choices resulted from study of the mode chart in 
Fi~re 2 iu the light of general knowledge of vibrating crystal plates and 
specific experience with rectangular AT-cut quartz plates. The diameters 
choseu were 22419, 21.,65, 20039, 19_23, and 17 .. 93 mm (these diameters are 
indicated in FiglA.res 4 and 14) .. The study of a particular response consisted 
of observ:ing the polarization at various points on the surface of the crystal 0 
The pre-be device described in Quarterly Report No 0 1 of Contract No., DA ..,.36...039 
SC=78910 was used to produce a map of polarization for a crystal ground to a 
designated diameter when the crystal was excited at the appropriate frequency .. 
Co The Inharmonic Thickness-Shear Modes Above the Fundamental 
Shear Mode Frequency" Polarization surveys were made at the frequencies and. 
diameters indicated in Figure 4.. In one group of these surveys the polarization 
-19-
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I . .. • ~ 
I 
Figure 4. Diameters and Frequencies Above the Fundamental Thickness-Shear 
Frequency at W11ich Polarization Stu.dies Were Made by the "Probe 
Method." 
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pattern exhibited no nodes for a traverse across the crystal in the z-direction, 
the polarization falling to zero only at the circumference of the plate. In the 
x~irection the polarization patterns of this group showed 1, 3, 5, and 7 major 
loops as the frequency was increased... These modes correspond to the modes of a 
rectangular crystal showing a single polariz.ation loop along the z -direction 
and an odd n1.:i!llber of loops in the x...o.irection.. The corresponding modes of a 
t rectangular crystal might be designated (1,1,0), (3,1,0)) (5,1,0), and (7,1,0). 
Some ex.amples of the polari.zation observed on these traverses are shown 
in Figure 5.. The magnitude of polarization is here shown II Alternate maxima 
are of opposite sign (as a phase-sensitive detector has shown). 
Figure 6 is a photograph of a contour model of polarization for the 
fundamental mode, a mode with one loop along the x-direction (1,1,0). This 
model was constructed by cutting out the polarization patterns recorded by 
the probe device as it traversed the crystal and mounting these cutouts on a 
tt wooden base.. Figure 7 is a similar contour model for a mode with five major 
loops in the x-direction (5,1,0) .. 
Throughout this study, polarization patterns have corresponded closely 
enough to coyresponding patterns observed on rectangular crystals to further 
justify the point of view of treating a circular crystal in terms of an 
~~equi valent n rectangular one". 
t The mode designation corresponding to that of the rectangular crystal is used 
for clarity of descripti.on 0 See Quarterly Report Noo 1 of Contract No II 
DA-36-{)39 SO-78910 .. 
ttA similar contoar model of the mode with three loops in the x-direction was 
included in the Final Report, Georgia Tech Projects A-402-1, -2, and -3, 
Quartz Crystal Studies and Measurements, 1 August 1958 to 28 February 1959-
U 0 S .. Army Signal Research and Development Laboratories Contract No .. DA-36-039 
8C ... 789100 
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(1, 1, 0) 
[
f = 2995 kc ] 
d = 22.19 mm 
Yo = 0.557 mm 
(3, 1, 0) 
[
f = 3027 kc J 
d = 22.19 mm 
Yo = 0.557 mm 
(5,1,0) 
[
f = 3085 kc J 
d = 21.65 mm 
Yo = 0.557 mm 
(7, 1, 0) 
[
f = 3158 kc J 
d = 22.19 mm 
Yo = 0.557 mm 
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Figure 5. Examples of Polarization Patterns Observed Along x- and z-Diameters 
of a Circular Crystal Vibrating in Fundamental and Inharmonic Modes. 
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Figure 6. Contour Model of a Crystal Vibrating in the Fundamental Mode. 
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/ .•.•... ... .. , .• ,., •.' . .. .... ' ,' . ,,',,'~" ~, . . ,'., .. ' ~~;- - - - " .. ". , " 
Figure 7. Contour Model of a Crystal Vibrating in the Fifth Inharmonic Overtone. 
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Another group of res.ponses in the upper part of the mode chart, again 
neglecting coupling to the overtone contour modes (those sweeping up from the 
lower half of the mode chart), is characterized by a different polarization 
structure along the z-direction o One type of response in this group has a 
half-loop of polarization extending almost to the boundary of the crystal 
near each end of the z-diameter, two nodes, and a loop near the center of the 
crystal 0 A contour model of a response of this type having one loop along 
the x-direction 1, is shown in Figure 8 0 Along the z-diameter there is 
one Hwavelength" of polarization; the outer half-loops are cen-
tered almost over the edge of the crystal 0 
Another type of vibration in this region of the mode chart is one that 
is only weakly excited" Its symmetry would indicate that it could not be 
excited by a uniform electric fieldo The frequency of this vibration is very 
close to the fundamental thickness ... shear frequencyo The pattern obtained on 
some probe traverses when the crystal was vibrating in this mode is shown in 
Figure 9(a)" When the of the polarization is taken into account, the 
polarization may be seen to be antisymmetric in the z-direction as sketched 
in Figure 9(b)o Such an antisymmetric polarization pattern would not couple 
directly to the uniform electric field, hence the weakness of the response" 
However, the fact that the frequency of this mode is very close to the funda-
mental thickness-shear frequency makes this mode one of importance when a 
crystal is employed as a frequency control element.. The corresponding mode 
in a rectangular crystal is (1,1,1)0 
Throughout the study a close similarity has been apparent between the 
polarization patterns of the circular and rectangular crystals vibrating in 
corresponding modes as well as the above-mentioned similarities of their 
Final Report, Projects No. A-402-11, -12, and -13 
Figure 8. Contour Model of a Circular Crystal Vibrating in the Inharmonic 
Overtone Corresponding to (1,1,2) Mode of a Rectangular Crystal. 
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U 
= 3002 kc J 
d = 20.39 mm 












FIGURE 9. (a) 
a' 
z 
FIGURE 9. (b) 
Figure 9. (a) Polarization Traverses of a Circular Crystal Vibrating in the 
Mode (1,1,1) of a Rectangular Crystal. (b) Distribution of Strain 
in this Mode. 
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w<>o.e char-ts" Cc:r:seq":Ler::tly" the interpretation of the circular crystal in te4Il1s 
of ar.. eq~1.i.valerrt. rect:arLgl1.1ar crystal appears attractive 0 The validity of this 
in.terpretatio:c. has been checked by comparison of the observed fre<luency-diameter 
relatic'r.:.s comp-e<.tei fGr the e<luivalent rectangular crystal., 
Ar.. eq:uat:L::.r' .. for the response frequencies of a rectangular crystal in 
th f d t 1 d '·1.-. .. +h' k h d' t j e un amen !i:L. at.:. l(ulannOrllC ..., J..C ness,,~s ear mo es lS: 
c 55 (:zo)2 + 4p ~ , or, approximately, 
+ 1.1h5 • r2 {::) 2J (1) 
where f ,-, the fre<luer ..!?y of the response 
f := the thickr..ess.-.shear mode fre<luency of AT...cut plate in an infinite 
o plaLe (almost the same as the fundamental fre<luency with a finite 
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cll ' c 55
, and c66 are elastic constants 
of <luartz crystal referred to the axes 
shown in Figure 1 of Quarterly Report 
Go. 1 of Contract No. DA-36-039 SC-78910. 
tb d "t f ttl 2 A6 J',9 g/cm.3 at 20°C p ,- ...e, er~S:l :y 0, <luar·z crys a, v 4 
p number of half waves cf polarization patterns along the x..(iirection, 
related to the order of the inharmonic overtone 
r -- m .. :cl'lber o.f h,q,lf waves of the polari,zation pattern along the z-direction, 
and related to the order of the inoormonic overtone 
xo ' yo) Zo ~'4 the dimensior:s of the rectangular crystal plate Q 
Koga and Ho F\lku.yo., ~~VibratJ.on of Thin Piezoelectric Quartz Crystal Plates, 
Especia,lly an HI C':.lt (AT-cut) Rectangu.lar Plate, f~ Journal of the Institute of 
Electrj.cal CG'IDnlunicatior .. Engineers of Japan, 36 J No 0 345, 59::67, February 1953 
T'~ 1" )... .-.ld, ~,apanese. 0 
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Equivalent lengths of the sides of the rectangular crystal may be defined: 
where d = diameter 
\\11 = the ratio of the equivalent x-dimension to the diameter 
\\12 -. the ratio of the equivalent z -=<limens ion to the diameter 
With this substitution, Equation (1) becomes~ 
The values of \\I can be determined from response measurements of a specific 
crystal 0 For the crystal diameter, x = 2202 mID, and thickness, y = 00557 mID, o 0 
the observed frequency of the fundamental thickness -shear mode, f , is 2995 .. 0 
, 0 
kc/seco For the third inharrnonic thickness...shear mode (3,1,0) the observed 
frequency, f, is 3023~0 kc!seco These values substituted in Equation (3) give 
a relation between \\11 and \\120 For the (1,l,2)-type of inharmonic overtone, 
the observed frequency is 3005.2 kc/sec~ The corresponding values substituted 
in Equation (3) provide a second relation between \\11 and \\120 The solution of 
the simultaneous equations gives the values: 
In actual practice it is convenient to work with the difference equation: 
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Now, instead of depending on the measurement of the absolute values of the 
frequency, the ~ between the fundamental and the appropriate inhar.monic over-
tone may be used for deriving the values of Wo 
In Figure 10 the frequency difference computed from Equation (4) as the 
diameter is varied is shown by a line superposed on the mode chart for each 
mode examined. The computed frequency differences of inharmonic overtones from 
the fundamental thickness-shear vibration may be seen to coincide with the 
experimental data to a good approximation, and this agreement indicates that 
the equivalence concept is a reasonable one. Extension of the direct analysis 
of the circular crystal to the detail achieved for the rectangular crystal has 
not yet been attempted~ 
Figure II is a sketch of the equivalent rectangular crystal superposed on 
the circular crystal for these groups of responses above the fundamental thick~ 
ness~hear mode frequencyo 
do Modes Prominent at Frequencies Below the Fundamental Thickness-
Shear~ode Frequencyo In the region of the mode chart below the fundamental 
thickness~~hear~ode frequency two groups of modes are found. For members 
of one group, the frequency increases as the diameter is reduced in a manner' 
suggestj~e of the flexuralt modes of the rectangular crystal (type ~). 
However, several times as many modes of this type occur in the mode chart for 
tIn earlier reports on this and the preceding contract, the term shear-flexural 
mode was used o It is now believed that this mode is a simple flexural mode 
which should be designated (p,o,o) • 
... 30-
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Figure 10. of Inharmonic Modes Computed from Equation 4 
on the Mode Chart of 2. 
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---------d -------
--- i--- --t-+-._~ 
Fi~lre 110 Schematic of a Circular Crystal and Its Equivalent Rectangular 
Crystal for the Inharmonic Modes .. 
the circular crystal as are found for the flexural modes of a rectangular 
crystal. 
Mar~ polarization patterns were taken for circular crystals vibrating in 
modes of this groupo Out of studies of these polarization patterns a subgroup 
emerged that seems to be simple flexural modes.. The polarization pattern along 
the x-diameter for these modes is very similar to that of a rectangular plate 
along the x-direction. .. Strong polarization extends only about 1/8 diameter 
each side of the x-diameter.. Figure 12 shows a polarization traverse along 
the x-diameter of a crystal vibrating in the 44th shear-flexural mode (44,1,0) 
In this case, as well as with the above -mentioned thickness -shear vibrations} 
the concept of an equivalent rectangular crystal is used.. Figure 13 is a 
sketch of the equivalent rectangular crystal superposed on the circular crystal 
i'or this subgroup of responses.. The equivalent length of the rectangular crystal, 
-32-
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(44, 1, 0) 
[
f = 2647 kc J 
d = 22.19 mm 







Figure 12. Polarization Traverses Along the x-Diameter of a Circular Crystal 
Vibrating in the 44th Flexural Mode. 
------- d--------
------- 0.985 d- - - ----1 
-#-- -----t --- --it--- _ x 
Figure 13. Schematic of a Circular Crystal and its Equivalent Rectangular 
Crystal for the Shear-Flexural Modes. 
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00985 diameter, was derived from comparj.son of the mode charts, Figures 2 and 3. 
The use of this concept of an equivalent rectangular cr,ystal and experi-
mental data about the frequency-versus-x relations of the rectangular plate 
o 
made possible the selection of other modes of this type from the maze of 
responses in this frequency regionj fler~ral overtones from the 36th to the 48th 
were identified. Figare 14 is the mode chart of Figure 2 with the flexural modes 
of the equivalent rectangular plate superposed" These curves for the equiva-
lent rectangular crystal were taken from the observations previously made on 
rectangular AT-cut quartz crystals (see Figure 3). 
In between and approximately parallel to the trends of the flexural modes 
sketched in Figure 14 lie the responses of several other modes. 
The form of the polarization patterns of the lesser responses of successive 
modes as the frequency is increased above that of one of the flexural modes 
(indicated in Figu.re 14) is outlined in the sketches of Figure 15. The lower 
sketch shows the distribution of the polarization of the principal flexure mode 
confined to the region along the x-diameter" At the higher frequency of the 
next minor mode the pattern is broadened in the z-direction, but shortened in 
the x-direction. At each succeeding minor response this trend is progressively 
greater" In. the area of strong polarization near the center of the crystal, 
the standing waves in the x-direction are clear enough so that the overtone 
order can be estimated from the wavelength. The overtone order in each case is 
the same as that of the prinCipal flexural mode of lower frequency. 
These modes cannot be identified at present in any strict sense. The 
form of the frequency-versus-diameter locus, parallel to the flexural trend,and 
the order of overtone suggest that these are also flexural vibrations, possibly 
" 
with some complications similar to those of inharmonic overtones. 
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Figure Frequency-Diameter Relations f8r Flexural Modes of the Equivalent 
Rectangular Crystal. 
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SIMPLE 
FLEXURAL 
















Figure 15. Schematic of the Polarization for Two Adjacent Simple Flexural 
Vibrations and the Nonsimple Flexural Vibrations Occurring at 
Intermediate Frequencies. 
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Sir.c:e these mcd.es are net cbse:':Yed separately in the rectangular crystal 
t1:..ey appea:r be a reBu..'::t of the ci:!:"'c'(1,lar "boundary of these crystals" A 
e);;:,st..;,e, that, :':e a crystal these modes have frequencies 
cci~:;,,:;:,:ient\-l1'ith the flex:1.r9..1 m~des cr that they are not excited at all.. This 
'wi th a rectangttlar crystal and successively 
cf:f t.he c .. :,:r"t.e:~'Stt,r".L:,1 t; became ci~cu.lar" Somewhere in the process 
the:SF; m.::-d.es shr:,~;,l:i ~beco:!L.e evldpLt 0' ::f they were degenerate with the flexural 
c::ass -ther; (:c a mcd,e chart they would be seen to split 
(.f'.f frGm. the flex:::r:::'al illGdes as t,he c.ri.ginally rectangular crystal approached 
the ci,rc'U,lar form.<;1 Jrl. the Q+;her haEd. if they were absent in the rectangular 
case ther:. they 'wc,:~ld "be expected to come into exlstence, first weakly, and 
thee more ." at frequencies separate from the frequency of the flexural 
mcdes as the iLJ;remental grind.ing (~hanged the originally rectangular crystal 
A sec,)Ld gr.:':..tp of res.pouses with the frequency trend somewhat less steep 
thar;, the first, group has been exam.:lried o In this case the polariz:ation patterns 
to the X= or Zri8.Xes o From the ind:ic;ate 
ani the cvertoL.e order 01' cne vibration of this type estimates 
were rrlaa.e of the frequencies of ethers of the same type &> Wi th these estimates 
as a ether modes ;)f th:Ls type were founde Figure 16 shows the trend of 
these v:H:.ratic:L . .s B.ni Gvertcne crde::"B a 
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Figure 16. One Class of Overtone Vibrations and the Diameters and Frequencies 
at Which Polarization Studies Were Made. 
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3" Feasibility Studies with Beveled Circular Crystal Plates 
Five beveled circular AT-cut crystal plates were obtained for study of 
polarization patterns and spectraG Four of the plates were chipped at the 
edges to different extentso For the initial studies, the plate without chips 
(A) and the plate with the largest chip (B) were chosen. Dimensions of the two 
plates are shawn in Figure 170 The orientation of the x- and z-axis were 
determined by means of polarized lighto 
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ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS 
PLATE A PLATE B 
Figure 17. Beveled Circular Test Crystal Plate~ 
Figure 18 shows the amplitude-versus-frequency spectra for the two 
platesQ The frequencies of several of the stronger responses are marked on the 
-39-
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A. BEVELED PLATE A 
B. BEVELED PLATE B 
Figure 180 Ampli tu.de ~Versus ~F'reqlJ.ency Spectra of Two Beveled Circular Plates 0 
oscillograms o These beveled circu.lar plates show no significant responses below 
the frequency of the principal thickness~shear vibration and no strong responses 
close to this frequency en. the ':j,pper slde 0 
E'er the polarization studies} the crystal plates were placed between 
two F,lane electrodes of diameter larger than the plates 0 Thus, the effects of 
polarizatioG. at the beveled s ':),:rfaces could not be observed clearly 0 Figure 19 
s:hO'lnTS the pcl.arizatiDn patter"Gs fer plate A along the x- and z, ...axis diameters 
for each cf the seven major responses shown in Figure 180 
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Figure 19 . Polariza"tion Patterns of Crystal Plate A. 
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(4) 
3060 KC/SEC 
.... • -, - ... .... j 








3160 KC/ SEC 
.. ~ .. • .. ' 4t • • --.... ... , ."v·· .. . 
(7) 
3190 KC/SEC 
Figure 19 (Continued). Polarization Patterns of Crystal Plate A. 
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The preliminary measurements indicate that available techniques can be 
used to clarify the behavior of the beveled circular crystal; however, this 
work will be deferred until the rectangular crystals are more fully understoodo 
40 Feasibility Studies with Triangular Crystal Plates 
Brief investigations of the polarization and spectra of a typical 
3~c/sec triangular crystal plate were performedo The amplitude-frequency 
spectrum is shown in Figure 20. The polarization patterns corresponding to 
Fi~~re 20 9 Amplitude-Versus-Frequency Spectrum of a Triangular Crystal Plate~ 
stronger responses of Figure 20 are shown in Figure 210 The polarization 
patterns were obtained along both the x-axis and z-axis, through the center of 
the plate as indicated in Figure 210 
The original five triangular crystal plates supplied by the USASRDL 
could not be examined since they were ground to a frequency of 10 mc/sec and 
the measurement equipment is designed to operate at 3 mc/seco Accordingly, five 
crystal plates with the following specifications were procured: 








Figure 21. Polarization Patterns of the Triangular Crystal. 









Figure 21 (Continued). Polarization Patterns of the Triangu19r Crystal. 
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AT at an angle of 35 0 f ± 2'. Orientation of the 
five plates to be within 2 minutes of each other. 
3 me/sec ± 10 kc/sec for the fundamental thickness-
shear mode 0 
Triangular, equilateral. 
1.000 inch ± 0.010 inch each side; one side along the 
x -axis, ± 11:) 0 
As required by frequency. 
Milky white polish or, if necessary to obtain the 
required thickness, optical polish. 
Four of the five crystals were chipped at one or more places on the 
edges when receivedo The plate without chips was chosen for the investigations. 
The complexity of the vibrational patterns for the triangular plate is 
greater than that of the rectangular plate. The optimum design parameters for 
a specific crystal type can be determined only by changing the dimensions of 
the crystal and analyzing the various spectral responses and polarization 
patterns. For crystals in the shape of an equilateral triangle, the spectrum. 
will be a function of the side-length and the specific orientation, where the 
specific 1\r, is defined in Figure 22.. Whetb= r or not optimum 
selections of these quantities exist can be determined only by extensive studies. 
5. Measurement of Rectangular Crystal Plates in the Vicinity of the 
Third Overtone 
a o Equipment for Spectrum and Polarization Studies 0 During August 
1959 the which was used by Dr (> Fukuyo was returned to Japan. Mr. 
Tsuzuki brought similar equipment to this country from the Yokahama National 
-46-
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Figure 220 Definition of Specific Orientation) w. 
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, COILS AND , TUBE , RECORDER 
CAPACITOR TEST MOUNT VOLTMETER 
Figure 23p Block Diagram of the Equipment for Recording Spectra. 
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A schematic representauon of the precision capacitors, coupling coils, 















Figure 240 Elements of the System for Measurement of Spectrao 
the Yokogawa Electric Works in Japan, have an approximately linear frequency 
variation with mechanical rotation. The coils A and B are constructed as 
nearly identical as possible so that proper tracking o~ the two resonant 
circuits can be obtained with the capacitors coupled mechanically. The 
magnetic coupling between the coils is made as small as the sensitivity of 
the vacuum-tube voltmeter permitso A tap on coil A is provided for oscillator 
feedback 0 Taps on coil B provide for adjustment of the excitation level of the 
test crystal. The full(lOO%) coil tap was used for the measurements near the 
third overtoneo 
Lack of perfect tracking of the two tuned circuits and lack of constant 
oscillator output cause the baseline of the recordings to vary somewhat with 
frequency.. These variations are of little concern, however, since only the 
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frequency and relative magnitudes of the responses are of importance in the 
present study. 
The complete oscillator-detector circuit assembly is shown in Figure 25-
Japanese vacuum tubes are presently used; however, American tubes with the 
same or corresponding numbers may be substituted. 
The improved resolution of this equipment over previous recordings is 
made possible by the improved oscillator stability, the improved mechanical 
drive arrangement, and the direct injection of frequency markers. Two dis-
persions have been used regularly; ± 35 kc/sec for the expanded spectrum and 
± 400 kc/sec for the wide-range spectrum, both centered on the frequency of 
3 mc/sec q 
The photographic recorder is also manufactured by the Yokogawa Electric 
Works. Three vibrators are provided for three separate recording channels. 
The center vibrator, known as a type H vibrator, is used for the spectrum 
recordings and has a sensitivity of 10 mm/ma and a frequency response of 500 cps. 
The other vibrators are type A with a sensitivity of 0.5 rom/ma and a frequency 
response of 2 kc/seco 
The frequency markers are provided by three crystal-controlled oscillators 
and a system of mixers. The oscillators operate at 10, 100, and 3000 kc/sec to 
provide strong frequency components with 10-kc/sec spacing in the region of 
3000 kc/seco These frequency components are mixed with the output of the 
crystal drive oscillator and the low-frequency heterodyne component is recorded 
by one of the type A vibrators~ The other type A vibrator is not used. 
The photographic recorder and the test crystal drive-oscillator are driven 
by separate synchronous motors. Thus, the frequency variation on the recorded 
chart is approximately linear and interpolation may be used between the 
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~b.e s:r::eetrJlIl measuremeLt eq~j.ipmer:.t was calibrated -by the substitution of 
known resisters for the test crystal.') Figure 260 The ordinate, recorder gal-
vanometer :rvelat:..v,s d.ispl9,cement 1) is unity for an ir..i'ird te resistor (or crystal 
resis'taEce) 0 Ir;, practice J the imIJedar::(!e is so low fc>r the principal response 
that, the rrdr..:i.:rru.:n was llsed for the 2.:erc.".,pciEt;J alth;::'~.lgh cut ~ff of the oscil-
1at,::,r is pre::'erab:Le a 'l:heJ.nity deflectic!:., v9,ries somewhat with the frequency 
ap,i::e ;~:f a cryst,s.l :'C'esp('Es8 ca:c be eval·[':;.ate::l frorr.. this calibraticn<l< 
ETu.i:pmer~.t fe'!" makiGg pclari:?ation stmies was placed. in operation in 
September :959 (1 I:h:i.s equiprr~ent ecnsists of the necessary mechanical drive 
equipmeLt.1 the su,~rce generat~:>r", and the detector=recorder equipment outlined 
iE J.i'igs:"e 27 (1 IIhe equipment is similar tc, that used by Dr 0 .Fu,kuyo G 
11le probe mO;J.nt C(irisists of a metal platform much larger than the crystal 
plates (1 A 8mB-II px-cbe is mounted flnsh with the platform g A sliding mechanism 
is arrangei to -transport the~rystal over the probeo Electrical contact with 
an ':lpper elec~trode Is made ty a flexi·ble wire 0 The metal platform is used as 
t.he lower ~rystal elecT,rclde as ShC~NY.l in Figure 28 (1 In Dr 0 Fukuyo'l s equipment 
the same IJhctcgraphi~ oscillograph was used for recording 'both the polarization 
patterns and the spectrao With this instrumer::.t irr1~edi.ate observation of the 
pe,larization patterns e~::'iJ..l,i r .. ot l}e made Q In the current equipment a Varian 
Model G=10 per. recorder has been sul1stitutedo 
Beeause of the much l:.::.we:::' frequency response of the Varian recorder 
(cne second f(·r f1l11.",sca,le travel) J the linear sweep speed across the crystal 
had to (Je rei"~cei to apprc\ximat·aly 10 mm/mi!"i 0 The lower speed required im-
preyed fr~ql:te:'_I.cy sta1)ili ty cf the signal generator 0 ~-lrther improvements in 
staldlity ltJere neeess:itated l)y the contemplated measurement of weak responses. 
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Figure 26. Motional Resistance Calibration of the Spectrum-Measuri:..1.g EquipJ:1ent. 





GENERAL .... .. DRIVEN - AMPLIFIER -RADIO PROBE 
TYPE 1001·A 
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VARIAN - AND --- --MODEL G·1O DETECTOR 
Figure 27. Block Diagram of Equipment for Polarization Studies. 
QUARTZ RESONATOR 
INPUT UPPER ELECTRODE 
SLIDING FRAME 
SHIM (0.05 mm) 
PROBE (0.4 mm)---t~ DIA. 
LOWER ELECTRODE 
OUTPUT 
Figure 28. Sketch of the Crystal Probe. 
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marginal stability for this purpose. Initially, correlation of the polariza-
tion patterns with the frequency spectrum was very difficult since provision 
had not been made for determining the frequency accurately. Later, a Berkeley 
Model 5570 frequency meter was used to measure the signal generator frequency. 
The response of the amplifier-detector system is broad-band; however, 
the voltage gain is not adjustable. Amplitude scaling of the polarization 
pattern is accomplished by varying the input to the crystal from the signal 
generator. Neither the crystal drive voltage nor the crystal power is held con-
stant from trace to trace; the equipment is adjusted for different responses. 
The signal generator attenuator dial setting is recorded for each measurement 
run. 
The frequency response and output impedance of the buffer amplifier are 
shown in Figure 29. Since the approximate motional resistance of the crystal 
can be determined from the spectrum and Figure 26, the crystal drive during a 
polarization run can be estimated from the signal generator attenuator dial 
setting and the curves of Figure 290 The maximum available drive power with 
the present equipment is less than 65 ~wo 
The amplitude characteristics of the amplifier-detector-recorder system 
are shown in Figure 300 The estimated crystal drive and these calibration 
curves provide a measure of the relative degree of crystal polarization at 
the various responses. 
b. Preparation and Selection of Crystal Plates. For the initial 
spectral response studies, four parent quartz crystals, A, C, D, and E, were 
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System. 
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AT at an angle of 350 15' ± 2' .. 
.Third overtone frequency approximately 3022 kc/sec. 
Rectangular} x = 24 .. 560 mm ± 0.002 mm o 
yo = 1.650 mm ± 0.001 mm 
z 27.004 mm ± 0.002 rom 
o 
Milky white polish or better. 
The angle of cut and direction of the x } y } and z axes are shown in 
000 
Figure 31.. Each of the crystals was numbered A-I} A~2, etc.} the letter indi-
cating the parent crystal .. 
The spectra for all of the crystals were recorded with the equipment 
which has been described.. The two crystals showing the greatest similarity 
were D-I and D~o The high-resolution spectra of these crystals are shawn in 
Figures 32 and 33~ The spectra of the other crystals were similar to those 
of D-I and D-24 For example} the spectrum of a crystal from a different parent 
crystal is shawn in Figure 34~ 
Crystals D-l and D-2 were chosen for the spectrum studies} D-I for immed. 
iate use and D -2 for later use .. 
Co Mode Chart Preparation. In previous studies} only the rela-
tively strong responses near the frequency of the thickness-shear vibration 
have been analyzed for AT-cut crystals o The improved resolution of the new 
equipment has made possible the studies of many of the weak responses. The 
frequencies of these weak responses can be readily determined from expanded 
spectrum shown in Figure 32. The wide range spectrum shown in Figure 35 for 
crystal D-I, is useful in following the stronger responses. 
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Figure 32. Expanded Spectrum of Crystal D-l. 
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Figure 34. Expanded 3pectrum of Crystal A-4. 
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The crystal mode charts are prepared by reducing the x dimension of the o 
crystal plate in steps sufficiently small to tracing the individual 
responses. At first, the x dimension of crystal D-l was reduced in steps of 
o 
50 microns I) This reduction was more than adequate for tracing all of the 
strong responses; however, it was too large to permit reliable tracing of 
the smaller responses o The reduction was therefore changed to less than 10 
microns per step.. A total of 147 reductions have been made with an average 
step of about 8 microns. Figure 36 shows the mode chart for the weaker respon-
ses of crystal D-l. Some of the minor responses cannot be traced through the 
dimensional reductionso In this figure, the minor divisions in the x o 
direction represent 10 microns. 
Figure 37 shows the stronger crystal responses as plotted from wide range 
spectra such as Figure This mode chart is plotted for dimensional reduc-
tions of approximately microns per step. 
d.. Polarization Studies for Mode Identificat5.ons. An object of the 
third overtone study of rectangular crystal plates was to identify and classify 
the modes of vibration. Many identifications can be made directly from the 
mode charts as the x dimension of the crystal is reduced. Some identifications, o 
however, cannot be assured without additional information concerning the charge 
distribution on the surface of the plate. This additional information is ob~ 
tained by means of the probe measurements of the polarization (or charge dis-
tribution) with the equipment described previously. 
The probe equipment was placed in operation shortly after the spectrum 
measurements were Polarization patterns for all of the measurable res-
ponses of crystal D-l in the third overtone VM~V.~were at first recorded. 
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36. Expanded Mode Chart of Crystal D-l. 
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Many of the vibrational mode identifications were verified from these initial 
polarization measurements~ Throughout the remaining process of reducing the 
x dimension of the crystal, polarization records of questionable modes were 
o 
made. After a mode was definitely identified, only occasional records were 
made for confirmation of the mode. 
Modes are identified according to the number of loops or half-wavelengths 
of charge distribution which occur respectively in the x , y , and z directions 
. 0 0 0 
of the crystal plate (see Figure 31). For example, a fundamental thickness-
shear vibration would show constant charge in the z direction and a single 
o 
loop in the x and y directions and would thus be designated the (1,1,0) mode. 
o 0 
The third overtone thickness-shear mode still has only one loop in the x 
o 
direction but three loops in the y direction and would thus be designated 
o 
(1,3,0). One of the inharmonic modes is characterized by constant charge in 
the z direction, a number of loops in the y direction corresponding to the 
o 0 
thickness-shear overtone order, and a number of loops in the x direction 
o 
corresponding to the inharmonic order. For example, the inhar.monic series 
in the region near the fundamental thickness-shear frequency are designated 
(3,1,0), (5,1,0), (7,1,0), etc4, in order of increasing frequency. The inhar-
monic series near the third overtone of thickness-shear frequency is designated 
(3,3,0), (5,3,0), (7,3,0), etc., in order of increasing frequency. Other 
inharmonic series also exist which have non-zero order in the z direction 
o 
(for example (1,3,2))0 
The polarization patterns can be measured with the present equipment in 
the x and z directions but not in the y (thickness) direction. Previous 
000 
stUdies and theories have indicated the nature of the standing wave in the 
y direction. Other modes of vibration, however, exist for which the frequency 
o 
-64-
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mayor may not depend on the x dimension. These modes have been classified 
o 
for convenience according to their frequency dependence and according to their 
harmonic structure. Four such classes have been observed on the wide-range 
mode chart. 
Type a modes: thickness-shear modes including the fundamental, the 
overtones of the fundamental, and the corresponding sets of inharmonic series. 
The frequencies of each of these modes are determined primarily by the y dimen-o 
sion (thickness) 0 The frequencies of the fundamental and third overtone are 
nearly independent of x , but the inharmonic modes of increasing order are 
o 
progressively dependent on x , the frequency increasing as x is decreased. 
o 0 
Type ~ modes: flexure modes (or possibly more complicated modes related 
to flexure) which occur uncomplicated only at frequencies below that of the 
fundamental. strong coupling of these modes with the modes of type ~ at 
and above the frequencies of the fundamental and the third overtone. To a 
first approximation, the frequency of a mode of any order varies inversely 
with the x dimension. Even orders only (in loops in the polarization pattern) 
o 
are present, at relatively close spacing in frequency between orders. 
Type ~ mode s : face-shear modes depending only on the x dimension. The o 
frequency varies, to a good approximation, inversely with x 0 
o 
Odd orders are 
present at spacing in frequency between orders (odd only) roughly twice:the 
spacing of the b modes. 
Type .9: mode s : face-shear modes depending only on the z dimension. The o 
frequency is nearly independent of 
comparable to the c modes. 
x • 
o 
Odd orders occur at a frequency spacing 
The mode chart of Figure 37 has been replotted in Figures 38 and 39 to 
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Figure 38. Mode Chart and Sample Polarization Patterns for Types 
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38 (Continued). Mode Chart and Sample Polarization Patterns 
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Figure 39. Mode Chart and Sample Polarization Patterns for 
c and d Vibrations. 
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order of the mode is indicated. The orders of the type .E. modes have not been 
determined because of the lack of clarity of the polarization recordings. 
Five typical charge distribution patterns are shown in Figure 38. The 
patterns illustrate to some extent the interference of other modes. Even 
with severe interference, mode patterns such as the x of (1,3,0)t can be o 
readily identified. The z of (1,3,0) is actually a constant, that is, all 
o 
of the variations shown represent interfering modes. Care and intuition assist 
in arriving at an identification. The z of (1,3,0) is more readily identified o 
when it is compared to the z of (1,3,2). o 
loops of the latter are easily recognized. 
The one full loop and two half-
The x of (11,3,0) represents 
o 
another case where care must be used in arriving at an identification. Shown 
also is a charge distribution pattern of a type ~ mode. Since the interference 
is severe and the loop count is large, the identification is uncertain. 
Figure 39 shows only the types ~ and ~ modes. The solid lines represent 
the calculated frequencies and will be discussed later. The relative absence 
of coupling between the various modes is obvious in Figure 39. The identifica.-
tions of modes are, therefore, more readily accomplished. Two typical polariza-
tion patterns are shown. The loop count is unmistakable in both cases. 
One mode, tentatively designated type ~, is marked on the mode chart of 
Figure 39. The nature of this mode was not determined; however, it obviously 
cannot belong to either type c or type ~ because of its frequency position on 
the mode chart. 
The identification of a mode depends upon an agreement among several 
polarization patterns at different x dimensions 0 Although interference may 
o 
t The polarization record taken in the x direction centered in the z direction 
for the frequency corresponding to theOmode (1,3,0). 0 
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reduce the clarity of a pattern at one x dimension, other dimensions may 
o 
usually be found where the patterns are urnnistakable. An exception to this 
generality, as previously noted, is the uncertainty of the order of the type 
b modes. 
e. The Modified Mode Charts and Theoretical Calculations. The 
wide-range mode chart of Figure 37 shows clearly the stronger modes of crystal 
D-l. The details of coupling between modes are not shown by this chart, since 
many of the points represent a grouping of several responses (the resolution 
of the wide-range spectrum charts is not sufficient to separate the individual 
responses). Greater detail is available on the section of the chart at expanded 
scale in Figure 360 However, the points are so numerous even on the expanded 
chart that individual modes are very difficult to recognize. The modes can be 
traced more readily when the relative motional resistance of each response is 
indicated (inversely) by the size of the dot. Figure 40 is a mode chart plotted 
with the larger points representing all responses with resistance less than 
20,000 ohms and with the smaller points representing all responses with resis-
tances between 20,000 ohms and 200,000 ohms. Several of the modes are identi-
fied. 
Figure 41 shows only the responses with resistances less than 20,000 ohms. 
All of the identified modes remain although some of the points of these modes, 
particularly the (1,3,2), have dropped out. The third overtone thickness-shear 
response, (1,3,0) is clearly defined in Figure 41. The calculated frequency 
shown on this figure is from an equation by Koga and others in a recent publi-
cationt in which it is shown that the resonant frequency, f , of the thickness-
q 
t l . Koga, Mo Aruga, and Y .. Yoshinaka, "Theory of Plane Elastic Waves in a Piezo-
electric Crystalline Medium and Determination of Elastic and Piezoelectric 
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Figure 41. Expanded Mode Chart: Responses with Resistance Less 
Than 20 Kilohms. 
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shear vibration of a high harmonic order, ~, of a quartz pla~e of thickness 
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The numerical values of the elastic and piez,oe::ectric cor.starrts 9.!"8 
10 2 2 
307632 x 10 em /sec , 
10 2 2 
5049861 x 10 em /sec ~ 







The substitution of (3), (4), and (5) intc (2) gives 
c 
4p ( 
10 2/ 2 2.7342 + 0.0225) x 10 cm sec , or ~6) 
The first constant of (6) is obtained from the first three constants of 
(5) and represents a mechanical restoring force due tc a strain. Normally, 
these are the only terms which are considered. The piezoelectric restoring 
force due to a strain, represented by the second constant of (6), is n.ot 
negligible. It is derived from the last three constants of (5)0 
The indicated agreement is good despite the relatively low value of 
q = 3 and the accuracy with which the thickness of the crystal plate was 
measured 0 By micrometer measurements, the thickness of crystal D-l was 
determined to be less than 10651 but" greater than 1.648 IDIIlo Mere recently 
the thickness, compared by a sensitive dial gauge with gauge blocks, was found 
to be 1.6485 ± 00003 mm. The frequency calculated from this measurement is 
3021.,5 kc/seco 
The orders of the type ~ modes are still unknown and no relation for the 
calculation of frequencies is available. 
The type ~ and ~ vibrations have been identified as face~shear modes 0 
Equation (1) may be adapted to these modes by the use of the harmonic order 
.R in the x-direction or r in the z-directiono The accuracy is limited, 
however, by the small dimension in the y~irection (in terms of the wavelength 
in the x- or z-direction respectively)o For the type ~ and type ~ modes we 
have, respectively, 
(8) 
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and 
r J c 
:has beer: shown to be the single term c 55/4p 
with the vaJ.J.1.e of 6" 528 " 
39 were calculated from (8) and (9)q Each 
::i,r,e ShOv.TS good wi th 'the cGrrespondj,ng measured points iii The 
have assured that the proper harmonic orders have been 
select~d.o 
6 c Effects of El=,~trcde :D:iameter on Circu.lar Crystal Plate Responses 
January 1960, the third overtone measurements of 
~>ectang-;J.lar crystal rlF.Ltes were interr'11pted to prepare the necessary equipment 
for a spec:1.al st':;:j,y of circ'J.lar crystal plates requested by "USASRDL.. The 
purpose of the special was to determine the effects of electrode diameter 
on the motIonal par'arn.eters of crystal plates" 
b D Mo'iif'icaticn of Eq:uipment (] The crystals chosen for this study 
were 3=lllc/sec fundamer:tal units" As indicated in Figure 26, the change of 
tap on co:Ll B of Figu,re 24 di.splaces the steep part of the curve so that 
better resclution is availa'ble in the resistance range of interest.. The 
half.'-.ccil (.50%) wa.s used for these units .. 
t Koga and ethers., Quartz Crystal Studies and Measurements, Quarterly Report 
1\1'00 1" Ccntract Noo DA=36=,J39 SC.,.789l0, Engineering Experiment Station of 
the Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, 1 November 1958, pages 24-26 
and Appendix E (1 
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The mecbarrical features of the crystal transport for the measurement of 
polarization required that the crystal plates be not greater than 28 mm in 
diameter 0 A set of electrodes ranging from 3 tc 24 mm in diameter in steps 
of 3 mm and a 28=mm electrode were prepared <) (A sim:llar set, of square elec-
trodes was prepared for a contemplated study of square crystal plates 0) The 
sliding frame of the probe mount was modified to ~ccept the 28~ sq~are and 
ciroular crystalso 
Early studies with the reduced electrode sizes indicated a necessary 
modification of the probe t:ni to An ir ... dicatior.i. of the charge dj"stribution on 
the surface of the crystal is obtained only whee, a cor .. ducting electrode Is 
positioned above the probe to complete the probe circu.ito 
Since the backup electrode must remain above the probe at all times and 
since the crystal plate with the main upper el~ctrode in positiou must t~averse 
the probe, the main electrode must sli~e ur~er the backup electrodeo ~he 
main upper electrode of the desired size was therefore evaporated onto the 
crystal and a circular back~p electrode 3 mm in diameter was mo~nted so that 
the position opposite the prcbe ~s maintained as shown in Figure 420 The 
evaporated main electrode, 003 micrcn thick, does not ir.terfere mechanically 
with the backup electrode o A set of plating masks 00250 iLches to 00875 Inches 
in diameter in steps of OQ125 inches was preparedo 
':!:he optimum siz.e of the backup electrode is a conrpromlse tetweerr an 
electrode large enough for the prol'e to indicate the tr.:"e charge ar,d still 
small enough to avoid distrubar.~e of the charge distrib11ticn of the small cer.tered 
electrode., The diameter was chosen at 3 mm, nearly six times the thickness of 
the crystalo The err'or introduced by the lim.ited size is estimated (from 
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Further studies of the probe measurement methods indicated that the chang-
ing position of the backup electrode (and the changing shunt capacitance across 
the crystal plate) resulted in a small shift of the crystal resonant frequency, 
sufficient to introduce an intolerable deviation of the polarization response. 
Thus, measurement of the charge distribution requires that the frequency of the 
signal source of Figure 27 must be adjusted as the backup electrode moves 
across the crystal. This frequency variation was accomplished automatically 
by replacing the signal generator and buffer amplifier by an oscillator con-
trolled in frequency by the crystal under test. The requirements that the 
o 
oscillator circuit have one terminal of the crystal at ground potential and 
that the crystal must be operated at series resonance were met by the circuit 
of Figure 43. The oscillator is a Hartley configuration with a separate cathode 
winding instead of a tap on the grid inductance. Degeneration is provided at 
all frequencies except crystal resonance because the crystal is in series with 
the cathode winding. The shunt capacitance of the crystal is antiresonated by 
an inductance across the crystal. A shunt capacitance is used for fine adjust-
ment although a variable inductance would have acoomplished the same purpose. 
Shown also in Figure 43 is a buffer amplifier to isolate the oscillator from 
the frequency measurement equipment. 
c. Unbeveled Crystal Plates. A total of nine unbeveled circular 
crystal plates with fundamental frequencies of 3 mc/sec and diameters of 28 mm 
were obtained. Since the x and z axes of the plates were not marked when o 0 
the plates were received, the axes were located by polarized light to an 
accuracy of 5 degrees. X-ray measurements were later used to locate the axes 
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controlled studies. The one designatei SG-l was used for the measurements to 
be described., 
A spectrum of crystal SC~l was obtaiLed for each upper electrode diameter 
from 9 to 28 mm. The spectra for the 15- and 28~ electrodes are shown ic 
Figure 440 
The motional resistance of each response was determined from Figure 44(a) 
for the stronger responses in the vicinity of the f~damenta1, as indicated in 
Figure 45 by the code for the 28..mm electrode (full crystal diameter).. The 
spectra corresponding to the smaller eLectrodes were then measured and the ccr= 
responding resistances derivedo The resistance for the response at frequencies 
below the fundamental with the 24~ electrode is substantially higher than 
for the 28~ electrode (often too high for measurement) .. At frequencies above 
the fundamental, however, the change is small and irregulara For the smaller 
electrodes, 21 mm and 18 mm, this trend continues .. 
It was evident that the techniques in use were inadequate to follow 
particular modes with certainty from spectI"'~ to spectr~o Prime interest was 
shifted at this time to the behavior of the charge distribution with an 
electrode of reduced size for the furidamental mode.. Beveled crystals (with a 
simpler spectrum) were chosen for this investigation .. 
d iJ Beveled Crystal Plates., Four beveled circular plates with 
specifications otherwise similar to the original nine plates were obtainedo 
One of these deSignated SCB-2, was chosen on the basis of its freedom fram 
unwanted modes near the fundamental thickness~hear mode .. 
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(0) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 28 mm DIAMETER. 
(b) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 15 mm DIAMETER. 
Figure 44. Spectra of a Cylindric81 Quartz Crystal 28 Mm in Diameter 
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Figure 45. Measured Motional Resistance of the Stronger Responses of an 
Unbeveled Cylindrical Crystal Near the Fundamental Frequency. 
THE FREQlf£NCY OF THE FUNDAMENTAL IS INDICATED: THE RESISTANCE 
IS TWO ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE BELOW THE LOWER DECADE SHOWN. 
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A series of spectra was first recorded tc determine the accuracy re~ 
qu:lred in centering the small upper electrode., Figure 46 shows spectra for 
the eleetrode cer..tered, fer the electrode displaced one millimeter 
in the x directj.on, ar..d for the electrode displaced one millimeter in the z o ' 0 
directiun., :lhe amplitude cf some minor responses is affected., The effect 
on the fur~damental freq~ency and resistance appear, however, to be small. 
The practice of centerjxl.g the electrode to within 003 rom is believed to 
introd:u.c:e nc appreciable effect on the fundamental~ 
Crystal 8GP<"=>2 was used to obtain the spectra for electrode sizes from 28 
tc 12 mm J shown in 47 ., The absence of responses below the frequency 
of the f·undamen.tal thickness .,~shear response is evident 9 Little change occurs 
in the sp~riou.s m0des between the electrode diameters of 28 and 24 rom.. At 
21. mm J however" a diameter 2 mm less than that of the bevel, a marked decrease 
in the Dl1niber of spurious responses occurs 0 Although further changes in the 
spe(~trJ:..'n are evid.ent for the electrodes of smaller diameter, tentative analysis 
c,f the amplitude 0:.' parti::;ular modes shows no systematic trend as the electrode 
diameter is reducedo 
'I'he fundamental thickness ... shear mode of vibration was of primary interest 
in thi.s i:':1vestigaticno Since the spectrum showed this mode to be free of inter-
ferer:ce from other modes, this crystal was considered suitable for further 
study 0 A se:!:<ies of polarization patterns was obtained for the different elec-
trode diameters at the fundamental frequency .. 
:r::t.e effect cf tbe backup electrode on the polarization traces is illus-
trated. ::.n F~~gu=e f,:,r a main electrode 9 (0 5 mIn in diameter 1J In the record 
of a)l fiG backup electrode was usedo In (b) the backup electrode 
was cGr..Ge;::;;ted to the lower crystal electrode and in (c) the backup electrode 
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(a) CENTERED UPPER ELECTRODE. 
(b) UPPER ELECTRODE DISPLACED 1 mm IN Xo DIRECTION. 
Figure 46. Spectra of Beveled Quartz Crystal with Electrode 15 MID in Diameter. 
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(c) UPPER ELECTRODE DISPLACED 1 mm IN Zo DIRECTION. 
Figure 46 (Continued) 0 Spectra of Beveled Quartz Crystal with Elec-
trode 15 Mm in Diameter. 
was connected to the upper main electrodeo The similarity of the shapes of 
the records (b) and (c) (except where the shorts occur at the edge of the main 
upper electrode in (b)) indicates that the point of connection of the back-
up electrode is immaterialo The records of Figure 48 were made with a new 
crystal, SCB-5, which does not display the asymmetry of crystal SCB-2 dis-
cussed below~ Similar curves with crystal SCB-2 were not suitable for 
reproduction 0 
The shape and dimensions of the beveled crystal are indicated in Figure 
49(a)o Figure 49(b) shows superimposed polarization records for crystal' 
SCB-2 with full electrode (28 mm) and with the 9~5~ electrode o The responses 
are normalized to the same peak amplitude. The asymmetry is believed to 
-85-
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(a) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 28 mm DIAMETER. 
(b) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 24 mm DIAMETER. 
Figure 47. Spectra of a Beveled Circular Quartz Crystal 28 Mm in Diameter 
Near the Fundamental Frequency (3 Mc/Sec). 
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(c) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 21 mm DIAMETER. 
(d) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 18 mm DIAMETER. 
Figure 47 (Continued). Spectra of a Beveled Circular Quartz 28 Mm in Diameter 
Near the Fundamental Frequency (3 Mc/Sec). 
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(e) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 15 mm DIAMETER. 
(f) UPPER ELECTRODE OF 12 mm DIAMETER. 
Figure 47 (Continued). Spectra of a Beveled Circular Quartz 28 Mm in Diameter 
Near the Fundamental Frequency (3 Mc/Sec). 
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result from a lack of perfection of the crystal. Records of a second 
crystal of the original four showed an even greater asymmetry. Near the end 
of the contract period, a new crystal, SCB-5, with highly polished surfaces 
parallel to within 1/10 wavelength of light was procured. The improvement in 
symmetry and centering of the trace for the 9.5-mm electrode is evident in 
Figure 49(c). 
e. Motional Capacitance. The motional capacitance of crystal 
SCB-2 was measured with a crystal impedance meter for a number of electrode 
sizes. The measurements were made with a full size electrode on one side of 
the crystal and a copper plate of the desired size resting on the other. The 
ratio of the motional capacitance measured with each electrode to the 
capacitance of the full electrodes is shown in Figure 50. 
The possibility of deriving the ratio of the motional capacitance of 
the crystal with electrodes of reduced size from the measured polarization 
traces of crystal SCB-2 was examined. It is evident that the relation be-
tween the polarization measures and the motional capacitance is not straight-
forward. 
The measurements of crystal SCB-2 are unsuited for careful analysis 
because of imperfection of the surfaces. It is now evident that a crystal 
of the quality of finish of SCB-5 will give symmetrical polarization traces, 
desirable for careful analysis. 
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B$ Phase II. Equivalent Electrical Parameters 
l~ Introduction 
'fi.:.is phase of ttl.e work, assigned the Project No. A-402-12 by 
the Engineering Experiment Sts.+..;i:.n of the Institute of Technology, 
was initiated on 1 March 1959 and was a continuation of the work prior to 
that date on Contract No" DA=36~039 80=78910, Project No o A=402-2o 
Project A-402~12 was essentially a continuation of the work which 
was begun and continued under Contracts DA-36-039 SC-56730, DA-36~039 SC-
71191, DA-36-039 80-74948, and DA-36-039 SC-78910 with special emphaSis 
on the design and construction of a prototype Impedance Meter type 
of instrument for use in the frequency range from 150 to 300 mc/sec" 
Under Contract DA-36-039 SC-74948, the construction of a useable 
Crystal Measurements Standard capable of measuring the two-terminal param-
eters of quartz crystals from 150 to beyond 300 :rIc/sec was essentially 
completed" Some slight improvements in the system were made under Contract 
DA-36-039 SC-78910" Under these contracts, various analyses of typical 
quartz crystal parameters were made These analyses resulted in the 
es·tablishment of a set of typical para.'1leters of quartz crystals in the 
frequency range up to 500 mc/seeo 
Some investigations of crystal oscillator circuits for use at 
frequencies above 200 mc/sec were conducted under Contract DA-36-039 SC-789l0o 
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The circuits were primarily of the capacitance-bridge configuration. 
From the analyses of the Crystal Measurements Standard data and 
from the experiments with crystal-controlled oscillators, a list of the 
more important parameters of high-frequency crystals was proposed. This 
list includes all of the basic quantities which a Crystal Impedance 
Meter type of instrument should be capable of measuring. A substitution 
measurement system for determining these parameters was described in the 
Interim Report of the current contract. The system consists of a com-
ponent mount into which the crystal or substitution resistor is plugged, 
a signal source, and a suitable voltmeter. Two models of the component 
mount were previously described. Data were presented to compare the 
measurements from the substitution system with those from the Crystal 
Measurements Standard System o 
In Report No.2 (Quarterly) of the current contract, a comparison 
between substitution measurements and Crystal Measurements Standard 
measurements showed a maximum disagreement of less than 4 percent for 
resistance and less than 0.0002 percent for frequencyo The procedure 
for determining an equivalent crystal Q was also discussed. 
A frequency stabilization system for the Marconi Signal Generator 
was also described in Report No.2 (Quarterly). At that time, a com-
plete breadboard model of the system had been constructed and tested. 
Both long- and short-term frequency variations of the Signal Generator 
were greatly reduced by the system. 
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In Report No., 3 (Quarterly), 't::"E? measurement of equivalent crystal 
Q was reported. The measurements generally disagreed by less than 10 
percent with values calculated from CrystaL Measurements Standard data 
for crystals having reasonably high Q'SB The detailed step-by-step 
procedure for making the substitution meas~rements was also described 
in Report No.3 (Quarterly)., Fur'ther work with the substitution 
measurement system was discontinued at the end of the third report 
period .. 
During the fourth and fifth report periods, efforts were devoted 
almost entirely to the construction and testing of high-frequency crystal-
controlled oscillators. Several vacuum-tube oscillators were described in 
Report No.4 (Quarterly)., During the fifth report period, crystal tempera-
ture coefficient data were obtained~ Also, several transistorized crystal-
controlled oscillators were constructed., These more recent data are pre-
sented only in this Final Reporto 
Most of the data and discussions from all five report periods are in-
included in this Final Report so that references to previous reports of this 
contract are generally unnecessary_ One of the exceptions is the servo fre-
quency control system for the Marconi Signal Generator which was discussed 
in Report No o 2 (Quarterly)., This system was never ~ully completed because 
of the change in emphasis to oscillator construction and testing and, thus, 
is not included in this Final Report .. 
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(2) antiresonating element value, (3) frequency at antiresonance, (4) conduc-
tance at antiresonance, and (5) minimum conductance at frequencies away from 
antiresonance. 
Several novel methods for measuring crystal parameters at high frequencies 
have been considered. One of these, referred to as the Equivalent Circuit 
Crystal Measurement Method, was investigated under Contract No. DA-36-039 
SC-7494B. This method was intended primarily for measuring the motional-arm 
parameters of quartz crystals and thus did not meet the requirements outlined 
above 0 A second measurement system, which was called the Substitution Measure-
ment System, has been investigated during the current contract. 
The equi.valent circuit of the Substitution Measurement System is shown 
in Figure 51. The crystal is antiresonated by a shorted stub and placed 
across an r -f signal source having an internal impedance of 50 obms tt For a 
constant source voltage, the voltage appearing across the crystal may vary 
from zero to the source voltage as the crystal impedance is varied from zero to 
infinity 0 For the finite variations in crystal impedance, such as occur near 
crystal resonances, the expected variations in crystal voltage are shown in 
the lower part of Figure 51. This voltage as a function of frequency is 
measured by means of a diode detector and d-c voltmeter or d-c oscilloscope. 
For the circuit shown, the voltage across the crystal, E , is given by c 
E c 
E E 
1 + 50Y ::: 50 
1 
( 0.02 + y ) , 
where E is a constant source voltage and Y is the crystal admittance. Since 
E is a constant, IE I is a maximum when 11 + 50yI is a minimum. c 
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Figure 51. Equivalent Circuit of the Substitution Measurement System. 
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The admittance, Y, of a crystal at an overtone response is approximated by 
a circle in the right half of the complex plane, generally the upper quadrant, 
as shown in Figure 52, position 1. The length of a vector (Y + 0002) from the 
point (-O~02, 0) to any point on the circle varies with frequency with the 
minimum and maximum values determined by the diameter and position of the 
response circleo Both the minimum and maximum values occur when the vector 
(or its extension) passes through the center of the circle. The vector 
YA + 0002 = YA, of Figure 52 represents the maximum value of (Y + 0002) as the 
frequency is varied. Since E is inversely proportional to (Y + 0.02), point 
c 
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Fi~~re 520 Admittance Vectors of the Substitution Measurement Systema 
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If the crystal is paralleled by a shorted stub, the response circle may 
be moved up or down but remains the same diameter as long as the range of 
frequencies considered remains insignificant compared to the absolute frequency 
of the response" As the length of the stub is changed, the length of Yl and 
height of point A of Figure 51 will both change. In Figure 5qGM represents 
the maximum conductance of the crystal response and occurs at the same frequency 
regardless of the stub setting. However, as the setting of the stub is changed 
so that the response circle is moved from position 1 to position 2, the length 
of Yl and the frequency at which it occurs and thus the height and position of 
point A of Figure 51 are all changed. The minimum length of Yl occurs when 
the response is in position 2. Also, in this position, YA is purely conductive 
and (Yl - 0.02) is equal to GM, This condition is indicated by adjusting the 
shorted stub for a maximum height of point A of F'igure 51, This maximum con-
ductance may be calculated if the voltage across the crystal at point A and 
the source voltage are both known and if the source impedance is purely re-
sistive and is accurately known. 
Alternately, if the crystal is replaced by a substitution resistor having 
a conductance equal to GM, and any susceptive component of the resistor is 
canceled by the stub, the voltage will be constant with respect to frequency 
as indicated by the dashed line through point A of Figure 51. The susceptive 
c.arJ.cellation is accomplished by adjusting the stub for a maximum height of the 
dashed line. A different value of conductance will also produce a straight 
line but it will not pass through point A. 
Successive substitutions may be made until a resistor is found which 
produces the same output voltage as does the crystal. The substitution proce-
dure for determining GM is more direct and less time consuming than is the 
procedure requiring an accurate knowledge of the source impedance" 
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The crystal. antiresonant frequency is readily determined since it can 
be read dlrectly at point A of Figures 51. and 52. The element required to anti ... 
resonate the crystal can be read. or calculated directly from the shorted stub. 
In a simllar manner, the mi.nirm,un conductance of the crystal can be determined 
in regions B or C of Figure 510 
The equlyalent Q 0:' tbe crystal car.. be determined from measurements in 
regions D and E by makiEg beth frequency and impedance magnitude measurements. 
A principal difficulty in meas~ring Q is,however, encountered in defining the 
quantity for a circuit which cannot be represented by a simple series resonant 
circuit 0 The Q can be defined. in terms of stored and dissipated energies; how ... 
ever, a more appropriate definition of Q for a crystal appears in terms of the 
phase angle as a functicn of frequency. The quantity, de/df, at a point of 
zero su.sceptance, is indicative of expected oscillator stability and will be 
accepted as the basis fer the defi.ni tion of Q 0. Thus, for a high-frequency 
quartz crystal, Q will be defined as; 
f 
o 
Q;: 2" de df .' 
susceptance =: a 
where e is the phase angle of the crystal admittanceo 
For measurement purposes, de/df must be approximated by I::B/M CI If M 
is kept small, little error is introduced" To determine the error magnitude 
for a typical. crystal, a theoretica.l typical crystal characteristic was plotted 
on a rectangular cocrdinate as shown in Figure 53. The actual Q was calculated 
from the slope of a c-:.:"rve of phase angle versu.s frequency (not shown)" The 
values af Q fer yarious combinattoc.s of data points are indicated by the con-
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For the determination of the Q of a crystal, G and G. are first max mln 
determined as described in a later section.. If a substitution resistor with 
a conductance G
k
, less than G and greater than G . ) is placed in the com-
max mln 
porrent mount and the shorted stub is adjusted as for conductance determinations, 
curve C of Figure 54 is obtained for the sweep mode of operation" This curve 
is observed to be a straight lineo If the position of the line is marked on 
the display and if the resistor is replaced by the crystal, curve D is obtained 
after proper adjustment of the shorted stuba Points A and B represent the 
intersections of the two curves" The frequencies at points A and B may be 
determined by reducing the sweep to zero deviation at these points~ 
CURVE C 
Figure 54. Sweep Display with the Substitution Measurement System" 
Figure 55 shows the admittance function of the antiresonated crystal 
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intersections of Figure 540 The approximate Q of the crystal can be determined 
by calculating e of Figure since the frequencies at points A and Bare al-
ready known.. The angle, e, however, is a function of three quantities, Gmax , 
Gmin , and GkD For any given value of Gk
, a family of curves can be constructed 
from which e, as a function of G and G . , can be determined .. Since approxi-max mln 
mately 25 values of substitution resistors are presently available, 25 families 
of curves would be required to determine Q for a random selection of Gk " 
An alternate procedure for determining e would be to select Gk as some 
specified function of G and G. so that only one family of curves would be max mln 
required. The equation for e, which may be derived from Figure 55, is 
-1 Gk
2 
+ 40 Gk + Gmax Gmin e = Cos 
I G + G + 40 ( G + G . ) ( Gk -V max min \ max mln + 40 Gk + G G. )-4OG G i • max mln max m n 
For good accuracy in determining e, the angle ¢ of Figure 55 should be between 
30 and 90 degrees 0 Theoretical studies have shown that, for typical crystals, 
¢ will. be restricted to angles between 45 and 55 degrees if Gk = OG85 G + max 
0 .. 15 G . .. Also, the equation for e may now be expressed in terms of two vari .... ; mln 
ables, G and G . , and only one family of curves is required. This family max mln 
of curves is shown in Figure 56.. A quality factor, Q. 1 , may now be defined as) 
where b.e is two times the value of e as determined from the curves of Figure 56 
and 6f is (fB - fA) 0 The quantity Q1 will differ from the defined Q by a 
relatively constant percentage since the angle ¢ remains nearly constant under 
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If the overtone response of a crfstal is not a perfect circle with 
symmetrical frequency distribution, additional errors in Q determination will 
be introduced. Spurious responses close to the main response can readily pro-
duce such errors b 
The detailed steps in making a crystal measurement will be discussed 
later after the actual equipment has been described~ 
bo Construction and Calibration of Substitution Resistors 0 An 
essential part of the Substitution Measurements System is a set of substitution 
resistors which have been accurately calibrated. In the initial laboratory 
tests a set of resistors from a Crystal Impedance Meter Type Ts-683/TSM was 
used. Since these resistors did not adequately cover the desired range in 
sufficiently small increments, additional resistors were constructed on stan-
dard HC-6 crystal bases with standard-tolerance Allen-Bradley 1/2-watt composi-
tion resistors o The resistor elements were filed to obtain the required re-
sistance valuesG 
The laboratory-constructed resistors were mechanically protected by 
tap-soldering HC-6 metal cans to the bases rather than hermetically sealing 
the units since the resistance values were found to be permanently affected by 
high temperatureso 
The complete set of resistors was calibrated with the Crystal Measure-
ments Standard System <) Figure 57 shows the conductive components of the adilli t-
tances as functions of frequency. The susceptive compenents, which were less 
than 15 millimhos for all but two of the resistors from 175 to 300 mc/sec, were 
of no concern since these components are canceled by the shorted stub of the 
Substitution Measurements Systemo Figure 57 includes corrections for line 
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Figure 57. Calibration Curves for Substitution Resistors. 
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were perfonmed by the usual digital computer programs 0 
c~ The initial Substitution Measurement System. Figure 58 is a 
drawing indicating the construction of the first model of this measurement 
equipment~ A General Radio Type 874-EL adapter was modified for use as the 
crystal mount 0 The constant source impedance was provided by a Marconi Signal 
Generator followed by two IFI chain amplifiers and appropriate 50-obm attenu-
a tors It A photograph of the mount with a crystal in ,test position in shown 
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Figure 58. Block Diagram of the Substitution Measurement Systemo 
Although actual measurements are generally made at fixed frequencies, 












































Figure 59. Prototype Substitution Measurement System. 
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generator with a synchronized oscilloscope for visual indicationo A motor-
driven sweep potentiometer, as may be seen in the background of Figure 59, was 
originally used to provide a slow sweep of about 10 kc/sec2 • The original 
intention was to use the;sweep generator during an actual crystal measurement 
with a stable marker generator for frequency determinationo Since such a 
marker generator was not available, the sweep mode of operation could not be 
used for frequency measurement. The motor-driven sweep potentiometer was 
replaced, therefore, by the sweep output voltage from a Tektronix oscilloscope. 
The more rapid sweep, 250 kc/sec2 , could produce frequency and resistance errors : 
due to the high crystal Q if the sweep were continued during an actual measure-
mento 
A direct~oupled amplifier, as shown at the right-center of Figure 59, was 
necessary to amplify the output of the diode detector sufficiently for pre-
sentation on the oscilloscopeo 
A typical crystal overtone response, as displayed on the oscilloscope, 
is shown in Fi~lre 600 
A. MAIN RESPONSE B. MAIN RESPONSE AND 
SPURIOUS RESPONSES 
Figure 600 A Typical Overtone Response with the Substitution 
Measurement System. 
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The procedure for making a substitution cr,ystal measurement is as follows: 
Step 1. Set the equipment for sweep operation and locate the overtone 
response by tuning the Signal Generator frequency. 
Step 2. Adjust the susceptance stub for a maximum value of point A of 
Figure 61 (point A is the minimum point on the curve regardless 
of the shape of the curve). 
LA 
Figure 61. Ideal Sweep Characteristic with the Substitution 
Measurement System. 
Step 3. Gradually reduce the sweep deviation while readjusting the 
frequency to maintain point A at the center of the sweep. 
Step 4. When zero deviation is reached, observe the d-c microvoltmeter 
(which may be continuously connected across the mount diode 
along with the oscilloscope) and alternately adjust the fre-
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Record the resulting voltage, frequency (f ), and stub setting. 
r 
Replace the crystal with a substitution resistor and adjust the 
stub for a maximum voltage" 
step 7. Repeat step 6 with other substitution resistors (employing linear 
interpolation, if necessary) until a maximum voltage equal to 
that observed in step 4 is obtained and record the calibrated 
resistance (or conductance) value as R. (or G )" . m~ ~ax. 
step 8. Repeat the above seven steps using section B of Figure 9 and 
adjusting frequency in step 4 for a maximum rather than a 
minimum. (The only required permanent data point is given in 
step 7 as the resistance which is recorded as R ,orthe con-max 
ductance, which is recorded as G . 0) mln 
This eight-step procedure for determining the parameters of a crystal with 
the substitution measurement system yields: (1) the conductance at antireso-
nance, G j (2) the frequency at antiresonance or at Gmax ; (3) the minimum max 
conductance away from antiresonance, G . ; and (4) the antiresonating element mln 
value in terms in stub length" The only remaining important parameter is the 
value of Q J.. The necessary data for calculati ng Q t are obtained by continuing 
the measurement procedure as follows: 
Step 9. Place a substitution resistor with conductance of Gk = 
0.85 G + 0 .. 15 G. in the mount, adjust the stub for minimum max mln 
voltage, and record the voltage (if the exact substitution re-
sistor is not available, linear interpolation may be used to 
determine this vOltage). 
step 10. Reinsert the crystal and adjust the stub as outlined in step 4. 
Step 11.. Adjust the frequency to either side of the.:frequency of point A 
of Figure 61 until the voltage is the same as the voltage in 
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step 9, repeat for the other side, and record the frequencies 
as fl (low side) and f2 (high side) & 
Step 12!) From Figure 56, detennine e and then calcula.te Q t 
The procedure for detennining the maximum crystal conductance and the 
correspondip~ frequency has been tested on several laboratory crystals between 
the frequencies of 150 and 300 me/sec" A comparison of these data with the 
correspondir~ data from the Crystal Measurements Standard is presented in Table I 
The agreement is reasonably good except at the higher frequencies" 
Irl a4 attempt to ,Dnprove the high-frequency perfonnance of the Substitution 
Measurements System, a second model of the crystal mount was constructed with 
a General Radio Voltage Rectifier Type 874-VR.. Photographs of this mount are 
shown in Fi~~re 62B with additional photographs of the first mount in Figure 62A. 
Table II is a summary of the measurements made with the second mount" 
The Crystal Measurements Standard data of Table II were taken directly 
from a numerical tabulation of data collected 6 months previously. In many cases 
the errors in these data due to lack of frequency interpolation are greater than 
the disagreements with the Substitution Measurements System data. Where large 
differences were observed, the Crystal Measurements Standard data were rerun with 
a half -wavelength line between the Admittance Meter and the component mount. In 
some cases better agreement was obtainedj in others no improvement was observed. 
Closer examination of data obtained with the various measurement systems has 
indicated that aging, drive-level variations, and temperature variations in most 
cases can aCcOU4t for even the largest discrepancies.. For example , with one 
crystal unit at 250 mc/sec, a change in drive level from 0,,01 to 1 mw changed 
the fre~lency by 000006 percento The data from the Crystal Measurements Standard 
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TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF SUBSTITUTION MEASUREMENT-8YSTEM RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS WITH 
CALCULATED MINIMUM RESISTANCES FROM THE CRYSTAL MEASUREMENTS STANDARD SYSTEM 
Crystal Equivalent Resistance 
Crystal Substitution Standard 
No .. Frequency Measurements Measurements 
(Mc/Sec) (Ohms) (Ohms) 
5 150 72 71 
5 183 100 101 
5 217 120 119 
5 283 100 III 
6 150 78 78 
6 183 113 115 
6 217 119 117 
6 283 70 89 
58 165 120 108 
67 150 63 60 
67 209 III 114 
67 270 69 77 
72 162 90 91 
72 197 110 115 
72 233 103 110 
72 269 75 80 
System were taken with a crystal dissipation of approximately one milliw.att 
while the data from the Crystal Substitution Measurements System were usually 
obtained at less than a 0.1 mw crystal dissipationo 
Many of the laboratory crystals have developed leaks as a result of re-
peated insertion in test socketso The leaks can account for resistance changes 
of several percent between the time of the Measurements Standard readings and 
the time of the substitution measurements. 
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A. FIRST PROTOTYPE MOUNT 
B. SECOND PROTOTYPE MOUNT 
Figure 62. Crystal Mounts for the Substitution Measurement System. 
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TABLE II 
MIN'Th1UM RESISTANCE AND CORRESPONDING FREQUENCY MEASURE:r:-.1ENTS OBTAINED WITH THE 
SD13STIT"JTION MEASIJREMENT SYS~ AND WITH THE CRYSTAL MEASUREMENTS ST:ANDARD SYSTEM 
Substitution Measurement Crystal Measurements 
Crystal System Standard Res. Freqa 
No" Frequency Resistance Power Frequency Resistance Error Error 
(Me/seer -rObIns) (Mw) (Me/Sec} (Ohms) C%) (%) 
5 15002999 73 0,,033 150 .. 3004 69 5~7 0,,00033 
5 183 0 6984 104 0 0 043 18306995 101 209 0,,00060 
5 217 .. 0974 128 00047 21700991 ll9 705 OeJOO078 
5 250'14957 131 00-10 25004980 122 11,,1 0000092 
5 28308948 III 0015 28308965 112 -009 0000060 
6 150.,3007 77 0003 15003015 ';77,,2 -8,,3 0 0 00053 
6 18307014 120 0,,048 183,,7015 117 21>5 0 .. 00005 
6 217,,1018 120 00039 21701042 ll8 1,,7 0 0 00110 
6 25005007 115 00039 250.,5027 112 2,,7 0000080 
6 28309006 89 0016 28399023 89 0,,0 0,,00060 
MA",,23 178,,1872 159 00065 178 0 1877 156 1,,9 0000028 
MA",,23 21005828 187 00078 21095832 189 -101 0000019 
MA",,23 2420.9766 185 0,,103 24209787 182 +06 0000045 
MA tn23 2751>3715 145 00108 27503725 144 0·7 0000036 
MA-24 178,,1825 152 0,,065 17801845 152 000 0,,00110 
MA-24 21005775 185 00078 210.,5789 185 0.0 0,,00066 
MA ... 24 242~9692 183 00107 t t 
MA~24 275,,3638 131 0(7122 27503663 127 301 0000091 
MA-25 17801969 159 0.,063 t t 
MA-25 21005945 161 0,,091 210.,5960 159 103 01100071 
MA",,25 242119905 147 00098 24209915 147 0.0 0,,00038 
MA-25 275.,3875 108 00120 27503880 109 -009 0,,00018 
MA-26 178.1887 124 00082 178 .. 1891 122 1.6 0 .. 00022 
MA-26 21,0" 5845 147 00099 210 .. 5853 146 0.7 0000038 
MA-26 242119781 161 00100 242,,9795 157 2.5 0,,00058 
MA ... 26 275 .. 3719 133 0,,110 275,,3738 130 2113 0.00069 
MA-35 178.1817 156 0<1062 178.1818 160 -2.5 0.00005 
MA-35 210,,5750 >200 00068 210.,5778 210 0,,00130 
MA",,35 242 .. 9666 192 00052 24209663 192 0.0 -0,,00012 
MA-35 27503594 162 0.107 27503605 159 1:.9 0 .. 00040 
MA-36 178a1668 »200 00048 178,,1671 410 0,,00017 
(Continued) 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
MINJNUM RESISTANCE AND CORRESP011J)ING FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS OBTAINED WITH THE 
SllBSTITUTION :MEASUREMENT SYSTEM AND WITH THE CRYSTAL MEASUREMENTS STANDARD SYSTEM 
Substitution Measurement Crystal Measurements 
C:rysta1 System Standard Res., Freq., 
No" Fre1uency Resistan.ce Power Frequency Resistance Error Error (Me Sec) (oEms) (Mw) (Me/Sec)· (onms) (%) (%) 
MA .... 37 178~1866 144 0~069 178<11872 144 000 0000034 
MA-37 21005806 192 00082 21005824 175 9.7 0000086 
MA-37 242~9729 >200 0.,050 242,,9738 202 0,,00037 
MA ... 37 27503639 167 00094 27503640 180 -703 01'.100004 
MA-58 1640 9976 118 00092 16409987 108 903 0000067 
MA ... 58 19409958 147 Oq075 194.,9977 133 10,,5 0000098 
MA .. 58 22409919 147 00127 22409935 155 -504 00 00071 
MA-58 2'5409898 137 00140 25409923 139 .... 1 0 5 0000098 
MA-58 28409851 93 .. 5 00 200 t t 
FA-67 149,,9825 61 00054 14909849 60 107 0900160 
FA-67 20909764 113 00126 20909766 114 -Jo9 0000009 
FA...67 269.9681 ,78 00157 26909683 77 103 0000007 
FA-106 165<,0601 4605 0.057 16500630, 44 507 0000170 
FA-106 23100846 45 00230 231.,0845 43 407 -0000004 
FA-106 29701026 «35 00240 297.1023 26 -0000010 
FA-115 17500703 37 00067 17500721 37 0.0 0000100 
FA-115 24501034 40 00100 24501034 38 5,,2 0 0 00000 
t Data not available because a spurious response was measuredQ 
An. examination of the crystal data has indicated that some of the crystals 
may not have been fir.m1y seated in the component mount when the original C~stal 
Measurements Standard runs were made. A change in the lineal position of the 
eyrsta1 by 0 0 12 em in the component mount of the Crystal Measurements Standard 
has' recently been found to change the equiv1ent ~esistance by 7 percent" A 
similar sOUX'ce of error in equivalent,.resistance determination was observed 
with the Substitution Measurements System mouut4 
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d. G Mcdificatiorls of the BC:l1::sti.tut,ior.:. M.easurement MO"..lnt" Further wc,rk 
to improve ~he a(::c~c..racy of the SlI::;stit~,ti0n Meas-,lremer.ts System was continu.ed" 
A st':.A:iy cf the possIble C9,uses of err.:::;:r has indicated that the majcr source of 
cordu.ctar..c:e measuremer..t err,.:,;:::" was the placement of the crystal with respect to 
the cer;.ter ccnductc:T of the 8omponent m;:yu;nt <> '.f:he referenJ.:::e plane of the Crystal 
MeasU!"'emer:;,ts Sta.~dard System is perper:d:ic-(:;.lar to the pins an.d tangent to the base 
of the crystal unit 0 For best data a.greemer.'.t, an identical mount should be used 
for 'the Su·"bstitt~,ti\.:m System, howev€::,., the nature of the Substituticn System pro-~ 
hibits this arrangement" 
Wit.;h e:i.ther the Measure:rr;.er:..ts Standard System or the Sul:;,stitution Measuremerlt 
System: the p.bysic9,l spacing between the crystal base and the measu.rement plane 
greatl:v affects the resulting data o The mOllnt of :;he Measurements Standard 
System has been standardized S0 that the meaS';;.rement plane is in contact with 
the crystal base" With t.he fi~st and sec:JT ... d prototype mounts i"or the Substi-
t"J.tiorr System the spac.;::i.'2gs between the measuremerrt plane and crystal base were 
approx.:L"rllately 0 .. 2 em ard 0 .. 1 !.-;:m., respectively ... 
The spacing t:etweer the crystal base and the measurement plane for the 
second. mou,nt could not be appre,~iably reduced without shcrting the center con-
du\:!tcr of the mO'J,nt tc.! the crystal can.. However} ceGause of the compound curva ... 
tu.re o:f the center conductor of the first mm;;nt Jl the spacing between the point 
of co~tact with the c:rystal ]:.:i,E a.nii. the base of the crystal could be made 
neglig:i.ble>(1 Also, the p:r..ysi.'~al ,~onst:;:I1(!tion of the first mount more closely 
resembled. that the Measurements Standard System mo-u.Et., 
'I'he first prototype m;:,unt (Figure 62A) was rebuilt by recessing the grounded 
pin connect:or so that the crystal base would be in contact with the measurement 
plane (J '::;:he seccr..,i connection t;:; the center conductc.r was prcv ided by drilling 
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two intersecting hol.es as shown in Figure 63., A metal plunger and spring were 
inserted into the hole along the conductor axis as showno The other hole was 
made smaller than the hole along the axis and only slightly larger than the 
crystal pin so that the spring pressure could provide good electrical and 
mechanical eonnections. The holes, because of their small diameters, should 
not appreciably affect the impedance of the transmission line., 
The position of the crystal in the mounts causes only relatively small 
errors in the measurement of the crystal resonant frequency and thus cannot 
account for tb= frequency errors shown in Table IIo Remeasurements of both the 
substitution data and the Measurements Standard data indicated that the major 
portions of the errors were due to crystal parameter changeso The Measurements 
Standard data had been obtained several months previously., During the interven-
ing time, the crystals had aged and some had even developed small vacuum leakso 
The room temperature during the Standard runs was 70°F or less compared to about 
~--- HOLE FOR CRYSTAL PIN 
PLUNGER --~~ 
SPRING --~~~ 
Figure 63. Cross ..section View of the Center Conductor of the 
Substitution Mount., 
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95°F during the substitution measurements. These factors resulted in appre-
ciable changes in the resonant frequencies of the crystals. In some cases, 
the changes were compensating and resulted in accuracies better than the normal 
capabilities of the equipment. To obtain a valid comparison, the crystals 
must be measured by both systems at approximately the same time and under as 
nearly identical conditions as possible. 
The Measurements Standard data were rerun by setting up the Admittance 
Meter for half-wavelength line measurements at each crystal overtone response 
to eliminate the digital computer calculations. The maximum conductances 
were determined by varying the signal generator frequency, obtaining a null, 
observing the conductance, and then changing the frequency by a small increment. 
This process was repeated until the maximum conductance was found. The con-
ductance and frequency were then recorded. Corresponding measurements were 
then obtained with the substitution system. The approximate time required for 
the Measurements Standard data was 20 to 30 minutes per response compared to 
about 3 minutes per response for the substitution system. 
Table III shows a comparative summary of the measurements by the two 
methods. The maximum error in the substitution resistance measurements is less 
than 4 percent and the maximum error in the substitution frequency measurements 
is less than 0.0002 percent with respect to the Measurements Standard System data. 
Shortly after the above data were obtained, the crystal diode of the 
crystal mount became defective because of stress resulting from repeated 
insertion of the crystals and resistors. The body of this diode was in 
contact with the crystal at one point when the crystal was properly posi-
tioned in the mount. When the defective diode was replaced, a different mount-
ing procedure was employed. The diode was recessed further into the mount, as 
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TABLE III 
MIN~JM RESISTANCE AND COFL~SPONDING FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS OBTAINED 
WITH THE SUBSTITUTION MEASUF~NT SYSTEM AND WITH THE CRYSTAL 
MEASUREMENTS STANDARD SYSTEM -
Substitution Measurement Crystal Measurements 
Crystal System Standard Res .. Freq. 
No.,. Frequency Resistance Frequency Resista.nce Error Error 
(Me/Sec) (Obms) (Me/Sec) (Ohms) (%) (%) 
c:: 00975 127 217.,0976 125 +1 .. 6 -0.00005 ./ 
5 250.4960 130 25004959 129 008 0.00004 
5 283,,8947 106 28308949 105 160 -0 .. 00007 
6 217,,1018 116 217,,1015 115 0,,9 0.00014 
6 250,,5010 110 25005008 109 0 .. 9 0000008 
6 28309009 85 28309007 85 0110 0.00007 
MA-23 17801870 154 178 ~1872 149 3.4 0.00011 
MA 210G5827 187 21005827 182 2,,8 0.00000 
MA-23 09769 170 09766 167 IG8 0.00012 
MA ... 24 17801822 149 178,,1825 145 2.8 -0 .. 00017 
MA-24 21005771 177 21005772 172 2.9 -0,,00005 
MA-24 24209690 164 242Q9690 162 1002 0.00000 
MA-..25 17801970 150 178,,1970 153 -1.9 0.00000 
MA 21005948 153 2100591£ 155 -1.3 01100000 
MA-25 24209902 143 242~9905 143 0.0 -0 .. 00012 
MA-26 17801886 122 17801887 119 2,,5 -0 .. 00006 
MA 210,,5846 139 210.,5843 141 -1,,4 0.00015 
MA-35 17801818 155 178,,1818 157 -1,,3 ,.0.00000 
MA-35 210 .. 5752 182 21005754 185 -106 -0.00010 
MA ... 37 17801868 140 178,,1867 139 0.7 0.00006 
MA .... 37 210,,5807 172 210,,5807 175 -1.7 0 .. 00000 
FA..o7 26909675 72 26909670 72 0 .. 0 0 .. 00018 
may be seen in Figure 64 so that no contact could be made with the crystal unit. 
The characteristics of the new diode were essentially the same as those of 
the original unit 0 A large part of the original data was rerun to verify this. 
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Figu.re 640 Crystal Mount for the Substitution Measurement System. 
Another crystal mount essentially identical to that shown in Figure 64 
was constr'"llCted and sent to USASRDL for evaluation (1 
eo Measuremer..t Data and Analyses (1 Complete substitution measurement 
dB.ta were o1:~tain.ed for 12 crystal overtone responses between 200 and 300 mc/seco 
The data are shown in Table IVo 
For ccmps.ri son purposes, the Crystal Measurements Standard System was used 
to obtain data comparable to the substitution data. The Standard System is 
capal)le of providing data for the calculation of actual crystal Q; however, 
the calculations are very involved 0 Also ., the comparison of Q t with Q would 
not separate ·the measurement error of the Substitution System from the inherent 
err or due to the way in whic h Qt is definedo Thus, the Standard System was used 
t o determine only the values of admittance of fr' f l , and f 2
0 A half-wavelength 
lir.Le was used between the A:1mi ttance Meter and the crystal mount so that direct 
TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF RESISTANCE AND Q ~ MEASUREMENTS 
Crystal 
Substitution Measurement System Measurement 
Crystal Frequency ~ Me LSee ) Standard t:rj f 1'1 f2 G G R R 1-'. No .. r max min min QI min Qt Error Error :::s 




FA..J)7 209.9767 209.9807 9,600 
(l) 
209 .. 9731 9 .. 1 1.0 110 10}100 109 +0.9 +5~0 "0 0 
Ii 
210 .. 5832 210.5817 210.,5845 5 .. 6 183 +6.6 
c+ 
MA",*23 1.0 179 25,300 23,700 -2.2 "" 
'"d 
217.0985 217.0974 217 .. 0994 8 .. 3 1 .. 0 123 33,100 123 
Ii 
No .. 5 33,200 0.0 -003 0 c..... 
(l) 
No.6 806 24,800 116 27~400 .J3 .9 
n 
217 .. 1022 217 .. 1007 217,,1039 1,,0 117 +0.9 c+ Ol 
t 
f--i ~ f\) Noo 12 219,,9821 219.9810 219 .. 9833 7.4 1.1 134 34,900 129 28,000 +3 .. 9 +22.0 0 +- " I 
FA-l04 23009356 230 .. 9340 230 .. 9374 14.0 24,100 23,600 +2.4 
:x> 
2.3 71.5 71.0 +0.7 1-
0 
245.1036 245 .. 0997 245 .. 1066 3.6 14,300 13,600 +4,8 
II) 
FA-115 25.5 39 39 0.0 I f--i 
f--i 
3..Jtl 274.5305 274.5287 274 .. 5321 14.2 2.4 70.4 '" 28,500 69.6 28,000 +1.2 +2.0 
I 
f--i 
279.0407 279 .. 0386 279 .. 0427 23.6 42.4 26,800 41.0 24,800 +3 .. 4 
f\) 
FA-91 2.7 +7·9 
p:l 
No.5 283.8949 283 .. 8918 283.8971 9.6 2 .. 5 104 16,100 104 13,000 0.0 +23.7 a 
I 
No.6 283.9009 283.8983 283 .. 9032 2.8 82 .. 7 18,400 82 .. 0 14,800 +24.4 
f--i 
12.1 +0 .. 9 \.)J 
FA-I05 296.8921 296.8893 296.8946 23.1 6 .. 0 43 .. 2 18,000 41.8 17,600 +303 +3.0 
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admittance readings would be obtained without the use of a digital computer. 
The half-wavelength line reduced the accuracy of the data slightlyo The crystal 
drive level, as indicated by an r-f voltmeter, was kept small and approximately 
the same in both measurement systems. 
Previous data had indicated that the substitution system could determine 
the resonant frequency, f , with approximately the same accuracy as the Standard 
r 
System; however, this indication was again verified by changing the frequency 
slightly during the Standard System measurements to determine if a greater 
Gmax could be found. For the 12 responses measured, the values remained the 
same 4 Both conductance (G or G ) and susceptance (B ) were recorded at the r max r 
frequency f • 
r 
Conductances and susceptances at frequencies fl and f2 were then measured 
The minimum conductance, G • , was not 
m~n 
measured with the Standard System because of the time involved~ 
All of the data were corrected on the Admittance Meter correction charts. 
The resonant susceptance, B , was subtracted from the susceptance at each of 
r 






B - B 2 r 
B t -B t 
1 2 
= ArcTan ~ + Arc Tan ~---
1 G2 
The Standard System measured and calculated data are also shown in 
Table N. 
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At some of the responses, the current data were compared with circle dia-
gram data} which had been obtained previously, to determine the angle~. In 
each case the angle was found to be between 40 and 50 degrees, as predicted by 
theory a 
In all cases, the error in the determination of R. by substitution 
mln 
measurements was less than ± 4 percent with respect to the Standard System 
data~ The disagreement in Q' was less than ±.10 percent in all e~ept three 
cases 0 In these three cases, poorer accuracy was expected due to the poor 
crystal overtone responsese 
Information about the quality of a crystal response can be obtained while 
steps 1 and 2 are being performed by observing the oscillographic patterns of 
the crystal responseso Typical responses are shown in Figure 65. Figure 65(a) 
shows a relatively-spurious-free, low-resistance, high~ response. Figure 65(b) 
is a respor~e which is equally spurious-free but which has higher resistance 
and thus lower Q 0 Poorer accuracy may be expected in determining the value 
of Q for this response due to the gradual slope of the sides of the response. 
Figure 65(c) shows a low resistance but highly distorted responseo The distor-
tion is produced by the lossy crystal holder as was described for a theoretical 
crystal in the Final Report of Contract No. DA-36-039 SC-78910. At higher fre-
quency responses, the distortion would become more severe. At frequencies near 
the holder resonant frequency, the response would be e.s,sentially the inverse 
of Figure 65(a) or 65(b). Figure 65(d) shows a crystal response with a spur-
iOlls response occurring very near the main response o Calculation of Q by the 
substitution method is very difficult for a response of this type o Figure 65(e) 
shows a crystal with spurious response of lower resistance than the main re-
sponse 0 The separation between the two responses is adequate,; however, the 
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Figure 65. Typical Sweep Display with the Substitution Measurement System. 
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usefulness of such a crystal WC':1Id 1:e q<:.::<estiortat:e <> .F:i.gll:re 65(f) shews two 
phenomena;) First;, the response is In.verteri as merr:::ioLed ab;::.ve <> Sec;ond, a 
discontinuity oc:;urs because cf exeessive drtve ~l.evela 
Of the responses Qf' FigCi.:re 65 J only Figrlre 6~;( a:: represe'C.ts a completely 
satisfactory crystalo ::'he Su.bsti~~uti(;rJ. Meas~c..remer.:.ts System.,! however J is 
capable of deterlli.1.!:,ilJ.g G and, S ...... , fer any crystal. respcr .. se (> Fig'l.lre 61 
max m.L_. 
shows the regiorJ. where each resista,r::;e :is mea$L(,red. .fer· the :ideal response of 
Figure 65(a) (1 Where dis:!')'C."ti.!u:ities O(!C;l.'r., su.ch as in Figt;.re 65(f);I the 
maximum and minimum resistan\~e va:':'.iJ.eS are completely meaLl.ngless (> 
The crystal Q may be measure:i J 1:Y'j·se of the proced:t:tre descr!bed pre ~., 
viously, for most of the responses of Figure 65, but will be meaningful only 
for responses similar to t:hat of Figure 65( a) and possibly 65(b) and 65( c:; 0 
This restriction is not considered to te severe si'C,;,ce ouly the response of 
Figure 6 5( a) can be used to satisf'actcri~y c~::,nt:rol the freql:er:.cy of current 
oscillator types o 
f 0' A Complete HighuFrequency Crystal Imp~dance Met.e;:"u The Sub= 
sti t14tion Measurements System as disc'L:<.sse:i :in the previous sect:L:t1S may be 
used as the basis for a high~frequency Crystal Impedance Meter;) ~he :i.r ... str:1~ 
ment could be completely self <=o::!ontained, including provisions for determining 
frequency., A typical blo:~k di.agram is shown in. :FigJ.re 66 <> The Sweep =;Prequency 
Synthesizer should. be capable of generating ary frequency i::..'. the range from. 
150 to 300 me/sec with provisions fer frequency deviation from zero to at least 
25 kc/seco The generated frequen("!y s.ho'uJ..d be kr;".)wn to better than one part 
in 10
6
" The o'U,tpu.t mus.t; be re::atively free of spu.riOlu3 frequencies 0 Prcblems 
might be encoillltered in packag!ng the device in a s·u.fficiently small space 0 
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SWEEP· SENSITIVE 
FREQUENCY - CRYSTAL - D-C ..... MOUNT ..... SYNTHESIZER OSCILLOSCOPE 
.l 
SWEE P SYNCHRONIZA nON 
Figure 66 <) A Prototype High .... Frequency Crystal Impedance Meter" 
The Crystal Mount of Figure 66 would be similar to those described in the 
previous sections and would include the shorted stub necessary to anti resonant 
the crystal ur~er test 
The Sensitive D-e: Oscilloscope should have a vertical d .... c sensitivity of 
approximately 3 mv/cm and a stability of better than 0,,1 mv/minD Only one 
sweep speed would be required but the sweep must be synchronized with the 
sweep of the synthesizer" A 3-inch-diameter oscilloscope tube should be ade-
quate if an auxiliary meter were used for final adjustmentsc 
For production crystal test:ing.9 such an instrument could be precalibrated 
so that the use of substitution resistors would not be necessary" Zones of 
acceptance could be marked. on the oscilloscope as shown in Figure 67 G In this 
figure, the bottom of the first minimum mu.st fall in Zone 1 for the maximum 
conductance and frequency to be wi thin acceptable limits" The spurious re.-
sponses, to be acc:eptable (not too close to the maln response and of sufficiently 
small conductance), must fall wi.thin Zone 2" The base line of the response 
must fall above Acceptance Line I to insure that the minimum crystal conduc-
tance is sufficiently small" The acceptable range of susceptive~component 
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ACCEPTANCE 
LINE 1 
Figure 67. Typical Zones of Acceptance for Production Crystals 0 
values could be marked on the shorted stub. An acceptance on the basis of Q 
could be decided from the slope of the sides of the main response. 
5D Crystal Characteristics 
a o Drive Level Effects.. Various parameters of quartz crystals are 
known to be affected by the degree to which the crystal is electrically driven. 
These effects have been examined to determine the possible errors of the 
Crystal Measurements Standard System and of the Substitution Measurement System 
due to the lack of precise drive level control. 
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As has been previously mentioned, the crystal drive level was kept small 
and approximately the same for both measurement systems. The sensitivities of 
both systems permitted measurements to be made with drive levels as small as 
0.01 mwn Typical measurements were made at a level of about 0.1 illWo The 
drive level for the substitution measurement system was estimated from pre-
determined r-f voltage versus d-c voltage calibrations of the crystal mount 
diode. The drive level for the Crystal Measurements Standard System was esti-
mated from r-f voltage measurements at the component mount at high drive levelsa 
The attenuator on the Marconi Signal Generator was then used to reduce the 
drive level by the desired amount. 
Typical measurements indicated that the drive ~vel did not appreciably 
affect the values obtained for G or G .. To determine.the frequency effects, max mln 
one crystal response (FA-91 at 279 mc/sec) was examined in the Crystal Measure-
ments Standard System at three drive levels, 0~01, 0.1 and 1.0 mw. The con-
ductance and susceptance curves at each drive level are shown in Figure 680 A 
Smith Chart diagram of the same data is shown as Figure 69~ The departure of 
points from the circle of Figure 69 is within the accuracy of the Standard Sys-
tem since a half-wavelength rather than a short line was used between the 
Admittance Meter and the component mount. As may be observed from the figures, 
the values of G ,G., and Q' of the crystal are affected very little by the max mln 
drive level variations; however, the variations in frequency are relatively 
much more noticeable. (Here, the relative importance of each variation is 
based upon the desired and obtainable measurement accuracy of each parameter. 
If absolute measurements could be made, the effects of drive level on frequency 
might well be much less, by percentage, than the effects on other quantities.) 
Similar variations were observed with the substitution measurement system 
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Figure 69. Effects of Drive Level on Crystal Admittance Characteristics. 
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marked on Figure 68 for two drive levels. 
To minimize the drive level effects, the measurements described in the 
previous section were made at drive levels of less than 0.1 mw. Drive levels 
were also kept approximately the same for the two measurement systems. 
be Temperature Characteristics. During the initial investigations 
of crystal-controlled vacuum-tube oscillator circuits, frequency variations 
which could be correlated with ambient temperature variations were observed. 
In these circuits, precise temperature control of the crystal was not possi-
ble because of the short leads required for proper oscillator operation and 
because of the large amount of heat dissipated by the circuit (typically 5 
watts). A knowledge of the frequency-temperature characteristics of the 
crystals was thus desirable~ 
The procedure for determining the frequency-temperature characteristics 
of crystals consisted of heating the crystals in a small crystal oven, mea-
suring the temperature by means of a thermocouple, and measuring the frequency 
with the Substitution Measurement Systemo A suitable thermocouple was pre-
pared from 32-gauge Advance Alloy Driver Harris wire and 34-gauge copper wire. 
The temperature calibration of such a thermocouple is given in Table V. A 
Leeds and Northrup portable precision potentiometer was used to measure the 
o~tput voltage~ 
The crystal, whose characteristics were to be determine~was placed in a 
modified James Knights Model JK09S crystal oven. The modifications to the oven 
consisted of shorting the thermostat terminals, providing a base plug to fit 
the substitution crystal mount and providing a hole in the top of the case for 
the thermocouple wires 0 The thermocouple wires were soldered directly to the 
crystal can. 
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TABLE V 
THERMOCOUPLE TEMPERATURE CALIBRATION FOR 
32 -GAUGE AnV ANCE AI.JJJY DRIVER. HARRIS AND 34 -GAUGE COPPER WIRES 
Temperature Output 'J!emperature Output Temperature Output 
---r60 i " vi (Mv) (6C) (Mv) ( be) (Mv) 
25 0.,918 51 1 .. 929 76 20950 
26 0,,956 52 1$969 77 21>992 
27 00994 53 20009 78 30034 
28 1,,032 54 2,,049 79 3,,076 
29 1,,070 55 2 .. 089 80 30117 
30 10109 56 2,,130 81 3,,160 
31 10147 57 2,,170 82 3,,202 
32 1<>185 58 2,,210 83 3,,244 
33 10224 59 2,,251 84 30287 
34 1.,262 60 20291 85 30329 
35 1,,301 61 2 .. 332 86 30371 
36 1<>339 62 2,,373 87 30414 
37 10379 63 20414 88 3,,457 
38 1,,417 64 2,,454 89 30499 
39 10456 65 20495 90 30542 
40 10495 66 2 .. 536 91 30585 
41 1e534 67 2,,577 92 3,,628 
42 10573 68 2,,618 93 3,,671 
43 1,,613 69 2,,660 94 3,,714 
44 106 70 20701 95 30756 
45 10691 71 2Q742 96 3 0 800 
46 10730 72 20784 97 30843 
47 1,,770 73 20825 98 30886 
48 1,,810 74 2 .. 867 99 30930 
49 10850 75 20903 100 30973 
50 10889 
An adjustabl.e a-c voltage was applied to the oven heater so that the oven 
temperature could be increased or decreased at any desired rate and so that 
the temperature could be held relatively constant at any desired temperature" 
The test crystal is displaced by about 3 cm from the substitution com-
penent mOI.lut by the internal lead length of the oven <> The resonant frequency 
of the crystal cannot" therefore, be directly measuredc- However, distinct volt ... 
age maximums and minimums are still obtained with the Substitution Measurement 
System a Any of these maximums or minimums may be used to determine the 
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frequency-temperature characteristic. Since the spurious responses could have 
coefficients which are slightly different from that of the main response, the 
main or lower frequency response is generally chosen for the measurements. 
The shape of an overtone response was observed on the oscilloscope of the 
Substitution Measurement System as the temperature was varied over a wide 
range c) No noticeable change in the shape occurred" Thus any maximum or 
minimum of voltage can be expected to have the same frequency dependence on 
temperature as the resonant frequency. 
A photograph of the equipment used for measuring the temperature coef-
ficients is shown in Figure 70~ The block diagram of the equipment is shown 
in Figure 714 The procedure consists of adjusting the Variac to some small 
output voltage and then permitting the oven temperature to stabilize. The 
Figure 700 Photograph of the Crystal Temperature-Coefficient 
Measurement Setup" 
thermocouple voltage is read from the potentiometer and the reference tempera-
ture of the potentiometer is observed. The frequency is read by reducing the 
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MARCONI IFI BERKELEY 
SIGNAL WIDE-BAND FREQUENCY 
GENERATOR .... CHAIN - METER -MODEL AMPLIFIERS MODEL 
TF/l066/1 MODEL 530 5570 & 5580 
~~ 
" 
SUBST ITUTION HEWLETT· 
TEKTRONIX MEASUREMENT PACKARD 





LEEDS & OVEN JK09S 
VARIAC .... CRYSTAL - - NORTHRUP - r- PRECISION AND 
POTENTIOMETER 
THERMOCOUPLE 
71. Block Diagram of the Crystal Temperature-Coefficient 
Measurement Set-Up. 
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sweep to zero deviation while adjusting the Signal Generator to the desired 
maximum or minimumo All data are recorded and the voltage of the Variac is 
again increased. 
To determine the time required for the oven temperature to stabilize, 
a data run was made for one crystal by increasing the temperature rapidly 
to a temperature of 75°C) permitting the oven to stabilize for 20 minutes at 
this temperature, and then decreasing the temperature by removing all voltage 
from the crystal oven o The open loop characteristic of Figure 72 was ob-
tained. The crystal frequency changed by only a small amount during the 
stabilization period at 75°C because of the approaching flat portion of the 
curve 0 The true temperature characteristic of the crystal must lie within 
the open loop and can be obtained for either increasing or decreasing tempera-
ture (the same curve will be obtained in either case) by permitting adequate 
time for stabilization at each temperature. A time of 8 minutes was found to be 
more than adequate for this purpose o Thus, a time of 8 minutes was permitted 
for stabilization at each temperature for each of the characteristics re-
corded. 
The characteristics for several additional crystals are shown in Figures 
73, 74, 75, and 760 For a few of the crystals, temperature runs were made 
for two overtone frequencies spaced over the expected frequency range of 
interest. The frequency change in parts per million per degree Centigrade 
was found to be approximately the same at each overtone frequency for any 
particular crystalo Therefore, only one temperature run was made for most 
of the crystals~ An overtone frequency was chosen somewhere near the middle 
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Figure 76. Temperature Coefficients of Crystals FA-4o, FA-89, FA-91, and lA. 
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All of the crystals except on2 2'V>!) shmved a negative frequency-
temperature characteristic a~_; J.:'oom One other crystal (crystal 
FA-67) showed an irregular temperat.ure c:la:racte!'istic 0 The temperature run 
for this crystal was repeated several times and the same results were obtained 
each time.. Most of the crystals shOll]ed smooth characteristics with the zero 
temperature coefficient points occurring at telI!peratures between 60° and 90°C IJ 
rrhe slope of the f:requen(;y~t;emperature curve was determined for each 
crystal at a temperature of 25°C (nominal laboratory temperature) to serve as 
figure of merit for the crystal Q I]'he data 8.?'e sh8wn in ~rable VIo 
TABLE VI 
TEIVlPERATURE COEFFICIEN~rS OF SE\lERAI, IABOHATORY CRYSTALS 
Crystal Temperature Coeffo at 25°C 
No o }i're Juency gycleEZOC PPMZoC 
(Mc Sec) ~ 
lA 220 -180 -0.82 
2W 175 +30 +0.,17 
2W 275 +60 +0,,21 
3W 275 ·-300 -1.,10 
5 150 ,-69 -0,,46 
5 283 -,133 -0,,47 
6 283 ,·160 -0. 
12 219 -190 -0. 
FA 40 195 -0.69 
FA 67 209 -175 -0,,84 
FA 89 -,140 -0.65 
FA 91 217 -0.75 
FA 105 231 ,-250 -1.08 
FA 115 245 -0 0 63 
FA 117 245 -270 -1.10 
4. High-Frequency Crystal-Controlled Oscillators 
a. Introduction. The initial effort of the investigation of high-
frequency oscillator circuits consisted of revievdng available literature, 
including reports on prior contracts Existing vacuum-tube oscillator units, 
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constructed on prior contracts, were again placed in operation.. Previously, 
beat~frequency techniques had been used to confirm the presence of crystal~ 
controlled oscillations.. A recognizable audio tone from a heterodyne frequency 
meter indicated crystal control whereas the absence of such a tone and, parti-
cularly, the presence of a high noise level indicated a noncrystal-controlled 
oscillation having random frequency variations of several hundreds or thousands 
of cycles per second. A re-evaluation of this test method indicated that the 
presence of squegging could not generally be detected.. When the frequency is 
cou,nted on a Berkeley frequency meter system, any squegging becomes evident 
because of nonlinearities in the system .. 
When again placed in operation, many of the previously constructed vacuUffi-
tube oscillators were found to squegg. The s~uegging rate was typically between 
50 and 400 kc/seco .similar difficulties were encountered with many of the 
recently constructed oscillators described in this report. 
Many attempts were made to eliminate the squegging of the various vacuum-
tu:be oscillators by conventional means 0 These attempts inc.luded changing the 
values of grid-coupling capacitors and grid return resistors, changing the 
plate and cathode by-pass and decoupling components, shifting the ground points 
and grounding methods, and changing components in the r-f circuits.. Methods 
were not found to eliminate the squegging of some of the oscillators .. 
Changes in r-f circuitry were found to be more effective in reducing the 
squegging than changes in by-pass components" For example, with all of the 
oscillators except the capacitance-bridge oscillator, inductors were used in 
parallel with the crystals to provide antiresonance. This action is illus-
trated in Figure 77 where an uncompensated crystal response and a properly 
compensated response are showno Any choice of compensating inductor which 
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Figure 77 .. Inductive Crystal Compensation. 
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placed the crystal response at positions other than approximate~ centered on 
the condu.ctance axis generally produced sCluegging. 
No other general difficulties were encountered in the construction of 
vaC;.I'.llIl."t;~,l:::;e oscillators; however, each oscillator showed various individualities 
whi(~h lIrill be discussed later. 
Each vacu1~~-t~be oscillator was tested with a sufficient number of cry-
stals to dete:rm.ine roughly the freCluency range of operation and the reCluired 
crystal quality q Fig~e 77 serves to define the terms R and R. as used max mJ.n 
in the descriptions of the oscil.lators 0" The frequency of operation was 
generally "near the frequency at which R. occurred, as indicated by the sub= mJ.n 
stitu.tion measurement system." 
During the latter part of the contract period, three sample Texas Instru-
ments transistors of the 2Nl400 series were obtained for oscillator investiga-
ticnso These transistors were reported to be capable of oscillation at fre-
quencies as high as 500 me/sec. One of the t~ansistors was defective and 
another was damaged during the course of experiments. 
Both free-running and crystal .. .controlled transistor oscillators were 
CO:.lstr:.l.ctedo Cr,ystal control was obtained at frequencies as high as 300 
me/sec 0 Typical frequency stabilities were an order of magnitude better 
than obtained with typical vacuum-tube oscillators. Frequency variations 
with both temperature and supply voltage were briefly investigated. Typical 
frequ.enc:.y variations with temperature followed very close~ with the frequency 
vari.ations of the crystal. alone. 
Some of the oscillators were also tested with a Philco Type 2N502 trans-
istcr tl :rhe resu.lts were very similar to that obtained with the Texas Instru-
~e _Cathode to{;oupled Oscillator ~ The csthode =cou.pled 
oscillator circr'J.i t is a. lcwer=frequ.ency crystal=co:"ltrolJ..ed oscillator circ'u.it 
ol. 
investigated and described by Armour 0' • A model of this osclll.ator was con"", 
stru.cted to operate at 150 me/sec by following the detail.ed. steps outlir:.ed 
by Armour" Specifications of wire size, spacing, cumber of tU.'!'11S, and other 
details were closely followed" When the coils were checked on a Bo ont are Model 
l60A or Model 170A QcMeter, the values agreed very closely with those speci,~ 
fied" However, in the c:lrcui t, the requ:1,red ir:rl:u.ctances a:'ffererl widely 0 
Because of differences in stray capacitances, the values of inductaLces had 
to be changed by as much as 50 percerrt to o'btain proper oper9.t:1.cno After 
following Armour's t~ne=llp pro·~ed:lres the oscillator was satisfactclrily 
crystal controlled at. 150 me/sec 0 Oll.t:pU.t was obtal~.'.ed by lccsely c:;':1plir,g a 
picku.:p coil to the plate inductance of one of the tlites 0 After amplific.at1.or. 
by two IFI Model 530 wide ~b8.nd ampl:1.:fiers ,<t the 01AtPUt f:!"eq:lency was cOlln~ed 
di.rectly by the Berkeley frequency meter and converter" Because of non,., 
linearitles (possibly ir" the w'idee"')ar-.:.d amplifiers) so::.rre O'J,tP:.lt was aval1ab.le 
at 300 me/sec (1 A photograph of this oscillator is shOWI:'. in Fig~.re 78!J 
Armour does not gIve design prccedu.:res for the cO~l.S",ru.c;t1.cn ()f ()scilla= 
tors fo~ frequencies abcve 15C me/seeo However J from the same basic circ~it 
cov..figuration with redu'ced lead lengths and ind.l1.ctanc€s scaled from the 150 
me/sec unit, an oscillator which operated satisfactorily with crystal FA.E9 
f . . 
Gruen, Ho Eo and Plait, Ao OOe~ A study of C::J:stal q~cill!::!:-or Circui~o Final 
Report, Contract No" DA=36=039 sct:64609, Armour ResearCh Four..d8.tion of Illi= 
neis Institute cf Technology, Chicago, 14 August 19570 
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Figure 780 The 150-Mc/Sec Cathode -Coupled OSc ,illator <> 
at 217 me/sec was constructed. A photograph of this oscillator is shown in 
Figu.re 79 (I The crystal "\>las moved to the underneath side of the chassis to re-
duce the lead lengths and to reduce the heating from the vacuum tube" Instabil-
ities due to heating of the crystal had been obserVed for the 150-mc/sec oscdllator " 
Figu.re 79 <> The 217 -Me/Sec Cathode -Coupled Oscil.1ator <> 
The circuit configuration (same for both oscillators) is shown in Figure 80e 
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i.nstabilities of less than ± 10 cycles per second. for periods of several seconds 0 
Continuous recordings of frequency variations could not be made because of the 
lack of the necessary equipment.. Likewise, faci1ities were not available for 
determining the effects of temperature changes .. 
(2) The Capaci.tance -Bridge Oscillator.. A capacitance -bridge 
osci.llator unit, origir:.ally described in Progress Report Nos .. 1 and 2 of Contract 
No .. DA-36-039 se -71191, was again placed in operation.. A photograph of this 
unit with minor component modifications made to improve the tuning characteristics 
is shown in Figure 810 The basic circuit diagram of the unit is shown in Figure 820 
Figure 810 The 250-Mc/Sec Capacitance-Bridge Oscillatoro 
The oscillator is tuneable from 200 to 250 mc/see and was operated with crystal 
FA-89 at 217 me/seco 
Another variation of this oscillator was constructed to operate~ from 230 
to above 300 me/sec with a Mallory Inductuner as the chassis.. One section of 
the Inductuner was used as the plate coil.. The cathode coil was etched from a 
double ~clad copper-laminated phenolic board with the cathode loop on one side 
and a Faraday shield on the other side o No provisions were made for tuning the 
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Figure 82. The Capacitance-Bridge Oscillator Circuit Diagram. 
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cathode coil o Oscillations were never obtained with this unit, possibly because 
of insufficient coupling between the plate and cathode coils~ 
Still another model of the capacitance-bridge oscillator was constructed 
entirely on a tube socket" This method of construction, which provided a mini-
mum length of lead, is shown in Figure 830 Oscillations were obtained, but crys-
tal control was not, probably because of the absence of a Faraday shield" 
Figure 830 The Unitized Capacitance-Bridge Oscillator Circuit Diagramo 
SCluegging was again observed with some forms of the capacitance-bridge oscillatoro 
(3) The Plate-Degenerative Oscillator. Three plate-degenerative 
oscillator units were described in Progress Report Noso 1 and 2 of Contract No" 
DA-36-039 SC-71191o The total freCluency range covered by the units is 140 to 
330 me/sec (140 to 220 mc/sec for the first, 200 to 300 me/sec for the second, 
and 260 to 330 me/sec for the third) 0 The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 84 
and is the same for all units, except for minor changes 0 A photograph of the 
second unit j,s shown in Figure 85" 
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Crystal FA-89 was used in both the first and second units to obtain crys-
stal-controlled osci11ations at 217 mc/secD The tune-up procedure for obtaining 
crystal control with the plate-degenerative oscillator was less critical than 
Figure 850 The 200- to 300~c/Sec Plate-Degenerative O~cillatoro 
for any of the other oscillators but at the same time the stability was poorer o 
Squegging was also observed with the highest frequency unito 
(4) The Grid-Degenerative Oscillator 0 The grid-degenerative 
oscillator is basi.cally a grounded...grid oscillator with the grounding of the 
grid accomplished through a compensated crystal o The circuit diagram is 
shown in Figure 86 0 Over a moderate frequency range, the parallel resonant 
circuit consisting of the compensating inductance and the crystal capacitance 
produces a high-impedance antiresonance in the grid circuit to prevent oscilla-
tionso At crystal overtone response, the grid is grounded by the resonant re-
sistance of the crystal to provide the necessary condition for oscillations" 
A fixed-tuned model of this oscillator was designed to operate at 250 
mc/seco Typical crystal resistances at this frequency were, however, too 
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Figure 86. The Grid-Degenerative Oscillator Circuit Diagram. 
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high to permit oscillations to occur. Oscillations were readily obtained by 
replacing the crystal with a resistance or other low-impedance deviceo A 
photograph of a grid-degenerative oscillator is shown in Figure 87. 
Figure 870 The 250~c/Sec Grid-Degenerative Oscillator. 
(5) The Modified Grounded-Grid Oscillator. The modified 
grounded-grid oscillator is essentially a grounded-grid oscillator with the 
crystal in series with the cathode feed-back path. The circuit diagram is 
shown in Figure 880 A model of this oscillator, tuneable over the frequency 
range from 200 to 250 mc/sec, was constructed. When the oscillator was tested, 
squegging occl1Tred over the entire tuning rangeo The squegging was eliminated 
between the frequencies of 210 and 220 mc/sec by carefully positioning the 
cathode coil with respect to the plate coilo Crystals FA-89 and 6 both pro-
vided crystal control at 217 mc/seco Crystal 12 provided control at 219 
mc/seco The stability of this oscillator was comparable to that of the cathode-
coupled oscillator at 217 mc/seco A photograph of this oscillator unit is 
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The Modified Grounded-Grid OscillRtor Circuit Diagram. 
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shown in Figure 89. 
Figure 89. The 200- to 300~c/Sec Modified Grounded-Grid Oscillator. 
(6) The Cathode-Degenerative Oscillator. The cathode-degenera-
tive oscillator is a tuned-plate tuned-grid oscillator with the cathode returned 
through a compensated crystal. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 90. 
Except at crystal overtone frequencies, the cathode impedance is sufficiently 
high to prevent oscillations from occurring. With the triode vacuum tube, the 
plate-to-grid capacitance is sufficient to maintain oscillations, even with 
relatively high impedances in the cathode circuit. No coupling between the 
plate and grid inductances is required. 
A model of this oscillator was constructed on the frame of a Mallory 
Inductuner with two of the Inductuner sections serving as plate- and grid-
circuit elements. A photograph of the oscillator is shown in Figure 91. The 
crystal was compensated in the usual manner by placing an inductance across 
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Figure 91~ The 200- and 300~c/Sec Cathode-Degenerative Oscillator~ 
The first model of this oscillator to be constructed oscillated at 
250 mc/sec with crystal 6 and with a stability which appeared to be better 
than that of any of the other oscillators described for the frequency range 
above 200 mc/sec~ Oscillation over a wide range of frequencies was possible 
when the crystal socket was replaced by a Y-yoke crystal socket so that both 
the crystal and the compensating inductor could be chosen. With this 
arrangement" crystal-controlled oscillations were obtained from 200 to 250 
mc/sec~ Crystal control at higher frequencies was not obtained because of 
the excessive lengths of leads to the Y-yoke socketo 
Squegging was observed with this oscillator on several occasions. A 
suitable choice of crystal compensating inductor eliminated the squegging in 
every case. By trial and error" the correct inductors were chosen for several 
individual crystals~ Table VII shows the minimum and maximum resistance 
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values of several crystals which provided crystal control. 
The typical oscillator instability with the crystals of Table VII was 
flO cycles per second for a period of 30 seconds& Supply voltage variations 
of 10 percent produced frequency variations from 500 to 2000 cycles per 
second. 
A second model of the cathode-degenerative oscillator was constructed 
to obtain crystal control at higher frequencies. Particular care was given 
to the cathode circuitry to maintain minimum lead lengths. Provisions were 
made for soldering the crystal compensation inductor into the circuit. A 
conventional crystal socket was used, however, for mounting the crystal. 
TABLE VII 
CRYSTALS FOR USE WITH TEE FIRST CATHODE -DEGENERATIVE OSCILIATOR 
Crystal No. Frequency R R min max 
(Mc/Sec) (Ohms) (Ohms) 
6 250 110 500 
5 250 130 600 
FA-117 245 50 600 
MA-23 242 ISO 650 
FA ... l05 231 55 500 
FA...89 217 59 1000 
With this oscillator, crystal control was obtained at frequencies as high as 
290 mc/sec with stabilities comparable to those previously obtained~ Table 
VIII lists the characteristics of the crystals used with this oscillator. 
The oscillator frequency, with crystal 2W, changed less than flO cycles 
per second for one period of S minutes 0 A 10-percent supply voltage change, 
with crystal 2W, produced an lSOO-cycles-per-second frequency change. The 
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TABLE VIII 
CRYSTALS FOR USE WITH THE SECOND CATHODE-DEGENERATIVE OSCILIATOR 
Crystal No .. Frequency R . R mln max 
(Mc/Sec) (Ohms) ( Ohms j 
'2W 275 68 500 
5 283 104 400 
6 283 82 360 
FA-117 245 50 600 
FA-40 252 110 300 
FAJ39 279 50 250 
approximate temperature coefficient of this oscillator and crystal combina-
tion was 250 cycles per second per degree centigrade. 
The second cathode~egenerative oscillator was also operated at lower 
frequencies. One crystal compensation inductor provided crystal control with 
all of the crystals listed in Table IX. Typical short-term instabilities 
were again flO cycles per second, even with the poorer crystals such as MA-38 
and MA-39 0 A particular advantage of this oscillator unit was its ability 
to maintain crystal control with almost any crystal having a response between 
200 and 290 mc/sec. 
A third model of the cathode~egenerative oscillator was constructed to 
operate at lower frequencies for comparison with the higher frequency units. 
A Mallory Inductuner was again used for the plate ... and grid-tune.d circuits" 
The construction was similar to the higher frequency units.. Crystal 12 was 
operated in this unit at a frequency near 100 mc/sec with an instability of 
approximately flO cycles per second for a period of 3 minutes" Plate supply 
voltage variations of 10 percent produced frequency variations of 200 cycles 
per secondo Table X lists some of the crystals which provided crystal control 
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TABLE IX 
MEDIUM-FREQUENCY CRYSTALS FOR USE WITH THE SECOND 
CATHODE*DEGENERATIVE OSCILLATOR 
Crystal Noo Frequency R R min max 
(Me/Sec) (Ohms) (Ohms) 
FA ... 59 202 59 550 
FA...67 209 112 670 
FA..B9 217 59 1000 
FA-105 230 55 500 
2W 225 62 1000 
3W 225 t t 
1-A. 220 t t 
2.!A 220 t t 
MA-39 217 If If 
MA ... 38 217 If If 
tCrysta1 resistance data have not yet been obtained with these crystals. 
#These crystals had been disregarded during previous crystal measurement runs 
because of their very poor quality. The minimum resistance was so high (pro-
bably much greater than 500 ohms) that neither the Crystal Measurements Stan-
dard System nor the substitution system could provide data. 
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wi th this unit. 
c~ Transistorized Crystal~ontrolled Oscillators 
(1) The Base -Degenerative Oscillator.. The first transistorized 
oscillator to be constructed was the grounded-base free=running oscillator 




1.5V - + 6V 
CAPACITANCE VALUES IN flflf 
COILS L'A AND L'B ARE AIR·COUPLED 
Figure 92 Q' The TunedcCollector Feedback Oscillator It 
mc/seco The basic configuration is made suitable for crystal control by in-
serting the crystal into the base circuito At all frequencies except the 
crystal overtone responses, the crystal unit impedance should be sufficiently 
high to prevent oscillations through base circuit degeneration., 
The oscillator was converted to crystal control as suggested above. 
Some modifications of the biasing circuit) as shown in Figure 93, were required. 
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2N1400 
3-12 
CAPACITANCE VALUES IN ILlLf. 
RESISTANCE IN OHMS, K 1000 
COILS L1A AND L1B ARE AIR-COUPLED 
Figure 93. The Base-Degenerative Oscillator Circuit Diagram. 
A photograph of the oscillator is shown in Figure 94. After a suitable com-
pensation inductor was chosen, cr,ystal FAJ39 provided crystal control at 217 
mc/sec. With the proper compensation inductor, oscillations could not be oh-
tained at frequencies other than the crystal overtone response. No tempera-
ture control of the circuit or shielding of the circuit was employed. Figure 
95 shows the frequency variations of the oscillator for a period of 44 minutes. 
Air movement in the laboratory was kept to a minimum to reduce the short-
term frequency variations. Figure 96 shows the frequency variations over a 
period of 3 hours. These frequency changes were due almost entirely to changes 
-166 ... 
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Figure 94. Photograph of the Base-Degenerative Oscillator. 
in temperature of the crystal. (The room temperature near the oscillator 
unit was also observed.) 
The frequency of this oscillator was recorded as 216.949014 mc/sec at 
a room temperature of 29.l oC. After 10 hours of operation the frequency had 
changed to 2160949436 mc/sec while the temperature had c~nged to 25.0°C. 
This represented a frequency change of approximately -100 cycles per second per 
degree Centigrade compared to the crystal coefficient of -140 cycles per 
second per degree Centigradeo 
Crystal 2W was also operated in this unit because of its positive fre-
quency-temperature coefficient. This time, the circuit was wrapped in glass 
wool and placed in a shield box. Frequency shifts due to short-term tempera-
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Figure 960 Frequency Variations of the Base-Degenerative Oscillator 
for a Period of 3 Hourso 
Frequency variations due to slow temperature changes were not reduced since 
temperature regulation was not employed. Figure 97 shows the frequency 
. :. ". 
variations of the oscillator at a nominal frequJticy; of "175 mc/sec" The 
upper part of the figure shows the frequency variations immediately after 
the circuit was energized while the lower portion of the figure shows frequency 
variations 4 hours later" After the 4 hours of warm-up, the maximum frequency 
variations were ± 2 cycles per second for a period of 10 minutes. The dis-
tribution of points indicated that the variations were not greater than ± 1 
cycle per second fl (The resolution of the frequency measurement equipment is 
± 1 cycle per secondo) During the 4-hour warm-up period, the laboratory ambient 
temperature changed from 25.0° to 2990°C. The frequency change was +27 cycles 
, 
f-l 
-..J o , 
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Figure 97. Frequency Variations of the Base-Degenerative Oscillator in an 
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per second per degree centigrale compared to +30 cycles per second per degree 
centigrade :for the crystal alone .. 
The entire c.irc'u.i t was then placed in a crude oven in an attempt to im-
prove the long=term stabilityo The temperature within the oven, however, was 
fO'lInd to change by more than one degree centigrade as the thermostat cycled .. 
These vari.ations were partially smoothed by the insulation around the circuit. 
A photograph of the oscillator, insulating box, and oven is shown in FigQre 980 
FJigure 98 <> A Transistorized Oscillator, Shield Box, 
Insulating Box, and Ovena 
'Jihe resulting frequency variations are shown in Figure 99. Also shown are 
the on and off period.s of the oven o The irregularity of the oven cycling in-
dicated very poo~ temperat~re control since the ambient temperature was 
relatively constant during this period of time 0 A Hewlett -Packard Model 524c 
frequency meter was borrowed to obtain the frequency data so that a resolution 
of 001 cycle per second could be obtained 0 
54 
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The total frequency during the llalf ~hc;ur period shown in Figure 99 
was 4 cycles per second. 0 W:i.th crystal 2W., 9, temperat"'J.re change of only 0.,1 v C 
will :pr~::.lduc:e a change of 3 cycles per secondo A more precise oven 
is thus reql1i~ed in crder -So o·ota.in u.seful data .. 
A nickel~~&1~i~~ ~attery (6 volts) was used as the power source 
for the abcve os c:l11a1::.or "'J.ni t so that frequency variations would not result 
from voltage changes" By adding an additional cell, the s"J.pply voltage was 
changed.. from 6 0 2 to 7,,5 volts" The res"!.Alting frequency change was 2000 cycles 
per second or appr::)ximately 005 ppm per orLe percent voltage change. 
J:his sa.ll.e osc:il:Latcr 1;;.nit was operated with a Philco Type 2N502 transis-
tor and crystal )iii <> !Ihe sta'bility was approximately the same as indicated 
above" 
With this circait, the frequeney of oscillation could be changed by as 
much as 6000 ::!ycles per se(!ond without impairing the frequency stability" 
This fact ir:..dicated that the phase stability of the transistor and associated 
circuitry was very goed" 
A second model Df this oscillator was constructed so that it could be 
enclc'sed in a shield box 2-1/2 inches cube" The frequency was adjusted to 
225 me/sec with crystal 2W and transistor type 2N502o The instability was 
less than ±l cycle per second for periods of 6 minutes or longer" 
A third mod.el of this oscillator was ccnstr.lcted to operate at 296 
and 300 me/sec. ",rith type 2N502" The short ~term stability was 
somewha~~ p(.)o!'er, partially as a result of the poorer crystals available at 
this fre~:;.eTI.~Y ~ Precise stabIlity data have not been obtained for this oscil-
latora 
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(2) The Transistorized Hartley OscillatorD Several other 
oscillator configurations were investigated in an attempt to reduce the number 
of tuned circuits required for crystal-controlled oscillations. One such 
oscillator is the Hartley configuration shown in Figure 100. With this cir-







CAPACITANCE VALUES IN t-tt-tf. 
RESISTANCE IN OHMS. K 1000 
Figure 1000 The Transistorized Hartley Oscillator Circuit Diagram. 
6V 
circuit was actually more difficult to tune than was the base-degenerative 
oscillator. Crystal-controlled oscillations were obtained at 145 mc/sec with 
crystal FA-40. The output voltage was very small and the stability was only 
moderately good9 A photograph of the oscillator is shown in Figure 101. 
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Figure 1010 Photograph of the Tra~sistorized Hartley Oscillatoro 
(3) The Emitter~~egenerative Oscillatoro A transistorized 
version of the cathode~egenerative oscillator was constructed since the 
vacuum-tube model. of this config:1ration showed excellent characteristicso 
The circuit of the transistorized oscillator is shown in Figure 102. A UHF 
Mallory Inductuner was used in the constrllction as shown in Figure 103. Crys-
tal 12 was operated at 140 mc/sec with an instability of less than one cycle 
per seco~d for periods of several minutes 0 The observation was also made 
that the supply voltage could be removed for a minute or more and then re-
placed with a frequency disturbance lasting less than 10 seconds after the 
return of the supply voltageo 
The tuning range of this oscillator was, however, limited to frequencies 
below 150 mc/sec by the mir ... imum it:.ductance of the Inductuner and the rela-
tively large capacitance of the transistor 0 An Inductuner having a lower 




200 200 6V 
----------------------------~--------------------------~--__o+ 
CAPACITANCE VALUES IN JlJlf. 
RESISTANCE IN OHMS. K = 1000. 
L 1 AND L2 ARE SECTIONS OF A MALLORY INDUCTUNER. 
Figure 1020 The Emitter~D~generative Oscillatcr 0ir~uit Diagramo 
impedance and a lower minimum inductance appears to be necessary for high= 
frequency operation with transistorso 
do Summary of Oscillate.:!" Data o The types of measurement which 
could be made on the previously described oscillators were severely limited 
by the available facilitieso All frequency measurements were made by visual 
observation of a Berkeley frequency metero A more desiratle frequency mea= 
surement procedure would have requi.re.i ar~ a.nalcg frequency=yoltage converter 
and a recoroing vol tmete r 0 Such equipment would have provided a mere accurate 
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Figure l03~ Photograph of the Emitter-Degenerative Oscillator. 
record of fre~uency variations with imposed conditions& 
Only very crude temperature control was possible (no temperature control 
was attempted with the vacu.um-tube oscillators) 0 Thus, ade~uate fre~uency­
temperature data could not be obtainedo After crystal fre~uency-temperature 
data were obtained, much of the ooserved oscillator frequency change could 
be attributed to the crystal characteristics aloneo 
Provisions for measuring crystal power dissipation have not yet been 
completed. A probe was cons tI'"J.cted several months ago; however, the manu-
facturer of a special connector for connecting the probe to an indicating 
instrument has not has not yet been able to supply the connector. 
After various measurement facilities are completed, additional data on 
both the vacuum-tube and transistorized oscillators can be obtained" Certain 
con.clusions are, however, tentatively possible" These are: (1) the frequency 
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stability of transistorized oscillators is generally much better than that 
of vacuum-tube oscillators, (2) comparable power output can be obtained from 
transistorized units with source powers of about 2 percent of that required 
for vacuum-tube oscillators, and (3) fewer circuit'elements are generally re-
quired with transistorized oscillators due to the lack of filament decoupling 
networksd In addition, a frequency-temperature stability with transistorized 
oscillators comparable to that of the crystal alone appears to be readily 
possible~ Recording equipment and more precise frequency measurement equip-
ment will be required before more accurate data can be obtained. 
C." Phase III (I Aging of Quartz Resonators 
1" Introduction 
This phase of the work, assigned the Project No. A-402-l3 by the 
Engineering Experiment Station of Georgia Institute of Technology, was ini-
tiated on 1 March 1959 and was a continuation of the work prior to that date 
under Contract No CI DA -36 -039 SC "'78910, Georgia Tech Project No. A-402-3. The 
work undertaken on 1 March under Contract No" DA-36....o39 SC ... 78905, was subse-
quently expanded under modification No~ 1 to the Contract and renewed for an 
additional period of 12 months starting 1 July 1959, under Modification No.4. 
Investigation of the aging of l6.25~c AT-cut quartz resonators procured 
from industrial sources and stored at 25°,85°, and 125°C was completedj 
studies of similar units fabricated here in glass containers were continuedo 
The task of setting up a frequency~easuring system for quartz resonators 
of 100~c/sec frequency has been completed. The ovens for storage of units 
at 0°, 60°C and for cycling between those temperatures were partially completed. 
Resonator blanks for 100~c/sec operation were obtained, but only one group of 
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reScLatcrs was:'ab:-'ic:ated., 
of a n:LYfiDer of 100...ffic/sec resonators daily) 
with a cf 2 +. 102- . d' h d' d t t· ± par , .. 8 In ,requlre t e eSlgn an cons ruc lon 
system 0::;' the spec ified acc:;;.racy and a reasonable 
i.n ma:K:.::1.g m.eg,s-:'lreme;[J.t~s {} Likewise, ovens for accurate temperature con-
trol of resc,na.t~:r:s st'Jred at spe~ific temperatures of 0° and 60°C ani cycling 
t,etween these -t:.emrerat:lres were necessary" 
~;he freqaer ... cY'9.'1leas::l.ring system consi.sted of an oscillator, the C: Meter 
IS (or eqt:dvalent) for driving the crystal, a VHF bridge and associated 
the crystal to series resonance.; these included a 
n",lll detectcr) an 9.m.plifier, and a freq':.lency counter" A block diagr81l1 of the 
system :is shewn in 104 ani the lal'oratory setup in Figure 105" The 
VHF and the recti.fier (Item 8 of Figure 104) were constructed here" 
For cc.':mnectior.:. to resonators in evens., a tur.ed coaxial line to the resonators 
was requireda 
(1) 'l'h-::. VEF Fridge ~ The freq1.l.ency centrol section (consist-
i. r;g of the VI:IF , the resonant twin-coaxi.al trar:;.smission line, and the 
c::rystal) is the heart cf the frequer.l.,:;y=meaS1,iring systemQ The other sections 
·Qf"il.ize or 'iis:r;:lay h.i~fo!Wa~:L::.'rl:ler.ived f::-om thi.s section q 
~]:1.e :!:iEal circu.~.t, of the 'lEF liririge is i11ustrated in FigTlre 1060 'TIle 
pbys L::al appea::,ar:ce of the :is shown in Figure 107 ~ Although the cir-
cui';'; i.s not , -t~he ;,"!cY'J.struc;t:'cn represents a ra:iical departu.re frcm that 
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3. HEWLETT .PACKARD MODEL 524C 













5. FULL WAVE (100 MC) TWIN·COAXIAL LINE 
6. CRYSTAL UNIT FOR TEST 
7. VHF RECEIVER, SERVO MODEL R·5200 
8. RECTIFIER (See Text) 































Figure 104. Block Diagram of the Frequency Measuring Equipment for 100 Mc/Sec. 
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Figure 105. Freq~ency Meas~ring Equip~ent for 100 Me/Sec. 
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RF INPUT FROM OSCILLATOR ... 
(COAXIAL COUPLING) 
C 1 - AIR DIELECTRIC 2.7 TO 19.6 flflf 
C2 - SILVERED MICA 10 flflf 
C2' - SILVERED MICA 15 OR 40 flflf (See Text) 
Rl - COMPOSITION 1200 
T 1 - ONE TURN PRIMARY, TWO TURN SECONDARY, FERRITE CORE 
CRYSTAL - PROVISION MADE FOR OPERATION DIRECTLY INTO BRIDGE OR 
AT END OF FULL WAVE TWIN -COAXIAL LINE 
































\l.sed. fc,r rad::") freq"J.er.,:;y 't-~~: j.ges p~eY.i: '.~:.s J.y des igned ar.;d b:d It at Georgia Tech 0 
Each of the fcur l-:::idge impelanc.es ana +l.tB cup::t t~ansfcrmer were placed in 
separate ccmpartmen.ts ;f the chass:::'f!... :Ji was fc:::xd. tha+· ;,;cru.pling between the 
various bri,ige compcner:ts c:;uld. the:::'81:y le materially :redu~ed with a cOr::'espond-
ing increase in the bridge sensitiy~tyo yc~ maxim'lm preci.sion, the tuning 
shafts of the 'flFO and variable e:o:":.:1enssr ::1 I:Fige.Lre lo6~: were dr:!,ver.l. by 4o~.tc =1 
antibacklash reduction gears 0 ::-.:he bridge and. ether compcr;.ents of the :frequen~y= 
measuring equ.ipment have beer:. assembled on a standard 19""inch rack as iillis <= 
trated in Figure 105.. The equipmect i12 the rack obtains power t:r..rough a con= 
star..t voltage transformer 0 The equipment rack and the frequency counter 
were mounted on wheels to facilitate moving to the various test positions in 
the laboratory .. 
Although a detail€d stud.y cf the performance of the VW bridge has n.-::-t 
been made, the performanc~e was assessed by repetition and by ::!omparison. of 
freq1.lency measurements made with the VHF bridge and measurements made on the 
same IOO~c/sec crystals by other means .. 
The mathematical equation for the c:!.rcuit for Figare 106 at balance followB~ 







c 2 ohms 
HI 
=~- ~. 
X R s .s °1 





fc~ the shunt branch 
for the crystal branch, 
(1) 
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the branch currents must be in phase. Thus, provided the conditions established 
by (1) can be realized, a balance will be obtained with respect to both the 
magnitude of the bridge impedances and the phase of the branch currents. 
The balance range of C
l 
was subseQuently determinedo An air dielectric 
trimmer having a range of 2,,7 to 19 e6 l .. q.,Lf was selected for Cl .. Therefore 
XCl = 590 ohms (max), 80 ohms (min) at 100 mc/sece 
X When C2 = 10 ~~f ( c2 = 160 ohms) the range of Rs values which satisfy 
(1) is the~ 240 ohms (max) and 33 ohms (min). Although it appeared that 
such a range of Rs values would be adeQuate, it was found by experiment that 
stray reactances modified the calculated range to the extent that it was 
necessary to pad C
2 
in order to cover the lower resistance end of the anti-
cipated R range 0 Silvered mica capacitors of 15 and 40 ~~f were each mounted 
s 
in HC-6/U crystal holders and used as a plug-in to increase the value of 
condenser C
2
G With effective values of 10, 25, or 50 ~~f for C2J this arrange-
ment satisfied the balance eQuations for R values from about 10 ohms to 
s 
over 250 ohms" 
At the t~ne of construction only a few 100~c crystals (fifth overtone 
units) were available for measurements. Table XI gives the information ob-
tained during measurement of the frequencies and resistances of four of these 
crystals by three methods 0 It should be noted that the crystals were plugged 
directly into the VHF bridge, since the full wave transmission line was not 
used for this comparison studyo The excellent sensitivity and repeatability 
of the VHF bridge was apparent during the experiment" The bridge was ad-
justed to within ± 2 cycles of the indicated freQuency on repeated trials. 
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TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENTS OF FREQUENCY AND RESISTA.T'{CE 
VHF Bridge t tt 
Crystal Cl Dial 
A-15l Bridge CI Meter Substitution 
R R 
Noo Setting s Frequency s Frequency Frequency 
(Cycles) (Cycles) (Obms) (Cycles) (Obms) 
1 100 001 700 48.5 100 001 866 45 100 001 929 58 
2 100 000 455 11 .. 0 100 000 528 24 100 001 470 38 
3 99 998 556 42.0 99 998 595 39 99 999 096 55 
4 100 000 582 36,,5 100 000 644 35 100 001 239 55 
NOTE: C was not compensated.. A compensated VHF rheostat was used for the 
mgasurements made with the A-151 bridge and for the CI meter substitu-
tion measurementsc 
t C := 2 5 ~!-lf (> 
2 
ttBridge developed under Contract No. DA-36-039 SC-71191. 
(2) < The Coaxial Connector Line~ The full-wave twin coaxial 
line with BNC terminations at each end was then adjusted to length. The pre-
viously measured crystals were connected to the ends of lines known to be 
too long and the frequencies and resistances (Cl dial setting) were again 
measured .. All measurements were made with the bridge at balances The lines 
were then shortened by known a1Jlounts until the crystal frequencies and re-
sistances agreed as closely as possible with the original measurements in 
the bridge. With a little practice the frequencies were made to agree within 
five parts in 107 ) and the resistances were made to agree to within 5 percent. 
Impedance..matching units inserted into the lines to accomplish the electrical 
adjustment of the line length did not afford the desired precision of ad-
justment and were discarded. 
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The Rectifiero The rectifier (NoD 8, Figure 104) consists 
of a simple diode circuit for rectification of the 5~c/sec IF output of the 
receiver tc a form suitable for driving the null detector, a Minneapolis-
Mode 1 104 WIG <> 
COT~entso The measurement and control of the amplitude of 
vibration of the crystal units being measured presented a problemo The differ-
er:tial VTVYI Model ~1E~56/::SM used to measure the voltage across crystals at 
1605-mc/sec 'Nas nut suita-ble for use at 100 me/sec" Automatic gain control 
for the VFO was applied to the control grid of one of the amplifier tubes 0 
This action d.id not s;llficJent control" It was then found that a 
small in. screen had far effect than a relatively large 
change in control 
':[lhe application of ACe to the screen grid presented an attractive possi-
tili another solu.tioL to the problem of the control of the amp Ii tude of 
oscillaticr.l. -vlas tried with excellent success for the few 100~c/sec crystals 
ava:Ll.able for Coris ider the arrangement shown in Figure 108" The 
voltages at pcints A and Bean be measured with good accuracy using a Milli-
vac Mode I rvN VT"VtIl" The voltages cannot of cc:t!'se be subtracted directly 
to obtain the voltage across the bridge due to the phase relations existing 
at A and Bo It was found that it was not necessary to measure both voltages 
to obtarc. a cor..stant amplitude of crystal vibration" When the voltage at A 
is held constant at some predetennined value by controlling the screen vol-
tage, the crystal frequency may be adjusted to within two parts in 108 on 
meas:lrements" The optimum value of the voltage at A was found to be 
25 mv Q This val-J.e is obtained at a screen voltage of about 10 volts 0 
~ 
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FIRST ... SECOND - PHASE AMPLIFIER - AMPLIFIER - SHIFTER 
, ? VHF BRIDGE 
~ ? 
~ ? ? -:!::- -:::!::-
Fig~re 108e ~~nctional Schematic Diagra~ of Oscillator 
and VHF Bridgea 
-
Accurate measurement of crystal aging requires that the amplitude of 
crystal vibration have a low and constant valuea The technique described 
apparently gives a constant value a It is conjectured that the crystal power 
is also very low for two reasons o First, the oscillator is operated at very 
low gain, ioeo, a reduction of the screen voltage from 10 volts to about 8 
volts causes oscillation to stop~ Secondly, when a crystal unit is tuned to 
null no stabilization period is required before the measurements of fre-
quency can be made 0 When somewhat higher drive levels are used (i .. e 0, higher 
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voltage at, Point A) SOI!le tjme is required fer the crystal freQuency to reach 
It is aL~;ic:"p9,ted that the value of 25 mv at Point A will hold 
fer a:l.l va..l.,\;;.SS :Ihe required screen voltage will increase, however, 
as iL~reaEeso 
t 
1; <> Eesc,·natc::r=Aging Ovens... The temperature .... cycling oven and the 
d·c .. ::;;ted. to ietern:j,ne the pr::>:per setting 0:' the variable speed control and 
"t,he oven heater ''.3:or;:trc 1 rheostat" The contrel c:ircui t schematic is shown 
in 109" 110 il.lustrates the oven control panel" The opera-
tion of the C',x:.tr:')l ei:"cui,t was covered in the Interim Report dated 30 June 
19590 
The oven c.onsists of tw'O nested bcxes fonned of 1/8-inch aluminum 
sheet" The inr:;,er l:)x was provided with a heater on the outer vertical walls" 
:::Ihe heater ';;)Il.sisted. of 10 turns of 28.,.,.gauge Chromel "A" wire bonded to the 
a.b.l.mi:~:.,llU\Ari th a refractory cement" The crystals to be temperature cycled 
a~'e stored. insIde of the inr,er bcxo ::i:he cuter box, shownin Figu.re 111 has 
1/4=iLch wcol felt on all s·.A,rfaces <> The bimetallic the rrn?s tat , the two mer-
cury the:r.mostats., a "":;emperature sensitive fuse J a thermocouple and the vari-
able: redu(::ticn gear are mounted on the lid of the outer box... The 
temperature =ser.l.si.ng elements extend through each lid into the crystal storage 
com:partment 0 
+ 
uNo impli.<:!ati.on is ir..tended that all crystals would operate at the same drive 
leyelo Rather, the RF voltage across the crystals should increase with R 
p:r"C"'i'ided the voltage at Pcir:t A (Figure 108) i.s held constant IT This acti3n 
need. not red'j.ce the qual.ity cf the it..formation obtained from high resistance 











o LOCK CONTACTS 
RELAYS 
A - SPDT (HIGH RESISTANCE FIELD) 
B - DPDT 
THERMOSTATS 
TS1 - OOC FIXED CONTACT MERCURY 
TS2 - 55°C FIXED CONTACT MERCURY 
T53 - ADJUSTABLE, BIMETALLIC 
SWITCHES 
SI'I 1 - SPST NORMALLY CLOSED 
SW2 - SPST NORMALLY OPEN 
SW3 - SPST 







RELAY o OPERATING 
CONTACTS 
\, 'OTOR REVER"", ~ CONTACTS 
FUSES 
F1 - 5 AMPS 
F2 - (TEMPERATURE SENSITIVE) 
F3 - 5 AMPS 
F 4 - 5 AMPS 
RESISTORS 
R1 - 39 K OHMS 
R2 - 39 K OHMS 
R3 - 25 OHMS RHEOSTAT 
LAMPS 
LI, L2, L3 - NE51 LAMP 
'-'", 
~ LAMP SWITCHING 
CONTACTS 
NOTE: RELAY CONTACTS ARE INDICATED BY THEIR 
FUNCTION AND OPERATING FIELD. 
NOTE: THE VARIABLE RATIO REDUCTION GEAR WHICH 
DRIVES TS3 AND IS DRIVEN BY THE Ale. MOTOR 
IS NOT SHOWN. 




















































































































Figure 111. Temperature Cycling Oven Thermostat Drive and Speed Reducer on Top. 
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The two fixed temperature ovens (0° and 60°C) are presently up~er con-
struction and the 60°C oven is nearly complete as shown in Figure 112D Each 
of these ovens has 36 test positionso Twin coaxial lines will be used to 
connect the test positions to BNC sockets mounted on the bottom of the outer 
box.. Otherwise, the general design of the oven and control circuits will 
be the same as that of the 85°C constant temperature oven constructed under 
Contract NoD DA-36-039 SC-78910o 
Co Apparatus and Procedures for Fabrication of 16.5~c Resonators. 
A quartz crystal of the type studied is exhibited in Figure 113. It con-
sists of a 1608~c polished blank o~45 inch in diameter furnished by a com-
mercial quartz crystal supplier. 
The quartz was carefully cleaned by immersion in hot chromic acid solu-
tion, thorough rinsing in hot distilled water, final rinsing in methyl al-
cohol, and drying with hot air" It was placed in an aluminum mask, with the 
-uBual keyhole patterns, and inserted in the vacuum chamber.. Both sides of 
the blar~ were heated by radiant heating to 450°C and then cooled to 250°C; 
this temperature was held for 10 minutes prior to evaporating aluminum 
simultaneously onto each side of the quartz .. 
After cooling the quartz blank and removing it from the vacuum chamber, 
the blank was mounted on a glass lamp stem by means of ~006-inch diameter 
spring clips which were soldered to the leads of the stem with high-melting-
temperature lead solder.. The crystal was bonded to the clips by means of 
Hanovia Noo 2 silver cement. The stem, with crJstal attached, was sealed to 
the glass envelope on a lathe having a vertical axis of rotation" 
Resonators completed to this stage were then connected to a vacuum 
























































































Figure 113. 16.5 Me Resonator Mounted in Glass Envelope. 
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in the header plate.. A demountable even placed over the resonators allowed 
baking of the units while connected to the vac~um chamber.. Bakeout was 
generally conducted. for periods of about 3 h01J.rS at 180°C and at pressures 
-6 
of 5 x 10 rom of mercury 0 
The procedure given applies only to the base plating of units .. When 
resonators were plated a seccni tIme fe,r fre~u.en.cy adjustment this was done 
at the completion of t:te bond.ing of the resonator iEto the spring clips but 
before encasing it in the envel~peo Overplating was dcne at room temperature 
or at a selected temperat/; .. re, desigEated for the :.i.ni t group 1.> The cvercoated 
units were then haked in vacuo ar:d sealed in the manner des':;rit,ed fer the 
units which were base plated only If 
The resonators were stored in an oven maintained at 85" ± OoOloC .. Fre-
~uency and R measurements were made initially, after 24 hours, and daily 
s 
for 15 days OJ :l'hereafter, measurements were made once or twice per week", The 
resonators were operated only during the period of measurement" 
Fre~ueLcy measurements were made by the bridge method previously des= 
cribed ot A Western Electric Oscillator, 0-76r;, was the standard fre~uency 
source.. The stand.ard was checked daily against WWV; the accuracy of campari~ 
son is considered to be within a few parts in 10
8 
per day.. The long term 
drift of the oscillator 0t.>76u has (Ieen measured as a few parts in 109 per 
day.. The daily measurements of the resonators were accurate t~ within two 
t R .. Be Belser, UStudy of the Effects of Processing Techni~ues and Materials 
of Aging of Quartz Crystals, tI Final Report, Contract No <> DA~36 -=039 se ~4613, 
USASP..DL, Ft.. Monmouth, N" J 0, 1 ~J:.lly 1957., 
D .. W .. Robertson, "Investigation of Methods for Measuring the E~uivalent 
Electrical Parameters of Quartz C:;ystal ~Jni tS:J n Final Report, Contract 
No .. DA-36·.Q39 SC-71191, nSASRDL, Ft" Monmouth" No J <> 
Final Report.:l Projects No., A-402-11, <=12, and -1,2 
parts in 107" 
3 () Experimental Work 
a o Introductior:o. It has been shown previouslyt that AT...cut quartz 
resonators of about 16.,5..:mc ) operated in the fundamental mode, can 
be readily fabricated to maintain frequency stabilities exhibiting drifts of 
less than one part per mill:lor~ per year 0 Whereas such stabilities can be 
maintained by gcld""plated u.t:its mOllnted in. ejther glass or metal containers, 
sta'bili.ties of the same quality have not been achieved, except in rare in-
stances, for aluminum-plated resonators" 
The importance of aluminum plating I-les in its low density coupled with 
its excellent elec.tri.cal conductivity., These properties adapt it particularly 
to use for the plating of "J.nits to be oscillated at the overtone modes in the 
frequency ranges near 100..:mc or ~bove" 
Last year, at the 13th Ann:1.al Frequency Control Symposium, initial suc-
cesses with alumimlIn=pl.ated resonators were reported by the authors, and the 
problem af the effect of overpla tj,ng to frequency on stability was just 
considered" In this report a more thorough treatment of overcaating QV'I"'\Q"t'" 
ments is presented a 
t R <) B" Belser, CfStudy of the Effects of Processing Techniques and Materials 
on Aging of Quartz Crystals, n Final R.eport, Contract No 0 DA-36-039 se , 
USASRDl" Ft 0 Monmouth, N <l J., 1 1957 .. 
Ro B~ Belser and W" Ho 
Final Report, Contract 
31 J'u.ly 1958 .. 
of Agj,ug Effects of Quartz Crystals,~! 
se ""'74946.~ USASRDL, Ft 0 Monmouth, N (; J. 
Ro B~ Belser and We Ho of Plating to Frequency on the 
Stabili ty of Quartz :R.esonators, ~t Prot~eedi.ngs of the 12th Annual Symposium 
on Frequency Control, Ft 0 MorJriouth, No J 0, 608 May 1958" 
-197 = 
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b. Alumin~-Plated Resonators" 
I 
(1) Resonators Base Plated Onlyo The experimental work was 
planned to explore the value of aluminum as a plating material for quartz 
resonators 0 The primary objective was to determine minimum drif~ rates that 
might be expected from units base-plated with aluminum onlyj a second ob-
jective was to devise overcoating techniques which would be expected to 
result in minimum frequency degradation and yet allow a reasonable frequency 
adjustment rangeo 
The first stable aluminum-plated resonators produced here were those of 
group N placed on measurement 22 August 1958.. This was the first series of 
units plated at a substrate temperature of approximatelY 250°C, baked out 
in vacuo for 3 hours, and mounted in glasso Subsequently a group, designated 
T, was fabricated similarly with an excellent record of stability as shown 
in Figure 114 and in Table XI" 
The 3-hour bake out period appeared to be longer t~n might be economically 
desirable, but, as shown in the table" groups W and X exposed to bakeouts of 
1 or 2 hours were less stable than those of group To A third set, group Y, 
baked out for 2 hours exhibited stable behavior, however.. It thus appeared 
that 2 hours approaches the minimum desirable bakeout time at 180°C and approxi-
~ mately 5 x 10 mm of mercury pressure. 
It is apparent from the examination of Figure 114 and the high percentages 
of stable units in groups T and Y, as shown in Table XII, that aluminum-plated 
resonators of high stability can readily be fabricated if mounted in glass 
containers~ Stabilities of resonators similarly prepared but mounted in the 
HC...6/U metal container were ~ss stable<f Data for a typical unit are shown in 
I I I I I I I I I 
F j : 16693520 Unit: T-15 - -
T.· 
I' 2/27/59 Base Plate: Ev AI 
Test Temp: 85°C - Container: Glass -
Rs: 6.0 ohms Atm: Vacuum 
I-:rj 
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Figure 114. Plot of Frequency Data for Resonator T-15, Al Only, in Glass Container. 
TABLE XII 
STABILITY ANALYSIS OF 1605~C QUARTZ RESONATORS 
PLATED WITH ALUMINUM OR OTHER METALS 
Total Stability for Number 
Plating Days Number Period (ppmLyr) of Units 
Group (Containers) Measured of Units <0.,5 <1 <2 Erratic Comments l-:Jj f-I. - (i\fUiiibe r Of Units) IJ {b 
324 16 
f-J 
T Al only 17 7 13 1 ~ 
(glass) CD I-d 
1.."s, 1 hr, 9 -15 , 
0 
W Al only 150 15 0 3 3 1 Ii ct 
(glass) 2 hr, rebott1ed ... 
(1 hr) I-cJ (5 
X Al only 150 6 0 1 1 3 High R , 1 hr bake- C-J. CD 
(glass) s Q out c+ 
~ 
00 
0 Y Al only 270 9 4 7 7 1 2 hr bakeout ~ 
0 (glass) 0 
i " (2 hr) :r> 
17 Al only 40 17 2 2 2 2 First 12 sealed in 1-0 
(HC...6jU) air I\) 
~ 18 Al only 30 10 1 2 3 1 '" 
(HC...6jU) f 
f-J 
U Al+A1 375 16 1 3 12 0 I\) ... 
(glass) {b 
9 A1+A1 210 10 4 8 8 2 a 
(glass) ~ 
\.>J 
Z A1+Au 270 8 4 6 6 2 
(glass) 
8 A1+Au 210 10 1 1 6 1 
(glass) 
7 A1+Ag 260 10 4 8 8 2 
(glass) 
(Continued) 
TABLE XII (Continued) 
STABILITY ANALYSIS OF 160 5=MC QUAHTZ EESONATOHS 
PLATED WITH ALUMIN~JM OR OTHER METALS 
Total Stabili ty for Number 
Plating Days Number Period (ppm/yr) of Units 
(Containers) Measured of Units <0 5 
- <1 <:2 Erratic Comments l:lj j..j. 
~~-~-
CN-umbe r of Units) H 11' 
16 4 8 4 
f--i 
11 Al+Ag 130 10 !:d 
(glass) ro Id 
180 14 
0 
10 Al+Cll 7 10 11 3 Ii c+ 
(glass) '" 
I-d 
12 Al+Cr 120 8 0 0 0 1 Sharp drifts Ii 0 
(glass) c....... ro 
(,) 
XP-l Al+SiO 5 11 0 0 0 0 Very large drifts c+ 
~ OJ 
0 (glass) ;z: 
p 0 
I 14 Sp Au only 90 4 4 4 4 0 <l 
(glass) !X> r 
6 + 16 Ev Au only 55 9 3 3 3 Bondmaster seal 0 f\) 
(glass) I I-' 
6 6 
I-' 
19 Ev Au only 21 0 0 0 Bondmaster seal, '" 
(glass) getter, positive I f\) slope 
'" 




13 eu only 100 6 5 5 1 I-' \>I 
(glass) 
V Ag+Ni (El) 405 10 0 1 1 3 Large positive 
(glass) drifts 
Grand Totals 219 54 91 35 
Percentages 100 .6 41~5 53.6 c9 
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Figure 1150 ~hat high~ stable units may also be prepared in the metal can is 
shown by the data of Fig~re 116., However, the technique of reproducing con~ 
sistent~ stable aluminume->plated resonators mounted in the HG~t~ metal con-
tainer has not yet been established o 
(2) Overplated Resonators t1 With the aluminum case""plating prob~ 
lem solved it was necessary to examine pcter ... tial ove~coating materials which 
might be used satisfactorily to adjust the aluminum~plated unit to final 
frequency.o Groups of resona~crs were made up with a11JIIlirrLUn, geld, silver, 
copper., chromium" or silicon mc>uox:i.de as overcoatir .. g materials" Data for 
typical units are exhibi.ted in Fig'u.res 117 J lle, 119;) 120, 121 and 122; stabili = 
ties of the respective groups are recorded in Table XII for Gro~~ps 9, Z.t 7, 10, 
12J and XPo 
In spite of some concern over freqlA.enc~y shifts that might CCClIT in speci ... 
mens coated with bimetal electrodes, no frequency shifts ascribable to alloy= 
ing of the plating were observedo 
Of particular interest are the units of gro';j,p 9, Al + AI; (See Figu.re 117); 
eight of these units exhi"tited less than one part per million drift in 7 months 
and on~ two showed an erratic nature" Those of grcups 7 (Al + Ag), 11 (Al + Ag) 
and 10 (Al + eu) exhibited sim.ilar~ excellent stabilities" (Fig~re 119 and 
120; no figure for group 110) 
In contrast to the stable behavior of the preceding units) resonators 
overcoated with chromium (:Figure 121) or silicon monixide (Figure 122) ex"", 
hibited decided downward drifts" It was evident that the films of each 
material were pi~king up gases at a rate sufficient tc cause mark.ed drifts and 
that neither substan:!e would constitute a satisfactory overcoat:tng material 
for quartz resonatorso 
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Bose Plate: ev AI 
Container: HC-6/U Holder 
Atmosphere: Argon 
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Test Temp: 85°C 
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9-3 
Base Plate; Ev AI 
Container: Glass 
Atmosphere: Vacuum 
Freq. Adi: Overplate Ev AI 
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T i : 11/2/59 
Rs: 7.0 ohms 
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Base Plate: Ev Al 
Container: Glass 
Atmosphere: Vacuum 
Freq. Adj: Overplate Ev Ag 
F j : 16612326 
T j : 9/4/59 
Test Temp: 85°C 
Rs: 6.0 ohms 
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Container: Glass 
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c. Resonators Coated with Other Metals. Although the discussions 
on aluminum-plated resonators are the primary topic of phase III of this 
report, a review has been made of the stabilities of resonators coated with 
sputtered gold, sputtered silver, and evaporated copper. Typical stabili-
ties found were excellent; examples of these are exhibited in Figures 123, 
124, and 125. The results for copper-coated units indicated that copper 
is a material which has been overlooked as a crystal-plating metal. Its 
density of 809 and its high electrical conductivity are desirable properties. 
A review has also been made of the commonly used bimetal pair Ag + Ni; 
the silver was deposited by evaporation and the nickel by electroplating. 
A typical pattern of behavior is shown in Figure 126. The characteristic 
upward drift appears to be associated with stress anneal in the nickel 
film; the anneal, in turn, is associated with the thickness of the film 
and the plating conditions and method. This upward drift may counteract 
downward drifts due to minor leaks for a period of several months. This 
behavior appears to explain the adoption of this metal pair by industry. 
Unfortunately, long-term aging of leaking units of this type is very large. 
Many examples of typically poor behaviors have been experienced with the 
some 600 industrially fabricated resonators of which the aging character-
istics were studied last year. These characteristics are reported in more 
detail in a succeeding paragraph. The rapid downward drifts, increasing 
with temperature of storage, appear to be associated with corrosion by 
atmospheric gases entering through small leaks enhanced by contact of the 
nickel with silvero 
An additional experiment of interest was the sealing of gold-coated 
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Container: Glass 
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Unit: V-7 -
Base Plate: Ev Ag 
Container: Glass 
Atmosphere: Vacuum -
Freq. Adj: Electro Plated Ni - 10,491 
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t an epox;y resin,. This method of attachment eliminated exposure of the reso-
nator to high temperatures during sealingo Although, in the first -group of 
nine, only three proved to be stable, this was a sufficient number to show 
that with the proper technique good seals could be obtained in this manner. 
Group 19 (six units) was mounted in the same manner and a getter 
material was flashed within the sealed containers} the resonators were 
protected from the getter by means of mica shields. These units consis-
tently showed positive drifts over a period of 60 d~s with upward drifts 
of 3 to 5 :ppm durir.g this period Q A typical pattern. of behavior is shown 
in Figure 127. 
do Studies of 100~c Resonators 0 One group of ten 100-mc resona-
tors was fabricated" The crystal blanks were base plated only with alumi ... 
num, mounted and sealed after the method of the T groupo When operated 
at the fifth overtone, frequencies were approximately 1000240 mc~ These 
units were aged at 55°C ar..d. measurements were made over a lO-day perioda 
A plot of these measurements 1s shown in .Figure 128" 
eQ Leak Tests of Industrialll Fabricated Resonators Q As reported 
last year some 600 industrially<=-fabrj.cated resonators were separated into 
three groups conSisting of an equal number from each of six industrial fabri-
catorso The groups were stored respectively at 25°C, (roam temperature) 
85°C and 125°0 and measurements of the change in frequency with time were 
made., 
The measurements indicated large drifts for a predomir~nt number of 
the units; the drifts were decidedly larger at the higher temperatureso 
tBondmaster Noo 6400 
-216.., 
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Epoxy Resin. Getter Flashed after Final Seal. -
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Figure 127. Plot of Frequency Data for Resonator 19-5, in Glass Container 
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Since the leaking of the units appeared to be the only logical reason for 
so many poor performers, each unit was subjected to a vacuum oil leak testb 
test consists of immersion of the unit in a small container of 
vacuum oil such as Octoil, placing the container in a vacuum chamber and 
evacuating the chamber 0 The unit is then observed for the formation of a 
stream of bubbles~ The observations are facilitated if the container and 
oil are outgassed in vacuo before the:test runs ~ This test reveals leaks 
which cannot be observed in any other manner, and correlation with aging 
behavior as determined from frequency-versus~time plots is reasonably goodo 
If anything, the test is hypersensitive and may indicate outgassing that 
does not constitute a leak. A particularly bad outgass source is the 
currently-used sintered-glass ceramic base of the He -61u holder. The out-
can be observed by pumping down sample bases immersed in Octoil 
in the manner described without attachment to canso 
A summary of the results of leak measurements on 569 of the industrially-
fabricated resonators is given in Table Xlllb 
It will be noted that the total number of resonators indicated as 
leaking by the vacuum oil leak test was 
14 percent had large leaks 
, i be 0 , percentj approximately 
The resonators stored at exhibited a higher percentage of leakers 
than the average, especially a higher ratio of units with large leaks to 
those with small leaks. 
The correlation between the frequency behavior of the resonators and 
the leak size indicated was fair. The resonators with large leaks or several 
small leaks usually had relatively drift rates, whereas those with 
very small or no leaks iniicated usually gave lower drift rates" A part 
=219-
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TABLE XIII 
NUMBER OF LEAKERS FOUND IN INDUSTRIALLY FABRICATED 
RESONATORS BY TEE VACUUM OIL LEAK TEST 
Group Number Number of Leakers Number of 
Noo Tested Small Large Total Non1eakers 
Resonators Stored at Room Temperature, 25°C 
1 42 39 2 41 1 
2 42 24 3 27 15 
3 41 27 5 32 9 
4 39 20 6 26 13 
5 42 7 34 8 
6 24 21 0 21 ...1 -
Total 230 158 23 181 49 
Percentage 
of total 100 68.5 10 78.5 21.5 
Resonators Stored at 85°C 
1 33 29 0 29 4 
2 33 29 2 31 2 
3 33 26 2 28 5 
4 33 19 5 24 9 
5 32 20 6 26 6 
6 32 27 4 -11: 1 -
Total 196 150 19 169 27 
Percentage 
of total 100 76.5 9·7 86.2 13.8 
Resonators Stored at 125°C 
1 24 16 3 19 5 
2 20 0 20 4 
3 24 8 11 19 5 
4 23 9 10 19 4 
5 24 13 9 22 2 
6 24 21 2 23 1 - -
Total 143 87 35. 122 21 
Percentage 
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TABLE XIII (Continued) 
l\(~1M5ER. OF LEA.KEB.S F~X;ND IN INDTJSTRIALLY FABHICATED 
RESONATORS BY THE VAC13TJM OIL lEAK TES::r1 
NU1l1ber Number of Leakers Number of 
:.\1'0" Tested 'Small Large Total Nonleakers 
~-~ ,--- ---
GRAN:;) TOTALS 
25° 230 158 23 181 49 
85C) 196 150 19 169 27 
125() ~ 87 122 21 
iIotal 569 395 77 472 97 
Percentages 
of Total 100 6905 13.,6 83 17 
of the larger drift rates of resonators observed with increased temperature 
may cbe due to accelerated corrosion of a bimetallic electrode of nickel and 
silver in the presence of' water vaporo It is apparent that the vacuum oil 
leak test di,d indicate some small leaks which did not exist prior to the test 
and that certain other aging parameters existed that could partially mask 
aging effects due to leaking" These evidences of small leaks, however, are 
conjectured to give evidence of probable susceptibility to leaking or to 
internal outgassing 0 Leak determination by heli"Jlll leakoodetector methods 
gave even pocrer correlation with resonator aging, sir:.ce many units indicated 
as ncr:,leakers were shown to "be obvious leakers by the vacuum oil leak test 0 
Hence the vacuurr~ oil leak. test is a more sensitive test than the helium leak 
test or any other leak. test currently being used in the industry" This test 
alsc indicates the loeation of the leak" It may indicate a very small leak, 
hOlN'ever which does not exist 0 
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Occasicnal intermittent leaks have ~een observed and some car--coating 
agents may give temporary seals until exposed to a pressure re~uction on 
the exterior of the can" It appears that sealing of micro-pores in the 
can may be accomplished with a suitable plastic or liquid sealant" The 
completed resonator would be immersed in the material in> liquid condition, 
pumped to a pressure of a fraction of a millimeter of mercury and gas 
readmitted to the chamber; the resonator would then be removed from the 
liquid and allowed to dry ~ This treatment should seal many of the fine 
pores now causing trouble~ A better base design, as previously pointed 
out, would also diminish the number of probable leakers 0 
f 0- Glass Versus Metal Containers I> The measurements reported, 
with the exception of the industrially-fabricated resonators, were made on 
resonators mounted predominantly in glass containers" Metal containers have 
been suspect since an ex.perien~e in 1958-1959 in which a high percentage of 
resonators fabricated here in metal cans were found to be leakers and from 
further observation of the 600 industrially-fabricated resonators just 
discussedo 
With proper sealing, gold units performed with high stability in the 
metal container as shown in Figures 129 and 130 but this degree of stability 
has not yet been consistently achieved for aluminum-plated resonators in 
the metal container as noted in Figure 115o On the other hand, better 
cleaning of the container and improved vacuum bake out practice may bring 
stabilities for aluminum-plated resonato~s to that of unit 17-17 in Figure 
ll64) 
The all-glass or ceramic HC~/U base appears to be a prime suspect for 
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superior to it. This is a logical observation when one compares the total 
area of the glass and the total length of the metal~to-glass seal interface 
of the two types of bases. There is a higher likelihood of failure as the 
length of the seal increases; and for the two designs the ratio of the one 
length to the other is more than 20 to 10 The sintered glass is also a 
source of outgassing~ The rigid glass base has an intrinsic weakness in 
that the pins generate cracks when slight stresses are applied to themo 
The act of inserting or removing the units from tight sockets may create 
such stresses~ The beaded pin type is much sturdier. Undercut pins may 
also be advantageouso 
Proper containers and sealing techniQues, however, do give satisfac-
torily sealed units in metal containers. 
~225"" 
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v {1 :;ONGLUSIONS AND BEC!OMMENDATIONS 
~Jr ... d .. er Phas~ I., tbe measurement and analysis of the circular crystal 
were advar:,c;ei as far as practicable at this time" The measurements will be 
mc~e fully "ltilized after f<-j.rther analysis of the simpler rectangular crystal 
has a the:-.:.ret::cal basis as a starting point" 
:::'he d.evelopmer:.tGf equipment and technique for the investigation of the 
charge di.strih;].tion c:' a crystal exci.ted by a partial upper electrode opens 
the way for an series of experiments as a basis for theoretical 
advances Q AlthclJ.gh neither personnel cor funds are available now at 
GeoY.'gia Tech.9 further work in this area should be done" 
lThe work ccmpleted. on the measuremeut and analysis of the modes of 
vibraticn in the vicinity of the third overtone indicates the greater com-
plexity of the modes in this region relative to frequencies near the funda-
mental" A mest interesting area on the mode chart where a flexure mode 
cresses the third overtone was not reached du.ring this investigation" This 
work is ccntinued under a nOfl..mi:'i tary sponsor" Both the third over-
torLe and 4.:hs:::: f-und .. amental regions will be recorded as the crystal is re-
d'.lced iTt steps of !3. few microns 0' 
Under Phase II, a su:bstitution crystal measurement system was developed 
and ealibrated", IJ:he system sati,sfies the contractual requirements stated 
in. the P~THPOSE that power dissipation can be determined only after 
the resistance measurement has teen made.. The system can furnish all of 
the i.nfcrmation for prDduction testing of Quartz crystals or for 
the des of cr~stal~controlled oscillatorso The system can be further 
improved ar.;.d. trar..sformed iGto a practical crystal test set by combining most 
or all of the individual cornmerical i.nstruments into a single package I> 
~227'" 
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Slnce.tbeoscillatorstudy program was initiated on~ 6 months before the 
end of the current contract it is far fram. completed (} A number of useful 
oscillator circuits, both vacuum-tube and transistor, have, however, been 
developed., Typical short-term instabilities are, for the vacuum.,.,tube 
oscillators, tlO cycles per second and, for the transistor oscillators, ±l 
cycle per secondo Other characteristics of the oscillators have been 
determined only to a limited extent due to inadequate instrumentation. 
The problems of instrumentation have, however, been under careful study., 
The most urgent present need in the overall frequeLcy control pro-
blem at VHF and. UHF appears to be a concentrated study of oscillator circuitry. 
For this study, special instrumentation must be developed for the measurement 
of long- and short=term stabilities under various prescribed conditions of 
temperature, voltage, and other controlling factors~ Such factors as power 
output, harmonic content, and amplitude stability must also be studied o 
Under Phase III., aluminum ... pJ.ated resonators of 160 5...mc fundamental 
frequency can be fabricated to have drifts less than one part per million 
"per year.when stored at 85°C <I Although overcoating may degrade stabilities 
slightly, aluminum" gold, silver, and copper were found to perform satisfac au 
torily as overcoating materials in the measurements conducted., If metals 
other than aluminum are used as the overcoating for aluminum films, a 
diffusion barrier of aluminum oxide must be formed on the alumi4um base 
plate by admitting air to the chamber before the second plating operation 
is undertaken., 
The primary requirements for units of conSistently high stability are 
cleanliness in all fabrication steps, an inert atmosphere, and proper hermetic 
sealing of the completed resonator" When these requirements have been met, 
-228-
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films of gold, silver, copper, or aluminum mBlf be used as the plating material 
and resonators of nearly uniform high stability will result9 Furthermore, 
units in metal containers should perform nearly as well as those in glass 0 
The currently used HC=6/U base of glass or ceramic is a poor design and 
should be changedo In addition to an intrinsic tendency to fracture about 
the pins or rim, it constitutes a source of outgassing of various vapors in 
accordance with the constitution and history of the specific baseo 
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VI" IDENTIFICATION OF KEY TECBNICAL PERSONNEL 
Technical guidance for the investigation of the modes of vibration of 
Phase I under this contract was provided by Dr", Issac Koga, Dean of Engineer-
ing, Tokyo Universityo Dr", Koga received the Doctor of Engineering degree 
from Tokyo Imperial University in 19300 He has spent most of his profes-
sional career in the field of quartz crystal studies and applications and 
is noted for numerous publicationso He is one of the international authori-
ties in his field and has received many honors", Dro Koga spent 6 weeks in 
residence at Georgia Tech in 1959 while the project under Contract NoD 
DA-36-039 SC~78910 was being activated", In 1960 he was at Georgia Tech 
for 6 weeks, but only 1-1/2 weeks were spent on this project .. 
From the initiation of this contract through June 1959, Phase I of the 
project was coordinated by Dr" oj <) Eo Rhodes, orr" Dr .. Rhodes devoted approxi-
mately one-quarter time to the mathematical study of the vibration of quartz. 
Dr" Rhodes received the Ph.Do degree in Physics at qTohns Hopkins University 
in 19470 He has been at Georgia Tech since then as Associate Professor of 
Physics and Senior Research Physicist", 
The experimental program was conducted by Dra Hitohiro Fukuyo, Assis-
tant Professor at Tokyo Institute of Technology, until his return to Japan 
in August 19590 Dro Fukuyo received the Doctor of Engineering degree at 
the University of Tokyo in 1954 as a protege of Dro Koga o The research 
equipment developed for quartz studies in Tokyo by Dro Fukuyo was brought 
to Georgia Tech for the studies of circular crystals" Dr 0 Fukuyo was at 
Georgia Tech as a Research En.gineer for a total of one year full~t:im.e on 
this and the preceding contract" 
-231-
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From June 1959 through June 1960, the local research activities and re-
port preparation for Phase I were under the direction of Samuel N. Witt, Jr. 
as Assistant Project Directoro Dr. Koga retained the responsibilities of 
overall guidance... Mr .. Witt received his MoS It in Electrical Engineering 
from the Georgia Institute of Technology in 1953. He has completed his 
course work and the experimental investigations of his thesis for the Ph.D. 
He has been associated with the Engineering Experiment Station on various 
projects since 19510 
From July 1959 through June 1960, the major portion of the experimental 
program under Phase I was conducted by Mr .. Yasuo Tsuzuki" Mr. Tsuzuki re-
ceived his BoS. in Electrical Engineering from the Yokahama National Uni~ 
versity in 1955 and his M.Sa in Electrical Engineering from the Tokyo In-
stitute of Technology in 1957.under DrD Koga. Mr .. Tsuzuki was employed by 
Georgia Tech for a period of one year as Assistant Research Engineer and will 
depart in August 1960 to resume his teaching duties at the Yokahama National 
University It 
The personal services on Phase I for the contract period 1 March 1959 
through 30 June 1960 follow: 
Name 
Ia Koga 
J. E. Rhodes, Jr. 




Project Director, Phase I 
Special Research Engineer 
Senior Research Physicist 
Assistant Project Director 
from July 1959 
Research Engineer 
Research Engineer 
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Phase II of the project was under the direction of Samuel N 0 Witt, Jr 0 
Mr <> Witt was employed one -half' time by the project except for his period of 
full-time work from Ju.ly 1959 through September 1959" Mr" Witt v s qualifica-
tions were described in connection with Phase I aboveo 
Mro Vance Ko Woodcox was employed full-time on Phase II of the project 
from March 1959 through 17 June 1960 at which time he terminated his em-
ployment with Georgia Techo He received his BoS. in 1957 and his MoSo degree 
in 1960, both in Electrical Engineering, from the Georgia Institute of 
Technology" He had been employed at the Engineering Experiment Station 
since Septerr~er 1957 on USASRDL contracts 0 
Mro Hugh Wo Denny joined the staff on Phase II of the project on 20 
June 1960" Mr" Denny received his BoS <> in Electrical Engineering in 1960 
from the Tennessee Polytechnic Institute" He was graduated with the third 
highest four-year grade average in the School of Engineering" 
The personal services on Phase II for the contract period 1 March 1959 
through 30 June 1960 follow: 
. Name Title Hours 
So N .. Witt" Jro Project Director, Phase II 1530 
Research Engineer 
Vi> Ko Woodcox Research Assistant 2508 
Ho W <> Denny Research Assistant 72 
Phase III of the project was under the direction of Rt> Bo- Belser.. Mr .. 
Belser received his MoS .. degree in Physics from Emory University in 1949 .. 
He has had 25 years experience in teaching and researcho Since 1950, his time 
has been devoted predominantly to research in the aging of quartz resonators 
under projects supported by tTSASRDL and in stUdies of thin metal films. 
-233·· 
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Mr 9 Belser is the author of over 60 technical reports, 30 papers, and two 
patents have been issued to him .. 
Mr& Walter H~ Hicklin is a graduate of the Technical Institute of Val-
paraiso, Indiana, and of electronic courses given by the U .. S. Air Force in 
World War II. He has 18 years experience in electronic circuitry, and re ... 
search on quartz resonators, other electronic components, and thin metal 
films. Mr~ Hicklin has been chief assistant to Mr. Belser for 7 years and 
has co-authored numerous reports and a number of papers. 
Mr. J. Jo Erasmus was born in the Netherlands where he received a tech-
nical school educationo There he was employed by the N. V. Philips Corpora-
tion of Eindhoven as a laboratory assistant in 1946 and later as a plant 
manager in the production of quartz crystals. In 1956 he came to Pan Elec-
tronics of Griffin, Georgia, where he worked as a production engineer on 
quartz crystals until he came to the Georgia Institute of Technology on 
July 1, 1959. He terminated his employment at Georgia Tech on December 31, 
1959" 
Mr_ Conrad Meaders received his B~S~ degree in Physics from Emory Uni-
versity in 1950. His early experience was with Southern Bell Telephone 
Company and subsequently with the U. S .. Weather Bureau.. He has worked with 
Mr. Belser's group on thin metal films for 3 years~ He has been active in 
the fabrication and measurement of quartz resonators and thin film resistors. 
Miss Dorothy Brine is a graduate in mathematics and physics from Trinity 
College, Washington, with postgraduate work in philosophy at the University 
of Toronto OJ She has worked with thin metal films at Georgia Tech for 
approximately 4 years and has conducted studies on interferometric measure-
ments of ~ilm thicknesses and other studies on the vapor deposition of metals. 
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Mr p ,~Tam.es 00 Darnell attended Berea College in Kentucky for 3 years, 
speciallz,ir:;.g .in Chemistry 0 During his career at Berea, he was instructor 
:ir .. Wc,cd Shop and in related activities 0 He has also gained a familiarity 
with electronics., He has been associated with Georgia Tech for 4 years and 
has we, rked with thin metal films and their uses in the fabrication of elec-
trcn~.c componec.ts <> 
Mr <> Mercer D <> Carithers is a graduate of Air Force Schools in elec-
tror:.ics, is .skilled in the field of electronic circuitry; and has continued 
his studies at the Georgia Institute of Technology where he completed his 
BoS 0 degree in Physl.cs in J"une 1960Q He has worked full or part time for 
a period of 5 years on the studies of quartz crystal resonators and thin 
metal films and is highly skilled in quartz resonator fabrication and 
frequency measurement 0 
Mr;;. W j) Do Dawson is a Junior in the school of Electrical Engineering 
at the Georgia Institute of Technologyo Previous to his attendance here 
he had graduated from the U" S .. Air Force Radar school and has had approxi-
mately 8 years of electronic circuitry experience in the Air Force and in 
industry .. 
The personal services on Phase III for the contract period 1 March 
1959 through 30 June 1960 follow~ 
Name 
Ro Bo Belser 
Wo He Hicklin 
~J 0 J <> Erasmus 
I;) Co Meaders 
Title 
Project Director, Phase III 
Hesearch Associate Professor 
Assistant Research Engineer 
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Name 
Do Ao Brine 
00 Darnell 
Mo D .. Carithers 









Respectfu.lly suomi tted~ 
~~1;,~~, 
Samuel No Witt, ,.j'ro 
Assistant Project Director 
for Issac Koga, Project 
Director, Phase I 
4~ 11. 'WlAtrr ' 
Samuel No Witt} ~Tro 
Project Director, Phase II 
Eichard B n Belser 
Proje~t Director J Phase III 
~tU3~ 
Arthur L .. Bennett, Chief 
Physical Sciences Division 
~ J .. Eo Boyd 
? . Director 
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